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Preface
My interest in Mark's theme of blindness and sight was 
originally stimulated by a lecture given by my first instructor 
in Greek, Dr. Joseph Arvai Zsiros. Although I have long 
forgotten the content of that lecture I can remember how 
interested I was in his comimnts about the many Greek words for 
seeing contained in Mk. 8:22-26. This initial curiosity 
developed into a broader concern to investigate Mark’s use of 
the terminology of seeing and not seeing as it is found 
throughout the -gospel. I am grateful, therefore, for? the 
opportunity to examine a subject which has long interested me 
but previously eluded my more careful attention.
Expressions of thanks are due to several people who have- 
made my research gon easier task. I am grateful for the dili­
gent and cordial assistance given to me at all imies by the 
Unnversity of St. Andrews Library staff, and for the stimulat­
ing courses and seminars given at St. Mary’s College by 
Principal Matthew Black and Professor R. McL. Wilson. Special
thanks go to Dr. Ernest Best who gave me many hours of his time
and taught me ho?; to think batter. I especially appreciate his 
words of encouragement which made it possible for me to survive 
the difficult times which inevitably accompany extended periods 
of research. I also wish to thank my wife Judy who gives me 
constant support and has listened in patinnce during the long 
hours in which I Ihive paced the floor in mm attempts to pene­
trate and express Mark’s thinking. Finally, I dedicate this 
study to my wiJfe's parents, Dr. and Mrs. G.N. Boice, who 
generously and graciously provided the funds necessary for its 
completion. ■
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INTRO DUCT I ON
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this study is to examine the terminology cf
blindness and sight found in the Gospel According to Mark,
Specifically, the .aericoaes which are to be investigated are 4:1-34, 
8;14“21, 8:22-26 and 1O:46~52» The inquiry is designed to investigate 
the relationship which exists among these passages and their importance 
in respect to Maak's broader theological interests. In Kk, 4:11f, 
the welllknovm allusion to Is. 6,9f» refers to those outside who are 
blinded by Jesus* parabolic teaching. In 8 ;l8a similar language is 
applied to Jesus' disciples when they rTsti. 1 to understand hhe feeding 
miracles, This aerL.i>8pe is iimrmdiaaely followed by an account of the 
restoration of sight to the blind man fomn Bethsaida (8:28-226). In 
10:4-6-52 a second blind man is healed nn i^ericho prior to Jesus* eniy 
into Jerusalem. Even a superficial examination reveals that there is 
some kind of a relationship between 8:14-21 and 8:22-26. But what is 
its nature? Have the two perLcoaes been brought together merely because 
of similar imagery (association by catchword) or is there a more 
significant connection between the blindness of the disciples and the 
healing of the blind man? Questions can also be raised about the 
relationship of these passages to 4:1-34 and 10:46-52. Although the 
allusions in 4:12 and 8:l8a are similar, their contexts are entirely 
different; whereas the parable chapter has to do with Jesus' preaching 
about the Kingdom of God, 8:14—21 describes a discussion between Jesus 
and the disciples about their supply of bread and the arecthrng feeding 
miracles. What is the significance of these settings and why is the 
terminology of blindness and sight applied both to oc (4:11b) and
Jesus' followers? Similarly, it is necessary to inquire about the
affinity of 6:22-26 and 10:46-32. What relationship, if any, is there 
between them? Has Mark placed them in their present positions in the 
gospel narrative and if so why? Do these miracles constitute part of 
a wider theme or must they be interpreted independently?
Theooetically this study could be considerably enlarged too include 
detailed examinations of all the passages in the gospel which contain
c .
words for seeing or all of the pericopes to which the general me^tahhesirs
of blindness and sight flight be applicable. In the interest of limiting
the scope of the investigation neither course will be followed. General
studies have already been made of some of the words for seeing ir Mark’s 
1 2gospel and the rest of the NT by b, Michaelis, V, Herrmann and 
K. Hammmrs and it is clear that much of this vocabulary is not 
significant for an understanding of Mark’s interpretation of 4:1-34, 
8:14—21,8:22—26 and 10:46-52 since it can be taken quite literally as 
part of the narrative. Examples are numerous where verbs for seeing 
refer strictly to physical sight and observation: ef/ov (1:10,16,19; 
2:12,14,16; 5:14,16,32; 6:33f.,38,48; 7:2; 8:33; 9:14f.,?5,38; 10:14;
- z X
11:13,20; 12:15; 1,4:67,69); (5:31; 12:14; 1^22); Sl,cj^e.kJ
(5:15,38; 12:41; 115:47). On occasion they indicate physical 
observation with the underlying idea of understanding (2:5; 12:28,34).
In other instances they have to do with recognition either by demons 
(3:11; 9:20; cf. 1:24) or those abou-fc to participate in a healing 
miracle (5:6,22), Verbs for seeing are frequently used in reference 
to eschatological events which are to be perceived with the eye 
(9:1,4,8f.; 13:14,26 ef Rev. 1:7, ; Dan, ?:13 LXX,
E^EWyoocie O &J,29; 14:62; 16:7). TCfli ft Xz nO always refers
to the act of looking around to see (3:5,34, 5:32; 9:8; 10:21;
11:11). Mark uses it occasionally in reference to anger (3:5,34; 55:32?).” 
Thus rather than investigating every occurrence of seeing vocabulary only 
those passages which have a direct bearing on 4:1-34, 8:14-21, 8:22-26
and 10:4.6-^52 will be discussed,
It is also possible to approach the theme in another manner. Jn
6numerous books and articles E, Schweizer demonsti^f^'tes that "blindness"
can be used as a metaphor to describe the development of Mark’s thinking
throughout the gospel. He divides Mk. 1:1-8:26 into the following
sections: 1:1—13 "Der Anfang“; 1:14—3:6 "Jesu Vollmacht und die.
Blindheit der Pharisaer”; 3:7-6:6a "Jesu Wirken in Gleichnissen und
Zeichen und die Blindheit": 6:6h-8:26 "Jesu Wirken bis zu den Heidcn 
•• 7und die Blindheit der Junger", Such a usage of the word blindness is
justified to a certain exbent since blindness and sight commonly serve
as metaphors for incomprehension and understanding in both the OT and NT,
Since Mark is concerned to demonftr^/te, the way various groups reacted to
tho person of Christ, i.e. the religious authorities, the family and 
o
neighbours of Jesus, the demons, the disciples, ' Herod and his
followers, the Syrophoenician woman etc., one could apply the metaphor 
wherever someone misunderstands or comprehends who Jesus is,
Nevertheless, such an investigation would extend this study beyond 
reasonable limits and run the risk of reading more into Mark’s theme
than he intended. Thus detailed analysis will be restricted to those 
passages where the imagery of blindness and sight is specifically
found. .
The study begins with certain assumptions which are accepted by
the majority of Markan scholars:--
1* Maak’s gospel was written prior to the other gospels and was
one of the sources used by Matthew and Luke to construct their own 
10presentation of Jesus. -
2. The author of the gospel is to be referred to as Mark although
his name is nowhere attached to the nmaerial. Although pae-Markan 
11collections must have existed, Mark united them with independent
traditions, sayings and his own transitions and creations and gave the
gospel its definitive form.
3„ Mark’s gospel, as M. Kahler points out, can he described as a 
12
passion narrative with an extended introduction. Since Mark’s 
primary interest is to present the passion, death and resurrection of 
Jesus Christ it should come as no surprise if he uses pericopes prior 
to the passion and crucifixion to anticipate this important emphasis. 
Because his readers already know the conclusion of the gospel such a 
method of interpretation would, not be difficult for them to understand. 
4« The gospel is written for the benefit of a largely Gentile
congregation.
The method which is to be employed is that which is commonly known
as redaction criticism. Redaction criticism is a term coined by 
15W. Karxsen to describe a methodology which is an extension of and to
a certain extent an advancement beyond form criticism. The latter,
as it is represented by the epoch-making work of M. Sibelius and 
16R. Bultmann, was primarily interested in investigating'the nature of
the material which circulated in the early church prior to the writing
of the gospels. Although both of these scholars were interested in the
theological emphases of the evangelists, their primary concern was to
examine the ’’forms” of the material which were used to compose the
gospels. In their opinion the evangelists were not really authors in 
17the full sense of the word but were merely collectors. Since it was
thought that they merely assembled various pericopes and logia which
pertained to the life of Jesus, the form critics studied each pericope 
/
as an independent unit without consistently determining its place in 
the gospel as a whole or its relevance to the theology of the author. 
Although other scholars anticipated redaction criticism (in Markan
i .5
18 v
H.J. Kb el in.
studies one can refer especially to the work of VI. Wrede, K.L-.
Schmidt, M. Werner, J. Sundwall, R.H. Lightfoot,
2/1g and others ) it did not receive its impetus until
the late 1940s and early 1950s when the important studies of
?5 ?6 91G. Bornkamm, H, Conselmann" and Karzxsen “ 1 were published. T he
methodology of these scholars differed con-siderably from that of the
form critics since they regarded the evangeeists as authors in their 
ovm right and looked for their individual perspectives and contributions.
Since the inception of redaction cri'biciin the method has been
modified and refined. by many scholars. Because Markan ezxegetes have
employed it for over fifteen years it is unnecessary to review the
criteria by which ore determines Markan seams and emphaaes, They have
28 2Q *0been discussed in some detail by Marzxsen, ' E. Best, ' J. Schzreiber, '
81 "02J. Rohde, ' and N, Perrin and have been systematised recently into
*» 7
a few working principles by Q. Quesnell and R.H. Stein. It is
necessary, however, to note briefly some cf the insights of redaction 
criticssm which will form the basis of the present study. Since redaction 
criticism takes Mark seriously as an author who has his owm theological 
points of view which colour his presentation of Jesus, part of the rask 
of the redaction critic is to search for these theological emphases.
In order to do this a detailed examination mist be made of each of the
passages in question in order to differentiate between tradition and 
redaction. The meaning which Mark attaches to any pericope and the 
way in which he interprets the material passed on to him by pre-Markan 
cosms^ities can only be discovered by distinguishing pre«Markai 
traditions from his own interpolations, insertions, omissions, 
transitions and creations. If Mark is an author in his ovm right, 
furthermore, certain things can be assumed about his writing which 
are characteristic of other literary works such as continuity of 
thought, allusions to previous passages, the use of a certain amount 
of symbolism etc. 8d Nevertheless, one cannot demand absolute 
consistency from him. or assume that the gospel always presents a
unified point of view, Mark's is the first extant gospel and it is
- 6 -
unlikely that he had lengthy precedents on which he could build as did
Matthew and Luke* He was bound to a certain extent, moreover, by pre-
Markan tradition which he chose to preserve. Thus it is possible that
he might merely connect traditions through the agency of catchwords,
might be inconsistent on occasion and might make use of pericopes 
35which really do not express his own point of view*
° Another important insight of redaction criticism is its under­
standing of the relationship between the gospels and history* it is 
generally recognized that most of the narratives and sayings which are
preserved by Mark have been modified in the course of transmission in
the early church. Marxsen points to three different Sit go im Leben
which have influenced their form and content: the original situation in
the life of Jesus; the setting in the life of the early church prior to
the writing of the gospels; the si.tuation(s) to which Mark and the
other evangelists wrote. In this study the primary concern will be
with the third Sitz irn Leben. Redaction critics are generally agreed
that Mark was not a historian or biographer in the sense in which these
terms are used today. Rather than providing information with which one
can reconstruct the life of Jesus the gospel reflects the faith and 
37neeus of the church to which Mark wrote. Perrin expresses this
insight well when he refers to the gospel as didactic narrative:-
The' form is a narrative of the ministry of Jesus, but the 
concerns are,those of Mark and his church, and the purpose is 
directly /t//exhort, instruct, and inform Mark’s readers.
Thus one of the goals of this investigation is to examine 4i‘J-?z]? 
8:14~21, 8:22—26 and 10:46-52 in order to discover the way in which 
Mark uses these passages to speak to the exigencies of the people within 
his own Christian community.
With these points in mind it can be seen that an application of 
redaction criticism to the theme of blindness and sight will allow
- 7 -
some conclusions to be formulated about the -following considerations; —
1. Maak’s editorial method—-the way he uses and interprets 
traditions in the passages studied; the extent of his rearrangement 
of pre—larkan material and the extent of his own literary creation.
2. Whether or not the theme of blindness and sight owes its place 
in the gospel framework to Mark and hov; its position reflects his
own interests.
3* The way in which 4:1—34, 8:14-21, 8:22-26 and 10:46-52 relate
to Mark’s theology as a whole,
4* The way in which Mark uses the pericopes .examined' and the theme 
of blindness and sight to speak to the needs and aspprations oo the 
Christian community of which he is a part *
Thus it can be hoped that this study will not only illuminate 
Mark’s mj&nner of compisitioi but will also provide insight into the
lives of some of the earliest Christians
A ..
FOOTNOTES s Introduction
1. " Opacu} /r r,,L," TDNT V, pp. 315-382. For studies of the concept
of seeing in the OT and NT and its use in other religions see Michae-- 
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C H A P T E H O N E
CHAPTER I
MK 4:1-34: BLINDNESS AMD PAPABLPB
Since the appearance of A * Julichlr,i Dio Oieicaniiredei Jesu in
1899 Ein incredible amount of literature has been produced which deals .
1
with the problems of Mk» 4* It has been examined from a variety of
perspectives, often being used as a touchstone by those interested in
somewhat diverse subjects, e.g. the synoptic parables, the content and
method of Jesus’ teaching, the labyrinthine ways of the Kingdom cf Cod
and the so-called "Messianic secret”, the development of NT apologetic
and, of course, the meaning of the gospel itself.. The flood of
publications and consequent crntrrversiei which inevitably accompany
such intense scholarly activity tempts one to wonder if mere research
on this chapter can ever hope to be fruitful. Nevertheless, the
divergent opinions among NT scholars pbout the significance of this
chapter demoriirate^ that many problems still remain open to question,
C.P.D. Moule’s comment which introduces his recent study of Ml, 4:1—20
can be taken as a word of encouragement
The passage in question is Mk.4:1-20, especially vv,1G-13.
This is a much-debated section, but my conviction is that it is 
not debated enough^
In the seventy—odd years since the publication of Julicher’s study
NT scholarship has turned to Mt, 4 with the intention of finding the 
words of the historical Jesus, Often exegetes have been disturbed by 
the interpretation which Mark allegedly gives to Jesus’ parables in 
vss. 10—12, Finding there a theory which attributes to Jesus a teaching 
metnod designed to blind his audiences, many scholaars reject these verse
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as unauthentic and attempt to discover the picture of Jesus hidden
behind the veneer of Markan redaction. Although he was by no means
the first to question the hardening theory,Julicher poignantly
portrays the dilemma scholars often face when they examine these
verses, Jesus, he argues, could never have taught with the intention
of making it impossible for his hearers to understand, On the contrary,
he always pursued the same goal in all his teaching and that goal is 
5expressed in Mt, In Jd.licher’s opinion one is forced to make
a choice:-
Entweder-Oder: entweder einzig der Verstockungsweck gegenuber 
den Massen und die Glaubwurdigke.it der Synoptiker auch in 
dieser Prage, Oder cine irrtumliche Polgerung bei ihnen wegen 
cin.es Irrtums in den Pramissen und derselbe Zweck, dem const die 
Parabeln, wie jeder fuhlt, auch die des Herrn dienen. Dies 
Entweder-Oder geht tief: entweder die Evangelisten oder Jesus.J
In the years which followed many scholars felt obliged to join Jiilicher 
7m making this decisive distinction.
In this study, however, it is not proposed to add yet another voice
to the already swelled chorus which attempts to find the original 
meaning of Jesus’ parables. Father its concern is to examine the 
intention of Mark which is revealed in Chapter 4» By examining his 
editorial changes, the additions he makes to the tradition and the way 
in which he structures the gospel an .attempt will be made to discover 
the meaning he wishes to convey to his readers and the situation he 
hopes to address.
1. Tradition and Pedaction in Me. 4^-34
Most NT scholars agree that there a.re at least three levels of 
tradition in Mk. 4’ 1—34• As Jeremias says, ’’The three stages of 
tradition (Jesus ... the primitive Church ... Mark) are recognisable
throughout the whole of Mark’s Gospel, but nowhere so clearly as in
- 13
oh, 4." Since they disagree, however, about, the content of these 
strata it is necessary to exaeine the chapter in order to distinguish 
pre-Markan tradition froe Markm editing. Having discovered Mark’s 
emphases it will then be possible to discuss the individual pericopes
in rnore detail,
(a) ak^4£l:-Lrl9
In vss. 1~3a Mark sets the stage for Chapter 4* A nue.ber of 
9
factors indicate that the first two verses arc Markan:"
' 101. The repetitious use of KcM »
?/ • H ,
2. The use of as e redundant auxiliary verb ‘ (of,
itJaeKCr/ 6:2,34; 8:3l).12
z x 1 i3. The use of Texts' .
144« The frequent references to teaching,
15 '5. T?ni ohaairteri3tic use of the historic present ’J (of, GU'i'X.y'tZdi,
6:30; 7:1).
z- 1 ax6 T/POS ckV z o> —as Gnilka points out, this phrase is found 
16/ zthroughout the gospel (it is used twice with in 4:1 .and 7:1;
of.6:30)*
7. oxAo$ —Mark often refers to the large siz-e
of the groups gathered around Jesus (5:21; 6:34; 8:1; 9:14, 12:37; 
of. TXaoi noA\o( in Kt. 13:2, exXoO tdaXou in Ik. 8:4),
» zt z» p
o. T7T 4 TT?l5 7j(SO"S —Gnilka points to simlar phrases
in Mk, 6:47» 8:6 (cf. 4:31) and Mari,s use of the implriect of 
with a preposition (1:13,45? 4:38; 5:21). 18
9. The presence of the Markan connective phrase kxi
3 *1 , X 1 Q
Oi/m£ in v, 2 (cf. 4:2,11,21,24a). "
10, £S 71 ti/C7X oA -X is used in reference
20 2lto teaching in 1:45 and 6:34«> According to Schweiier, the word
parable appears in re'dactionrl verses in 3:23; 4:2,10—13,32..; 7v17?
<7
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12:1,12 and is traditional in 4*30 and 13:25, The investigation below
’will demonstrate that it is also traditional in 4:11,33,
There is a considerable amoornt of controversy about. 1he origin of 
22the sea and boat imagery in these verses, Bultmann, for example,
23thinks that the sea mooif was found in the tradition whereas Mrxscr;
asserts that it was introduced by Mark, The evidence supports Marxsen’s 
interpretatocn» There is little doubt that the formulation of the 
scene as it now stands must be attributed to Ma.dks redundant style, 
ijpfidTo < <<.*/< er v 7apo( zrpv OxXcx 6 6 <x /cx
iV Z? 66 ?i } KX( nkS o oxAos repos ry y 0a acs66 st
Both of the other evangelists have removed this unnecessary .repetition, 
Luke omitting the reference altogether (8:4, but see 5:1—3) and Matthew
mentioning it once. There is alto disagreeemend about the origin of the
24 ,reference to the boat. Schweizer argues that in 3:9--, 4:1 and 4:36
the boat vat already found in the tradition, whereas Dibelius attributes 
25the boat imagery in those passages to Markan redaction. De Tillesse
claims, on the other hand, that the boat was found in the tradition in 
1:16-20, 4:35ff«, 6:45Bf, and perhaps in 5?Iff., vrhereas it is redactional 
in 3:9, 4:1, 6:32-34, 8:13 and possibly 6:53f. and 8:10. 3 Do Tilltste's 
appraisal is the most probable. It is difficult to see how the reference 
to the boat in 4:36 could be attributed to Mark. 4:35ff» could hardly
circulate without reference to a boat I In regard to 4:1f« it is likely 
that in the tradition the parable of the sower only had a vague setting 
(of, Lk. 8:4ff«) and did not specify the location in vrhich Jesus taught."1 
Mark introduces the sea and boat in order to create a scene similar to
the ones described in 2:13 and 3:9 and anticipate the reference to the
pO
boat in 4:35ff.
29 ItThe demand for careful listening in v, 3a ie alto Markan, 
30is reminiscent of OT parallels (is. 6:4ff»;J D. 29:4 LXX; Prov, 5:1? 
22:17; Ezek. 3:27) and is omitted in the Maathean and Lukan introduction::
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to the parable of the sower. It corresponds to a characteristic
emphasis on hearing throughout Mark’s gospel (4:12,23,24a; 7:14,37'
318:18a; 9'7)«J There is good reason for thinking that v, 9 is also
32 33Markan, As Quesnell " points out, it, like v, 3a, is really 
something beyond the parable itself and helps to lend an overall 
unity to the chapter. An examination of similar logia elsewhere 
suggests that this command for correct listening circulated 
independently in the tradition. Both Matthew and Luke attach 
different forms of it to the parable of the sower and although they 
repeat it elsewhere in their gospels they do so with relative 
independence; Mt. 11:15 is absent in the Lukan parallel; Mt, 13:43 
is only found in Matthew's gospel; Lk. 14:35 is not in the Matthean 
parallel; it is omitted in the parallels to Mk 4:23. Similar 
statements are also found in verses which are generally considered to 
be secondary readings (Mk. 7:16; Mt. 25;29; Lk, 12:21; 13:9; 21:4).-f 
Oxtside of the gospels it only appears in Rev, 2:7,11,17,29; 3:6,13,22 
13'9* In all of these passages it concludes didactic maaerial. It is 
also used in connection with teaching, although quite independently, 
in the Gospel of Thomas (logia 8,21,2,4,63,65,96). Although it occurs 
in Mk. 4:9 par. and 4:23 it is not found in parallel passages in Thoma 
(it is found before the parable of the sow^:p in logion 8 rather than 
after it). In other places v.’here it is found in logia in Thomas which 
have synoptic parallels, i.e, logia 21 (cf. Mk« 4:29), 24 (Mt. 6:23; 
Lk, 11:35f«), 63 (Lk, 12:13—?1,cf. the reading similar to Lk.8:8 in 
892* 1216 1242ff 1646 2148 etc. in V. 21); 65 (Mk. 12; Iff. pare.); and 
96 (Mt, 13:33; Lk. 13:20-21) the command to listen is not found in the 
synoptic g^opels.s This consistent (in all of the sources the saying 
follows parables or presentations of teaching) yet independent use of 
this expression suggests that the saying in Me. 4:9 (or one similar to 
it) must have circulated as a well—mown teaching device used by Jesus
.. 1J.O
(and/or the early church) whj.ch remained unattached to specific
pericopes. Recognising its significance, the NT writers, later
36 . , .
redactors and the author of the Gospel of Thomas ' used it in Jesus*
37 -teaching wherever it seemed appropriate. In the case of Mk, 4:9
Mark inserts it where he does in order to call attention to the
primary importance of the parable of the sower (cf. v. 13 and pp. 38f.
below).
(b) Mk. 4:3b-8
Scholars are generally agreed that these verses go back to the
oldest level of tradition.*^ The number of recognisable sem.itisms
"AQ «> /* » AO
indicates a pre-Markan Aramaic source, &"Y ZA (v, 4)7
XC/PTOV OLH X ZV (v. 7), £V KO'S X ...
£A<^.rO?/ (v. 8)A^ It is possible that the clause okw oox
CfKfts Wofih'qV in v. 5h is either a Markan explanatory
statement or a scribal gloss. As Taylor points out, it is onm-tied
. .. b,c,ein it sy r and Like’s gospel and ortov is replaced with
\ (, , ' s> 45
/<r/ OZt inDW. Xdl gts 3 us then, may be a Markan connecting
phrase which links the expression in 5b to that which follows in 5c.
But even if the clause in $b is to be taken as a Markan addition no
great significance is to be attached to it since it merely reinforces 5c
(c) Mk, 4:14-?0
Just as exegetes are in general agreement that d:3b~8 is pre-Markan
so too it is commonly held that the interpretation of the parable, in the
form in which it is found in the synoptic gospels, was not originally
connected to the parable of the sower but is a cornpooition of the early
church. As Black says, the fact that the interpretation is secondary is 
46 The reasons for thisone of the secure results of modern criiicipm,
judgment are discussed in detail by Jeremias and need not be repeated
, 48here.
47
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But if it is an established fact that the interpretation of
the parable of the sower is the work of the early church, scholars
are also agreed that it is not Mark's creation. As Kuhn demotsSrates,
the parable and its interpretation were already united in the pre- 
Z1Q
Markan parable source,Tx .
Although Matthew and Luke make a number of revisions in the
. . , 50interpretation there are few signs of Markan redaction in Mk*
Apparently Mark was generally satisfied with it as it came to him in the
tradition, and found it suitable for his purposes. The key term in
< z 51these verses is o XoyoS which appears eight times. As Jeremias
points out it was used as a technical term for the gospel by the early
* 52 .church, Maak’s version of the interpretation calls attention to its
53importance in the first verse. Although Luke modifies Mk, 4:14
slightly, Matthew all reference to the sower sowing the word in
13:18 and waits until v. 19 to introduce the expression o Xoyos
VH 1 Z*
TCX-S As / o\. s , As the discussion below demonstrates
(pp. 57—65 ) this emphatit on the word is important to Mark since he 
sees a close connection between the proper hearing of the Xo-yos 
and the understanding of the mystery of the Kingdom of God ,(v. 11 ja),
(d) Mk, 4:10-13 .
These verses, perhaps better than any other pericope in the gospel, 
clearly show the development of tradition within the church. Most 
scholars agree that the pericope as it now stands has undergone a
certain amount of modf lection. The most obvious indication that these
verses have been interpreted is the radical shift in scene in v. 10,
In vss, 1-2 the reader finds Jesus by the seaside teaching in a boat, 
but in v, 10 the locale is abruptly changed and Jesus is suddenly alone 
with his disciples engaged in private conversation, Mark does not return
to the sea and boat again until vss. 35ff« There is also an unusual
18 -
shift in the usage of the word 'ii dp i fi o k 4 - In v. 2 it is said
that Jesus taught many things in parables and in vss, 3h-8 the ramble 
of the sower follows. In v. 10, however, the disciples ask him about 
the parables even though only one has been, .given. In v, 11b o general 
statement is made about the effect of parables on those outside.
Finally, in v. 13 Jesus asks the disciples how they can understand the 
parables if they do not understand 'Xc]V lti\p-&V
To cornpH-OBte matters even more, there is an unusual change in the tense 
of the verb ktyM* In v. 11a Mark uses his favorite connective phrose
d’uzoTs (imperfect). In v. 13, however, a switch
is made to the present tense /Xdf k CpZ-L otu C Oi$ . Why has Mark 
made this change? In order to answer this question it is necessary to 
differentiate between Markan redaction and preMarkan tradition.
The key to understanding the shifts evident in vss. 10-13 lies 
in vss. 10 and 13. Tho parable of the sower was connected by the 
pre-Karkan church with the interpretation of the parable. Bit how were 
these pericopes. joined? Surely vss. 14-20 did not follow v. 8 without 
a transition. No doubt the parable was connected to the interpretation 
by a question, posed by those around Jesus. In the only other pericope 
in Maak’s gospel in which a parable is interpreted, Jesus' explanation 
is preceded by a questipn’oC the disciples (7:1?). Other passages in
which Jesus gives explanations are also introduced by questions which 
come from his followers (9:8fff,; lOIO-IP; ^CCP.; also 5^:11-13) 
Similarly, in ’Mathew's gospel t he interpretatioo o f f he paaaaie of the 
tares is given after the disciples request an explanation (Mt, 13:36), 
These peri-copes and the analpg'y of Lk, 8:9, C 7Z pij'c SS
AO ZQV OC CUTOU XiS £‘4 4 TCdpd/SoA'
all. suggest a similar progression in Mark's source—the paaaale of the
sow^r was given—those around Jesus asked about it—Jesus gave the 
interpretation. From this it can be concluded that HttftppSpOxAs
S
\
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' X- t Zin v. 10 is a Markan substitution for the original tjt/ ffcyoe^y3n A y v ; 
the verse Mark received in his source may have been cirnilar to Mk. 7:17 
or Lk. 8:9.5^ i. v« 10 he has turned tho question about the parable of
the sower into a query about parables in general, Mark’s reasons for
■ 5 8
making this change will be discussed below. v
In v. 13b the expression TT <A<?o.s TT<ss ntapsf y&oX ks
can also be attributed to Markan redaction. Again Mark expands the
question about one parable into a reference to parables, If one does 
* x» s ' z 59not comprehend Z^T/ o X " one cannot know
any of the parables, .There is evidence which suggests that the rest of
the verse is also a Markan construction.yy Throughout the gospel Mark
uses similar language to describe the incomprehension of the disciples:
g 1 r goo ( (T d , 9:6; 10:38,42; 14:40,68,71? of. 4:27;' 6w f ?:/;■ , '
6:52; 8:17,21; cf. 4:12; k <S UVSZ Oi , 7:18; VJ , 9:12;
7:18; 8:17. Schweizer points out, moreover, that y (t/T &’,<chJ is also 
a word frequently used in redactional verses (he lists 4:13; 5:29,43; 
7:24; 8:17; 9:30; 12:12).63
But if the questions in v, 13 can be attributed to Markan redaction
. ' • X O
what about the introductory /<« ( Xtys.( cazchs ? ny does
Mark use the present tense here when he so consistently uses the
imperfect elsewhere in the chap-fcer? Dee thinks that the usage
in v, 11a and v. 13a presents difficulties for the redaction critic 
6/1because it departs from normal Markan stylistic characteristics. 
Examining the passages in which Jesus replies to the disciples’
questions, de hillesse observes that Mark always uses the present or 
aorist tenses (7:18; 9:12,29; 10:11,29; 13:5, also see 7:6; 12:15) to 
introduce Jesus1 responses. He uses the impeefecc, on the ooher hand, 
when he wishes to continue a discourse, Thus corresponds to the nature
of the .imperfect which indicates an unfinished or continued action. 
Exceptions are found, however, in vss, 10~13« hhe response to the
— 20
question rather than being introduced by the present is linked, to
lb v. 13, however, where4:10 with Mt eAtycy z ots
one would expect to find simple continuation with the imperfect the
verse is introduced by the present tense. De Tillesse concludes that
since v, 13 is the only place in the gospel where the simple
continuation of a discourse• is introduced by the present tense the '
words l<<(t Kt.'pt.f PUrofS in v, 13a cannot be Markon but
must have come from the pre-Markan tradition where they introduced 
65Jesus' response to the question of the disciples, ” The use of the
imperfect in v« 11a indicates that Mark is responsible for the'
insertion of vss, 11-12 between the pre-Markan versions of vss, 10 and
«
13 and that his use of the imperfect here and in vss, 21 and 2d shows 
that these traditions are inserted by him to continue the discussion
about the parables.
While it can be agreed that Mark kharackeristically introduces 
Jesus' answers to the disciples' questions with the present or aorist 
tense and that Mark is responsible for the introduction of vss, 11 ~ 12 
into Chapter 4 (see below), it is unlikely that he uses («t/ }
Aovof s to indicate "simple continuity”, An examination of Mark's 
use of this phrase indicates that it is more than an imperfect of 
continuity-—in fact, it can be doubted that it should be taken as a 
true imperfect at all —-rather it is tn artificial de-vice which Mark 
consistently uses (perhaps unconsciously) to link one tradition to 
another, to insert tn independent piece of tradition into a narrative, 
or to introduce a Markan construction,^ There are many examples which 
substantiate this contention. Such is surely the case in 4:21 and 24 
(see discussion below), Other examples are the. following:—
2;27zf, : Mark uses azAzysiU rJ-rc^Tj to append tn 
independent logion about the Son of Man to 2:23-26,6/
.3^23: Mark uses the link phrase to re-intooduce the tradition after
- 21 -
his redacticnal insertion of &;<<*> A*•.
£1/ 7L iipc& f3&A&. ?s (cf. discussion on p, 53 below for the redacti onal 
nature of this clause)®
4; 2: Mark uses it to introduce his redactions! insertion in 4‘^-b>3a<
6:4* It introduces a well-known proverb which was originally
independent of the pericope.
• ' 69
6:10: As Nineham points out, the introductory formula indicates 
that the verses which follow are from an independent item in Mark’s
material.
7^9,: -&s Dibelius remarks, the discussion about honouring one’s
father and mother really has nothing to do with handwashing (7: Iff.) and
is a separate piece of tradition vrhich Mark considers relevant to the 
70situation being described.
7:14? Here Mark, by including the parable in v. 15, appends still 
71another piece of tradition to 7:1 ~8 and 9^f«
8:21: The imperfect introduces Mark’s comment about the blindness of
the disciples.
9:1: As Taylor says, 8: 34“911 i-s a collection of several different 
72sayings, 9J1 being the last saying appended to the series,
91.31/ Mark uses the link phrase to introduce the second passion
prediction.
71:17- The fact that Mark introduces the OT quotations is indicated 
not only by his characteristic introductory phrase but his customary 
emphasis on teaching (cf. Appendix I, p. 235* X. below)
(15:12,14 may be exceptions where the phrase Is put on the lips of 
Pilate rather than Jesus.)
In 4:11f., then, Mark’s use of cA €. V el u V g>< $
is entirely consistent with his use of the phrase in the rest of the 
gospel, Rather than indicating simple continuation Mark’s use of the 
phrase shows that he is making use of a separate piece of tradition which
?2 -
he thinks will fit in with the material he is developing. As is
demonsti^iated below, this logion is an independent tradition which can 
be traced back at least to the Palestinian community, Mark inserts
it here because he considers it relevant to the theme of blindness he 
wishes to develop in v. 13 (see pp, 55-ff*below),
I • X 3 41 .
The use of y^esc/- Atyt-t OurotS in v, 13a moreover, is also
c
consistent with Markan usage elsewhere and need not be attributed to 
the tradition in order to explain its presence here. In Mark’s view 
vss, 13ff* do constitute the answer to the question about the parables. 
Verses 4:11f«, on the other hand, are inserted to reinforce the answer 
given in vss. 13ff« and Mark’s euphaais on the blindness of the 
disciples (see below, pp. 55-57)* In his view, the disciples' question 
in v. 10 about the parables can only be ans^^^red if r?p/ ft&ATf'y
is comprehended (v, 13b)* Thus v, 13a introduces the 
response to the question posed in v. 10 and the answer follows in 
vss. 14ff. Mark’s construction of vss, 10 and 13 is very similar to 
that found in 7:17f* The disciples, when they are alone with Jesus, 
ask about the parable. The answer to the question, which is introduced 
by £<c( Asytt <wr o 7 s , follows Maak’s comment about the 
blindness of the disciples. Thus it can be concluded that the 
expression £<a/ At ySi CATOtS is Markan and that the verse as a
whole is a Markan construction,
Mk. 4:10 also presents problems for those wishing to distinguish
tradition from redaction since it marks an abrupt change in scenery. In
vss. 1—2 Jesus’ teaching takes place by the seashore but in v, 10 he is
suddenly teaching his disciples ret Scholars are not
74 .agreed as to the origin of this expression, Gnilka thinks that since
it only occurs in the NT here and in Lk, 9:18 y (of. Mk, 9:2; it must 
have come to Mark in the tradition. Others argue that it is redactional 
since it is so similar to ka7* TtSlcul/ which Mark uses to indicate
23 -
the private teaching given to the disciples (cf. 4: 34; 6:31f.» 9:2,28 s 
1.3:3; of, 7:33),^ Although Mark does use AXt* «? y in such a
mani^^jp one wonders why he did. noO use ii in v, 10 rather than HL tCos
ytAOVAS which is hapax 1 egomenon. The roott likely explnnaticn i s
* zthat XHFei yUOV4S oame to him in the tradition and that he did. not 
■bother to change it since it was close enough to K<Z f£tto 
suit his purposes* Matthew and Luke omit it, however, since they are not 
interested in perpetuating Mark’s references to the private teaching 
received by tho disciples (Mt, 13:10; Lk, 8:9)
Markan redaction can be discerned in v. 10b in the words
Ol 'KZ/H rViZOV aa V COtS tZtsJtZThis strange
description of the group assembled around Jesus (Matthew and Luke reduce 
o
• » ■ f cn x /-J '7 -n-v o *0-3 ..a5b,ff ,i,g sit to at ybiLV^rLf /fivrouj, Dwe f it ’ ° syi*
< _ v » A .
read Of fAZA S 7 rat otSCOtf in Mk, 4:10) has the appearance of a
compooite expression which can be broken dovm into two separate
f x 3 /
designations of Jesus’ followers, i.e. Ol Tt.pl dtJl'oV and 
ot Sos &<<«*» But how did the two terms come to be combined in v, 10?
The most likely explanation is that accepted by the maaority of scholars,
C \ 3 y
i.e. that one of the expressions, Qi Tipt oc UT o u , came to Mark
in the tradition and the other, <U'V VOcs> Sto Z<Kx, is a Markan
78 < ' 5 /addition* Of TZSJQf • (AUVO"! can be taken as traditional because,
as Bultmann dermossr^e-ites, the tradition generally contained simple
references to unspecified followers which were changed later to apply 
79more particularly to the disciples and the twelve, In Mk, 3:32,34, for
example, Mark has preserved a traditional indefinite description of one 
of Jesus’ audiences where those who listen to his teaching are described 
as those sitting around him ( . KlS Z O TCZ pi mVm ixXasv, 3?, 
zous K.pt MVOV KUkXco ,U.Wu$"T 34). In Mk. 4:10,
c \ 3 /
however, Mark chooses to sharpen the indefinite Of 7Z.pf COVoT/
with the addition of Oov to7s ZlK ot , "the twelve” being
24
one of his favourite designations of Jesus' disciples (of. 3:14,16;
6:7; 9:35; 10:32; 11:11; 14:10,17). A similar clarification of Jesus'
audience can be seen in Mk. 8:34 and the expression xov OiihoV 
* « rt a z\
&W XQIS oiuuo'j, Scholars are generally agreed that
8:34 is redacticnal, Not only does the verse contain words frequently- 
found in redactional verses (npo&K Xz us f cf. 3:13,23; 6:7; 7:14; 
8:1; 10:42; 12:43; and 71%A/ -v , of. discussion of 4:1 above) but the 
sudden and unlikely appearance of the crowd indicates that Mark appends 
a new piece of tradition to 8;27ff< Maak’s source obviously contained 
only a general reference to the crowd which he sharpens by the addition
of Zo(s 80
81Bit granted that Mark expands Jesus’ audience in 4:10 with the
addition of a reference to the twelve, why does he wish to describe it
82 • with such an unusual ' and clumsy expression? The answer has to do
first of all with Maak’s interest in making it clear that the , 
incomprehension indicated in vss. 10 and 13 is that of the disciples 
and not of some undefined group. Secondly, and more importantly, it 
concerns Maak's desire to use the parables to speak, to the needs of his 
ovm Christian com^unii^;/. He deliberately enlarges the group which 
questions Jesus so he can include reference to the twelve and by 
implication the church of.his ovm day. 83 Certainly Mark’s readers 
would have no trouble making this identification (it is maintained 
throughout the gospel). 4 Just as the disciples followed the historical 
Jesus so now the church follows the risen Christ. The tasks given the
twelve have now become those of Maak’s contemporaries. Mark brings in 
the disciples because he sees a precise analogy between the questions 
and problems of the twelve in .vss. 10-13 end the situation of his own 
church. His editing procedure here is similar to that in 8:34ff. where 
he introduces the disciples into a new piece of tradition because it is
important to him that his church pay heed to the special teaching he is
25 -
85 'presenting about the nature of the gospel* ” Similarly in 4:1Off.
Mark hopes to draw the attention of his own Christian community to a 
problem Which he considers extremely important, a. problem which 
endangers the life and mission of his church (of. pp. 57-65 below).
Finally an examination may be made of vss. 11-12. Mark begins
V. 11 With his link phrase /<<*( € AtyH’V do Co ct., As is
demoostrated above, he frequently uses this expression to introduce
an independent piece of tradition into the narrative. Such is the
case here. As Jeremias demonsSrates, Mark preserves a very early
legion in 4:11—12. "It is earlier than Mark, and comes from a 
86Palestinian tradition.” Originally it had no connection with the
parable chanter* 87 The non-Markan nature of the logion is indicated 
not only by the absence of any recognisable clues of Markan redaction 
but also by the signs of its Palestinian origin: the antithetic 
par'a1le!.ism in v. 11, the .redundant demoossrative pronoun
the triple use of the passive as a circumlocution to avoid the divine
name ( cT do r«: / , ytyzcit f Tf ) and tne phrase
£V J<#p/3owhich can be traced back to a translation of the
Hebrew ' && X or .Aramaic A 76? Ss T.W. Mans on and Jeremias
dennusst^j^^'te, v. 12 can also be traced back to a pre*Markan origin
since the allusion to Is. 6:9f. is similar to the Targumic version of 
91that passage. Tlhis OT passage was often used by the early church in
their apologetic task of explaining the failure of the Jews to accept
the Christian. message (Jn. 12:40; Acts 28:26f,). The history of the 
Q2usage of this testimonium will be discussed in more detail below.'
(e) Mk. 4:21-25
. ■ %
The introduction of these verses with the link phrase /<%/
. * f\
d A £ y £ %' <AO<9£$ indicates that they were inserted into Chapter 4 
93by Ms.rk This contention is confirmed by the fact that the oarables
- 26 -
here have no obvious connection with the parable of the sower and its
interpretation. An examination of the use of similar sayings in the
other gospels suggests that they must have circulated independently in 
0/
the traditoouo The differences between 4:21-25 and par, as well as
tho muutiple usage of some of the parables in the other gospels indicate 
9h , . „that they must have been found in more than one source (of. Mt, 13:12; 
25:20; 5:15; ?:2; 10:26; Lk. 8:l6ff„; 6:38; 11:33; 12:2; 19:26; Gospel, 
of Thomas logia 5»6,33b,4l).
'But if these parables were separate units at one time, how did they
become united in Mark’s gospel? Did Mark unite them or were they already
associated in his source? Scholars present a divided answer to this 
96question. Jeremias > implies that they came together before Mark 
97received them. Kuhn thinks that at least vss, 21f, were united in the 
98pre~Markan tradition. Others ' argue that Mark is responsible for 
_ ' OQ
their connection, in a recent study G. Schneider '/z pays special
attention to vss, 2lf„ and advances a number of reasons to support his
thesis that they were revised and first joined together by Mark:-
1, The double question form in v. 21 is characceristic of Mark’s 
100 •style
2
c,e,fx ,2, The variant readings in 11 copsa ( /e <*t e r «f ) and D it
J i . <*' *
b ’ ( «C Ti. c £ TtM ) indicate that such an equivalent originally stood in
i/ 101
the text and that Mark has replaced it with tpYd Td Z • .
3. The argument that the application of to a non-personal
object is a semitism does not prove that v. 21 came from a Palestinian 
102source. It is also found in Greek literature.
This line of reasoning is not
1. Although Mark does like to use rhetorical questions (of, 4:13;
1038:17f* etc.), '' the device is also characteristic of Semitic literature 
(of. 4:30) and could have been in Maak’s source.
2» The variant readings cited by Schneider do not demonstrate that
07
~ I “
J'
Mark replaced the original reading with CjPXtlvt , They merely 
indicate that attempts were made to harmonize Mk, 4:21 with Mt. 5:1? 
and Lk, 8:l6 and 11:33* Although it is difficult, furthermore, to see 
why Mark or anyone else would deliberately obscure the meaning of the
104saying by substituting dpx for an earlier reading,z ‘ it is
/ f/
possible to see how it could have been replaced with Atl/tu or OT1 1.0
iu=the course of transmission, If, on the other hand, zpK S.1is a
mistranslation of an Aramaic word it is unlikely that Mark is responsible 
' 105for such an error. It is more probable that he has preserved it as
it came to him in the tradition,
jt
3# Although the application of verbs like dpKopM to a non-personal 
■a**’ < . y
object may be found in Greek literature the phrase dpXZCLt o Auxvos
qualifies as a semitism for another reason. As J.H. Moulton points out,
the use of an intransitive verb in the place of a normal Greek passive 
. . 106is also a semitism. Thus dpXZZUt could simply mean that the ^s^mp
is "brought",
The most likely explanation of the relationship between vss, 21
and 22 is that adopted by Kuhn, viz. that they were already united in the
pre-Markan material. Mark appears to have preserved them substantially 
100as they were found. It is not difficult to see how they came together
in the tradition since they both deal with the theme of light and 
revelatiLon, and would naturally attract each other. •
Verses 24b and 25, on the other hand, were probably brought 
together in the tradition through association by catchword, i.e.
Tpo c 11 11 e( fXf . Such a connection indicates the
major point of association between the parables. That they were already 
united in the pre-Markan tradition is confirmed, by the difficulty one has 
interpreting v. 24b in relation to Mark's use of vss. 2lf. and 250^
Redactional evidence in vss, 23 and 24a indicates that Mark is
responsible, however, for the association of the two pericopes in
— 28 —
4:21-25. In v. 23 the words c( r/s £XZ( ujC<\ rtKcuzn/
(of. vss. 3a,9) are Karkeai. This verse is not foundz» ✓s kou & r w
in either Lk. 8:17 or Mt« 10:26. One mo;/ also attribute the words
110/*As TZl'Z n <woeti to Mark 
111
It- is changed slightly by
Luke, ' ' ' but is not found in Mt. 7:2. Mark uses it to make an obvious
*t *? O • **
connection between vss, 21—23 and vss, 24b- 25, y3 AX7L2 ~ £ (or
/SAZff.itS > 7~C > ) '3 occurs several times in the gospel (8:15;
12:38; 13x5,9,23,33) and is only retained by Matthew and Luke (except 
for Lk. 8;18) in Mt. 24:4 and Lk. 21:8 (par. to Mk, 13:5)« Otherwise 
they omit it (of. Mt. 7:2; 23:2; Lk. 21:12,36), replacing it with 
?Tc>NCr£xxr£. (of. M. 16:6; Lk. 12:1; Lk. 20:46; Mt. 10:1?) or
some other word (cf. 7 Sou in Kt, 24:25; Y op £( Vf in Mt. 25:13;
of. Mk. 13:35). Further evidence of Markan redaction in Mk, 4:24a can
. \ 3 n
be seen in his connective phrase Kdt chsyi" to IS , Thus
it can be concluded that Mark unites two pericopes which were originally 
114separate in his sources by inserting vss, 23-24a ‘ between them
(!) Mk. 4:26-29
Although this parable is not found in the other gospels it is not 
a Markan creation. As Black demonstrates, it betrays an Aramaic origin, 
Although Julicher thinks that v, 29 wa.s either added by Mark or revised 
by him 7 (cf. the obvious reference to Joel 3 Z,4..7:13)? there is no 
evidence within the verse itself which indicates that Mark added or 
altered, it. If v. 29 is secondary, it was added to v, 28 before Mark 
received the parable. It is likely that vss, 26-29 had already been 
connected with the parable of the sower, its interpretation, and the 
parable of the muutard seed. (4:30—32) in the pre—Markan tradition, all 
of these parables being built upon similar imagery.1,7
Some scholars are -particularly concerned to explain the absence 
of this pericope in the other gospels. While it is not likely that
115
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Matthew’s parable of the tares can be considered a revision of
Mk 4:26-29j there is evidence which indicates both Matthew’s and
118 . .Luke’s familiarity with the Markan pericope, Its absence in their
gospels indicates that it did not suit their intentions and that it 
• 1°failed -to speak to the situations to which they were writing. ' For 
parallels to Mk* 4:26—29 outside of the NT of. 1 Clem? 23:4"5iH 2 
Clem. 11:3; Gospel of Thomas 2.1*
(s) Kk^jO-Jg
The parable of the mustard seed, as has'been suggested above,
followed 4:26-29 in Maak’s source. Both parables employ the same seed 
120imagery and both are Kingdom parables. Scholars are generally
agreed that this parable circulated not only in Mark’s source but 
121in Q as well where it may have been attached to the parabJLe of the
122leaven (of. M.'13:31f, and Lk, 13:l8f.)< ‘ Whereas Luke has preserved
most of tho Q version of tho parable, Mt. 13:31f, is a conflation of 
123both Mik 4:30ff, and Q, Scholars are also generally agreed that 
124Maak’s text bears strong traces of an Aramaic original, <T The
introduction to the parable (v»30) is strikingly similar to the
• 125 .introductions to many rabbinic parables* Tho ta^tlllogy in that 
verso (and also in Lk 13:18) is not attributable to Markan redaction 
but is thoroughly Semitic*126
Ono sign of Markan redaction may be soon, however, in tho rather 
J* Z
awkward expression y^iKpoz zpoy or TWVrwK tuJi/ CT.tyP- 
/ucrw Teuv tXi yys in v, 31b. 1 zm r?/s yqs is a
n j \ Zt
repetition of CTi.^y~'7 ZjLi T?{S y^S in v, 3% and represents
Mark’s emphasis on tho smallness of the seed (of, Mt. 17:20; Lk, 17:6) 
and tho contrasting size of tho plant which develops from it (also see 
Gospel of Thomas, logion 20). The importance of this will bo
discussed below
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(h) Mk. 4:33-34
These verses, which serve as a conclusion to Mark’s parable 
chapter, have been the subject of some controversy among scholaars who
attempt to distinguish, redaction from traditoon* Gnilka thinks 
they belong together and form a unit. In his opinion, both ver 
comprised the original ending to the pre-Karkan parable source.
that
ses
128
Gin'i-ksa’s suggestion is not acceptable, however, since he fails to 
consider decisive signs of Maak5s editorial activity in v. 34 and does
not fully appreciate the close connection between this pericope and
vss. 10-12. Trocme, on the other hand, thinks that vss, 35f* are a
Markan summary statement rather than a piece of pre—Maarkan tradition.
He sees a flat contradiction between these verses (which present the
parable as an elementary form of teaching) and 4:10-12 (the hardening
theory). These two concepts, he argues, can hardly be attributed to
the same author. In his opinion, 4:10-12 is the traditional
explication of the parable of the sower which Mark has not dared to
eliminate. Verses 13-20 and 33f* represent Mark’s opposition to the 
129theory put forth in vss. 10-12, ' Objection must also be taken to
this analysis. Verses 10-12 were not linked with the parable of the
sower in the tradition and v. 34i rather than contradicting vss. 10-12 
130refers back to them and is intended to reinforce them.
Vha.t, then, can be said abou't vss. 33f«? First, it is necessary 
to identify those parts of the pericope which can be classified as 
Markan. Marxsen points in the right direction when he says that one
must first ask a negative question, i.e. "...was nioht oder kaum in der 
131 -Gleichnisquelle gestanden haben kann’*? He points correctly to v. 34a
St ouk sActAEt tfurots* As Jeremias J says,
this expression is a certain reference to 4:11b Since 4:h1f. was 
originally an independent piece of tradition which was first connected 
to the parable of the sower by Mark, the reference to v, 11b in 34a
could hardly bo a. piece of t rad-Viton. If Mark is responsible for tho 
insertion of v. 11 he mumu also be respoonibbe for the inclusion of 
V. 34* The verb £A<A£/ (of.4:33) is also to be attributed to 
Mark, By using the imperfect ho brings vss. 33 and 34 in line with his 
introduction to the chapiter in v. 2 ( <<U £<5Tf 2") , '
There is further evidence of Markan redaction in v, 34b, This
verse is clearly a reference to vss, 10“11a,13f», the question of those
around Jesus with the twelve and the subsequent interpretation of the
parable. The contrast between v, 11a and v. 11b is the same as that
found in v, 34* In v, 11 it is said that the disciples are given the
mystery but to those outside Ccc is in parables. Similarly in
v. 34 Jesus .does not speak to them ) without parables but
/ r/ \ 1 36{Sf ) to his own disciples he explains Zo 1/Z<T . The emphasis on
* Z z-private teaching, V , also occurs in Mk, 6:31 f,, 9:2,28,
and 13:3.137
Ver.se 33, on the other hand, rather than being a Markan constructio
is to be considered traditional, the original conclusion to Mark's
138 x o - z -■» z
parable source. The expression u>S 7)6 O & t V*
which is unique in the gospel was a reference back to the preMIarkan
interpretation of the parable of the sower in which the different
As 1 'JO. v oyo$ ->
was connected with the various receptions given to the church's message.
The introduction to v, 33. HcU TolWZW KLpoaftoAaS S noXtUSi
pointed back to the parable of the sower, its interpretation and vss,
26—29 and 3O—32, In regard to the ambiguous KVZO?) in v, 33 it is
possible that in the pre-Markm source it may have referred to Of
T.%/3( cov in v. 10, Mark, however, makes no attempt to sharpen
the identification of ’’them”, no doubt associating it with the equmlly 
, . c 3,
ambiguous Pt in v. 111b, Matthew, on the other hand, makes it
clear that the crowd is the audience being discussed (Mt. 13:3'4)»1^^
— 32
( j) Summary _
MaaTks parable source probably cortained a general reference to 
the setting in Which Jesus taught which has either been lost or 
absorbed by Mariks introduction in vss* 1—2; it also contained 3b—8, 
part of Ve 10 (’’when they were alone those around him asked about the 
parable”), Jesus* answer to the question (vss. 44-20), the similitudes 
in vss. 26-29 and 30-32 and the concluding remarks in v, 33, Markon 
additions and mooifications include 4:4-3af9, the reference to the 
twelve in v, 10, the general question about the parables in v* 10, 
v, 13; V, 31b and v. 34* Within this framework Mark inserts a piece 
of tradition which was a unified logion when he received it, i.e, vss. 
11f. He also interrupts the sequence of the parable source by inserting 
vss. 21-25, a pericope made up of two separate pre-Markan sets of 
sayings, i.e. vss, 21f, and vss, 24bfvss, 23 and 24a are his own 
connecting links,
(k) Mk, 4:1—34. and the structure of the Gospel
Before Mark’s understanding of his parable chapter can be
determined the information gained by the study of tradition and 
redaction must be supplemented with an examination of the relationship 
between 4:1-34 and the structure of the gospel as a whole. Although 
there has been renewed interest in discovering the plan -which under­
girds Maak’s gospel, recent 'studies provide conflicting conclusions
141 142about the de-tails of its organisation. In Taylor’s opinion,
the gospel consists of seven parts which are based on historical and.
geographical considerations:-143
1:1-13 Int roduct i on
1: 14-3:6 The Gali 1 ean ministry
3:7-6:13 The height of the Galilean ministry
6:14-8:26 The ministry beyond Galilee
8:27-10:52 Cresarra Philippi: The journey to Jerusalem
11x1—13:37 The ministry in Jeruralim ‘
14:1—16:8 The passion and resurrectoon narrative
- 33 -
In more recent studies other scholars divide the gospel into six
sections Which reflect theological rather than historical divisions,
V4 . .Sobweeser, for example, thinks that the concept of blindness is a
key factor in Maak’s outline:~
1:1-13 
1:14—3:6 
3:7—6:6a 
'6:6b~8:26
8:27—0:52
11: 1—16:8
Der Anfang
Jesu Vollmac.ht und die Blindheit der Pharisaer 
Jest i Virken in Oleicl'misem und Zeichen und. die 
Blindheit
Jesu VJirken bis zu den Heid.en und die Blindheit dor 
Junger
Jesu Offenbauung in unversehussslter Bede und?. die 
Nachfolge der Junger
Leiden und Auferstehnn des Henschensohnes
Trocme’s 145 analysis involves a reshuffling of some pericopes -and is
based on what he calls the "ecclesiastical order" of the gospel,
the church’s concern about mission:-
1:1-3:12 8:22-26 and 8:31-10:52
3:13-6:13 mi-BCVZ
6;14-8:30 (excluding 8:22-26) • 14:1-16:8
i e *
B, Pesch advances a somewhat
of the gospel. In his opinion, 
certainty as long as 13:1-37 is 
contends, are incompptible with 
of the gospel when it' was first
response to special circumstance 
the gospel with a six-fold plan:
1:2-3:6
3:7-6:29
6:30-8:26
different thesis about the cornpao
its form cannot be determined with
included in it. These verses, he 
any outline because they were not
written but were only added later 
s. Originally Mark carefully desi
8:27-10:52 
11:1-12:44 
14:1-16:8
i t i on
any
part
in
giied
147In a more recent study D, Blatherwick argues tint the gospel is
1Z8 •best understood if it is divided into five ' sectinns nn which Jesu3*
conflict with the Jevrs is a predominant theme:-
1:1-3:6 . 9:3O-1O:52
3:7-6:6a 1^111-16:8 ‘ .
6:6b-9:29
General objections can be raised against most of these outlines.
. The sections into which the gospel is divided by Taylor are based on
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the questionable presumption that Maak's purpose is to provide a 
historical outline of Jesus' ministry. This assumption is rejected by 
the majority of redaction critics who correctly argue that the gospel
has been composed on the basis of theological rather than historical
ya , , .crileliae ' r^ocn'se tries to find such criteria but he weakens ms
thesis by tinkering with the order which Mark imposed on the gospel.
If Mark had wanted. 8:2?-26 to follow 8:30 he could have arranged his 
150material in this manner without much difficulty, Sclweeaer’s thesis,
on the other hand, is based on the contention that in 4:10-12 Mark is
calling attention to the spiritual blindness of all men. Ao examination
of these verses will reveal that Mark is thinking more . specifically 
’ 181
than that, ' Slatherwick’s interpretation is also open to criticim 
since it refuses to recogni.se the clear caesura between 8:26 and 8:27
-in?
and is based on the false premise that Mark's gospel is anti-sernitic, " 
1h3This premise mil be criticised in detail below, ■"
In order to find an acceptable explanation of the relationship
between Monk's parable chapter and the rest of the gospel it is first
necessary to analyse the organisation of the marerirl which precedes it.
It is surprising that the preliminary verses of the gospel are given
such scant attention by Trocme, Pesch and SLather^wick, Verses 1:1—13
function as an introduction to the gospel (0C0 1(1^ VO(J tu AlOuf
Vrl) and lock both forward and backward, grounding the activity of
John in the OT and anticipating Jesus' ministry as the voice from
heaven proclaims him Son of God, The restriction of this introduction
to vss. 1-13, however, is also unsatisfactory sinm, as L,E, Keck 
181illustrates, "1 they are inseparably linked with vss, 14-15
1, The description of John's arrest in v, 14 is obviously designed
to round off the account of his ministry in vss, 4-11 and like the whole
of vss. 1—13 has an anticipatory function since it prefigures Jesus*
155arrest and crucifixion
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2. Jesus’ demand for’ repentance is clearly intended to be 
reminiscent of John’s proclamation in v. 4*
3e Jesus’ call for belief in the gospel (v, 15) provides a 
logical conclusion to the section begun in 1:1.
. Keck also convincingly q^estaon, the general assumption that the
second section of the gospel ends with 3:6 and that the third, section .
156is introduced with, the summary in 3:7*12:™
1. 3:7*12 does not introduce anything but is best understood as a re
157view of the section which precedes it* ”
2* If the third section is introduced with 3:13-19 then its 
relationship to 1:16-3:6 is clarified; both parts of the gospel begin 
with disoipleship maaerial (the calling and commOstioning of Jesus* 
followers). In such a manner Mark uses them to introduce a theme which
is of major importance throughout the rest of the gospel. 150
As the above review clemonstratet, scholars also disagree about 
the point at which the third section terminates. They offer at least 
three possibilities (6:6a, 6:13 and 6:29), 6:13 and 6:29 are unlikely,
candidates since they both unnecessarily separate the description of 
the despa-tching of the disciples into the mission field (6:7-13) from 
their return to Jesus in v. 30. Tho suggestion that the third and 
fourth sections should be divided. at 6:6a is also unconvincing, 6:6a
is a rat her unsuitable conclusion since it ends on a sour note that
leaves Jesus still in Nazareth, 6:6b, on the other hand, hardly 
provides an appropriate introduction to a new subdivision. The words 
/<*/ Lyftv rcs KtU/4 s HUH Au/ 6{6dsx h Lj y make up a
summary reminiscent of 3:7-12 and are best understood as the conclusion 
of the preceding section, one which ends on the positive theme of Jesus’ 
teaching and empphlizet the fact that despite rejection in his homeland
Jesus’ mission continues at full throttle.
If v. 6b provides a logical terminus for the section which begins
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with 3:13-19, 6:7a makes an even better preface to the one which 
follows. By beginning it with the sending out of the disciples Mark 
conforms it to the pe/tterni already establishied in 1:16-3:12 and 3:13—
6:6a: each of these subdivisions is introduced with the theme of
. 159 'desclpeethlp« _
The fifth section of the gospel clearly begins with 8:27ff„ Most , 
scholars agree that Peter’s confession marks a new departure in Mark’s 
naarative.160 Here Jesus’ role as an itinerant preacher and healer 
draws to a close. He only performs three more miracles and as he 
heads resolutely toward the cross he concentrates on the final 
inst miction of the disciples. In 8:27ff, Peter’s incomplete confession
I
is fdoowed by Jesus’ open announcement that disoipleship can only be
defined in terms of his ovm passion, death and resurrection and that the
true disciple must be willing to follow him anywhere, even to the cross, 
161In 10:52b a blind man does just that. In this manner Mark prepares
the reader for the final sections of the gospel which depict Jesus’ 
preparations for his death (11:1-13:37 ox* 11:1-12:44) and describes his 
arrest, crucifixion and resurrection (14:1-16:6).
It can be concluded, therefore, that the gospel is best understood
if it is divided into seven parts..
(I) 1:1-18
(II) 1:16-3:12
(III) 3:13-6:6b ,,9
(3V) 6:7a-8:261OZ
(V) 8:27-10:52
(VI) 11:1-H>4^4 (or 1.3:37)
(VII) 14:1-^16:3
The plausibility of this outline is evident in its structural coherence. 
Apart from sections I, VI and III whose content was more or less pre­
determined, Mark begins each part of his gospel with the important theme 
of disciplestip (1:16-20; 3:13-16; 6:7a-“13i 8:27ff.).
With this outline in mind the structural significance of 4:1—34 
becomes more apparent. As Pesch observes, the parable chapter is the
highpoint of the section in which it stands and opens a new perspective
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163 -• .on the understanding of the gospel.' " Even a superficial glance at 
these verses reveals that Mark intends them to be of central importance
for an understanding of his definition of discipleship:~
1. In Mark takes special pains to include the disciples in
C V
Jesus’ audience by augmenting the traditional phrase
Z X o. X
qi/ZOv vzith <FW CO i s „ By designating the disciples
“the twelve” he calls special attention to their apostolic commission 
and function (cf. 3:14,16; 6:7a).
2. 4’1-~34 provides the first reference in the gospel to the special 
privileges which the disciples enjoy as followers of Jesus: they are 
among the “insiders” who are given the mystery of the Kingdom of God 
(v. 11a) and are the recipients of Jesus’ special teaching (4:10af34)*
3. In these same verses Mark also rather contrarily introduces the 
incomprehension of the disciples, a theme which becomes increasingly 
prominent in the rest of the gospel (cf. 4:35-41; 6:52; 7:17ff»? 8:14- 
21 etc.).
The chapter is also important for an understanding of its more
immedi at e c ont ext:~
1. The emphasis in the introduction (l:14-f.) on Jesus’ preaching 
of the Kingdom of God and his demand for belief in the gospel is taken, 
up in more detail in 4:11f« (the mystery of the Kingdom of God) and 
4:14-20 (various responses to the preached word).
2. The description of Jesus as preacher and teacher in 1:16-3:35 
is given new substance in 4:1-34 which contains the first large block 
of material with related examples of the content of his teaching. The 
way in which these factors are interpreted by Mark will be discussed
below
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2. Mk. 4: its Meaning to Mark and his Church
(a) Mk.. J3
In his introduction to Chapter 4 Mark sets the stage for the scene
which is to follow. The first sentence indicates his desire to stress
Jesus' teaching activity. This description of Jesus as teacher is
reminiscent of 2:13 where it is said that he customarily taught by the •
sea. T.C&A7 in 4:1? however, does not merely represent a desire to 
re-establish the scene described in 2:13« Both 2:13 and 4:lf. are
generalising statements which 11^1x11101 that once again Jesus is teach­
ing (cf. the iterative, imperfect £ oi c? A in both verses). "^4
Although Mark’s emphasis in 4:1 on the extraordinary size of the crowd 
is similar to his description elsewhere in the gospel of the large groups 
which constantly surrounded Jesus { jtoAuS, 5:21; 6:34; 8:1; 9:14;
12:37; cf. 3:7 7 0 Au ffAyjS&s ; 10:46), this is the only
passage in which the superlative is used. Probably it is found here 
because of the special importance which Mark attaches to the parable of
the sower.
The accent in these verses on the teaching aspect of Jesus'
165ministry is part of an emphhsis which is found throughout the gospel. 
f i 166& f S O c K ika 0 5 is frequently applied to Jesus . and he is called
"tircher'* by friends and enemies alike (4:38; 5:35; 9:17,38; 10:17,20,35; 
12:14,19,32; 13:1; 14*14). <fz efcTcr H tO and ^Tzdoex also
appear frequently, With the exception of two passages (6:30; 7:7), 
references to teaching always denote the activity of Jesus. He does it 
customarily (lO:l; 14:49) and his ff XoL y 7? is described as something 
new since he does not teach in the maimer of the scribes but with Cf ou < r t: 
(l:21f.,27). Mark records the multiplicity of topics which this
teaching involves: 'questions of divorce (lOxlff.), the significance 
of the temple as God's aiuse (11:17) and the riddle of David's son
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(12:35)* Ir 12:38ff. it coortains a special warning about the scribes. 
The teaching given in 8:31 ff. said 9:31ff« is of special importance, In 
these crucial verses Jesus instructs the disciples about his death and 
resurrection and the meeming of discipleship (cf. 1O:32ff„). An 
examination of 4:14-20 will demonssrate the close relationship between 
these passages and Mark's emphasis on teaching in Chapter 4* The 
parables in 4:1-34 ore part and parcel of his understanding of the
As *1 Voyo$ and the preaching which is given to his ovm congregation.
With his three—fold reference to Jesus' teaching activity in 
168vss, 1—2 and the unique double demand for correct listening in vss,
3a and 9 Mark calls special attention to the primary importance of the
parable of the sower. This ernypihsis is reinforced by the in
169
v, 3b which he found in the tradition. y The requests for careful 
hearing are especially significant since, they serve rather like 
quotation marks which set apart a particularly important passage, 1 70 
"Listen,” Mark is saying, “The Lord has something to teach you. Try 
and comprehend it I”
(b) Mk. . 4:3b-8 .
If Mark calls special attention to the parable of the sower it
still remains to be seen how he wishes it to be understood. It is
interpreted in a number of different ways by scholars interested in its 
171original meaning, but since this suudy is concerned with Mark's
understanding of it, it is not necessary to enter into this discussion. 
It is obvious that Mark accepts the interpretation ”'hich came to him in 
the tradition and thus the significance which he attaches to vss. 3b—8 
can only be discovered by examining 4:14-20, This will be done after 
the discussion of vss, 10-13.
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(o) Mk. 4:,11b-l2
. In the discussion of tradition and redaction * it was noted that
there are at least two distinguishable levels of tradition in vss, 10—13 
The early church, wishing to append its interpretation to the parable of 
the sewer, introduced it by inserting the question asked by those 
around Jesus about the meaning of the parable, Mark., however, alters 
the tradition, enlarging the audience by adding the reference to the 
twelve and changing the question of the parable of the sower into one 
about parables. In v. 13 he makes it clear that an understanding of
/Cc%yai3c> A “V is necessary if all the parables are
to be comprehended. He mooifies his source even more with the insertion 
of a separate piece of tradition, (vss, 11f»), Before discussing the 
significance of vss. 10 and 13 attention must first be turned to 
vss. I1b"-12 and the memy questions of interpretation they raise.
(i) Is. 6 h-JO: its use apaai f rom Mark * s Gospel
The text of Is. 6:9~-O alluddd tt in Nk.'4i1:1 has a long end
interesting history of interpretation and its use both in Jewish and 
Christian circles indicates that it was given a number of different 
meanings before Mark incorporated it into Chapper 4* In the MT, for 
example, the text is used as part of God.’s order to Isaiah at the time 
of his commisssoning. The multiple use of the imperative in these 
verses indicates that Isaiah's task is seen as one of judgment. His 
preaching is designed to prevent the Jewish people from seeing and 
hearing. ThT o orde to ramkk the people blind and to fardei thehr hlarts 
is reinforced by lhe fir_a! f 3 in vp 10, ’’lest -tleey see with their eyes 
and hear with their ears . „. etc, ( ,RSV ). The blindness theme plays 
an important part throughout the literature commmoly attributed to 
Isaiah (of. 5:21; 29:5-14,18; 30:9-11; 35:5! 42:6-17,18-20; 43:8;
44:18; 59:10).
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The severity of Isaiah's comrmision is considerably softened.,
however, by the LXX, Wiichistrips away the imperatives from vas, $-10, .
There the people are not to be made bl'irid —-they are already blind,
A
This new interpretation is reinforced in v. 10 where the NT's hyp id 
imperative Ja0 T becomes tn k x Wf?p : A'yp? di$ toa
*» . r-
?ooo toucou B Clearly this change is not o simple matter of
translation —it is a theological interpretation designed to make the 
173Hebrew text less offensive. There is a similar softening tendency
in the Tfgumio version of Is, 6:9-10. These verses provide only one
example among many of the texts which have been softened or deliberately 
17/
altered. * The Targpm omits the first two imperatives found in the
• Hebrew (6:9) and changes the verse into a relative clause: “Go and
speak unto this people that hear indeed but understand not, and see 
indeed but know not." ‘In v. 10, however, the imperative
is retained. Although the people are blind to start with
■ 175
they shall be made even more blind, 1 The NT's final ~S in v, 10I • **
is considerably softened by the Aramaic A ^"7 , Which can be taken to
17?mean that if the people did repent they would, be forgiven, ' Evidence
of a similar softening of the prophetic word is also visible in later 
rabbinic interpretations of this passage, In some texts cited by 
Strack-Billerbeck, the interpretation of Is. 6:9-10 is .changed so that
the pericope is turned into a promise —-the blindness of the people will
1 78eventually be cured and God's forgiveness will prevail. 7
The early church, found Is, 6:Qf» useful for its missionary
activities and it was ’widely accepted as a te^£^'tmnor^;^im Which could be 
• 179used to explain the occasional failure of the apostolic mission. 
According to B, Lindars,::: it is possible to discern several 
different levels of development of this apologetic mooif within the NT, 
In his opinion, it was first used by the church, to explain why the Jews 
did not respond to the church's kerygma —they were blinded by a fatal
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obstinacy and cut themselves off from salvation. This oldest
application of the text is preserved in Jn, 12':39f*» although John _ 
uses it somewhat differently. His employment of the text represents 
a second stage of development when it was connected with the ministry 
of Jesus. He narrows down the application and uses it in relation to 
those who refuse to believe despite the many signs which Jesus •
81 rxperforms.’ John removes the imperatival sense of the KT and Jn. 12:JO
182is put into the indicative, making God himself the subject. This
second stage of development is also represented by the pre-Markan 
legion which Mark preserves in Kk, 4:Ilf* Now the failure to respond 
to Jesus’ mission is united with the doctrine of the elite; there are 
two classes of people who listen to Jesus -—those to whom the mystery 
of the Kingdom is given rand those to whom it romains an insoluble 
riddle, Mark, however, uses this legion in yet another manner since 
he connects the blindness theme with the problem of understanding the 
parables and the blindness of the disciples. Finally, Lindars sees 
a parallel but distinct development of the use of the_logion in the 
church’s doctrine of election. In Homans 9—11 Paul explains the 
blindness of the Jews and justifies the mission to the Gentiles through 
his doctrine of election, the blindness of the Jews being necessary 
un-fcil the gospel has been’preached to the Geniiles (of, a slightly 
different use of the blindness theme in 2 Cor, 3:144 4:4)* A similar 
application is also visible in the LXX citation in Acts 28:26f,
Whatever one thinks of Lindar's thesis—-and it is open to question 
on some points since it is possible that the application of the 
hardening mooif did not develop in quite as orderly and logical a 
fashion as he thinns-hie has clearly shown that the blindness theme 
Mark uses in ^:11f, had a history of interpretation in the church prior 
to his gospel. Particula.rly important for the purpose of this study is
the distinction between the pre-Markan use of Mk. 4:1 If. and the way it
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is applied by Mark himself, Mark's contribution. to the blindness 
theme is its connection with the failure to uudirstand the perrbyes
and its unification with the blindness oo the disciples. In order to
understand the value of this contribution and appreciate Mark's 
.understanding of Mk. 4:12 it is neccesary 'ho examine 'tie texl ff
f/
Is, 6:9-10 which he retains, his interpretation of fn/ci in v. 12a, 
and the relationship he establishes between vss, 11—12 and vss. 10 rand
13.
(ii) Is. , 6:9-10: the text in Kk,, 4:J2,
As Jeremias and Manson demonstrate,'r£,4 T-ik, 4:12, while differing 
18s■significantly from, both the MT and the LXX, is similar in many ways 
to the version found in the ^^^‘gum, hhereas the MT and LXX both have 
the verbs for seeing and hearing in the second person plural the 
Targum has changed them to the third person pluual.186 uuch is also 
the case in Mk, 4:12. Jeremias points out that participial equivalents 
for and oare only found in the Targum.
An additional correspondence can be seen in Mk, 4:12b, Although the
MT has 7) (“and be healed" , RSV) and the LXX has 'tdrcpACKf
r t •
(“I will heal”), the verb "to forgive" is found in both the Markan and 
Targumio texts. Vfhat is more, the 1. aor, pass, fn Mk, 4:12
183(omitted in both Mt, 13:13 and Lk, 8; 10) corresponds to the passive 
" J J.J1 & J in the Targum. In both versions the passive represents
an obvious avoidance of the divine name (cf. SeSoTi , Mk, 4:11a? 
ItK ( , 4:11b). Despite these similarities, however, it is
evident that the text cited in Mk. 4:12 is not entirely dependent upon 
an Aramaic version of Is, 6:9ff."' It omits the reference to the
hardening of the hearts of the people which is found in the Targum and
„ z i Q2 1 o r. 
all other OT texts of Is, 6:10a, and (followed by Mt, 13:13, y Llk, 8:10'..) 
inverts the sentence structure of Is, 6:9 found in all of the OT texts,
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is applied, by Mark himself* Mark's contribution to the blindness 
theme is its connection with the failure to understand the parables
and its unification with the blindness of the disciples. In order to
understand the value of this contribution and appreciate Mark's 
understanding of M* 4:12 it is neces.sary to examine the text of 
Is, 6:9-10 which he retains, his interpretation of fisc* in v, 12a, 
and the relationship he establishes between vss, 11-12 and vss* 10 and
(ii) Is, 6:9-10: the text in , Mik, 4:12 
184As Jeremias and Manson demonstnate, e Mk, 4:12, while differing
185significantly from both the MT and the LXX, is similar in many ways
to the version found in the Targum, Whereas the MT and LXX both have
the verbs for seeing and hearing in the second person plural the 
186Targum has changed them to the third person plural. Such is also
the case in Mk, 4:12. Jeremias points out that participial equivalents
>>»» z z 187for /2a £ 71 O 7/Z'£ S and d/<oJ/O?X are only found in the Targum.,
An additional correspondence can be seen in Mk 4:12b. Although the
MT has J*? yQ 1) ("and be healed" , RSV) and the LXX has f ncroM-M
r r •
("I will heal”), the verb "to forgive" is found in both the IMrkan and
, ft
Targumic texts. What is more, the 1 aor, pass, in Mk, 4:12
i
18'(omitted in both Mt, 13:13 and Lk, 8:10) corresponds to the passive 
P * J. J) & *) 9 in the Targum. In both versions the passive represent;
an obvious avoidance of the divi.ne name (of, SzcoZH/ » Mk. 4:11£4
, 4:11b), Despite these similarities, however, it is
evident that the text cited in Mk, 4:12 is not entirely dependent upon 
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an version of Is, 6:9f, It omits the reference to the
hardening of the hearts of the people which is found in the Targum and 
all other OT texts of Is* 6:10a, and(foioowed by Mt. 13:13, J Lk, 8:10‘z 
inverts the sentence structure of Is, 6:9 found in all of the OT texts,
“ 44
placing the words for seeing before the words for hearing. As will be 
demo^nstirated below, Mark finds this change in the sentence structure 
especially useful for his ovm theological purposes since it fits in 
so well with his concept of the blindness of the disciples (cf* 8:lBa>).194
. - 1 95 <'z
( ...i.i,i) The “Terrible"
° -'An indication of Mark's understanding of the allusion to Is, 6;9f»
can be found in the conjunction f in v, 12a. Scholars arc not
1°5agreed about its meaning and offer a variety of interpretations* '
Since this study is only concerned with the meaning which Mark gives it
no attempt will be made to reconstruct the words of Jesus which may or 
. 197may not lie behind it. " Briefly stated, the major interpretations
of { i/A can be sumiaaised as follows:-
ioA f/
Final .; The majority of scholars ' interpret in i!k. 4:12 as
purposive and translate it "so that" or "in order that". Thus 
interpreted it indicates that the parables are designed to blind those 
outside and prevent them from seeing and comprehending whereas those who 
are called are given the mystery of the Kingdom of God, This interpretation, 
although difficult for twentieth-century minds to accept, is in full accord
with the Jewish and Christi an teleological understanding of the ways of
199God. It coincides especially well with the NT concept of election
(of. 1 These. 5:9. Hom* 8:28-30? Chapters 9-11 ? Jude j; 1 Pet. 2:8),
■ 200 Fulfilment of Prophecy: Other scholars," who also recognize
cz
the telic force of /$/(4 in this passage, think that it should be taken 
as fVtf and suggest that it should be translated]. "in order
that (as it is written)" etc. But certain objections must be raised
against this interpretation. Mark received vss, 11^12 as an independent.
. . <z 201unified piece cf tradition in which (i/ti wa already part of v. 12. ' ' 
Since he incorporates this logion as a whole into his chapter it is 
unlikely that he took ZiM in v, 12 as a separate formula introduction.
45
He has done nothing to distinguish it as such and elsewhere in the
cf rs
gospel t*/di and it/d are net used to introduce
scripture, Murk uses more distinctive formulas such as IWS
<r» «?, f ./. ., <”» W/ r W*
t e£V rw /f
e/
f a . O . _ f* *7 • < ,\ ii # £ $ C h 4 f « O y |
fD
yg^yoo % rcu or/ (7:6; cf, 11:17^ 1427)5 •syr
j? „ .r a
ElKZZ (7:10; cf. 12:1°,26); ZWu//d g(K£2Z EZ rw
z® € S
TfaJ (p(&u ( 12:36)- Furthermore, Mark is not trying to demoontrate 
that the words of Isaiah were fulfilled in Jesus’ mnif^'try. Rather
z- 202he understands Is, 6:°f, in relation to the situation of his own cru-'ch,
Mk, 4:12 is cited, not as a proof text, but as an illustration of the 
theme he is developing in v, 10 and. paattcuuarly in vss, 133f, (see 
below ; pp. 55~57)-
«r'
Consecutive: Some etegetes think that fV4 in Mk, 4:12 should be 
taken in an ecbatio sense, i.e. as.a result clause. Jesus did not 
preach, Mark is supposedly saying, in order to blind the people*
Rather his preaching only contained the possibility that they might 
sec and not see, hear and not hear. The failure to understand was
not the intention of the teaching in parables but the inevitable
consequence if the audience did nob respond properly 203 Often --cited
examples oo consecutive f'tM in the MT are ILk 0:45, J'n* 9:2; 2 Cor,
1:17; Gal, 5:17; 1 Thess. 5:4? 1 Jn» 1:9* Newrtheless, it is still.
a matter of debate whether or not all of these verses provide true 
' €* 20Jexamples of consecutive t7/<k r and the attempt to take lt/4 as the 
introduction of a result clause in 4:12 is unconvincing* because it 
does not take sufficient account of the strong contrast which is
evident in vss, 11 and 34* The adversative in both verses indicates 
that although the disciples are given the mystery of the Kingdom of God 
and the parables are explained to them, those outside only receive
parables —-.they receive neither the mystery nor the explanation, The
* . , ? o sblindness in v, 12 is not a potential result out an intended
4-6 ...
Causal; A further attempt to set aside the final sense of 
is made by those who interpret it in line with usage in later koine
?06Greek as if it had a causal significance end a meaning similar to OCY~ '
Texts cited in suppo-rt of this argument include Gen. 22:14 (-LXX) ;
Jn, 8:56; Horn, 5:20; 6:1; Rev. 14:13? 16:15? 22:14.A?' But all of the 
c-
alleged causal interpretations of i‘M in the NT have teen contested, 
l ' 2Q8H, Windisch ~ argues that Rev. 22:14 is the only recognisable causal
cz
£V*\ in the NT (cf. Pev. 16:15), but Gnilka deim>nntr£^^^es it can also 
?00
be interpreted finally there as well (and in l6:15) « Thus Gnlka
correctly concludes that there is not sufficient evidence in the NT to
accept the view that tVtt, in Mk. 4:12 is causal 210
211Paradoxical Cons sequence: Recently, G.M, Lee has suggested that
C . ff
the f rmght be taken as a f «z< of paradoxical consequence and be
given the effect of an exclamation’mark. This interpretation is to be 
rejected, however, since Lee does not produce evidence of similar usage
elsewhere in the NT.
It can be concluded that is final in M', 4:12 and that Mark
interprets 4:11b and 12 to mean that those outside wore taught in
z
parables so that they would become blind and deaf. Similarly, KOCft
in 4:12b mist also be taken finally, i.e. that the teaching in parables
was designed to blind those outside and keep them from turning and being
forgiven. It is not possible to agree with exege-tes who take i */Gi in
4:12 as final and then practically negate the teleological sense of the
passage by asserting that ^/C OXZ is to bo interpreted in a weaker 
a 212sense similar to the Targumio (Y A3 7"7 , ‘,unlest", "perhaps" etc, *
213 /As Taylor correctly points out, /!<?£*£ must be tkken as fnnal
€
since it is conditioned, by the final iT/h , .
. cz z
A comparison of Mark's use of - z/%oc& with Matthean and.
Lukan parallels demonntratlt that the other evangelists were not entirely 
satisfied with the interpretation they found in Mk, 4:12. Luke, while
_ 47 ~
t'
r et a.in i ng Mark' b f v weakens it by omitting Mk, 4:12b and the
reference to the lack of forgiveness. Dupont 214 makes an
interesting suggestion about the reason behind this change. Pointing 
out Luke's redaciional insertion in 8:12, which emphasises the fact
that the devil took the seed from the heart of those who did not 
understand so that ( /Vd ) they would not believe and be saved,
Dupont asserts that in Luke’s view it is not Jesus' preaching in
parables which is responsible for unbeXief but the work of the devil.
c*In Mt. 13:13, on the other hand, the final fVet of Mk, 4:12 is changed
ez
to oZi ——Jesus preaches to them because they are already blind. But 
even thougli Matthew omits the purpose clause he has not significantly 
softened the interpretation of Is, 6:9f* The people, because they arc 
blind, are even mere culpable since the responsibility for their
condition lies on their own shoulders and their blindness is
intensified by the teaching in parables. This interpretation is 
re in forced by the addition of the LXX version of Is, 6:9~10 in 
MM, 13i14ff» y In Matthew's gospel the guilt of those who are blind, 
is judged even more severely than in the other gospels since their 
incomprehension is contrasted sharply with the vision and understanding 
of the disciples (MM. 13:l6ff*,24-30,36~43>51)*
(iv) Mk. 4:11b insiders end outsiders '
As mentioned above, .Mark makes use of a piece of tradition in 
4:11f* which was originally independent of his parable source. This 
tradition was used by the pre-Markan church to explain the failure of- 
the Jews to accept the kerygma. This failure to respond was pushed back
to the life of Jesus—the Jews were blind because God so willed it. 
Jesus’ mission remained entirely enigmatic to them. God also willed, 
however, to give the mystery of the Kingdom to others whom he had called, 
This distinction reflects the widespread belief of the early church in a
— 48
doctrine of election and Mark no doubt accepted it ’.without giving it a
second thought* In Chapter 4 he builds upon this teleological thinking
and accepts the existence of two fixed groups, those called to see and
hear, and those to whom everything remains in parables. The first group,
in the context of Chapter 4» is, as v. 10 indicates, those gathered
around Jesus, Mark has changed the reference to Jesus’ audience
(i.e. "those around him") and has enlarged it by adding the. words
"with the twelve". By so doing he makes it clear that those who are
called and chosen include not only the historical disciples but also 
217those Christians to whom Mark is writing.
mystery of the Kingdom of God is given*
It is to them that the
But if those who are called to receive God’s grace are the elect
*
within the church, who does Mark think that o( zp xj are? For many
c jf
scholars the answer to this efueeti on lies close at hand— oi z p tu 
are the crowd (cf, 4:l) and/or the Jewish people. Thus Swete contrasts
i z 218 ,the oxAos with the c of 'i Hermaniuk refers to "les
grandes masses" from whom the mysteries of the Kingdom of God are
21Q ‘ c Jf 220partially hidden; " Taylor calls o( Uf "the people in general",
whereas Burkill identifies those outside with the "uninitiated masses"
and refers to the hiding of the truth from "the profane eyes of the 
221general public". Other scholars go even further and argue that
c j u
0( Zy o> not only refers to the crowd but to the Jewish people as 
222s, whole. According to P. Richardson Mk, 4:12 represents Mark’s
-thinking about the problem of the Jewish rejection of the and
his attitude shows that he has given up hope that Israel will be
.... j 223s av e d.
An examination of Mark's attitude toward the crowd and the masses
in general does not substantiate these conclusions. .As is demonssrated 
in Appendix I, "Mark and the Masses", Mark does not use the word OkA 05
to illustrate the concept that Jesus hides his Messianic nature and the
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crowd, is by no means consistently identified with the Jewish people*
»Rather the oxAo$ is an audience which Mark uses to illustrate a
variety of theological themes —-it points up Jesus’ popularity, the 
importance of his teaching and the welcome it received as wei l as his 
concern for the masses, and even serves as a foil to demonstrate the 
incomprehension of other groups in the gospel. Th Kk« 4:10-12, 
furthermore, Mark makes no attempt to-identify o€ o (which he
received in the tradition) with the OX Aos or any other group in the 
gospel. Although the extraordinarily large crowd is mentioned in 4:1 
the seaside scene is temporarily abandoned in 4:10 as Jesus speaks to 
the disciples privately. Unlike 7:17 it is not even said that they
withdrew from (oCTSO } the crowd. Mark simply refers to an unspecified
• / e' \ ctime when. ( OC£ ) they were alone. Furthermore, the expression o-C
j f t
Zy tfj only appears here in the gospel and is not applied elsewhere 
to any group of people. The closest analogy to 4:11b appears in 3:31ff, 
where it is said that the mooher and brothers of Jesus are standing 
outside ( 6J? 4J ) the house. In that pericope, however, the relatives 
are not excluded frown God's family because they are Jews or because 
they are part of the crowd (on the contrary, the crowd receives the 
special teaching vhich the family cannot hear, 3:32,34? of. Appendix I 
below, pp. 23 6f,) but because, as it is implied in v, 35, they do not
perform God's will. The amtbgaiity of Oi &zwJ is not clarified by the
j /
use of £/f£7Win 4:11b. This common dei^^K>nsstr;ative pronoun is an
unspecified reference (cf. 4:20) and gives no cluo to the identity of 
f .»/ 224
O( Z. In 4:33f, Mark again medkes no attempt to identify
those who are outside. While it is clear enough tha.t the disciples
receive special explanation, those who never hoar anything but parables 
.3 /» . 225
are simply referred to as ’’them" (oiuccxs). ’ "
If is 5U ambiguous reference in Mk, 4:11b and does not
refer to the crowd and/or the Jewish people, what is Mark's understanding
50 -
of this verse? Who are those outside who are blinded by the parables?
An examination of the way £&eo is used in post~OT Jewish literature and 
elsewhere in the MT indicates that Mark took oi £j co , writing as he is
to the situation of his own Christian community, as a general reference
t -f
to those outside the church. A phrase similar to o( £j?co was employed,
for example, in rabbinic circles. Mon-canonical books were given the
name T 3 J15 30 «1 J ' 1 SXl . These books were called "the books of
the heretics", or "the books of those standing outside". The men who 
2?6read them were said to have no part in the future world. The ■fcemn
TJ J ) 3 n Ti was also used to designate men who were heretics, those 
8»who did not accept the h lakah of the scribes. It was generally
applied to the Gjuni-les or unorthodox Jews, In the prologuce to the
«? j'
Wisdom of Jesus ben Sirach the term. OC ZHXOS refers to the untutored 
227in contrast to those who study the scriptures. 1 The term. £J? << is
228also frequently used in the NT in a figurative sense ' ' to designate
those outside the communit•y of faith.. In Lk, 13:25,28 it refers to
those outside the Kingdom of God, In Arts 26:11 it is applied to
foreign, non-Jewish cities, whereas in Rev, 22; 15 refers to the
position of people who are outside the new city (dogs, fornicators,
m^i^c^e^3?e^rs, idolaters, etc.). The term £%&} i g also used by
Paul to designate those who are not in the Christian com^mui^y
(1 Cor. 5:12, contrast "coos z (T c* , 13? Col. 4:5? 1 Thess. 4:12? cf. 
f J'/ p?Qxalso 1 Tim. 3:7 w .. ").
c
Of ZyJ in Mk. 4:11b, then, was taken by Mark as a genera!
reference to those outside the church and would have been so under- 
2 30stood, by his readers, ' He accepts a common ecclesiastical teaching 
about those who do not receive the church’s message. Their inability
tc hear God’s word and their- failure to understand is in accordance
with the will of God, Some are chosen and some are not. The two
groups are distinguished from each other, according to Mk. 4:11b, by
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tho type of teaching they receive. The disciples, i.e. the church, 
are given the mystery cf the Kingdom of God whereas to those outside 
everything happens in parables* But what is the difference between 
these two types of teaching which appears to create such an impassable 
gulf between insider and outsider? In order to answer this question 
it is necessary to determine Mark's understanding of CV ?f.(d/)^y'3c?AfX/S 
Ivf k.\w<A y/vezau in v. 11b and o/Atv ro p^c^fr rr vpi01 
Oz ao C7 Tp3o(&'r A €f a$ Tou a u . As Jeremias 23,1
po.ints out, the unusual expression 6^ KtAiS TA 7£vi^/ZA
/*
fp{VZ.TA./ is not idiomatic Greek but a semit ism, and the word 
"parable" there is best understood as a Greek translation of the
or its Aramaic equivalent. In the OT end the
apocalyptic and rabbinic literature 7 g’AS came to be synonornous
r t
with "riddle", "dark saying"', "apocalyptic secret", and. was used to 
refer to any kind of enigmatic utterance, Frequently the Greek word 
T.dpA/3 o took on a similar meaning. J Originally. Jeremias
suggests, the logion had nothing to do with Jesus' parables at all 
but was a reference to the enigmatic nature of his preaching- in 
general (cf. Jn, 10:6; 16:25,29)* He reconstructs v, 11b as foUowsi
Hebrew 7 C 0
t r
"... to those who are without everything is obscure . * g33 In his
opinion Mark has mistakenly placed 4:11f, in his parable chapter
, . z
because he was misled by the word IXApAfioA which he took
literally as a reference to parables, s^ other scholars, however, 
contest Jeremias' assessment, and argue that Mark's placement of 
4:11f« is not erroneous but is a deliberate play on the word 
T<p</3& X Y? e^35 jnUeed, such a judgment is justified since it
is clear that Mark interprets. ^LApA/3oXY^ in much the saae way as
7 7 XU , i.e. that a parable can be any form of speech which is 
r r ’ ' '
enigmatic. This is shown by the different‘forms of teaching that are 
referred to as parables in Chapter 4, story parables (4:3b-8), the
- 52 -
parable of the lamp, the sayings in 4:24b and the two similitudes in 
?
4:26-32. Thus it appears that rather than taking t.he phrase £V
TL&p&flo Ad ( $ as "everything is obscure" Mark now interprets
it to mean that "everything is in parables", i.e. in forms of speech 
2l6which are riddles and thereby incomprehensible. In Mark's view
those outside are blinded because Jesus’ teaching comes to then in 
parables like those in Chapter 4, parables which are purposely
difficult to r.nCerst'.md?
But the fact that Mark thinks that parables can be "dark sayings" 
or "riddles" raises a larger question about his use of the word 
TZ&pCk p6o Ay generally; i.e., to what extent' does ho allow this 
definition to dnrnenaie the rest of the gospel? Many scholars think 
that the expression found in v. 11b is used by Mark as the definition 
of a general "parable theory" which.he develops consistently throughout 
the rest of the gospel and that he always applies the meaning "riddle"
etc.to the word , Thus 4:11b and 4:33f. are often used
as pillars in various theories of the "Meesianic secret", Mark, it is
argued, thinks that Jesus taught in enigmatic utterances, i.e. parables, 
237in order to blind those outside. Others go even further and claim
that the expression 61/ refers not only to the enigmatic
nature of the parables but to.the incomprehensible character of Jesus’
238 •teaching in general. Still others think that the phrase ZV
TXp(O oAdiS Td 7Z XUTZ d VOI refers not only to spoken
words which men hear but also to the events surrounding Jesus’ life and 
. 239everything he did. " Thus it can be seen that the interpretation of th 
passage has gone full circle and that those who see in the phrase £1/ 
TL«p<h?>oAdtS a reference to the total ministry of Jesus have
almost brought Mark’s interpretation in line with the original meaning 
of the logion as it is reconstructed by Jeremias. An examination of 
Mark’s use of the word TZ&pd/3&X nj , however, reveals that these
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interpretations are untenable and that Mark does not use
in the sense of "riddle”, "dark saying" throughout the rest of the
gospel.
The first occurrence of the word Kdp&/5&A is found in 3;
23. As Schweizer points out, one can. especially recognize the hand
of Mirk in this verse^"^ «phis is made evident by the presence of 
1 243such redacbional terms and phrases as- ZyO D G K /I & CO and
' >•'. ■ '' 2.42
KA ZAZYLV ctUCOCS « ' It is difficult to see, however,
jf 1 nhow one can find in the words £V 71 zApcl/SoxAS' a support for the
thieory that Mark generally uses the word "parable" in the sense
2/j3"riddle" or that parables are used to blind people in the gospel,'
There is nothing in 3:24-.ff. or 3:31ff« which indicates that parables 
were given to hide the truth or blind the scribes from Jerusalem, On 
the contrary, just the opposite would appear to be the case. The 
parables which follow in 3:2jff, are not difficult at all.—-they 
really compose a warning which is designed to keep the hearer from 
placing himself in a position where he would be guilty of the 
unforgivable sin (v, 29) , That the scribes did not respond tc Jesus’ 
teaching (v. 30) has nothing to do with its parabolic nature —it is 
something which resides in them already. They do not recognize the 
power of God in Jesus' ministry. Verse 23, therefore, is merely an 
objective description of the teaching which follows in 3;24ff, In 
7:17 the word Wdp apio A fq occurs in another Markan verse and 
refers to the parable in v. 15. In this passage it is not the. crowd 
which does not understand (cf, v, 14) but the disciples (cf, 4:13).
The disciples must ask about the meaning of this parable, not because 
it is especially enigmatic, bwt because it deals with something they find 
particularly difficult to understand. The parable about external and 
internal purity is misunderstood by them because, like the scribes and 
Fharisees, their hearts are hardened (cf. 3:5f.; 7:6f.; 6:52; 8:17ff„).2^
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Thus Jesus' teaching about the mature of a clean heart must be
explained to them (7:18-23), In 12:1 there is on expression which is
very similar to the one Msrk uses to introduce the teaching in 3:23'ff. '
0 z1 4It is difficult to determine whether the phrase irt/ $£<&&&/%& AQiS
in that verse is merely a description of Jesus' customary teaching
activity or whether it refers specifically to the parable of the
vineyard and the periccpos vhich follow (l.2:13Jf.f12:l8ff«),
Nevertheless, v. 12 makes it clear that the parable of the vineyard
is not a "riddle" or incomprehensible to its hearers: the religious
authorities understand all too well that the parable is against them
( Z P. 'id ) ‘‘ and the positive response of the crowd prevents
2z[8them from arresting Jeeus. Finally, in 13:28 Jesus tells the
zt
disciples to learn the parable from the fig-tree. Here ^'<s£r 
2JQ
may well be traditional, but once again there is no implication,
that it is incomprehensible for those who hear it.
Thus it is clear that rather than interpreting the word
WtifPti. A as "riddle" throughout the gospel or connecting
4:11b with Jesus' teaching in general and his ministry as a whole,
290Mark understands it solely in relation to Chapter 4» > For Mark it 
is the kind of parables which are assembled in 4:1-34 which are riddles, 
and it is the failure to understand them which distingishes an insider 
from an outsider. Thus the chapier is concluded with the comment that 
Jesus spoke to those outside in ($ 'fi&fQm/Sa A
7oX A*.ts and that xay.v-5 As: Tics.fPm ouk
9 z 251 ' . 'duuofs. .
The reason why Mark applies the words of 4:1 If. to the parables 
in Chapter 4 has to d.o with the basic distinction between insiders and 
outsiders. Those inside the church have been given the mystery of the 
Km^g^dc^m of God while those outside have not* The pa.rables in 
Chapter 4 are enigmatic because they are all connected with the
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yUij reception (4:14-20), revelat i on (4:2lff») and
its inevitable coming (4:26-32), Parables of this nature, since they 
contain teaching about the mystery, are necessarily incomprehensible 
to those who are not among the elect and have not been given the 
mystery in the first place. Per them, everything is in riddles and 
as far as Mark and his church are concerned, this is all part of God’s
plpn.-
(d) Mk„ 4:10,11,13 The blindness of the disciples 
and the blindness „of Maak’s Church
The distinction which is established between insiders and outsiders
in 4:11f. seems to imply that those inside, since they have been given
the mystery, should be able to understand the parables in 4:1—34*. An
examination of the redactional insertions in vss, 10 and 13 reveals,
however, that Mark wsanfcs to emphasise the fact that the disciples also
find them difficult to understand. In v, 10 those around Jesus with 
253the twelve ask about the mesoning of the parables, In v. 13 their
incomprehension is further emplihsised when Jesus rebukes them and asks 
'how they can expect to understand any of the parables if they cannot 
comprehend v yv TdU7'^r , Although Mark temporarily
breaks the continuity of the chapter by having Jesus and the disciples
discuss parables when only one has been given, he does so in order to
■' , • 4accent the paramount importance of the parable of the sower for an
understanding of the rest- of the Kingdom parables in 4:21-32,
z>
The reference to the disciples’ incomprehension. in v, 13 ( ,
x \2^5 .y/CCcJcr H 6J ) '''* is similar to Mark’s description of their blindness 
elsewhere in the gospel* Jn Me. 9:6, for example, it is said that 
Peter was terrified on the mount of transfiguration and did not know 
what to say, In 10:38 Jesus tells James and John that they do not 
know what they are asking for when they request special places of honour 
in his glory. Again in 14:40 the disciples are found a„sleep in the
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garden of Gethseinane, and do not know how to answer Jesus. In 14:68,71
Peter's fear turns into outright denial of Jesus, ahT. Oifk OUXZ
2^6 * z , <* n
CT6/ Ti Xtyf,l' . In 6:38 Mark plays on the <?
X*
en. ptM/Adt
word pyk&tFFfiJ to describe the disciples' inability to anticipate
the first feeding miracle.*”? l YOLU (7:18; 8:17) and GtLYe^p-K
(6:5?; 8:17,21) are used similarly and in 6:52 and 8:17 Mark describes 
?s8the disciples’ incomprehension as hardness of heart. '
Mark introduces, the blindness of the disciples in 4:13, not
because he wants to equate their incomprehension with that of
c JZVGf E& oj .—wtreas tho blindness of those outside is caused by
<z s
divine decree ( < yoc in v, 12) and is irremediable ( JTtGrg. ), 
the disciples are among the elect (4:1la) and are given special 
instruction (4:34) —-but because he wants; to make it clear that even 
insiders can receive the mystery of the Kingdom of God without fully 
understanding it. Verse 11 must be interpreted in light of v. 13: 
although the disciples care given the mystery by God (cf. the perfect 
passive cf& in v, 11a),"J^ and this implies that they see
soleeehtng,their knowledge is less than perfect. In this judgment 
Mark stands at quite a distance from Matthew and Luke. Both of them 
change his piu 0 X ffp/od to p4 U &£$?and indicate thereby that
whereas the mystery is one thing for Mark, for them it signifies various 
? 6 0particular mysteries which lie behind the parables. fhat Mt, 13:11
and Lk, 8:10 arc secondary reconstructions of Mk. 4: Hu is also-
indicated by the addition of jpYteJY&f to <5k in these verses.
The insertion of a. reference to the disciples' knowledge is particularly
characteristic of Matthew who often vitiates Mark’s picture of the 
, 262blindness of the disciples. For Matthew the disciples already see
and fully understand during Jesus' earthly ministry. Mark's 
interpretation is quite different. As W, Wilkens points out, the 
com^l^'te understanding of the disciples is not a "given" for Mark,
- 57
but is the goal of his gospel." '
Mark’s reason for introducing the blindness of the disciples
at this point in his gospel has to do with his purpose for writing it
in the first place, i.e„ to speak to the situation in his own Christian
community.2°4 .In his editorial changes and insertions in vss, 10-13
Ma^k presents the problems and questions of the twelve in order to
address himself to the problem of spiritual blindness within his ovm 
265church. The analogy which he makes is an obvious one: the people
in his church are like Jesus’ disciples since they are also "insiders",
are called to be with Jesus (3:14), have been commissioned to preach
and c&st out demons (3:14f*j 6:7,12f.) and have been given the mystery.
But like the disciples they too do not fully understand the mystery
or the parables which. explicate it. Mark’s depiction of the blindness
of the disciples.is designed to call attention to this situation and
redress it. Paraphrasing Milkens’ statement it can be said that the
compete understanding of his readers is not a given which Mark 
266presupposes —it is the goal of his gospel,
(e) Mk. 4:11u,14~20 The blindness of the church and Murk’s
understanding of the logos
The nature of the spiritual blindness which troubles Mark’s feUov-
Christians and the way he intends to overcome it is indicated by his
* 26*7understanding of the relationship between the myytery " ‘ of the Kingdom 
268of God and the proclamation of the logos, Mark’s interpretation of 
the myytery is similar to that found in Jewish apocalyptic literature —• 
a mystery remains enigmatic until its mesaiing is revealed either by God
. , . . 269or his intermediaries. y In Mark’s view, just as the parables in 
Chapter 4 which deal with the i g V are explained (4:14-20,34),
so the meaning of the mystery itself will be made manifest through the
agency of his gospel.
... 53 -
In this belief Mark's thinking is similar to Paiil1s wlio believed.
, , . , . . . 270
that the mystery of Christ was being revealed in his preaching. '
In 1 Cor. 2:6f., for example, Paul indicates that he speaks of a
yrfOZqrzV which was hidden from the rulers of this age.
Similarly, in Col, 1:24—28 he writes that he became a servant of the
church in order to make the word of God ( TO VOO 0 )
t. x .
more fully kn ovm, that is TO which was hidden for
ages and generations. In Col. 4:3 he asks his fe^;^lov-Chris^i:iens to
(Jp\ 1 Ktrot; f'OT&a )
271so he can speak out the mystery of God, In Eph 6:19 Puul ‘ again 
asks his readers to pray that he will be given the word yC0
4 Of y^o S ) so that he can make known the my5tery of God,
In Rom. 16:25 he closes the epistle with a reference to his gospel and
the preaching of Jesus Christ which is the revelation of the mystery
which was kept secret for long ages but is now made known. In all
these passages there is a vital connection between the mdtery,
preaching, the gospel and the logos. The m^^stery, which is practically 
272equated with Christ himself, is being made ma^iifest in Paul's
preaching.
In Mk 4:10-20 Mirk also makes a close connection between the 
understanding of the mystery and the proclamation of the logos, although 
his interpretation of their relationship is somewhat different from 
Paul’s. For Mark the logos which reveals the myctery is not his own
or even that of his church —-it is the word which is preached by the 
risen Christ himself (cf, 8:32; 9:10? 1O:22),273 In Mark’s view the 
mystery is being revealed because the gospel contains the preaching
of Jesus,
In order to appreciate the significance of this relationship
attention must be turned to 4:14~20 and the emphhsis on the logos 
274there. As is dernonntrated above the parable of the sower and its
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interpretation are of central importance for an understanding of 
Mark's interpretation of his parable chapter. The sower sows the word.
But what is its content and how is it related to the mystery? According
. / 2'7qto Quesnell AoyflS has a double meaning in 4:14-20. ' ' Christ is the
27 6incarnate word and he is the seed which falling into the ground dies. ’
Quesnell thinks that Mark wishes to place special emphasis on the concept
of Christ's resurrection and that he wants to identify it as the primary 
277
con-tent of the mystery of the Kingdom cf God. The seed, Quesnell
contends, is often used as a symbol for death and resurrection and is so 
interpreted in the Talmud (b. Sanh. 90b)^ in Paul's writtngs (i Cor. 15:35­
38), and in Jn. 12:24 and is a symbol which would have been paat of the 
Christian background of Mark's reader. He points out, furthermore, that 
the earliest interpretation of this parablo (outside of Matthean and 
Lukan parallels) interprets the seed in relation to the resurrection*
In 1 Clem. 24 the resurrection is compared to the groooing of crops. 
Quesnell summ-marses his argument thus:-
Notable is the fact that the t ext 'Tji 1 Clem. 24_4Jio bbaed on 
the sower parable in the sarnetraditioo riporied bb Mark: the . 
very word order of v. 5 shoos this: " o
ontt/sov ". But equally interesting are the vocabulary and 
phraseology resemblances with the other two Markan parables as well, 
and with. 1 Cor 1f and with John 12. They indicate again that a 
single tradition here dorninaaes, a tradition which saw all thte 
seed and growth parables in Mark as a resurrect ion.sambol, along 
with the grain of John 12 and I Cor 15: .
There are a number of objections, however, to this interpretation 
1. First of all it is necessary to ask abou-t the reliability of
Clement as an interpreter of Mark's intention in Mk. 4:1411 Certainly 
Clement's "interpretation" need not be rejected simply because it is 
allegorical but other aspects of it do raise queesions about the 
continuity between his thinking and Mark's. It is obvious, for example, 
that Clement is mainly interested in building a case for his oem concept 
of the resurrection rather than representing an exegetical' tradition 
or providing an interpretation of NT texts. If Chapter 24 supplies an
bd .
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intlI‘prltation of any HT text it surely is 1 Ccr. 15:20 with which it 
begins rather than Mk. 4:3bff* Furthermore, it is clear that Clement 
is willing to mike use of any symbol to illustrate his point regardless 
of its neuotliess from synoptic or Pauline tradition. In 24:3 ho 
refers to the sleeping night and rising day and in Chapter 25 he tries 
to build a case on the myth of the dying and rising Phoenix! Finally, 
it „cannot be proven that the words € j& S.'V’ c* < //.Epoty are a
reference to Kk, 4> The same phrase is also found in M. 13:3.
2e SeconUy, Queemll’s interpretation oocelooks the cbd'ach 11x1^10 
of the seed parables thermeevee, Tho parable of- the so?^^r and i ts
interpretation do not provide a contrast between the dying and rising 
seeds ——rather it is a contrast between the many seeds which perish 
and the few which survive and give fruit, Similarly in Mk„ 4:30-32 
the emphasis is not on the fact that the seed is buried. and rises again 
——rather Mark, through his redaction (cf, p, 29 above), underlines the 
fact that the mustard seed is the smallest of all seeds and still
manages to grow into a very large shrub,
3, Final ly,Quesn ell’s thesis must be rejected because it does not
take sufficient account of Mark's use of the term XOy&S elsewhere in 
the gospel.
The word Xo-yas occurs in Mark’s gospel twenty-three times, 
nine times in Chapter 4» In a few passages it is used, without specific 
.definition and in a number of different contexts. In 5:36 Jesus oy^;r- 
hears the message that Jairus’ daughter is dead. In 7:13 the word of 
God refers to the OT scriptures. In 7:29 the word is the Syrophoenioil 
woirmm’s argument whereas in 11:29 it is Jesus’ question. In 12:13 it i
said that the Pharisees and Herodians want to catch Jesus in a -word and 
in 14:39 XoyoS refers to the content of Jesus’ prayer. In other 
verses it is used without its content being spelled out (1:45: 2:2),
In 8:32, however, the word logos appears in a crucial passage. There
-- 61 ~
Mark refers to the fact that Jesus plainly speaks the word M(
TO1/ hoyoys gAkh&t . Here there is no
hidden message, there is no secret, since Jesus speaks openly about
his death and resurrection. But Peter’s objections to Jesus' teaching
and. Jesus' subsequent rebuke (v, 33) make it clear that neither he nor 
279the rest of the disciples comprehend the word. In vss, 34ff’«
special teaching is presented to both the crowd and the disciples
about the meaning of discipleship. Only he who is willing to suffer 
23ocan follow Jesus. to this pericope it is clear that Mark connects
the delivery of the logos with the essential teaching about Jesus' 
passion, death, resurrection and the relation of these events to 
disoipleship and that the disciples cannot comprehend it. Thus in 
8:38 Jesus warns those who are ashamed of him and his words ( f 
VOUS ZyteG&S Aoy'Oi/S ) • that the Son of Kan will also be
ashamed of them when ho comes into h.is glory. Here Mark clearly uses 
a tradition to warn his church about the dire consequences of failing 
to apprehend this word. Again in 9:10, after the appearance on the 
mount of transfiguration, Jesus orders the three disciples not to tell 
anyone what they have seen until after the resurrection. But this order 
throws them into a quandary. They do not understand what Jesus means by 
resurrection and they carry on a discussion about it, keeping Jesus’ 
word to themselves. In 10:22,24 Jesus’ teaching about the nature of 
disoipleship again points up the blindness of his disciples. In 10:22 
it is reported that Jesus’ \oyG5 about the cost of disoipleship is 
too hard for the wealthy man and he turns away disappointed. Similarly 
in 10:24,26 the disciples are amazed at Jesus’ words. Their worried 
question in 10:26 leads to a. renewed discussion of disoipleship. The 
true disciple is the one who is willing to give up everything, to face 
any hardship for Jesus’ sake and the sake of the gospel. Again in 
9:31f* Mark uses familar vocabulary ( € S, JX cr k s. n/ ; sAe fir
-■ 62 -
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e<.£/C o<* ) to introduce the second passion prediction: the Son of 
Man mi£^t he delivered over, be killed, and rise after three days. But
,, V < & / 1
the disciples do not understand his word {&e <&$,
c
and they are afraid to ask him about .it. In 14:72 is used in
a similar fashion where it is said that Peter remembered Jesus' word
about his The word which Peter recalls is found in I4:27—31
and again refers to Jesus' death and resurrection, Peter (v, 31), 
speaking for the others, boldly asserts his willingness to die with 
Jesus, but his subsequent denial makes it clear that the cost of
foioowing Jesus is too dear,
Mark's emphasis on the persistent inability of the disciples 
to understand Jesus' logos casts significant light on his interpretation 
of 4:14-20 and the nature of the spiritual myopia which troubles his 
readers, Mark’s fellow-Chhistians are finding it difficult to
understand the essence of Jesus' teaching, the mystery of the Kingdom
of Cod, i.e. his instruction about the meaning of his passion, death
and resurrection and the way in which these events define Christian
discipleship, 4:14-20 demonstrates clearly that the cause of
spiritual blindness is the failure to understand Jesus’ word. If the
people in the church do not understand the parable of the sower and do
not seek the removal of their blindness then it will be nearly impossible
for them to comprehend the other parables which also have to do with the
mystery. Thus although 4:14-20 was probably used by the early church
to explain the occasional failure of apostolic preaching, Mark finds it
just as applicable to his ovrn situation. The description of the various
ways people respond or fail to respond to the word applies as much to
myopic Christians as it does to those outside who do not listen to 
283the church’s message. In 4:14-20 it is not the misapprehension of
<■ jf t '
the word by o( E P w which concerns Mark but the fact that even 
insiders can hear it and fail to grow into mature Christians,2^
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The great importance which Mark attaches to the understanding
of Jesus’ logos stands out in even bolder relief When its relationship
to the key terms £ ^.d pC&'&'uf is examined. As
285 » z .Mairxsen demonstrates, ' the word X £& V is one which Mark
has inserted. into the synoptic tradition, probably under the influence 
?86of Pauline thought* This term is clearly of central significance .
287for Mark since he uses it for the title of his book in 1:1. 1 It is
used throughout the gospel in two different ways. In 1:1, the genitive 
»r n vCT€>^ Apt & sou can be taken as both objective and subjective:
Jesus nob only preaches the gospel (l:14f») but is himself the content
288of that preaching* “ ' This coincides with Mark’s central belief that
the risen Christ is speaking in his gospel and instructs his blnnd
289 a ✓ . » z
church. The connection between the £t,.r&’yy £. £ toy and the
Yp i &€GU is especially apparent in 8:35 said 10:29 . nn 83:35 the 
disciples are taught about the passion and the fact that they must be 
willing to lose their lives for his sake and the sake of the gospel.
Similarly, in 10:29 Jesus cays that the time disciple must be willing
, . A a . z 290
to give up everything Sou cuafp Xtou. ' In both
passages his logos (8:32,38; 10:22,24) is greeted with surprise and
non-acceptance. The significance of proclamation for Mark is also
. z 2Q1
clearly revealed in his use of the verb pifG&u)* y In the
introduction of his gospel Mark connects Jesus’ preaching with the
, . z >
Kingdom of God (1:14f.) and by adding the phrase T.t.Q"£ €O E.Z'%. £V
*» » «/ 292
fw €.u<tpp'£.X(tp> calls for the faith and understanding of his 
readers. Here in capsule form Mark presents the goal of his 
presentation of Jesus, Significantly, this passage is followed by the 
selection of the first disciples (l: 1^3-20). The church is called to 
follow Jesus and believe in the gospel* Elsewhere Mark indicates that 
preaching is one of the leading purposes of Jesus’ ministry (l:38f.; 
cf, 2:2 cAcA&f WV6i$ XOiv ), Jesus preaches the
64 *
gospel and its basic content relates to himself (of. 2:off,).> In
13:10 and 14:9 Jesus makes it clear that it is his intention that it 
be proclaimed widely, Elsewhere Mark describes the preaching activities 
of others who also proclaim the gospel. In 1:4,7? for example, John 
preaches repentance (v. 4)» Verse 7 makes it clear that his message 
concerns the one who comes after him, Even those who have been healed.
by Jesus and have been warned by him. to keep silent end up preaching
about him (1:45 j 7:36). They do more, however, than spread the news 
/ \ 203about Jesus’ miraculous powers—-they spread the word (1:45)» "
Similarly, in 5:20 the demoniac goes out and preaches throughout
the area of the DecapoXis. Finally, in 3:14 snd 6:12 Mark indicates
I
that preaching is part of the com^iis^sion given to the disciples by 
Jesus. The fact that they return to him in 6:30 and announce all of 
the things they have done and taught indicates that the verbs pv&G i*j 
and U are practically synonymous for Mark.''' This is
especially clear in 4:1-34 v/here he takes special pains to empphsise 
Jesus’ role as teacher. Thus it is clear that Mark’s use of logos 
there is part of a central thrust in his gospel: Xoy&s
— KfypuCTG lj —- Xi of -—these key words are
all tied together as a portrait is painted of Jesus preaching the 
gospel, a gospel which Mark's readers must comprehend if they are to 
overcome their blindness end understand the mystery of the Kingdom of
God,
Mark’s interpretation of 4:10-20 can be summmrised briefly as 
follows: by linking the legion in 4:11f, with the interpretation of the 
parable of the sower Mark indicates that rather than being concerned
about the failure of mission to those outside the church he is anxious
about the lack of faith in his own Christian community. His use of the 
word, logos indicates that the blindness of his fellow-Christians is 
of a consequential nature: they do not fully comprehend the myytery
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of the Kingdom of Cod, i.e. the meaning* of Jesus’ passion and
resurrection and the way in which these events define Christian
disoipleship. The cause of his anxiety is understandable: those
who are plagued hy misunderstanding and doubt cannot satisfactorily
fulfil Christ's mandate to proclaim the gospel (3:14; 6:12; 13:10).
Those who do not fully understand the gospel themselves can hardly 
295be asked to preach it to others.
(f) Kk.,
The distribution of these sayings in the other gospels indicates
. . 296that their original settling has probably been lost, ' Although. it
is evident that Mark has deliberately disrupted the sequence of the
parable source with these verses, his understanding of them and their
relationship to the theme of blindness and sight is also difficult
to determine. In order to gain an insight into his thinking it is
necessary to determine the significance which he attributes to the
lamp in v. 21, Scholars are divided in regard to its proper
interpretation. Some think that the reference to the lamp is a symbol 
207
of Jesus’ coming. •" Certainly the lamp can be symbooic of a person 
(cf. Jn, 5:35: Hev. 21:23; 22:5; 2 Kgd.ms. 22:29 LXX; Job 18:6; cf, yl?
29). Cranfield especially points to this interpretation and argues
>r
that EysdXE TdZ can be taken as a reference to the coming of Jesus 
2 qQ(cf. 13:26; 14:62) since lamps do not come but people do, Neverthe­
less, lamps can come if they are brought and this is the sense that is 
to be applied to this semiticm (cf, p, 27 ). Furthermore,
could as easily refer to the Kingdom coming or the word coming as it 
could to Jesus. It is unlikely that Mark takes the 'lamp as a reference 
to Jesus since in 4:1-20 he is not concerned with the parousia but with 
the mystery of the Kingdom of Cod and the proclamation, of the word. Th 
saying could also refer to the coming of the King-dom as Lohmeyer
— 66
suggests, but this interpretation has also been, contested. 3C0 More
probably Mark takes the description of the bringing of the lamp as a 
301 and 'the certainty thatreference to the proclamation of Jesus’ logos
it will bring illumination, i«es understanding, In the OT the lamp is 
used as a symbol for the law, the Torah,' K In ip 118:105, it is said 
that God’s law is a lamp to the feet and a light to the path {
Zo7s It o cr r is ); in Prov, 6:23 (LXX) the commandment of’ the law
is referred to as a lamp ( /U/kWJ ) and a light ; similarly in Sir. 48:1 
Elijah is referred to as a prophet who arises like fire, one whose word 
burns as a lamp ( o Aoeu-nTo/ taJS A&/4r£€\S £/ctf/£r9 J • In
Jn, 5;35 John is referred to as a lamp; it is his proclamation of the 
truth, however, which is the light (5:33). Finally in 2 Pet, 1:19 
reference is made to the prophetic word Aojoov )
which is a lamip shining ( tos XoKrtyf ffci.ti/O'isrs') in a. dark place, 
Considering the empphais which Mark puts on the word in 4:1-20 and 
elsewhere in the gospel it is likely that the lamp is interpreted as 
the word or preaching of Jesus, Such an interpretation explains Mark’s 
reason for deliberately placing 4:2lf. after the interpreta-tion of the 
parable of the sower, i.e, his desire to associate the discussion about 
the seed/word and the lamp/word.
One question still needs to be considered, however: how does 
Mark’s interpretation of the lamp as the word of Jesus relate to what 
has gone before and especially to his concern to speak to the blindness 
of his own church? Clearly, vss, 21-22 are words of encouragement 
the light will shine—that which is hidden will, be revealed. Parallel 
pericopes in the other gospels are generally used in the context of 
preaching and teaching — i.e, as an encouragement to those who are to 
preach and teach. In Mt, 5:15f», for example, the parable of the lamp 
is part of an exhortation to the disciples who are the light of the 
world. In 10:26, the M^atthean parallel to Mk, 4:22 is used to encourage
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the disciples in the face of persecution —what Jesus teaches them 
in the dark they are to utter in the light, and that which they hear 
whispered is to he o roe.laimed upod tho houe etops (oP» Lk» 12:?), 
Similarly in the Goteel of Thornas (logimm 33) Jious givje tirections 
that the light should he made visible. ^4 In Mark’s gospel the sayings 
are also connected with preaching but in a slightly different sense. 
Verses 21-22 are not, as many scholars claim, inserted here by Mark
in order to soften or set aside the harsh words of v. 11b -or to indicate;
that after a time the Kingdom mil be revealed to everyone, even those 
305who are outside. • On the contrary, Mark is not primarily interested
in those who aet outsiee. It it ibo insieerst Olioer who suffer rrorn
imperfect spirrtual vision within tno te.urch, who concern hut. Thu so
4;21f. must be seen as a word of encouragement to the blind church.
Tte light mil shine and the mystery will be revealed despite tie
comInmuiSy'o present misunderstanding. It is not the church's preaching,
however, which is to uncover the mysSery, at least not initially. °
Mark's fellow~Choistia.no, after all, are not in a position to reveal 
they do not
a mystery whichAfully comprehend themselves. Ratter tte light will be 
revealed, the mystery will be uncovered in Maak's gospel through the 
preaching of the risen Jesus, Why else would Mark present Christ and 
his preaching to them in hio gospel but to offer them understanding, and 
why else ir a lamp put on a lrmpstrnd but to give light?
But if vss. 21-22 are words of encouragement to Mark’s church, 
vss, 24—25 are not so obviously related to what has gone before. The 
discussion on tradition. and redaction has rhowm that vss, 24b and 25 
were already joined in the pre-Markan tradition, probably because of 
tte resemblance of the catchwordr TjQC&Z £ Sq f dodq cr£'C4(
(p. 27 above). This nies not explain, however, why vss, 2/Jb~?5 were 
united by Mark to vsr. 21-22. Some scholarr suggest that Mark put the 
two peiicopeo together because of the two catchwords(4:21)/
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(4:24). 1 This seems unlikely, however, since there is no 
obvious connection between 4:%f* and v, 24b, and it is difficult to 
suggest any interpretation of v. 24b which satisfactorily explains its 
association with vss. 21-22 and v. 25, It is more likely that Mark 
unites 4: 81f. and 24b-25 because he sees an obvious relationship between 
4:2lf, and 4:25. 4:21-22 deals with the placing of the light on the 
lampstand and the giving of illumination. Similarly, 4:24b deals with 
the giving to those who already have. Both sayings, therefore, are 
related to 4:11 and the idea that the mystery is given ()
to the disciples, i.e. the church. In v, 25 Mark makes use of what
. ' 308appears at one time to have been a secular proverb" about the hard
facts of the economics of life (similar to one which is well knovm 
today: “The rich get richer and the poor get poorer”) in order to 
reinforce vss. 21-22. This saying also relates to the difference between 
outsiders and insiders, ot CpttJ have been blinded by God and have 
nothing. Even what they do have will be taken away and there is no 
forgiveness for them (4:12b). To the insiders, however, 4:25 is a
word of encouragement: they will be given more, i.e. the interpretation 
of the mystery.
What, then, about v. 24?how does it relate to vss. 21-22 and 25?
First of all it is necessary to observe that the words t XAEyc'y
a n
in v. 24a indicate the hand of Mark and show that vss. 24b-
25 represent a piece of tradition which, was originally unrelated to
vss. 21-22 (see pp. 251'. above) . The words TtZTZ V< AHouErt.
are also Markan (cf, p. 28 above). It is difficult to know precisely,
however, how v. 24b is related either to vss, 21-22 or to v, 25. As
Taylor remarks, the significance of the saying in v. 24b is particularly 
309 . . .obscure.' it is difficult to interpret because whereas vss, 21—22 and
v. 25 are obviously intended to be taken as words of encouragement^v, 24b
• 310is just as obviously a warning and carries a word of judg^e^nt,
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Repld!” ’ thinks that v, ?4h is a- reference to the faci ti at the
disciples and Mark's church will he judged according to the \w^;y they 
preach. This inteprretch ion is unlikely, however, since the preaching 
which Mark is concerned about in Chapter 4 is not primarily that of the 
church but that of fhe risen Jesus. It i s also poosibbl to acceat ewe te’s 
suggestion that the verse meant: ’’Your attest tin t t ttie teaching will be
This inter-31'the measure of the profit you will receive from it."
317 rpretation seems forced, howover, and ignoros t th facc that v, 24a
refers to the object, not the manner of attention ylAE n£r& zv
, A \ 314 ■(‘of. Luke's KMV). Perhaps Mark adds v, 243. in an attempt to clear
up the confusion which he knows will inevitably accompany the reading 
.in v, 24b, seeing v, 24a as a link with the saying in v, 23. By 
emppaassing the fact that the disciples must take heed of what they 
hear Mark refers again to the logos in 4:14ff. The disciples, i.e. 
the church, vill be judged by the way in which they receive and measure 
Jesus’ word. If they do not attach proper significance to it, if they 
ignore it in favour of the thinking of men (cf. Mk. 8:33), they will be 
similarly evaluated by God,
If this interpretation is judged to be unsatisfactory,however, one is
forced to conclude that v, 24b is really inappropriate here and is
better understood by observing its placement in Matthean and Lukan 
315parallels. ' Such a conclusion vould be based on the premise that 
Mark found 4:24b connected to v. 25 and because he saw a relationship 
between vss. 21—2 and 2S decided to include the piece of tradition he 
found in vss, 24b-25 even though v. 24b really did not fit into the 
context of Chapter 4.
(£) Mk. 4:26—9,30-32
The first of these parables has long puzzled exege^s. As Taylor
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points out, rct-olars have developed at least four main lines of
interpretation in the attempt to discover its &its Sm Leten in the 
317life of Jesus, In order to discover Mark's understanding of St 
and its relationship to his theme of blindness and sight it is
necessary to dSskivor the point of kompprison. Scholars highlight
various factors in the parable and suggest that the Kingdom is being
, ' 318 31Qcompared to the process of growth," the activity of tie farmer,"
the automatic growth of tie soen, etc® As Jeremias points out, however,
. 3?0
the parable so best understood as one of contrast -—it is tie entire
action which must be taken into account ——.the Kingdom is being compared 
to the sowing of a seed which results in a hhrrieS(
One aspect of the parable which calls for attention since it may 
have been of special interest to Mark is the phhaae tws offal,
3 S * ?
CWC co S in v. 27b. The use of Oi&O ter e i s :rominSceint o f its
employment in v, 13 where the blindness of the disciples is
introduced. But what does tie expression in 4:27b mean in tie context 
321of 4:26-29? It does not mean, as Jeremia-s implies, that tho man is
unconcerned about the process of growth. Certainly the parable doer
draw attention to the man's unconcerned beOiaviour, especially in
v, 27a X\’here it Ss said that he sleeps and rises, night and day*. Ar
many scholars point out?thSs indicates that he goes about his daily 
. • . 322routine Sn a normal frrtSin,' Nevertheless, it is not v, 2?b which
indicates tte man's lack of concern about tie growth of hrs crop but 
v. 27a. The expression in v, 27b, on the cintrriy, is a statement 
about the farmer's lack of knowledge. Tte point So that he continuer 
his daily routine despite tte fact that ie lacks knowledge about the 
growth of the seed,
But what is St that te does not understand? Ao Julicher points
z*c s * - a /
out, ^.s ouK G(6tv o,cc.os doer not refer to ignorance about tte
fact of growth—every farmer knows t tai;—-but indicates that the
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process of growth remains a riddle to him. The man does not know how 
•!?•>
imilarly Swete comjrmnts that the mystery of growth is one 
324
it grows
which the sow^r cannot penetrate, it baffl.es his understanding
To what extent, however, does Mark see a relationship between the
farmer's lack of knowledge about the mystery of growth and the church’s
failure to grasp the full meaning of the myetery of the Kingdom of God? 
325According to H. Baltensweeier the parable should be renamed "Bas
Gleichnis vom unglaubigen Landmca-m”. The sower, Baltensweeier argues,
is a farmer who sows without confidence. He does not think that the
seed will grow so he “throws" it on the ground But the
seed grows anyway unknown to him, and the harvest co^^^» This builds
on the OT allusion (Joel 3/%/: H)* God sends the sickle, the tame of
salvation is come. In Baltensweeier's opinion this corresponds to the
situation in Jesus' life when many unfaithful disciples left him (cf. Jn.
6:66) and represents his confidence that despite defection the Kingdom
of God has. commenced to break in in his own preaching. In Mark's
gospel, however, the parable is applied to Nark's theory of the secret
and the fact that the disciples do not comprehend the parables,
327Baltensweiler.'s thesis is far from convincing, It is unlikely that
Mark would have taken the man's throwing of the seed on the ground 
328as a commont about his laqk of confidence in the harvest. On the
contrary, is merely a metaphor for the sowing of seeds (cf.
Lk. 13:19» 1 Clem. 24:5; Theoc, 25,26; Didorus Siculus 1,36,4)*^^^
The emphaeis, therefore, is not that the man's casting of the seed 
represents his lack of confidence but that despite the fact that the 
process of growth is a my£utery to him he plants the seeds anyway, goes 
about his daily routine in an unconcerned fashion and then is able to
participate in the harvest. To interpret this verse otherwise reads 
more into the text than is intended and unnecessarily severs it from its 
total context. In regard to the growth of the seed which is depicted
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in v. 28 it must be noted once again that Mark is not interested in
empPhtising one element of the parable at; the expense of any of the
others. The process of growth is not something which is of particular*
interest to him and he is not concerned to picture the p•rogreiiirn
growth of the Kingdom or the developing foith of the disciples.33
Rather, the important thing is that the seed grows totomatically
{cutoyu ciTy ). The man who sows the seed does not comprehend the
process which goes on under the ground and he does nothing to promote
it. It goes on without his asiistanctn presumably due to the agency 
33 1of God who makes all plants grow. Confident that the seeds will
bear fruit he goes about his normal business and then when the harvest 
comes 33^ he once again becomes active and sends the sickle,"333 Thus 
in Mark’s opinion the Kingdom of God, despite the fact that it is not 
completely understood and its coming remains something of a mystery, 
will inevitably come. The seed will grow, the fruit will develop, and 
the harvest will follow. For Mark, then, 4:26-29 functions along with 
4:21-25, as a word of encouragement. Despite the fact that the Kingdom 
of God is mysterious and hard to comprehend it will come and Mark 
expresses his confidence that his com^uniity w].l eventually understand 
it. The light will shine, the mystery will be revealed, and the Kingdom 
will come —-these things are all part of the plan of God and they wiill 
come as surely as harvest follows seed time.
A similar emphasis can be found in 4:30-32, Verse 31b, as the
discussion above has shown (p, 29 ), is Markan, and draws special 
334attention to the smallness of the mussard seed.' Here Mark builds
upon imagery found elsewhere in the NT (Mt. 17:20, Lk, 17:6) and in 
335
rabbinic literature, The point which he makes is one of
33^conttast. Ah though the mustard seed is the smallest of seeds, it
becomes larger than all other shrubs and is able to provide shelter for 
the birds of heaven. This, no doubt, was something of a mystery and
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a wonder for Mark and his contemporaries. The Kingdom of God, then, 
is analogous bo the situation described in 4:30-32 —-just as the small 
seed myeteriously becomes a huge shrub so also the Kingdom of God will 
come in all its fullness and power despite its inauspicious beginning.
(h) Mk. 4:33-34
Here it is unnecessary to repeat all that has been said above about
these verses. In 4:33f. Mark concludes his parable chapiter by combining 
the ending cf the pre-Markan parable source (v. 33) with a construction 
of his own (v. 34) • Basically, these verses reinforce his theme in 
vss, 10-14 Grid summaaise the parable chapter. Mark intends vss, 33'f, 
to be taken as a untit and thus it is not possible to agree with those 
exegetes who see a contradiction between v. 33 and v. 34 and between
3 3 8
v. 11 and. v, 33* 3 Verse 33, regardless of what it may have meant in 
the pre-Markan tradition, is interpreted by and subordinated to v. 34» 
The point is that to those outside the kind, of parables which are 
found in Chapter 4 ( Zot C\U V cws 7t 4yd <4XoU S ) , i.e. 
parables which deal with the mystery of the Kingdom of God, remain 
misunderstood.. They are riddles, Jesus does not speak to them without 
these parables and therefore they are blinded by his preaching. For 
them the logos (v, 33) is intentionally made ineffectual. Kark points 
out, however, that the disciples and those within his church are also 
partially blind. These important parables remain difficult for them 
too because they cannot fully understand the Kingdom of God. If his 
fellow-Christians are to follow Jesus, both the myetery and the parables 
mist be explained. With v, 34 Mirk concludes with a note of confidence:
through encounter with the risen Christ everything will be explained
Ct. ' \ > 3^q£K£ AutY TtaiVCfllJ. In this mamer he expresses his hope and
his belief that through the agency of his gospel his readers will have
- the scales removed from their eyes, will follow Jesus as true disciples
and will believe in the gospel (l:15).
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parable," CBQ 29 (1967)? pp. 220-227; J.A. Baird, "A pragmatic approach 
to parable exegesis: some new evidence on Mark 4:11,33-34," 13L 76 
(1957), pp. 201-20%: C.H. Cave, "The parables and tne scriptures,"
NTS 11 (1964-1965), pp. 374-387; L. Cerfaux, "La Corflaissancn des 
secrets du royarne d'apres Matt. xiii:ll et paralleles," NTS 2 (l955- 
1956), pp. 238-249; C.E.B. Crannfeia, "St. Mark 4:1-34," SJT 4 (l95l), 
pp. 398-414, 5 (1952), pp. 49-66; N.A. DeIiI, "Tne parables of growth," 
Studia Theologica 5 (1952), pp. 132-166; B. Gerhardsson, "The parane 
of the sower and its interpretation," NTS 14 (1967-1968), pp. 165-193; 
C.F.D. Moule, "Mark 4:1-20 yet once more," Neotest amentica et SeP-tica,. 
Studies in Honour of Matthew Black, pp. 95-113; W. Neil, "Expounding 
the parables: II. The sower (Mk. 4:3-8)," ET 77 (1965—1966), pp.
74-77; E.F. Siegman, "Teaching in parables"”Mc 4:10-12; Lk 8:9-10;
Mt - 13:10-15)," CBQ 23 (1961), pp. I6I-I8I; E. SJornrg, Per verbor- 
gene Menschntsoht in der Evanggeien, especially pp. l66ff., 219ff*;
J.J. Vincent, "Did Jesus teach his disciples to learn by heart," SE 
XII, TH 88 (1964), pp. IO5-II8. ...
Of particular interest are those studies which examine Mk. 4 from 
the point of view of redaction criticism: B. Best, The Temptation and 
the Passion; G.H. Boobyer, "The redaction of Mark IV:1-34," NTS 8 
"1961-19627, pp. 59-70; T.A. Btukill, Mysterious ,Reve1ation, pp. 96­
116; J. Dtpon-h, "Le Chapptu des parabol-es," Nouvelle Revue Theolo- 
gique 89 (1967), pp. 800-820; J. GrnLlka, Die Verstockung Isrtl,l,s;
W. Marxsen, "Redakkionsgeschichtliche Erklarung der sogentnntet Parabel- 
theorie des Markus," ZThK 52 (1955), pp. 255-271; R.P. Meye, Jesus and 
the Twelve; also see his "Mark 4*10: ’Those about Him with the Twelve'," 
SE if, TH 87 (196-4), pp. 211-218; "Meesianic secret and Messianic did- 
ache in Mark's gospel," Ojkonomia, Festschrift for 0. C^llmann, pp. 
57—68; Qiesnell, pp. 72-88, 209-221; Reploh, pp. 59ff♦; Schweezer, 
"Zur Frage des Melsiasgehlimnisses bei Markus," ZW 56 (1965), pp. 1-8; 
"Marc 4:1-20," Etudes Theologiques et Religieuses 43 (1968), pp. 256­
264; T. Snoy, "La Redaction marcienne de la narche sur les eaux (Me. ? 
VI:45~52.)," ETL 44 (1968), pp. 461-468; A. Suhl, Li e Function der alt - 
testaneintlichen Zitate und Anspielungm is Markus evan-geliim, pp. 145­
152; Tagawa, ppo 66-73; de TUl-esse, pp. 165-221; E. Trocme, La For­
mation de lli^e^tngile selon Marc, p, 127, n, 71, pp. 14Sf.» W. Wilketi, 
"Die Redaaktion des Gleiihniskaptt•els Mark. 4 durch Maath.," TZ 20 (1964.) 
pp.' 305-327. On m-ust also include the recent study by Kirim, Alt.ere 
StPmPungen imMarkuievtngeli^m: although Kuhn is interested in Markan 
redaction his main concern is to discover the Sitz.in Leom of the pre- 
Markan parable collection.
Several recent studies were not available for consultation: J. Las- 
brecht, "De vijf parcels van Me. 4, Struotuiui^n theologie van de
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parabelrede." Bjjdragen 29 (1968)5 pp. 25-53, cf. NTA 12 Cl96s)3 pp. 
3193*; Marcus Interpretat,or; Stl.il en boodaohap in Me. 3.:Zo-4i34 
(Brugge: Desclee de Brouwer, 1969)5 cf. the review by M.W, Schoenberg 
in CBQ 32 (1970)) pp. 461-463, B. Noack, Marku sevgaigeaiet.. a bignelaea- 
kapitel (1965), cf. the reference in IKuhn, p. 244; 8. Pedersen, "Er
Mark 4 ot ’lignelseakapitel ’ ?” Dansk Teologisk T±d£3ol:cxr.ft 33 (l970); 
pp. 20-30, cf. HTA 15 (1970), p. 45; K.W. Petersen, "Meesiashenuae- 
lighed og lignelsesforkyndelse i IMakueevaaineeiet," Datnak Teologiak 
Tidsskrift 30 (1967), pp. 1-25, of. N1M 12 (1967)? p7 46.' " " “
The above list doea not include booka and articles dealing with 
specific pericopea within Mk. 4* For many of theac aee notes and 
text below.
c
J. For example B. Lindara, New Testament ApoOogee.io, pp. 17ff., 159ff»
3. "Mark 4*1-20 yet once more," ^^oo(^.s;tarm3nn;:^.ca et. Semitica, p. 95*
4. For a history of the interpretation of Mk. 4*10-12 before 1899 see 
Henman, uk, La Parabole evangelique, pp. 1-32.
5. Julicher, op. cit. I, pp. 1-43-145.
6. Ibid., p. 148.
7. See for example .Lagrange, p. IO5: "Nous aimeriona mieux admietre
que Me. a redige un peu gauchement, en ne a’expliquant paa trea claire- 
ment aur le rapport de la situation viaee par Iaaie et celle des 
parabolea, plutot que d’attribuer a Jeaua un procede qu’aucun predica- 
teur zele, et meme qu’aucun galant homme ne voudrait employer dana son 
enaeignement,"; A.T. Cadoux, The Parables of Jesus, p. 16; Jeremiaa, 
pp. ll-fft» ; also aee pp. 23ff., "The return to Jeaua from the primitive 
church"; Hennaniuk, op. cit., p. ix; C. Masson, Lea Parabolas de 
Marc IV, pp. 33f. Taylor, apeaking of vss. 10-12, says: "Maark haa
given an unauthentic version of a genuine saying," (p. 257).
8. Jeremiaa, p. I4 n. 11. Cf. Taylor, pp. 93f«; de TjJlesse, p. I65.
It ia possible, of course, that the second category may contain several 
strata. •
9. Cf, Loihneyer, p. 83 n. 1; Taylor, p. 251; Marxsen, ZThK 52 (l955)j 
pp. 2595 262; Cnilka, pp. 57f*; de Tilleaae, pp. 180f.; Kuhm, pp.
131f. Cf. D.W. Riddle, "Mark 4*1—3^4^* the evolution of a gospel source,"
JBL 56 (1937)5 P* 80, who attributes these verses to a secondary devel­
opment of the pre-Markan parable source.
10. See Taylor, pp. 48f.
11. See Taylor , pp . 4Q, 251, for numerous examples. Cf. C.H. Turner,
.JTS 0,3. 28 (1926—1927), pp. 352f. ; Gnilka, p. 57* Also see J.W. ' 
Hunkcn, "Pleonastic &x>xoyun< in the New Testament,” JTS 0.3. 25 (1923­
19224), pp. 390-402. ' . •
12. Cf. Best,, j). 75«
13. For Mark’s use of j-^Acv cf. Hawkins, p. 13; Taylor, pp. 44; 251;
Gnilka, p. 57; C.H. Turner, JTS o.s. 29 (1927-1928), pp. 283-287.
14. Cf. Taylor, p. 251; GuUka, p. 57; Schweizer, "ArtnivkunteVl" pp. 
95f.; Best, pp. Jiff. Cf. in l_:2:13; 6:2,6,34, 30;
8*31; 9*31; 10:1; 11:17; 12*35; 14*49; also aee 12*14; A^Mx-aa appaars 
in 1:22,27; 11:18; 12*38. References to teaching are omitted in Mt. 
13*lff. and lie. 8;4ff.
15. Hawkins, pp. 143ff;j Taylor, pp. zffjf*.; Jemernia s, p« in n* H-
16. Gnilka, p. 57. Of. 1:5,32,40,45; 2*3,13; 3*8,13,31; 7*1; 9*20;
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10:1,26 (in fV ZJCd (p 892 oopSa,bo)} 11:27; 12:13,18; also see 
5:15; 6:30; 10:50; 11*7 /r^os rov <oZ ,sq ovi/
17. Cf, de Tillesse, p. 181. The fact that uxAos n As ? c cos only 
occurs here in Mark’s gospel (cf. Mt. 21*8) is not sufficient reason 
to attribute it to the pre-Ma?.?kan redaction. As Gnilka says, "... das 
darf kaurn verwundern: Markus will, da6 die einzige von ilm berichtete 
grosse Volksrede Jesu eine grosse Menge Volks zu horen hat; ...” (p. 57)’
18. Gnilka, id. 57.
'j/. ,
19. Of. K(A iAtytv in 4*9,26,30. A more complete study of these 
expressions follows on pp. 23 ff. Also see notes 31 and 73*
20. Cf. Kuhn, p>. 138.
21. "Anmerkungen,' 1 pp . 97f*. ’Diet ehiologisehe Ltistung,” p. 341*
22. Bultaann, p. 342 (German edn. p. 366); Gnilka, pp. 77f*
23. Marxsen, pp. 41-3­
24. "Marc 4*l--20," Etudes Theologilues et Religieuses 43 (1968), pp.
256f.; Markus, p. 49; cf. Taylor, p. 251; Gnilka, p. 58.
25. Dibelius, p.. 74, 227*
26. De Tillesse, p. 181.
27. So aloo Lohmeyer, p, 833 n. 1; Kudin, p. 138.
28. Weeher or not Mark adds the reference to the boat in 4*1 because
he has in mind the goal of harde'ning as J. Schreiber asserts (Theologic 
des Vertrauens, pp. l69f.), is a moot point. 1t is demonssrated below 
that there is good reason to think that Mark has no desire to link the 
crowd , in 4*1 with those outside in 4*11b. For a point of view similar
to Schreiber’s cf. G. Strecker, "Zur Messiasgeheirnnistheorie im Markus- 
evangelim," 8E 111, TU 88 (1964), p. 91.
29. Contra Kuhn,, p. 135? who ehi)dss it is jore-Ma^i^l^gni.
30. Several scholars think that 4*3a,9 may be references to 1s. 6:4ff« 
Cf. hohmyer, p. 82; Cranfield, p. 149; Taylor, pp. 252, 254* 
Gerhardsson ("The parable of the sower and its interpretation," NTS 14 
(1967-1968), pp. 165-193 — also cf. his The Testing of God’s . Son (Matt. 
4*1-11 & Par.), pp. Biff.) attempts to find a relationship between t-he 
parable of the sower and its interpretation in Matthew’s gospel and 
the threefold Rlet‘isaii interpretation of the semaf of 1srael.
For a general study of Maak’s use of the verb see Meye,
Jesus and the pp. 49f*
' \ J/
31. Whaler the introductory phrase ika in v. 3a is Markan 
or traditional is uncertain. 1t is similar to the Markan Ka< zSUyc’v
(see pp. 20ff. below) and is used redactionally elsewhere in 
the gospel (see n. 73 below). As Jeremias points out (p. 14 n. 8), 
however, it also resembles introductions to rabbinical sayings and on 
occasion must be attributed to the tradition (of. 4*2(6,30). For a 
discussion of similar phrases in Pirke Aboth of. V.G. Es same, " x&i 
£Ae;rt'j/ in Mark 17:21,24,26,30," ET 77 (1965-1966), p. 121. Also see 
Bnukill, Wstt3.~ri.ous Revoeation, p. .98, and de TiIIssss, pp. l66ff.
32. Contra Reploh.who says that it belongs to the oldest strand of the 
tradition (p. 59). Of. Schweezsr, Etudes Theologigues et Religieuses 
43 (1968), p. 257; K^e^j^t^^en, p. 261 n. 2; Kulm, pp. 131, 135; also 
see Marxsen, ZThK 52 (1955), P* 260, who thinks that it is redactional 
but not Markan. Scholars who think that Mark inserted 4*9 include 
Bulima^ (p. 326; German edn. p. 352), and Quesnell (p. 77).
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33. Quesnell;, p. 77*
34* Quesnell, p. 77 n. 25, cf. Jersmias, pp. 10gf.
35. Gf‘ R« McL. Wilson, Studies in. the Gospel of Thomas , and B. Gartner,
Ths Thsology of ths Gospel of Thomas, for discussions. of thsss logia 
and thsir rslationship to NT pericopes. For their appraisal of ths 
saying under consideration sss Gartnsr, pp* 2G9T., and YLlson, pp. 25f« 
and 135*
36* For the intsreretations that gr^ooSi.cs may have given oo hhss express­
ion cf. Swets, e* 75? Jsremias, ee* 109f *, and Ga^itner, Iocs . cit .
37' Sss Hawkins, p* 106, who ssy'3 of ths diffsrsnt vsrsions of ths saying 
c found in ths gospels, "So it is to sditors and not to soiurcss that thsss
variations ars apparently to bs ascribed*"
38* Cf. Black, pp?. 63, l62f.; Mcarxen, ZThK 552 0-955) s 1?• 263 j N^i^jsehai,
e* 134, Schwesier, -Etudes Theooogiques et; Resigisuses 43 (1968), p. 257; 
Reploh, p. 59*
39* For a suggsstsd rsconstruction of ths sourcs sss Hack, ee* l62f*
40* ff* Gnilka, p* 61*
41* ff* ibid *; franfisld, p* 149*
42* Cf. CGd-ka, p. 61; Black, p. 124; Taylor, p. 254*
43* Cf, Lagrange, P* 955 Gnilka, p. 6l1 Taylor, p. 252. W*. Wilkens 
("Dis Radiation dss Gleichniskaeitels Mark* 4 durch Marth.l" TZ 20 (1964), 
p. 316) thinks that ths sxersssion Avo flat 1/0 vcf\
in v. 6 is also Markm and that Mark connects it with thu e'rogrsssivs 
growth of ths disciples’ recognition of Jesus. It is possible that this 
ehrass in v. 8 is Maakan ssnce ii is omitted in -the oohhr goepell, Evsn 
if it is, howesvr, lithls significancs should be attributsd to it* Ths 
plhrass is not emiharised in the interpretation in v. 20, and as is dsm- 
onstrated in fhapPer III (bslow, ee* 152ff) Mark is not trying to point 
to ths dsvsloeing faith of ths disciplss*
44* Taylor, p* 252*
45. zu^us is characceristic of Mark’s shyls; sss HawWins, p* 12*
46* "Ths parablss as alls gory," BJRL 42 (1959-1960), pp* 277f* Also sss 
Bulhmacnl p* 187 (German sdn* e* 202); C*H* Dodd, Ths Parablss of ths 
Kingdom, pp* 14ff*; A.T* fadoux, Ths Parablss of Jssus, pp* 19ff.;
J* Dis Zusrmnirsetzung dss Marku sev^aegelium, p* 25; Marxem,
ZThK 52 (1955), P* 265; A*M* Runner, op* cit., p* 50 n* 1; Gnilkrl 
p. 61; Nicshra, pp, 139f«; Kuhn, p* C4j for a contrary opinion sss 
MichaeSiSl Es ging sin Samann, aus zu saen, pp* 39ff* Ss<==fc
47* Jsrsmiasl pp. 77ff*
48* 4*14-20 nssd not bs conpids^ed a product of ths literary activity of
ths prs-Markm church merely bscruss ih contains allsgorical maaerial*
As is oftsn poinhsd out, hhs intsrprshrtion is not purs allegory* Not 
svsry point in ths parabls is lctsrersted* Ths figurs of ths sower and 
hhs hhrss diffsrsch yislds, for sxampls, ars not givsn symbolic valuss*
As Black points out (BJRL 42 (196O), pp* 273ff.), furtheraors, JuHcker's 
dictim (op* clh. I, p* jO) that a paradls can havs but ons major point 
has oftu bssn applisd too rigorously* So also F* Hauck, "/TC\/Oa /So A?; , " 
TDHT V, p* 753; N.A* ^^1, "Ths parrblls of growth," Studia Theologica 5 
(1952), pp* 136ff. (for a discussion of ths allegorical contsnt of hhs 
synoptic parrblsp psr M.D, Goul-der, ’,Chaarrthrrstics of hhs errrblllp in 
the / .... .
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the several gospels," JTS n.s. 19 (l96s), pp. 52—69)-
It must also be noted that an increasing number of scholars, while
recognising the secondary aspects of vss. 14-20, think that there ia an 
underlying atratimm in these verses which may go back to Jesus or the 
Palestinian church. See C.E.B. Cranfield, "St. Mark 451-34," SJT 4 
(1951)5 pp. 405-412; aee also his cpmmivnary, pp. 158ff»; E.P. Sieg- 
man, CBQ 23 (196l), pp. i67ff>; R.E. Brown, "Parable and allegory 
reconsidered," NoyT. 5 (19^2), pp. 36-45? C.V. Jones, The Art and Truth 
of the Parables, pp. lOlff.; C.H. Cave, "The parables and the scrip­
tures," NTS 11 (1964-1965)? pp. 374-387? Cerhardaaon, cf. n. 30 above; 
Mode, "Mark 4*1-20 yet once more," Neoteatamentica et Seimi-ica, pp. 
95-113. .. ........ .... ........ ... ......... . ........
49. Kuhn, pp. ll3ff.; Jeremiaa, pp. 14 n. 11, 77? eerpp. 84-f.; 
Marxsen, ZThK 52 (1955), p. 260; Cnilka, p. 61; de Tillessv, p. 168,
50. It is possible that the phrase o/cou CKz'ijOo /oyin 
V. 15 (cf. 4*5^)> as well as z.drfs in the same verse, are Markan. Thia 
ia not to be interpreted as a Markan. emphhsis, however, since aa Best 
deminnSratva the conflict with Satan ia not of major importance to Mark 
and is only one cause among others of^misapprehension of the word (pp. 
1S2ff.) The phrase /w <*i nz/o( Ao{ nr4 etc, in v. 19 which
ia omitted by Matthew and Luke may also be a Markan insertion. For 
recent discussions of Matthvan and Lukan alterations of Mk. 4*14ff* and 
their implications aee Cerhardaaon, NTS. 14 (1967-1968), pp. 165-193;
J. Dupont, "La Parabole du aemeur dans la version du Luc," Apophoreta* 
Festschrift fur Ernst Haenchen, pp. 97-108; for a discussion of logion 
9 in the Cospel of Thomas cf. H. Moon/fiore, "A comparison of the gospel- 
according to Thomas and of the synoptic gospels," NTS 7 (1960-1961), 
p. 225. ..
51. Cf. Kuhn, pp. 114ff.
52. He gives several exampjLes, pp. 77ff*
53. There ia an interesting tension in Mk. 4*14-20. Both the word and 
the hearers are sown. A similar conflict is found in 4 Ezra: in 9*31 
it is the law which is sown and in 8:41-44 it ia men who are sown. Cf. 
Jer. 12:2 (Cod plants the wicked) and Amos 9J55 (odd planis Israel). 
According to Jejemias, p. 79, the tension in Mk. *1lfff. is pre-Markm. 
Also see R. Brown, "Parable and allegory reconsidered," NovT 5 (1962), 
p. 43. For general discussions of seed imagery in sSvmttc literature 
aee C, Schulz and C. QieVl, " c;ri.y/<c\ , A, z. /h , " TDNT VUl pp. 533ff.
54. Marxsen, ZThK 52 (l955), pp. 259ff.
55. Bultmann, p. 330 (Carman edn. p. 356).
56. Scholars are generally agreed that Mark has made thia change: ao 
Bultmann, p. 325 n. 1 (Cerman edn. p. 35l)> Jeremiaa, p. 14; MaarKsen, 
op. cit., p. 261; Taylor, pp. 254f« ; Cnilka, p. 59; Burki^l, Mysteri­
ous Revelation, p. 98; Stoy, "La Redaction marcietne de la marche sur 
les eaux 9\Mo> VI:45~52)," ETL 44 (19^8), pp. 463f. Of. C.H. Boobyer, 
"The redaction of Mark 1V:l-34," NTS 8 (1961-1962), pp. 59ff•, however, 
who doea not accept thia solution.
57. Matthew, on the other hand, has them ask about thv method of teaching
58. Of. below, pp. 53ff.
59. Scholars pre not agreed about the parable to which Mark is referring 
in 4*13. Although it is generally thought to be the parable of thv 
sower, Boobyer (op. cit., pp. 59-7°) thinks that it is vas. Ilf. Cf. 
the discussion below, p. 55 , and n. 254 below.
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60. Cf. Gnilka, who asserts (p. 59) that at least the rebuke is Markan.. 
Contra Masson, Les Parabolas , de Marc 1V, p. 29 n. 1, p. 40? and-Haenchen, 
p. 168, who think that v. 13 originally contained the words ( A-li./ 
oto-cocs . oue. Qiiiv ryv /C^/)^/3oA'.y 1' zcMj~cqn/ ... etc.
*Tk
61. o* 6< is aloo usdd oo indicate the inoomprehension of the reiigooas
authorities, 11*33; 12:14-15; 12:24*
62. Schweezer, "Amerkungen," pp. 97? 99., lists as a Markan
word.
63. "Die theologische Lsistung," p. 341 n. 15* H considers the word to
be traditional in 6:38, 13*28f., 15* 10,15(45*’)* Its use in 6:38 is also 
redactional, cf. Chapter 11, p. 109. For the use of ytyucaa in
literature outside Mark's gospel see Bultaann, " j'fvsOctkoJ , H, r. /h >" 
TDNT 1, pp. 689-719.
64. De TiHene, pp. 169-171.
65* Kuhn, p 131; following Marxsen, ZThK 52 (1955)? pp* 259-261, also 
argues that the expression is pre~Markan. Achtraarer ("Toward the isola­
tion of pre-Markan miracle catenae," JBL 89 (l970); P« 273) thinks, 
however, that it is a Markan "attacheent-foieula".
66. Contra Moule, "Mark 4* 1*20 ^et once more, " Neotegtsmentica et Semltlca 
p. 102, who thinks that n<n( rAs-yrd/ is an iterative imperfect in v. 11.. 
As Swete (p. xlix)* and Taylor (p. 47) demotiirate, Mark is not always 
careful with verb tenses and uses them with great freedom. Also see 
Achtmaier, op. . cit., who also thinks that Mark uses i«f\ 1 "Ae yt-i/ 
(jv-cors to introduce different traditions or editorial insertions
(p. 267 n. 6).
67. Cf. Taylor, p, 218.
68. E, Grasser ("Jesus in Nazareth (Mark VI:l--6a): Notes on the redaction 
and theology of St Mark," NTS 16 (1969-1970), p. 16) a ... p ■ . os to a. • 
that y. 4a is pre-Markan. He says nothing about Mark's characteristic 
H rXiyw ccu/cts ,
69. Nineham, p. 17’.
70. Dibeliui,Jt. 22Off,; Suhl, Die, Function der , alttestamentlichen. Z?ltate 
und Anspielurggen im Ma^ku3evangtlim, p. 79. Cf. Nine/ita, p. 195; who 
thinks that v. 9 is traditional.
71. Cf. TatAr, pp. 342f. Nineham, p. 201, thinks that 7*27 is a product 
of the early church, but cf. Tafyor, to the contrary, p. 35’.
72. Taylor, p. 380.
73. Cf, Buhtaatml p. 336 (Germaa eeri. p. 33); SuU, op. cit., rp> 142f.
The same redactional clues are also foim d nn 22:55,38 where tee link 
phrase is rA 7c V . 1n 7*20 Mark introduces a secondary interpretation 
of the parable found in v. 15* so Taylor, pp. 342, 345* Ninehta, p_ 192 
1n 5*8 £ A17* * introduces "... almost the only addition which he ZlnAo/ 
has made to his source" (T^Aor, .p. 281). Finally, according to
p. 392, the prayer in 14*36 is a formulation of the early church. Cf. 
n. 31 above.
74. GuUka, p. 58.
75. See i. Turner (JH. Moulton), A Grammar of New Testament Greek, 111, 
p. 18. Turner lists the occurrences of the expression in cLassictl Greek 
literature. Cf. Taylor, p. 255* 1n the LXX ier Gen. 32*16(17); Jg.7*5; 
Jer. 15*17; 1 Mac. 12*36.
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76. Ds TUlesss, p* 175; cf. Bultmrttl p* 325 n* 1 (German edn. p. 35--)? 
Mens, Jssus and hhs Tvejl;'^^^£3, p* 133? and Snoy, "La .Redaybion aaircienne 
ds la marchs sur lss saux (Me., ’0:45-52)," ETL 44 (1968), p. 462, who 
think that /wms is Markan. A.W. Moslsy ("Jssus’ audisncss
in ths gospels of St. Mark and St bulk;," NTS 10 (1963-1964)5 PP» 139-149,
sspecially p* 145) suggests that Mark mads uss of private! tlrchlng as a 
literary dsvics in order to includs sscocda•ry sxplrtrtiocp which wers 
particularly relevant to ths psopls for whom hs was writing. Sines he 
did not fssl fres to add them to Issus' public ts-aching hs has ths 
sxplatationp givsn in private in rspeonps to ths questions of ths 
disciplsp. It is unliksly, however, that Mark would havs mads such a 
distinction bltwlst Jssus' tsaching and that of ths church * For Mark
" ths risen fhrist who speaks in his church is ons with hhs sarthly Jlpup.
, So also Tagr^wa, p. 183 n* 3» ff* ths discussion below, pp, 58ff.
77» I'Miscu, pp* cit*, p* 29 n* 1 — of* pp* 23f*5 suggests that xara 
cams to Mark in ths introduction to vss* llf. which Ins ncon--
structs Src ft'vzvo koiZoi yzoz/ois ozn tocs 6 u>6 f /< # „
This reconstruction is not convincing, however. Vss* llf. ars rspro- 
ducsd by Mark as hs found thsm (sss bsl^c^w) and hesrl is no svidsncs which 
suggests that thsy had ths introduction Masson supplim* Tin rsfsx’s^n^cs
to ths twelvs, furthermors, is not traditional but Markan* ff* Gntlli&,p 
criijicsm of Maason's suggestion, p* 59«
78. ff* Bultmac.n, p* 325 c* 1, pp. 67f. (Glrmac sdn* pp* 351, 7ff*)»
Lo^myer, p* 83 c* 1; franfisld, p* 152; Gni-ka, p* 59; Scoy, op,* cit» 
p* 463? Replo^ p* 60; Kuhn, p* 137» MarKsM (ZThK 52 (1955), P« 26f7 
and ds Tillssss (pp* 173-179) lsavs ths question undecidsd as to which 
of ths two phrasm is Markm*
79* luTtmann, pp* 67ff., 345 (German sdn, pp* 71ff., 3o9f»)*
80* Of* G^undiacn, p* 174, who also thinks that Mark found hhs rsferencs 
ho ths crowd in ths tradition* fontra M^^].sy, op* . cit*, p. I40*
ScC'lolarp ars generally agrssd that 8:34ff* marks ths inssrtion of a 
diffsrsct piscs of tradition: sss Taylor, p* 380; Best, p* 79.
81* fontra Moye, "Mark 4*10: ’Thom about him with ths twelve’," SE II,
TU 87 (1964)5 PP* .211-^2^^^^^,, and Jssus and ths ^^^wsve., pp* 152-156, who 
arguss that ths phrass of Ktpl mvrOv rw rots AU Ja«m
dlnotlp a smarllrl fixsd group within ths twslvs rathsr than an sxpa.ndsd 
group *
82* Generally Mark usss /Ltcz to indicats a closs rslationshie with 
Jssus* of* 1*36; 2*25; 3*14; 5*318,37; 14*18,20l67• It is also umd to 
rs'fsr ho Jssus being with ths dipcipllp: 3*7? 8:10; 11:11; 14:14,17.
JF>r its uss ho indicats oths'r rslrtionshiep sss 2*19; 4*36; 5*24,40. 
ff* Gnilka, p* 29 n* 1; ds Tillssm, pp* 175-178.
83* ff* MarxslCl ZThK 52 (1955), P» 267, who also arguss that ths circls 
around Jssus rsprsssnts ths church and that its questions ars ths 
church's questions* Ths rsdaction of Mark, hs says, must bs sxpl.rlcsd 
out of hhs erspsct clrcuastrccls of ths svarnesist* ff* ds TjLllssss, 
pp* 173-179*
84* ff* Replohl pp* 13ff., 56ff*, 65, 75ff» Sss lpeecially soms of his 
chaptsr titles and subtitles: "Dis Junger als Reprasent■rttsc dsr Ge~ 
meinds im srsten Teil dss MarJkLS-Evangeliums," p* 13; "Di's Junger- 
psrikopsn in ihrsr blpocdsrsn Ausrichtucg auf dis GemiSnde,'" p* 27;
"Das Unt•erstacdnip dsr JUnger als Ausdruck fur das Verbaltsn ’dsr Ge- 
meicdel" p. 75.
85* As M£rr£srn shows (pp* 79ff«), Mark placss special smphasip on hhs 
gospsl and adds zou ■ y & z| too in 8*35. Seen* 290 bs3ow.
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86. Jeremiaa, p. 15» Also see Gnil-ka, pp* 24ff»
87» Cf. Lindara, New Testament ApoOogetic, pp. 13, 159? Marxaen, .SThK
52 (l955)» P» 260, p. l6l n. 2, and ID.pont, "Le Chapitje
des parabolas," Nouvvlle Revue Theoiogique, 89 (1967)5 p. 803, who also 
think that Mark inserted vss, 11-12 into the parable source. Contra 
SchweVzer, ZNW 56 (1965), pp. 5ff»? Who thinks that vas. Ilf. had 
already been inserted between the parable of the sower and its interpre­
tation by the prv-Markan church ; of, Ninvhim> p. 132; Tagawa, p. 69; 
R^<^<^le, JBL 56 (1937), pp. 80ff.
88. Jejemias, p. 15. Of. n. 259 below.
89. As Jeremias deminstrjaes (p. 16), with -titre aative of the
. person is a semiti.sm. As Taylor notea, za. novCA . y-Cvzra( is a
strange expression to describe teaching and it is not surprising that 
some MSS have replaced the verb with A'iyzrAt in i0 itajb,c,ff?e ,gg l-Co, 
copsa, p. 256. , •
90. So- Jeremias, p. 1(5. Cf, the disctsai.pt of MaaJka use of the ward 
parable on pp. 53f£ below.
. 91* Manson, The Teaching of Jesus? pp. 77ff^3 Jeremiaa, pp. 15-ff.
See pp.43iT. below.
92. Pp. 40ff. .
93. Cf. Taylor, pp. 262ff.; Marxse.n, ZThK 52 (l955), p* 262; Haenalm, 
p. 161 n. 2; de Tilleaae, pp. 172f.; Kuhn, pp. 129f*
94* Masson, op. cit., p. 41? Taylor, p. 26-4? Nineham, p. 141.
95* 80 Taylor, p. 262; cf. B.T.i. Smith, The Parables of, the . Synoptic
Cos.plls., p. 170.
96. JejemLaa, p. 91. Also see "Die Lampe untvj dem Scheffel," ZM 39 
(1940)5 pp. 237-240. Cf. Taylor, p. 262, who arguea that they were first 
connected in an independent sayings source.
97» Kuhn, p. 129.
98. DiieVius, p. 228; Nineham, p. 141; Grujndmmnnn p. 96.
99» "Die Bildwort der Lampe: Zur Traditionsgeachichte einea Jetta-WopJes," 
ZNW 61 (1970), pp. 183-209. He argues especially against Jeremias, who 
contends (ZNW 39 (l940), pp. 237-240) that these verses can be traced 
back to a Palestinian Vorlage. •
100. Nuiirous examples are given by Schneider, op.. cit., p. 197 n. 61.
101. Schneider, op. cit., pp. 15^0^. n. 30.
102. Schneider, op. cit., p. 197­
103. Cf. n. 100 above.
104. 1t is unlikely that Mark takes Xztat as a reference to Jesus'
coming, as Schneider (op. cit., p. 188) implies. Cf, below, pp. 65f*
105. Cf. J.T. Maashall, The Expooitor, "The Aramaic Cosppl," 4th series 3 
(1891), p. 459? who argues that <\ j iV ('kindle') was taken for t\'77
I ('come’). W.C. Allen (The Cospel According to Saint Mark, p. 82, n.a.) 
Pllbn rejects this suggestion. In an earlier study jxfCaJgued that syjxrrmf
‘ "... is a mistranslation of the Aph. or Ittaf. of A'?? A' - ‘bring* or
'be brought'" ("The Aramaic element nn St. Mark ," OT 3 3 ^OOl-lOO)), 
p. 330). Cf. Lagrange, p. ccii J.H. Moulton. A Gaarnnr r f f New Testament 
Creek, 11, p. 448.
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106. MouUton, op. cit., p. 448. He lists Mk. 7*19; 14*21; Mt. 17527;
8:12; Lk. 4*4? 8*2 as other examples.
107. Cf. Klostennann, p. 43; Lomeyer, p. 85; Grundeeam, p. 96.
108. Schneider (op. cit., p. 198) argues that eA9^ in v. 22b is
Markan — but if fy^■k z^f( is pre-Markan eA9'<y can be attributed to 
the same source. The presence of in v. 22 and v. 25 does not
indicate that Mark has united vss. 21f. and 24f. Cne would expect ,'<cV
rather than . Contra R, Schmackenburg ’s contention that y'40 is 
Markan in 4*21, "Mik. 9*33-50," Synopbische Studim, Festschrift for
A. Wikknhauser, p. 196 (this reference is only known through Kuhn ' s 
citation of it, p. 35 n. 146). For the use of elsewhere see C.H.
Bird, "Some ycy clauses in St. Mark's gospel,"’ JTS n.s. 4 (1953)? Pp. 
171-187.
109. Cf. Taylor, p. 262, and the discussion on pp. 68-69 below.
110. Cf, Bultaann, p. 91 (German edn. p. 95)*
111. Cf, Taylor, p. 264. Cranfield, p. 166; "To substitute for cf ,
as Lk. viii:18 does, does not maaerially alter the sense ..." But cf. 
Dipont, "La Parabne du seeeur dans la version de Luc," Apophoreta,
p. 97) who finds significance in Luce's nus, Luke, he aeglrs, is ad- 
aonishing his readers to take guard how they hear. "La pax-abo/le doit 
p^ecisemenl4faire com are bend re la maniere don’t il fait entendre la 
parabole de Lieu." 1n Me, 4*24a. however, the empphsis is on what is 
heard — cf. the discussion below, pp. 68-69.
112. Cf. Taylor,, p. 262* "eerse 24a, 'Take care what you hear’, may be 
a slt•hre, to introduce the two sayings in 22. f. which are better placed 
in Q and less suitable for Mark's purpose."
113. For studies of scz. oxo see Lagrange, p. 208, Taylor, 
p. 264, and Quleniel, p. 239*
114- The question why Mark united vss. 21 and 22 and 24b and 25 will be 
discussed below, pp. 65ff.
115. Black. pp. 163-165. Cf. Utmryrer, p. 86.
116. Julicher, op. cit. , . pp. 544* Cc. C.H. Cave, "The parables and
the scriptures," NTS 11 (1964-1965); pp. 374-389, for an .interesting
suggestion about the positive motive for the addition of v. 29 to the
parable. Cf. Michaeeii, Es ging ein Sa^^nn, aus zu saen, p. 54, and 
Jereaias, p. 32, who think that the OT allusion may be original.
Recently Kuhn (pp. 106-108) has suggested that vss. 27-28 (28^?) were
a hater addition (perhaps in the oral tradition) to an earlier version 
of the parable which contained v. 29*
117. Cf. Nineham, p. 132; Haenchen, p. 161 n. 2; de TiHene, p. 172
n. 1. Cf. especially Kuhn, pp. 99-127. Marxsm (ZThK 52 (1955)? P»
260) thinks that its connection with the payable of the sower is pre- 
Markan but did not take place in the oldest stratim. Cther scholars 
think that Mark took the parable from a special source (Sonde ng!): of. 
Grundmann, p. 98; H. Baltensweiler, "Das Gleichnis von der selbst- 
wachsenden Saat (Markus 4*26-29) und die theolog-sche Konzeption des 
Maakkhirannilislen," C.konomia, p. 69. Q^sne!! (p. 84 n. 48) suggests
that vn. 26ff. may be made up of a collection of different sayings.
118. Along with Taylor (p. 265), it is not possible to agree with B.'J. 
Bacon (Studies in Matthew, pp. 85, 97) that Mathew's parable of the 
tares represents a revision of Mk. 4*26-29. Similar vocabulary in both 
parables does suggest. however, that he may have been familiar with the 
Markan / ....
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Markan parable. Dupont ("La Parabole du semeur dans la version de Luc," 
Apophorata? p. 99) suggests that Lulce 's use of on op os in 8:5,11 , 
indicates his knowledge of Mk. 4*26-29- Recently Kuhn (pp. 127-129) has 
treied to demonstrate why Matthew and Luke vould have had reason to omit 
this parable. .
119. Cf. Smith, The Parables of the Synoptic Gospels, pp. 28, 51, 131 
Cave, "The parables and the scriptures," NTS 11 ^1964-1965), p- 383; 
Dupont, "La Parabole du se^^iur dans la version de Luc," Apophooeea, p. 99­
120. Cf. Haenchen, p. 161 n. 2, who traces this association back to the 
oral tradition. Contra Julicher, op. cit., 11, p. 5?0, who thinks that 
Mark did not find 4*30-32 linked with the other parables.
121. Cf. Nineham, p. 144- Cave, op. cit., p. 385; Taylor, p. 268.
Cf. especially H.K. McArthur's recent study, "The parable of the mustard 
seed," CBQ, 33 (l97l), PP» 198ff., in which he attempts to reconstruct 
the Q version. ■ •
122. So Michaelis, Es ging ein Samann, aus zu saen, p. 87; but of.
Dodd's warning in The Parables of the Kingdom, p. 143, about drawing 
such a conclusion too hastily.
123. So Bultmam. p . 172 (Geiman edn . p . 186) ; Dodd, op. cit., p. lz|2; 
Black, p. 189; Taylor, p. 269; Cranfield, p. 169- Cf. McArthur's 
reconstruction of Q, op. cit., which at times differs from DDe's ver­
sion, pp. 198ff.
124- Of. Black, pp. 165f., 189 n. 3; Jer'emias, p. 146; Nimham, p. 144- G 
D. Kilpatrick ("Some problems in New Testament text and language," Neo­
test ementica et Semitica, pp. 201f.) argues that the allusion to .1s.
40:18 in Mk. 4-30 reflects an Aramaic background. For a different 
appraisal see H.-W. Bartsch, "Eine bisher ubertehenl Zitierung der LXX
in Mark. 4-30,” 15 (l959), pp. 126-128. For a criticSira of Baxrrsch’s
thesis see McA^hur, op. , cit., p. 202.
125- Cf. Staalk:c-Billtrbeck. I , pp . 653ff-. Jeliiias , pp. lOOf.
126. Taylor,. p. 269, cf , McArthur' s reconstruct ion of Q , op , cit. , p , 200.
127- So Smith, The Parables of the Synoptic , Gospees, pp. 117f-; Dodd, 
op. cit., p. 142; Cranfield, pp. 169f-; Ninehai, p. 144- Cf. Lk. 13-19 
which omits Mk. 4-31b altogether and Mt. 13-32 which OIiitt ZKt r%s 
7^5 . The variant readings to Mk. 4-31b are obvious attenpts to improve 
Mark’s grammar. So Taylor, p. 270; Cranfield, p. 17O,
128. Gnilka. pp. 59f-, cf, Taylor, pp. 271ff-
129. Trocme. La Formation de 1'Evangile selon Marc. p. 1-2?7 n. 71, and 
p. 149.
130. For crtticSims of Trocme’s thesis ses de Tilletsl, pp. 181Jf«, and 
Queenne!, p. 72 n. 10. ■
131. ' Marxsen. ZThK 52 (1955), p- 262.
132. Jelinlias. p. 14 n. 11. Marxsen. op . cit., pp. 2662
133- Contra Gnilka., p^j>. 59f-. who thnikks -hliat v. 34 is tradiononal because 
,it• contains thru expressions which are hapax leacmena? /ecu?/ s , o(
'(Aioc , Ji.T.iAuuo , De Tillesse (pp. 183-185) objects to
Gnnlka’s argument, pointing out that is relatively rare in all
the gospels, and especially so in Luke's (6:49)- De Tillesse also 
points out that Mark is familiar with jojjp'iw (2-2 redactiona!), and
(ll:9 traditional). Inz/lf/uu only occurs here and in Ads 
19-39. For /...
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19:39* For the use of this verb in other literature cf- Swale, p. 88. 
and Taylor, p» 272. Cf. £ tt 1 A u c s 2 Pet. 1:20, As de Tillesse says, 
there is no more reason to attribute this exceptional word to the tradi­
tion than to Mark. At least in Mark's case it can be argued that the 
special point he is making here demands a special v/ord. For ol
cf. n. 137.
134. 4*10; duv <a'i/r o , 4:33 are traditional.
135. Cf. Marxsen, ZThK 52 (1955)? pp. 262f.; de Till esse, p. 183*
136. Gnilka argues (p. 60) that the double use of as a connecting 
particle in v. 34 is an indication that the verse is pre-Markan since
cits use is not characteristic of Mark's style. This argument is not 
conclusive. Mark naturally uses Ac in 34k because he wishes to express 
conti'ast rather than association or continuation: cf. 1:14; 2:21; 13*9*
137* Cf. 7:33 in another context. Schweizer ("hie theologische Leist’.mg." 
p. 341) lists /<iar as an example of a purely redactional terra.
Gnilka's contention (p. 60) that the phrase cv must
be traditional because it is only found here in Mark's gospel is uncon­
vincing. Mark employs the word "disciple" more than 40 times. The use 
of the adjective , moreover, is determined by w' and
the verse is typical of Mark’s circumlocutory style. Cf. de Tillesse, 
pp. 183f* Cf. the secondary reading zms c\ucou in
A D W 0 flf^-3 etc., which seeks to remove the difficulty altogether.
138. So Nineham, p. 132. Cf. S.E. Johnson, A Commentary on the Gospel 
According to St. Mark, p. 96; A.W. Mosley, NTS 10 {1963--I964)> P* 141? 
Haenchen, p. 161 n. 2; contra Best, p, 65 n. 2,-andp. 74? who thinks that 
v. 33 is Markan.
139* So Gnilka, p. 60. Contra Trocme, op. cit., p. 127 n. 1, and Schweizer 
Markus, p. 59? who think that it is Markan.
140. Other differences between Mt. 13:34f» and Mk. 4!33P* include the
elimination of toi u~cc\(s ... and the substitution of the
phrase ’iv nv</oc\ftoA ; the alteration of to, i A a .A crgi/;
the elimination of Mk. 4:33b; the alteration of xuxp/s Jt- to K&i
(cf. the reading in Mk. 4:34 in B syrpcopsa,t*°); the elimination 
of 4J34bj and most importantly the addition of the quotation from Ps. 
78:2.
141. For extensive reviews of the history of this discussion see Trocme,
La Formation de 1'Evangile selon Marc, pp. 54-69? R. Pesch, Naherwart- 
ungen, Tradition und Redaktion in Mk. 13? pp. 48-73• For more general 
discussions see D.S. Nineham, "The order of events in St. Mark's gospel
.— an examination of Dr. Dodd’s hypothesis," Studies in the Gospels , Fest 
schrift for R.H. Lightfoot, pp. 223-239; C. Piper, "The origin of the 
gospel pattern," JBL 78 (1959.)? pp* 115-124? H. Sawyerr, "The Marcan 
framework: some suggestions for a new assessment," SJT 14 (1961), pp. 
279-294*
142. Taylor, ppo 105-113*
143. Cranfield (pp. 13f*) has a similar outline but includes the resurrec­
tion in a section by itself.
144* Markus; cf. ’’Die theologische Leistung."
145* Op. cit., pp. 54-69.
146. Naherwartungen, pp. 48-73*
147* "The Markan silhouette?" NTS 17 (1978-197^)? PP* 184-192. The recent 
study/...,'
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study by A. Gadhoury, La Structure . des ‘evangil.es •iynoptiqueiS La .
structure-type a l'origine des iynopt1quei (NovT slttheaent 22, 1970), 
was unavailable for consultation and is only known through G.T. Mon­
tague's review in CBQ 34 (l9?2), pp. 76-78.
148. Pesch (op. cit.., pp. 5Cff. ) reviews studies which separate toe 
gospel into even msAler subdivisions.
149. Cf, iinehtm, Studies in the Gosrpls, pp. 223ff.
150. Cf, Chapter 111, pp. h-lff., when Mark’s eet.ions for plcdg); this 
pericote after 8:14-21 an discussed.
151. See pp. 55ff. beoow. .
1-2. Pesch’s thesis suffers fom. a similar interpretative error.
153* Cf. pp. 47ff* beUow. and Appendix 1.
154* "The ineroductrln oo Mark’s gospel" 1 NTS 12 (l963--(966)pp . 352-378.
155. Cf. Marxsen. pp. 22ff.. and the use of 'ewlltjfdb.y.A o thuoughout 
the gospel.
156. ’’Mark 3S7~12 an) Mark’) ChristoUogy, ’ ' JBL 84 (1965}. PP * 341-358 >■
157. Keck. jB-L. 84 (1965)) pp, 343.
158. The ia^port^nlce of this hte is carefully ihhuteaated in Rlphoh’s 
.ercent study.
159. Cf. Keck, NTS 12 (1965-1966), pp. 362f. The theory that 6:30-8:26 
is based on pre-Markan doublhts. is discussed in ChapPer 111, pp. 143ff. 
R. Butterworth ("The eo]aatrit1on of Mark 1-12," Heythop Journal. 3 3 
(1972), pp. 5-26) also thinks that diioithlihip is a dominant theme in 
the structun of the gospel although he constructs the outline somewhat 
differently (1:1-45; 2:1-56; 3:7-5:43; 6:1--3:26). This study was unavail­
able for consultation and is only known througn NTA 16 (h972), p. 297*
160. Cf. Chapter 111, p. 144 and n. 53. Pesch (op. cit.) contends that 
it is also the statistical centri of the gospel. The vahidiay of this 
conclusion depends, of course, on his argument that 13*1-37 was inserted 
into the gospel later.
161. Ml 'q Kc A obS t { ... tv iq aScu is a metaphor for disuitleihit
See Chapter 1V, pp. 185-ff. ‘ '
162. 1t will be deraouilratld in 111, pp. 143 ff .; that the luund~
aeiei of this section can be further delimited. 8:22-26 is really a 
transition between sections 1V and V and thus 1V extends from 6:'7a-8:2l. 
1n such a manner Mark both begins and ends this section with the 
d.iio1thesh1p theme.
163. Pesch, rp. cit., p. 68.
164. 1t is not possible to agm with Maule ("Mark 4*1-20 yet once more," 
ieoOesttmeniict. et Semitica, pp. IClf.) when he takes qp bfbiv, 4*10; 
and kA ycv , 4*lla, as frequentative imperfects. Mark found the first 
(also ^4;/^ ^ro in v. 33) in the tradition and the expression
aurais is a stylistic device he uses to inurt independent 
blocks of tradition or his own constructions. 1n vn. 33f.? however, 
two frequentative imperfects are found, i.e. t'4<J 3 c/ and. 171 £ A o z. v .
165. Best points out (p. 72) that although incidents which record Jesus' 
activities as healer and exorcist diminish toward the end of the gospel, 
the teaching activities continue. After 8:27ff« the teaching nature of 
his ministry is actually stepped up since he begins to spend more and 
more time instructing the disciples.
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166. As Meye points 
Luke do not always 
employing ti op/o s 
Mk. 4:38 pari; Mk
out (Jesus and the TwQlve, pp. 3off.), Matthew and 
follow Mark in his usage of , Matthew
and Luke substituting / rcttrm ? 'q s' for .it: cf. 
9:17 (Mt. 17:15); Mk. 9*38 (Lk. 9:49).
167. Cf. PP. 57ff. '
>/ >/ ' ■? $ ’ z' O
168. The addition of U T(S o/s/ &aKoo-(n/ , "caquo-Tij in 
7:16 is obviously a scribal addition intended to bring 7:14ff. into 
line with 4slif*. Cf. Marxsen, ZThK 52 (l955), P» 260.-
169» Attention has been drawn recently to the importance of ~i<oo and 
/efe in the gospels: cf. especially E.J, Pryke, "j A E and y AO / * ”
c NTS 14 (1967-1968). pp. 418-424; P. Fiedler, Lie Formed "U'nd Siehe" im 
Neuen Testament, especially pp. 21-23, 50-51* As Pryke points out, 
ISoO in 4:3 contributes to Mark's desire to call his readers' gatton- 
tion to the parable of the sower (p. 421 ). 1n his opinion 0/cO is 
generally taken from the tradition in Mark's gospel with the possible 
exceptions of 10:28,33; 14j41 (traditional in 1:2; 3*32; 4:3; 14*42). 
Mark, he argues, uses ' AoO as an interjection in climactic points in 
the gospel (3:32; 10:28,33; 14*41,42). 1t is questionable, however, 
whether.significswce can be attributed to this word merely because it 
appears in important passages. Since the majority of the references 
came to Mark in the tradition it is not certain that it is a key word 
to him. For vd see 2:24; 3:34; 11:21; 13:1,21; 15:4,35; 16:6 . For 
earlier studies of these terms cf. C.H. Turner, JTS o.s. 28 (1926-1927), 
pp. 2lf.; J.C. Doudna, The Greek of the Gospel of Mark, pp. 63-65;
C.D. Kilpatrick, "//<£ and ."Vo in the Gospels, 11 JTS n.s. 18 (1967), 
pp. 425f.
170. L. Lauhe, The New Testament and Rabbinic Judaism, p. 432, says: 
"Possibly exhortations like 'Who hath ears to hear, let him hear' are 
also intended to draw attention to a hidden meaning, though they might 
simply mean 'This is important, so listen.' Old Testament and Rabbinic 
usage would warrant either interpretation."
171. Jeremias (p. 150) thinks that the colossal harvest depicted in Mk. 
4:8 represents the main point of the parable. K.L. Write ("The parable
of hhe owwer" " JTS n.s . 15 (9664)., pp • 300-30) ) chan-egess hhis. Cf.
tetemias‘ e^onnee, "I)alistinakprRliehis uurn Gleihhnis oom Saomann,"
NTS 13 (1966-1967), pp. 48-53. For rabbinic lore which deals wLth the 
extraordinary productivity of the land of Palestine cf. Strack-Billex- 
beck, 1, pp. 655ff.
Other leading interpretations of the parable are iuuulurised by Taylor, 
pp. 250f., Cranfield, "St. Mark 4:1-34," 5JT 4 ((-951)s PP* 399ff., and 
C. Lietzfelbinger, "Las Gleichnis vom ausgestreuten Sa^^r^," in the 
Jeremias Festschrift, Per Ruf Jesu und die Antwort. der Gemmi-nde, pp. 80­
93. Recently Cave (NTS llTl964-19657, pp. 38Off.J and Cerhardss^n 
(NTS 14 (1967-1968), pp. 165-193) have tried to reconstruct the original 
parable along the lines of rabbinic analogies.
172. Cf. above, pp. 17ff.
173. Of. 0^11013, "St. Mark 4*1-34," SJT 5 (l952), p. 58 n. 1; C-nilka,
pp. 13-f. ; J. de Waard, A Comuprrtive Study of the Old Testament Text
in the Lead Sea Scrolls and in the New Testament, p. 7*
174* J.A. Stenning (The Targum of 1saiae, p. xvi) lists the foilowing 
examples of verses in which the MT has been altered or soiened::- 
1:14,24; 2:6; 3:17; 16:11; 19:25; 21*3,4; 28:11,19; 30:20; 39:7; 41*14 
etc.
175. The translation is Stenining’s: op. cit., p. 22.
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176. Gnilka, p, 16.
177* Cf. T.W. Manson, The Teaching of Jesus, pp. 78TT*
178. If. several examples in Strack-Billerbeck, I, pp. 662f. Especially 
interesting is the example cited from Seder Eliahu R16 (82), p. 663.
179. Cf. R. Harris, Testimonies, II, pp. 74? 975 C.H. Dodd, According 
to. the Scriptures, pp. 38f. For two recent studies which examine the 
use of Isaiah, by New Testament writers see J. Hamming, "The New 
Testament use of Isaiah," Southwestern Journal of Theology 11 (1968), 
pp. 89-103; ILS. Songer, "Isaiah and the New T^.stamf^nt5" Review and .
Expooitor 65 (1968), pp. 459-470.
180. Lindars, New Testament Apologetic, pp. 17-ff., 119ff*
181. John’s version of Is. 6:9-10 is even more freely reproduced than 
Mk. 4*12 par. Although the last line /<a? }&tro/tat aurous shows 
the influence of the LXX,thB rest of the allusion appears meerely to be 
a summary of the text. It begins with the blinding of the eyes as Mk.
4:12 does but omits the reference to hearing. It continues, however, 
with the hardening of heart (is. 6:10) which is o^miited in Mc. 4*12.
For a detailed study of the text cf. E.D. Freed, Old Testament Qota-- 
tjons in the Gospel of John, pp. 82-86. In Jn. 9*39 there appears to 
be a reference to the same text. If. n. 185«
182. So K, Stendahl, The School of St. Matthew and its Use of the lid 
Testament, p. 131.
183. For the use of Is. 6:9-10 in later Christian literature cf. Cerfaux,
"’L*Aveuglement d ’esprit’ dans l'Evangile de Saint Marc," Recueil . db 
Lucien Cerfaux, II, pp. 4~7• ’
184. T.W. Manson, The Teaching of Jesus, pp. 77ft.; tre,mniat, p. 15; 
also see GnHka, p. 16.
181. Here a distinction is not being made between the MT and the text of 
IQIsa since, except for minor orthographic variations, there are no 
differences between the two in relation to the part of Is. 6:9-10 
alluded to in Mk. 4*12. For the Quiran text cf. M. Burrows, The Dead 
S.ea Scrolls of St. Maak's Monaater.y: I. The Isaiah Manuucir-pt and the
Hbakkuk Comm unary. The text of Is. 6:9-10 is not extant in IQIsa, 
cf. E.L, Siukenik, The Bead Sea Scrolls of the Hebrew In.
6:10a, howeTrer^Xpart of the text not cited in Mk. 4*12), J. de 
Waard (op. cit., pp. 7f*) sees a significant variant where the Quiman 
text reads U tf H for the MT’s / M& / . Interpreting the form in the 
Quran text as the hipil imperative of the verb y.tJ e —. 'stiffen, de­
stroy’, he suggests that it represents a deliberate change in the text. 
This reading, he argues, may represent the reason for the variant 
readings in Jn. 12:40 Eny (p66,p75<f K W 71 1079) and 7T £ ti V
(63 122 181 219) from the verb nppouJ — ’maim, muutlate1.
186. Manson, op. cit., p. 77*
187. Jeremias, p. 11. The LXC only employs a participle for the verb 
of seeing.
188. So Ginika, p. 16. . -
189. The text is quoted from Sterning, op. cit., p. 23.
190. So Jeremias, p. 11. If. n. 219 below.
199.^ Jeremias points out (p. 11) that both the Targum and Mk. 4*12 re­
place the MT’s singular 9 a in Is. .6:10b with a plural. The similarity 
between the texts is not decisive, however, since the LXX also has the 
plural / ....
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plural (although it dm not have the passive verb). The itme is true 
of Crt r(V since thn verb 'to turn, return1 is found in the
3rd peeion plural in both the Targim and LXX. z in Mk. 4*12 may
also repelsent acocnmodation to the LXX.
192. Matthew has not left the text found in Mk, 4*12 unaltered. The most 
important change is the substitution of the causal ‘ary for Mark’’ 
final rt/zTi (of. the discussion below, pp. 44ff’)* 1n accordance with 
this alteration he has aL-so changed t-rc orvc ts £ovx& in 
Mk, 4*12 to nowus ou ySA z-k ounv (the use of the telient par­
ticiple after %z( rather than the subJunefive), cf. R.H. Sundry, The . 
Use of the Old Testament in St. Matthlw>s Gospel, with Special.Reference 
to. the Messianic Hope, p. 35* Hi also o^i.-ts the reference to 1s. 6:f1b 
and drops the reference to not understanding. Finally, the allusion to 
1s. 6:9-10 is followed by a quotation formula and a compPete citation of 
the LXX version of the stae' text. Stendahl suggests (op. cit., p. 131) 
that 13:14 may be the addition of a hater redactor. Cf. n. 225 below.
193. Luke also shortens the allusion found in Mk. 4*12 by omitting the 
reference to 1s. 6:10 and abbreviating the reference to 1s. 6:9.
194« Of. pp. 55ff. below. GuUka suggests (p, 26) that the phac«ment of 
the vioIs for ieeing first eehatli to the Jewish expectation which always 
speaks of the experience of the time of salvation with verbs of mlng 
(cf. Xhe. 2*30; 3*6 /is. 40:^7; Jn. 8:56). Cf. ChapPer 1V, pp. 183ff. ’
195. Cf. Masson, Les Parabolei de . Marc 1V, p. 31. Masson applies the 
adjective "terribhe" to c('i/a\. because he takes it in a final ienir.
196. For iua^maies of soii of thm theories sii HenmanUR, La Parabole 
evangelique, pp. 302ff; Gm.lka, pp. 45C6.J N Turner, Grammaical. 1 n- 
sights into the.New Testament, pp. 47-30.
197* Cf. T.YL Manson, The Teaching of Jesus, pp. 77ff»; W. Manson, "The 
purpose of ’the parables: a re-examination of St, Mark 1Vj10~12," BI1 68 
(1956-1957)* PP. 132-135. N. Tu rner (Grammtical. Insigtti into. the New 
Testament, p. 5’) ilmraaaesei several suggested reconstructions.
198. Cf. for example H. Winddich, "Die Verstocklngsidee in Me 4*12 und
das kanale C(VG\ der spateren Koine,’ ' ZNW 26 (1927). p, 208, E, Stauffer. 
"/vij)}" TDNT. 111, p. 327; Black, pp. 213f.; Taylor, pp. 256f.; F. Hesse, 
Das Veritockhngspeollea im Alton Testament, p. 64; Cranfiehd, p, 156; 
Bauer, Arndt, Gingrich; Blass, Debrunner, Funk, paragraph 369j2; J. Du­
pont , "Le ChapPtee des paraboles," Nguyene . Revue Theologiite) 89 (1967), 
p. 806.
199. So E. Stauffer, "i-vn ," TDNT 111, p. 324; Cranfiehd, p. 156. For 
the usi of the concept of hardening in the OT cf. Hesse, op. . cit., and
. in the Quran Literature see Gnilka, pp. 1556F*
000. Cf. Lagrange, pp. 99* 104; W.O.E. Cesterhey, The Gospel Parables in 
the . Light of their Jewish Background, p. 54; Jeremiai, p. 17; Marxsen, 
ZThK 52 (19557, P* 269; Siegman, CBQ 23 (l.96l), pp. 176f.; GuUka,
pp. 47f.; Nineham, p. 138; Grundmann, pp. 92f); Haenchen, p. 167.
201. Cf. p. 25 above.
000. Suhl, op. cit., pp. 145ff« Suhl's contention that <rw is consecu- 
iivr is equally unacceptable. See below.
203. Suhl, op. . cit., pp. 149ff* ; C.F.D. Moule, An 1dioa~Book of New Tes­
tament Greek, pp. 142-146. Cf. C.H. Peiiker, "Koniiculivei in
Markus 4*12," ZNW 59 (1960), pp. 126f.; Gnilka, p. 46 n. 12,. refera to 
other authors who uppor-t this 1nieepeeiation.
204. Cf. A.T. Roblrtson’i discussion of the debate, A Grammar of the 
Greek / . ... ”
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Greek New Testament in the Light of Historical Research, pp. 997ff *
Also see Blass, Debrunner, Funk, paragraph 391, 5; Mone,, An liim-- 
Book of New Testament Greek, pp. 142f,
201. Contra MocU.e, "Mark 4*1-20 yet once more," Neotestamentica et 
561x1-4^<^ia, pp. lllff.
206. Cf. A.N, Jannaris, Aa Historical. Greek Grammar Chiefly of the Attic 
Dialect. , paragraph I74I1 H. Pernot, Etudes sur la la ague des evangiles, 
pp. 90-91; Lohmiysr, p. 84; H.G. Meecham, Review of G.E.D. Moule’s
Aa Idiom-Book of New Testament . Greek ia NTS 1 (1914-1911)* p. 64.
207. Cf. especially Jaanaris, loo, cit.. aad Pernot, loo, cit. .
208. Windisch, op. d.t., pp. 203-209. Also see A.T. Robertson, "The 
causal use of ru'M ," Studies in Early. _phrrs^t^;daa.ityt . Presented. to Frank 
Chamberr-ia. Porter aad Benjamin Wisner Bacon, pp. 11-17* who does not 
think that ci/#\ is causal id'Gen. 22:14; Jn. 8:16; Rom. 1*20; 6:1
(p. 11). In regard to Me. 4*12 he says that it is by ao means certain 
that Mark employed (1/a ia the sease of occ (p. 57).
209. Page 46. ALso see Blass, Debrunner, Funk, paragraph 369, 2.
210. Gnilka, p. 46. Also see Stauffer, " pva , " TDNT III, pp. 323f., who
also rejects the attempt to read causal significance into the in
Mk. 4*12.
211. "New Testament gleaaiags," Biblica. 11 (l970), pp. 231-240, especi­
ally p. 240,
212. Cf. Jeremiad pp. 17f.; Cranfield, p. I16; MarKsed, ZThK 22 (l91l)
p. 269; ' Bur^iiLl, Mysterious Revelation, p. 111; Reploh, p. 6(5. Moule 
(Aa Idiom-Book of New Testament. Greek, p. 143)* while taking as
consecutive, admits that s. final. Thi. h. interpret2 a. an
illogical retention of the f'inal sens. which s. Xui. o. he. Semitic 
blurring of purpose and result.
213. Taylor, p. 217* .
21-4* D^]p<^c^^, "La Parabole du semeur dans la ■version de Luc," Apophoreta, 
pp. lllf.
211« For discussions of Matthhw’s usu o f fk. 4J12ff. aan hhi own theo­
logical intentions see Windiich, NBA' '26 (1927). PP. 208f. ; W. Wilkens, 
TZ 20 (1964), pp. 311ff. ; R.H. Gundry, op. cit., pp. 33ff. .
216. Cf. J. Co^ts, "’Those outside' (Mark ^IG-^)," SE II, 'T1J 81 (1964), 
pp. 111-^1^7* Coutts assumes that vnn. 10-12 are not a suitable or
. intelligible sequel to 4?'-^*“ aad after studying the similarities 
between 3*20-31 and 4*10-12 he concludes that vsn. 10-12, rather than 
being misplaced, naturally follow 3’31* Thus, ia his opinion, 4*1— 
13ff., are out of sequence in the gospel. His conclusions are not 
acceptable, however, since although he wants to find the "Sitz im LMar- 
iusevaageli^a'-", he does aot explain Mark's deliberate placement of 
4:3b-8 and Ilf, in the chapter or the redactioaal clues found in 
4*1-2,10-13,14 which indicate his interpretation of these pericopes.
217. Cf. pp. 24f. above. •
218. Page 76 Also see Juiicher, op. cit., I, pp. H8ff.; Wrede, Das
Messiasgehtibnin in dea Evangelien, pp. Hff'.
219« La Parabole evangelique, pp. 322f.
220. Page 211.
221. Mysnerioun Reveeation, pp. Il3, 100. Also see his "Anti-seraitimm 
ia St* Mark’s Goopel," NovT 3 (1919), pp. 34-13.
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222. Cf. Gerfaux:,., '’’L’Aveuglement d'esprit’ dans l'lvangile de Saint
Mare," -Recueil Lucien Cerfaux, 11, p. 8; also see n. 3; Dupont.,
"Le Chapptre des paraboOes," Nouvelle Revue Theologique 89 (1967)* 
p. 806. Cf. n. 230 below. .
223. 1srael in the Apootolic Church, pp. 166, I7C).
224. Contra Gotts, op. cit., pp. 115f., wwh thinks thaa it refers back 
to 3:20ff. .
225. ' Luke makes no attempt to clarify the atnbbguity of Mk. 4*11, refer­
ring to those who receive the mysieries in ppaabbes as oc ?\o(cco( .
Matthew, however (cf. n. 192 above) uses- the logion to illustrate the 
difference between the uncomprehending Jhoi and the believing disciples 
(cf .-pp. 46f. above). This he makes especially clear in both 13*34; 
where it is said that Jesus did not speak to the crowds ( -rc?s )
without parables, and in 13*^^^jO,0. where the entire LXX version of 1s.
6:9f. is used vhich makes reference to the blindness of the Jewish 
people (,\<aoFor discussi-Ons of BaSthho’s identification of those 
who do not see, cf. D.R.A. Hare, The Theme of Jewish Persecution. in the 
Gospel According to St Matthew, p. 149; Gerhards^!, NTS 14 (1967—196^),
P; 173. ~ ™ ~ ' ”............
226. Cf. Strack-Billerbeck, 11, p. 7*
227. Cf. J. Beeu, "'’^a TDNT 11, pp. 575f* The translation of the 
passage in Sir. in the NEB implies that those outside were non-Jews.
Both R. Soend (Die Weesheit . des Jesus Sirach, p. 2) and Charles (i, p.
J16 n. 4) think that it refers to the laity. For the use of ,
in non~Bi'blical Greek see Herodotus 9*5; Thucydides, 5>, 14? 3; 
Josephus, Ait. 15, 314 and 316; BJ 4, 179*
228. Genereally is used in a purely spatial ieese in Biblical Greek:
cf. Yy3O(3l):12^>4O(4l)*7; 2 Mac. 2:16; Mt. 10:14; 21:17,39; 26:69,75;
Lk. 4*29; 22:62; Acts 4*15; 5*34; 7*58; 9*40; 14*19; 16:13,30; 21:5,30;
• also see Mk. 1*45; 5*1,0; 8:23; 11*4,19; 12*8; 16*68. Masson (op.. cit., 
p. 26) suggests that was originally taken in a local sense in Mk.
4*1^ and referred to those outside the house (of. 3*20; 7*10; 9*253).
Cf.. Gnilka, pp. 30, 83, 84; Cranfihlh, p. 154*
229. 1t is not possible to take up the discussion about the authorship
of 1 Tim* Even if it was not written by Paul the use of g^7u9f.?/in
3*7 still represents usage similar to his.
230. Cf. Marxsen, ZThK. 52 (1955), PP. 268f.; Siegman, CBQ 23 O-96l), 
pp. 165, 174; Boobyer, NTS 8 (1961-1962), p. 69; Haenchen, p. 165; 
Reploh,.p. 64; there is no reason, however, to assume as Kuhn does 
(p. 223) that Mark thinks of those outside the church as Jews. o<
refers to anyone outside the gathered cour^oueiy, either Jew or 
Genntle. This would be especially true if Mark wrote to the church in 
Rome where the maaority of eon~Chhistiaei would be Romans, not Jews.
231. Rages l.6ff.
232. Cf. the many examples given by Jeremi-as, p. 16 n. 22. 1t is not 
necessary to document the use o/t/H as it appears in OT, interthita-
■ menta.1 and rabbinic literature. Mary cornppete studies of this word have 
I already been made: cf. Strack-Billerbeck, I.? pp. 653ff.j A. Feldman,
Cy The Parables and Similes, of the. Rabbis. W.^.E. Oesterley, The Gospel
Parables in the Light of their Jewish Background; Manson, The Teaching 
of Jesus, pp. 57-66; B.T.D. Smith, The Parables. of .the . Synoptic Gos­
pels'; Hertaaniulk, La Parabole evangelique, pp. 62-189; F. Hauck,
TDNT V, pp. 744-761; Gnilka, p. 80 n. 176; G.V. Jones,
The / ....
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The Art and Truth of the Parables, pp. 57-ft.; R.A. Stewart; "The 
parable form in the Old Testament and the rabbinic literature," Evan­
gelical , Quaaterly 36 (1964), pp. 133-147; de Tillesse, pp. 201-216.
233. Page 17*
234* Jeremias, p. 17. •
235» Of. Marxsen, ZThK 55 (l955)j P» 264; Boobyer, "The redaction of
Mark IVjI-34," NTS 8.^1961-1962); pp. Hff.j also see.Best, pp. 80ff.
236. Cf. Boobyer, "The redaction of Mark IV11--34," NTS 8 (196I-I962), 
p. 63 n. 1.
237* ' Cf. Wrede, Das Messiasgeheimnis in den Evangelien, pp. 59ff.j who 
thinks that in Maak's view paraaies are especially enigmatic and used 
by Jesus to help keep the secret about the aelsiahship) Wrede consi­
ders his view a moodf-cation of Julicher's position (op. , cit., 1, pp. 
146f.)s who argues that the evangelists' use the enigmatic nature of 
the parables tc explain why Jesus' preaching was not successful among 
the Jews. Cf. Gnilka, who speaks of the "Strafcharakter dor Parabel- 
rede", pp. 80ff.j and Burkill, Mysterious Reveeation, p. 102, who 
thinks that all of the parables contain a fundamental secret about the 
nature of Jesus. Cf. the discussion below in Chapter V, pp. aJO
238. Cf., for example, Cranfield, "St. Mark. 4’«1“^34?" SJT ) (1952)5 p. 66; 
Best, pp. 80f.
239. Cf. Lojh^^e^e^jc, pp. 83f.; Masson, op. cit., p. 27; de Tillesse, pp. 
2l2ff. Of. especially Bootee, .op. . dtpp. 63-f«, who calls Mark's 
gospel "a book of n<afio Xd Marxsm (ZThK 52 (l955), pp. 264ff.), 
on the other hand, thinks that Mark uses the word / l ) in quite a dif­
ferent manner. 1n his view, mesalim are interpretative insertions which 
Mark uses to bring the tradition "up to date", especially parables whose 
meanings have been lost to the early church. Thus me salim. are used to 
explain a 7^4 just as 4* 14ff. interprets 4*3b-8. Indeed, Mark does 
want to bring'the tradition up to date, but it is questionable whether ho 
wishes to use the word j in such a broad sense. For Mark, 4*14-20
is not a 7Ol . 1t is an^tnfXu<is (cf, v, 34)*
240. "Anttee^zu^^^r^," p. 97*
241. Cf. p. 24 above.
242. Cf. pp. 20ff. above.
243. Contra Schweezer, "Artnelkungen," p. 98.
244. Mk. 7*17~18a is clearly a Markan commicjssition: cf. Jeremias, p. 98 
h. 33; Taylor, pp. 342-344; Schwwezer, Markus, p. 82; Snoy, STL 44 
(1968), pp. 457ff» Although there may have been a reference to a ques­
tion put by the disciples about the parable which linked v. 15 and its 
interpretation in the tradition—of. pp. 18f. above, so Marxsm im­
plies (ZThK 52 (1955), p. 261)tt^e^e^e are untistaa:iale signs of redac­
tion in both verses. Cf. Mark's fnquenn references to the house as a 
place of teaching, 9*28,33; 10*10;^ also see 3*20, 31ff.5 7*24; 14*3 and 
de Tillesse, pp. 242; Mis use of t'a£/Wr<W; the use of the historic 
present Kfi Xipzi <wr$/s (cf. Haawinn, pp» I44ff«. -and pp. 20ff. above); 
the rebuke of the uncomprehending disciples, and the words for under­
standing .(cf. p. 19 above). Verse 14 is also Markm. As Tarlorz points 
out (p. 343)5 it contains characceristic Markm words% T/ccar h<a i u (cf.
p. 24 above), nXXtv (cf. p. 13 above), zX^yzn/ c\urlaa) 20ff. above), 
ciovq/Ut (cf. p. 19 above), and the reference to Jesus' customary teach­
ing of the crowd (see Appendix 1, pp. 2.35 f»).
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241* See the discussion of the meaning of the txm•’"hardness of heart" 
ia Chapter II below, pp. lllf, -
J/
246. Note the presence of Mark's characteristic use of ( . of* 
p. 13 above.
247. T^hie redactional nature of is nisiossad above, p. 19.
248. See Appendix I, p - 2336 . Mk. 12J.28 aloo indicates that Marl. does 
not think of the parables as being incomprehensible. One of the scribes, 
apparently overhearing the debates with the other religious leaders, 
came to Jesus because hr saw how well he answered the others.
249. if . Schweizer. "Aamerkodgen, ’ 1 p. 97»
210. It is imeossi.ble Oo agree with Moult1s astnnment in "Mark 4;l--2O yet
once more," NeoOe,starentica et Seixiiica, pp’ 98ff., who thinks that Mark 
took as a dark, perplexing sayiag which is meant to stimulate hard
thinking/ cf. Cranfield, p. 159. Ia Mark's view the parables in Chap­
ter 4 are purposeSy difficult Oo undersaand.
211. If . B^i^ddL!l,, "Mark 4*1-34 . hie evolutOon of a gospel source, " JBL HO 
(1937), pp. 77. for a similar interpretation.
212. It is difficult- to know the ereiine m^m^?ing of the phrase u/alx'
to yavcrrT?fo (o-v bz<0oT<n( zq s /3a xzdzr&s to? 9tou as it was origin­
ally intended in the eX’e-Markad tradition. Perhaps it had to do with 
the knowledge of the elect that the Kingdom was breaking ia in the life 
of Jesus: cf. Jeremias, p. 16. As R. Brown demrninratts, it is un- 
ntcessary to look to the mystery religions for the background of the 
word/ucrqpuv in the NT since "mystery" was a part Of the "native 
theological equipment" of the Jews before the time of Christ. Cf, his 
"The pre-Christian se^lidic concept of 'mosery'CBQ 20 (1953), pp. 
417-443; "The seInitic background of the New Tentnrlat Mysterion (l)," 
Biblioa 39 (l918), pp. 426-448; Biblica 40 (1959), pp. 71-87. Also 
see Strack-Billerbick, I, pp. 659l7•; Hexraaiol<, La Parabole eyaaga- 
lique, pp. f7477. ; G. Bornkerr, '\/a<ax tqotav, witi" 1^, PP*
802-828; Cranfitld, pp. 152f.; de Tmesse, pp. 194-201, For the 
concept of mystery in Q^ran literature ste E. Vogt, "'Mysttria' in 
Textibus Quartan".Biblica 37 (1956), pp. 247-217; Brown, CBQ 20 (1918), 
pp. 436ff.; Gnma, pp. 177ff*; I. Coppens, "'Mysst^axy' in the theology 
of Saint Paul aad its parallels at Qlonran," Paul aad Qwnran, pp. 132­
118; B. Rigaux, "Revelation des asserts et perfection a QaTarth! et dans 
le Nouveau Testnmeni," NTS 4 (1957-1918), pp. 237-262, especially pp. 
24X77. 8te n, 269 below.
.213i Mark is not having the dincdeles ask about the purpose of the 
.parables (contra Haencten, p. I64), i.e. why Jesus teaches those out­
side in parables. This is to read Mt. 13*10 into Mk. 4*10. Aribtlic^s 
suggestion (CBQ 29 (1967)5 PP* 224f.) that Mark thinks of the parables 
as saving events and that the disciples art asking for parables rather 
than about them is also unconvincing.
214' Contra Boobyer. NTS 8 (1961-1962). p. 67, who argues that the 
parable referred to an v. 13 is Mk. 4*lff.
211. As C.H. Turner (JTS o.s. 28 (1926-1927), PP- 360-362) points out, 
Mark uses these verbs interchangeably. Contra Sw6t-e, p. 77, aad Loh- 
meyer, p. 84.
216. The verb does not appear elsewhere in the gospels.
217' if. Chhaper 11, p. 109.
258. Cf . Chtneer II, pp . 101f.
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259* Cf. Jeremias, p. 15. Three verbs in 4s11~12 indicate the activity 
of God: SiJcz <( 5 , and . See also Scd-ptrzrffu in
4:25; 8:12. For other examples of the use of the passive voice in 
Mark’s gospel see Dalman, The. Words of Jesus, pp. 224-226.
260. So . Sc^^T^€^3^:^<^:r, "Die theslogische Leistung," p. 346.
261. Cf. Siegman, CBQ 23 (l96l), p. 173* "Mt-Ik not only use the plural 
/Gf myster.y, but also speak of ’knowing' the mysieriei. 1f the plural 
is secondary, gnonai, to know, is also secondary." Taylor (p. 255) 
suggests that the singular mystery may be original since it is found in 
1k. 8:10 in C k syrs CLsu. Alex. 1ren. Connra Cerfaux, "La Connna.ss- 
anch du royaume d’apres Maat; xiii.ll et paralleles," NTS 2 (1955-1956), 
p. 241, who thinks that the plura1• is original. For objections to 
Cerfaux’s assesam^nt see Brown, Biblica 39 ((-958), pp. 428f. K
The acddbitoo^n ( rx a vo-zppwto Me. 4*11 by f fig and O>
p(o\ by A D W 0 the majority of Latin MSS and syrg (cf. Aland,
Synopsis Quattuor Svangeliorum) are obviously attempts to harmonise the 
verse with MaSteean and Lukan parallels.
262. See Mt. 13*17,51; 12*49; 14*33; 20:20 and their Markan parallels. 
Also see G. Barth, "MaStheo,s understanding of the law," Tradition and 
1nterpretation in Matthew, pp. 1O6OO. For a more recent study of 
Maathew’s concept of‘ discipleship see Luz, "Die Junger im MaSteaesheange- 
lium," ZM 62 (1971), pp. 141-171. •
263. "Die Redsaction des CleichniikaaliQls Mark. 4 durch Maath., " TZ 20
(196-4), pp* 310f. and n. 23 on those pages.
264. Cf. pp. 6, 24f. above.
265. Recently, a number of scholars have suggested that Mark depicts the 
blindness of the disciples in order to speak to a problem of faith and 
unbelief in his own church although they differ in their assessment of 
the situation to which he is writing. Tagawa thinks that 4*10-12 is 
used by Mark to criticise the iectari^nLiom of the orthodox church (pp. 
69-71). Reploh argues that Chapter 4 indicates that the ch'urch dohi not 
understand the parables in its own situation; the church is in a crisis 
of faith and unbelief and faith can only come when it is recognised that 
the parables vhich deal with the Kingdom of God refer to the person of . 
Christ, who signals the breaking in of this Kingdom; the church, Mark 
is saying, is to be judged by the way in which it preaches this mystery 
(cf. pp. 65JOO., 73, 229). 1n de Tillessh's opinion Mark is concerned 
about a problem of faith caused by persecution (pp. 397Do., 277). 
Quesnell (pp. suggests that the gospel is designed so that the 
reader will be critical of the disciples' blindness through Chapter 8 
only to discover after 8:2700* that his failure to understand the pass­
ion mystery is identical with the disciples' incomprehension. Schwohzer 
("Zur Frage des Messiaighhhirlnisihi bei Ms^1k^is" ZNW 56 (1965), pp. 1-8) 
thinks that Mark is saying that all men are radically blind. Just as 
all men are blind so all are called to knowledge and can be made to see 
by God (8:22-26). Somewhat differently, T.J. Weeden ("The heresy that 
necessitated Mark's gospel," ZMf 58 (1968), pp. 165-15l) .suggests that 
Mark is combating a Suoi %-vqp heresy by depicting the blindness of 
the disciples. The teesrihs of Tagawa, de Tillesse and 3chwoezer are 
discussed in more detail in C0eatt^3? V, pp. 20t'ff., and Weeden’s nn 
Ciapter 111, pp. 156o0. See discussion below in paaggapeh (e).
266. That spiritual blindness was a problem in the early church is 
indicated by 2 .Pet. 1:9; Gal. 3*1; H'b. 5*11-14* Also see Chapter HI, 
Note: "The Behaphosical IneerrPetaSios mo Biinehess fn the LXX and the 
NT" (pp. 158f.).
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267* See n. 252 above.
268. It is not possible to enter into the discussion about Mark’s 
concept of the Kingdom of God. Although scholars disagree about his 
interpretation, the evidence appears to support the opinion of Taylor 
'(pp. 114f• ) and Best (p. 64) that Mark thinks that the arrival of the 
Kingdom will be a future event. Cf. especially 9*1,47; 10:14f.,23ff.* 
12:34; 14:25; 15*43.
269. In the book of Daniel it is repeatedly affirmed that it is God who 
reveals the mysteries (jwnqpt& , DXX) to Daniel (2:18f.,30). Bo 
wise men, enchanters, magicians or astrologers can uncover the hidden 
depth of the mystery (2:27f»)—only God can do that (2:22,28,29,47).
In Enoch (41*3ff»; 43:1-4; 52:1-4; 60:llff. etc.) and 4 Ezra (6:32f«; 
10:38j I2:36f.; 14*5) it is the angel who reveals various mysteries.
In 2 Baruch God reveals mysteries only to a few (48:1-3) and Baruch 
needs his interpretation to understand the vision he has been given 
(54:4-6). God also reveals to him the mystery of the times (81:3f»).
The community at Qumran also believed that God had revealed certain 
mysteries to the community at large or to certain individuals within 
it —cf. IQS 9»18f.; 11,5-8; CD 3,12-14; 1QH 1,21; lQpHab 7,1-5. In 
IQS 11,3,5-8 a specific connection is made between "seeing" and the 
understanding of the mystery. Cf. Brown, CBQ 20 (1958), pp. 436f.f., and 
M. Black, The Scrolls and Christian Origins, p. 130, for discussions cf 
these passages. Coppens, op. cit., p. 137, gives other examples.
270. For studies of the word "mystery" in Paul see Brown, Biblica, 39
(1958), pp.-434-448, and 40 (1959), PP» 71-87; Coppens, op. cit,, pp. 
132ff. 1 Cor. 2:1-4 is being left out of consideration since the use
of the word /AUcrz-ripto-u is not textually certain in v. 1. //.uo- cnpia-is 
only occurs outside of Mk. 4*12 par. and the Pauline corpus in Rev. 
l:19f.; 10:7; 17*5,7-
271. It is not possible to enter into the discussion about the 
authorship of Ephesians. Even if the letter is not Pauline the use of 
"mystery" there comes out of the same stream of tradition.
272. Col. 2*2; Eph. 1:9; -for other uses of the word see 2 Thess. 2:7;
1 Cor. 13*2; 14*2; 15*51; Rom. 11:25; Eph. 5*32; 1 Tim. 3*8f.,l6 (it is 
not implied here that 1 Tim. is Paulinej see n. 27l).
273. See Chapter III, p. 156; Chapter IV, pp. 188ff.
274. Pp- 15f.
275* Quesnell, pp. 212-221.
276. Quesnell, p. 221.
277* Also see P. Carrington, According to Mark: A Running Commentary on 
the Oldest Gospel, pp. lllf., who also sees a relationship between the 
seed parables and the concept of the resurrection.
278. Quesnell, p. 219.
279. For a more detailed analysis of the blindness of the disciples in 
this passage, see Chapter III below, pp. 152ff.
280. is often used as a technical term for discipleship. See, 
on Mk. 10:52, Chapter IV below, pp. 185ff.
281. Vo-yous is omitted by p45vid ^k CQpSa Tertullian. 8:38 may be 
a separate piece of tradition which already contained the reference to 
the y-yo( : cf. Taylor, pp. 380, 382f. Nevertheless, Mark wishes it 
to be interpreted in the light of what has gone before, particularly 
his use of /Ae?'t?5 in v. 32. The plural also occurs in 10:24 and 13*31.
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282. There is no real difference in meaning between Ao'fC% and/ey//i.
According to 0. Procksch both words are used to translate 7 jz - in the 
LXX and are used as full synonyms, ("/C ybjf K, v. X. ?" TDNT lVj ’pp. 92ff. ) 
Similarly Kittel points out that there is no distinction in the NT 
between the two words when they are used in regard to Jesus' words and 
proclamations (ibid., p. 1Q5)« is traditional in Mark's gospel.
283. Contra. Reploh, pp. 73ff., who thinks that Mark is writing to a
church in which preaching was failiing because the fulf'iiment of God's 
Kingdom had not yet been consummmted. Mark’s answer, Reploh argues, 
is that the Kingdom will come to fruition and thus the church need not 
stand idle but. can preach the secret to the world.
284. Cf. Jeremias, p. 79* "In the interpretation the parable has become 
an exhortation to converts to examine themselves and test the sincerity 
of their conversion."
285. Marxsen, pp. 77TT. . .
286. Ibid. 5 81ff.
287. Ibid.,. pp. 78, Q7» Some scholars do not agree with Maaxsen’s assess­
ment here. See Reploh, p. 18.
288. Marxsen, p. 77j of. Best, p. 63; Reploh, pp. 18f.
289. Cf. . Mlarxsen , pp. 84f. ; Lightfoot, History and Interpretation in the' 
Gospels, pp. 106ff., n. 2. As Best points out. Marxsen's ssudy is 
weakened by too great an emphasis on the parousia (p. 176). see Appendix 
II, n. 7* Also see Reploh, pp. 25f.
290^ As Madsen deraanstrates (p. 85), the phrase vtwzr i/xou /fty
&-y.7 roJ zucyy£X<ou is a Markan addition in both 3:35 and 10;29
(kpoO kA is omitted in 8**35 by 28 700 ii8»k,d,i,yc},n,r arm eth Origan).
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291. Hyportru) is a Markan word. See Schweezer, "A]mlirk^ngen," p. 93«
292.. For the redactiisal nature of this phrase see Marxsen, p. 88/ Best, 
p. 64; Reploh, pp. 22f.
293. Cf. Chapter V beoww, pp. 114-1.
.294* Cf. Best, j). 72.
295* Mark understands 4*14-20 in general terms. Although some cf the 
conditions which cause people to misapprehend the word are referred to 
elsewhere in the gospel (tribulation and persecution, 13*19,24; 10:30; 
cf. 8:31ff., 10:29ff.» wealth, 10:11ff.), Mark does not accent any of 
them in 4*14-20, It is unnecessary, furthermore, to attempt the 
identification of the various Christian groups represented in these 
verses as Tr^oc^me does (La Formation de lEVa^^le selon Marc, p. 149 
n. 129). B.E. Tillering goes r^oo far when he argues that the four kinds 
of soil refer to the four corners of the world which the church is • 
evangelising (the rocky soil signifies Rome because Peter, ri-xpos , 
preached thereL) ("'Breaking of bread' and ’harvest' in Mark's gospel" 
NovT 12 (l970h PP- 5ff.)« .
296. Cf. Taa'lco, pp. 262ff.. Best, p. 74.
297» Cf. CcrtSield, "Massaae of Hooe, IMar 4*21-32,'‘ Interpretatoon 9 
(1955), pp. 155ff. Also cf. Schweizer. Markus. p.-55» See Best, p. 65 
n. 2, however, who rejects this interpretation.
298. Cranfield, Interpretation 9 (l955)> P* 153)*
299. Lohmeyer. p. 85-
3W. Cf. V. Michaeeis, " Xupvas , Xo^v'icp ," TDNT IV, p. 326 n. 21.
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301. Cf. C.G. Mnt/lfLore, The Synoptic Gospels, 1, p. 104; Swete, pp.
81f.; Klostermann, p. 43; Schn^-nwind, Pas Evangel-ium nach Markus, 
p. 80; Schneider, ZNW 61 (l970), pp. 19311."".............
302. Cf. Michaelis, TDNT IV, p. 325. For a similar usage in rabbinic 
literature cf. Strack-Billerbnck, I, p. 237, G.
303. This explanation of Mark’s association of 4*2111. with. 4*1411* is 
more satisfactory than merely attributing it to association by catch­
word. Cf, Bultmann, p. 325 (German edn. p. 351); SundwwH, Die 
Zusammensetzung des Markusevangeliums, p. 27; Kuhn, p. 130—all these 
think that v. 21 is connected to 4*20 because of the association "bear 
fruit "/"bushel’1.
304. Gartner (The. Theology of the of Thomas, p. 4I) suggests that 
logion 33 is a conflation of Lk. 8:l6y 11:33, and Mt. 5*15*
305. Cf. Dodd, The Parables of the . Kingdom, p. IO7; Gnilka, p. 83; de 
Tillnsse, pp. 280f.
306. Contra Reploh, p. 68, and Schneider, ZNW 61 (197O), p. 199, who 
argue that in 4*2111. Mark is encouraging the church not to hide thn 
gospel but to preach it to all the world.
307. So Bultmann, p. 325 (German edn. p. 35-l); Jernmias, p. 91; Nine- 
ham, p. 14-1; Kuhn, p. 130. •
308. Cf. Bultmann, p. 103 (German edn. p. 10Q). For similar parables in 
rabbinic literature cf. Strack-Billerbnck, I, pp. 660f, Interesting 
parallels are also found in Prov. 11:18,21,24 (LXX, note the Greek words 
for "sowing" and "send"); also see Job 4*8; Prov. 22:8; Hos. 8:7;
10:12; Gal. 6:7. The fact that the logion was once an economic proverb 
is substantiated by its placement in Mt. 25*29 after the parable of the 
talents (cf. Lk. 19*26). In Lk. 6*38 a somewhat similar saying is 
connected with a strange logion reminiscent of Mk. 4*24b. Also cf.
Gospel of Thomas logion 41*
309. Taylor, p. 264. Cf. Schweizer, Markus, p 56* "V. 24 ist nicht 
leicht zu verstehen."
310. So Markus, p. 55* Of. the similar saying in Mt. 7*2 
wiich follows Jesus' warning not to judge. For a discussion of rabbinic 
parallels to 4*24b cf. H.P. Huger, "Mit welchem MaB ihr mifit, wind euch 
gemessen werden," ZNW 60 (1969), pp. 174-182.
311. Reploh, pp. 6811. Cf. Siegnan, CBQ 23 (196I), p. I68.
312. Svwtn, p. 83; also sen Cranfield, p. 166. This interpretation fits 
in more ■ appropriately with thn reading in A K 0 rr OIO7 fl f^3 i{P syjp’k cop® 
gno, which adds the words re? '.Kovootrcv to v. 24- It is clearly a 
secondary reading, however, designed to bring v. 24b into line with 
4*14—20. Cf. Cnnl-ka, p. 40 n. 64. ,
313. S0 Nineham, p. I42.
314. So Taylor, p. 26-4. .
315. So Taylor, p. 265. •
316. There is evidencn of such a procedure elsewhere in thn gospel. In 
9*42ff. sayings have been united because of catchwords (nnck, hand, foot, 
eye). To these sayings (which include references to hell) logia about 
salt and fire are attached which are not relevant to vss. 42-47 or to 
each other. Clearly, they had been united in Mark's source and Mark 
preserved them as he found them. Cf, Lightfoot's discussion, History. 
and Interpretation in the Gospeis, p. 34*
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317. Taylor, pp. 2650. For other reviews of the various positions 
taken on this parable sss C^f^^^:ield, p. 167; Cnnika., pp, 75100.; 
D.pont, "La Parabole de la semence qui .pousse touts stule," H3R 55 
(1967), pp. 368^-375; C, Harder, "Das Gleichnis von der ielbstwachise- 
den Saat, Mark. 4*26~29j” Theolog! a Vi at 0 rum 1 (1948—1949), pp. 5300.
318. See Dodd, Ths Parfrabl.es o0 the. Kinghou, pp 13100.; N.A. Dahl,
"The parables o00 growth," Studia Theologioa 5 (1952), pp. 14000., 14600.
319. Set F. Muesiier, "Cleiceeisausle£ung und Hetlsgeschichte, dargetsn 
am Gleichnis von der stL-bstwachsenhte Saat (Mik 4*26—29)7" TTZ 64 (1955), 
pp. 264-266,
320. ■ Jeremi/s, pPs 15f0.; Crcanfitld, 1n te rpret at ion 9 (l955), PP* 1610.
321. Jsreuisi, p. 151. •
322. Set Jercmi/s, p. 151. The fact that the man continues his daily 
life is indicated by the change from the aorist to the present. subjunc­
tives so Taylor, p. 267, ahd Cranfield, p. 168. The order /UHhz:<a /xaY 
q/ezpoi/ ous7' bt due to semUtic influence — cf. Est. 4*16; g?54J17;
1s. 34*10; Me. 5*5; Lk. 2*37 — or to the initial placement o0
cf. Taylor, p. 267', and Cranfield, p. 168. <
323. Die Cleichnisrtdtn Jtiu^ 11, p. 540.
324. Swc^te, p, 84. Cf. Jercmi/s, p. 149 and GruedJni/ate, p. 99, who stress 
the fact that to men of the ancient world the process of growth was 
nothing less than a miracle. Jeremias, however, dots not take v. 27b
as a statement o0 non-comprehension.
325. "Das Gleiohnii ■von der selbstwachiendse Saat (Markus 4*26-29) und
' die thsologischs Konzeption des Maakueihesneliiien," Oj^'kono^i;^., Fest­
schrift for Oscar Cullmaee, pp. 69-75*
326. The ^reading uj- ... gis unusual. See the athmipted correc­
tions € f(-3 565; A; 9/o u/ros 01^7 W fl it®. For
discussions o0 ths difficulties o0 the M^/rkan text sss Taylor, p. 266; 
0r£Siefitlh, p. 168.
327. Dupont (RSR 55 (1967), p. 374 n. 18) puts it mors strongly: "Css 
elecubratisni se 0oehent evidemment sur une ^ovalse lecture du texts."
328. 1t cannot be taken as a cooottent on the farmer's carelessness either, 
as Lo^h^^h^6^:r (pp. 860.) argues.
329. Cf.- F. Hauck, "^/aA w , p, r, /I. TDNT 1, pp. 526-529; Liddell, 
Scott; g Bauer, Arndt, Gingrich. Also see g 125 (l26)*6 where uspovr^s 
... o-KZpvpteiTO, is replaced by AAwn ... by a corrector of (\J ,
330. Cf. n. 43 above. • .
331. God's influence on ths growth of plants is often depicted in the OT: 
cf. 0 1Q6(lQ7)s37f»; Lev. 26:16; 1s. 10*11; 19*7. Also see 1s. 28:23­
26. Cf. G. QuOl, " , k.t. X. TDNT VII, p. 541. Also see
1 Cor. 3*6 which D.M. Stanley suggests may be an allusion to this 
parable ("Pauline allusions to ths sayings of Jesus," CBQ 23 (1961), 
p. 38). -
332. 1t is unlikely that Mark places any special eupPhsis on the imagery 
of the harvest. 1t is not possible to agree with teost who think that 
Mark would have taken it as a symbol o0 judgment as in Joel or that it 
is a hidden reference to Jssus' parousis (so Dupont, RSR 55 (1967), PP* 
388f.). Rather the harvest is ths in-evitable result of the process 
begun in v. 26. For the uss of ^sp^poj , SopucyS s in Biblical liters 
turs sts F. Hauck, TDNT 111, pp. 132.0.
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333* It is wsnnceseaIy to try” to -identify the sower. Conira Michaenis,
Es ging.ein Samann, aus zu sIzs, p. 53, Wno identifies thn sower with 
the disciples, and Dupont, RSR 55 (1967), PP* 388f., who identifies 
him. with Jesus.
334. Cf. Mt. 13*32 where the smallines of the seed is also empfhlisid.
For a discussion of the variant readings which attempt to correct Mark’s 
Greek sen Taylor, p. 27*3.
335. Cf Cranfield, p. I69. For the use of the mustard send in rabbinic 
literature see Strlck-Billnrbnck, I, pp. 668f. Also see W.O.E. Oeehnt- 
lny, The Gospel. Parables in the Light of their.Jewish Background, p. 76.
336. ' Cf, Jerimias, pp. 148f.
337* Verse 32 is generally agreed to bi as allusi-os to OT imagery similar 
to that found in <7 103*12; Ezek. 17*23; 31*6; Dan, 4*12,14,21; cf. 
Taylor, p. 2?0. Also see McArthur's recent study of this imagetry, "The 
parable of the mustard seed," CBQ 33 (l97l), pp* 202-206. In his 
opinion this imagery can bi traced back to the oldest version of the 
parable (p. 206). Marsf-scholars suggest that it is a symbol of thn 
reception of the Geniiln nations and the world-wide preaching of the 
gospel. Of. Dodd, Thn Parables of the Kingdom, p. 143; Taylor, p. 270; 
McArthur, op. cit., p. 208. Weiher or not Mark understood it in this 
way is questionable.
338. Cf. thn discussion of Masson, Les Parabolis di Marc IV, pp. 47f»; 
Atimrcoic, ’"Mak's concept of the parable," CBl 29" (19671,p. 220; Grund- 
mans, p. 101. . .
j . z
• 339’ Of. thn frequent use of tti Xu o is the Shepherd of Hennas; for 
referencis see Gnilka, p. 63.
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This time, however, it is associated with completely different 
circumstances. Whereas in 4*1-34 the blindness of the disciples was 
revealed in their inability to understand Jesus* parables which deal 
with the mystery of the Kingdom of God (its 
in 8:14-21 it is connected with three other
reception, coming, revelation), 
factors whose associaticn with
the blindness theme appears at first glance to be rather artificial and 
tenuous. These factors are (1) the failure to bring sufficient bread on
a journey across the sea (v. 14) and the subsequent conversation about 
the 'resulting lack of provisions (vss. l6-17a); (2) aa almost inexplicable
misapprehension of the preceding feeding miracles (vss, l8b—20, cf, 6:35­
44 und 8:1—10); (3) an enigmatic warning about the leaven of the
Pharisees and the leaven of Herod (v. 15). Before the relationship
between these factors and Mark’s theme of blindness and sight can be 
understood. it is first necessary to examine the redactional nature of
8:14—21 and the problems Mark’s method of composition raises for a
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proper interpretation of these verses.
1r Mk* 8:1A-~21 as a Markan 0 orop os i t ion
Scholars are generally agreed that while 8:14-21 contains some 
j
pre~Markan tradition, it is largely-the creation of Mark himself. An. 
examination of the vocabulary, literary style and theological emphases' 
in these verses confirms this judgment.
(a) Mk. 6:17o-21
(A) Mk, 8:17b and c,l8a,2l
Mark’s redactional activity is most clearly visible in the second, 
half of the pericope, especially in vss, 17b-l8a and v. 21 where 
important themes which have appeared in earlier pericopes are repeated 
(blindness, hardness of heart, incomprehension), In Chapter 4 Mark 
inserts a separate logion (4j11T«) into his parable chapter in order to 
introduce the blindness of the disciples. In 3:5f. reference is made to 
the cr Wpft cfS of the Pharisees and Herodians 2 and
in 6:52 the disciples’ inability to recognize Jesus on the sea is attrib—
. uted to their failure to understand the previous feeding miracle and thei’r 
hardness of heart.The reference in v, 17b to the incomprehension of the 
disciples is reminiscent o'f 7s 18 where they are censured, foi' not being 
able to comprehend Jesus’ parable about internal and external purity
(V. 15).4
The combination of these three images"in vss, 17b and c - 18a 
comprises a very severe rebuke, one which Matthew does not fail to omit. 
Rather than speaking of the disciples’ hardness of heart and their
blindness, he (16:9) limits Jesus* comments to a brief cuku Ya £ i C Z , 
* r' 'Ou&£ being content to conflate Mk, 8:17b and
c
18b, Swete suggests that Matthew adds OA£'}t &7Z(f5’£'a( in 16:8 as
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the equivalent of the material he omits from Mk, 8:17b, but Mt, 16:8~9
does not provide an exact equivalent of Mark's picture of the blindness
of tho disciples, For.Matthew the disciples are only blind temporarily
and thus in v, 12 they overcome their misunderstanding and finally
comprehend Jesus' enigmatic statement about the leaven. This is
similar to his editing in 13:l6f, where Mark’s rebuke is turned into a
blessing, or in 14:33 where the disciples’ hardness of heart (Mk, 6:52)
7
becomes a confession of faith®*
In v. 18a Murk makes reference to the disciples* blindness in words 
which are reminiscent of the allusion to Is. 6:9--1O which he 'used in z]:12
In this case it is difficult to know the precise origin of the tradition
which Mark. uses. The allusion is similar to.verses found in the propheci
writings, e.g. Jer. x ✓>
locoes ~ OU
cii/rtfrs tt&t mjk hioueutrtv
or Rzek, 12:2:-
CX , « % r» x
Gt x€K<r tv, A/t3 zou € n.£,<v
*<?/ Vxp^cr/^ zoS wouttv
&uk akotsGv eras
Mk, 8:18a is also reminiscent of the words used in the Psalms to
describe the dumb, blind, and deaf idols which men worship:-
. X 4* * «? «*/ »
0p$KA/.J0fJS (KGUfffV Mt 0VK O^OVZOIf 
7 >' \ ,
U/COi ZKGVGtV MS O(jk OlKOUtrovZQt 
(+ 113:13£.; of. f 134'.l6f.)
Similar imagery which is also taken from the OT is used elsewhere in the
KT (Rom. 11:8, cf. Dt. 29:4? Rem, 11:10; cf, 'R 68:24a; in a different
context see 1 Cor, 2:0a, the source of the allusion is uncertain, cf.
Is, 64:4)• Although it is possible that Mark is composing v. 18 with
either Jer. 5:21 or Ezek. 12:2 in mind, since Mk, 8:18a differs from all
three texts cited above he probably does not have a specific OT passage
in mind but is simply drawing on imagery familiar to both-OT and KT 
Q
writers,'7
The reference to the disciples’ blindness is fortified in v. 17b
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Herodians. "
where Jesus inquires if the disciples’ hearts are not hardened.10 In
this verse and in his redactiona-l insertion in 6:52, Mark employs the
verb , Elsewhere in the gospel (3:5f«) he uses tho substantive
to describe the machinations of the Pharisees and the
Although KUJQO& in only found once in the IXX (Job I?:?),
it is used in Jn, 12:40 (in an allusion to Is, 6:9-10), Rom. 11:7 and
2 Cor# 3:14 to describe the hardness of the Jews’ hearts. it&jpoJtriS f
does not occur in the LXX J but is applied to the Jews in Rom, 11:25 and 
~ 1/1the Gentiles in Eph. 4*1#» '
J.A. Robinson demonctrates the close relationship between hardness
V fl _ s
of heart and blindness and suggests that nsjpun or s
’ 15is best translated "blindness of heart". The similarity of the two
metaphors is shovni not only by the way ("maim, wound, cripple,
blind") ' and ef 5 ( "blindness") are substituted for TfUTyO/A/o*/s
and t MpsOutJ in various NT MSS and are used synonymously by later 
17translators and commentators, but by the frequent association of
these metaphors in the KT itself (cf. Mk, 6:49-52 /”seo pp, IlOf, belov;/ ;
and the allusions to Is. 6:9f, in Jn, 12:40* Mt, 13:141*? Acts 28:261, 0 
\ 19and Rom. 11:7f*)* ' Despite the similarity of these metaphors, however,
the traditional designation "hardness of heart" will be retained in this
/ /
study in order to distinguish itOJy uj < i S and 'flMfiOuJ from the imager’
which is strictly connected with seeing.
The heart, of course, besides being associated with hardening, is,
. 20as the seat of intellect and centre of understanding, also frequently 
associated with references to 0, failure in understanding. Such is the
X X . X .
case in 8:17 (O'Wf ^OZkJ ), 6:p2 (crWJ^/<z ), 7:17f.
(of. 7:6f*, 19ff.), Jn. 12:40, 2 Cor. 3:14 and Eph. 4:18 (cf, Rom. 11:7f 
nvou/U a Mttwtyws , is. 29:10 lxx),
The redactional nature of vss, 17b and 21 is also indicated by the
presence of favourite Markan words and expressions in these verses:- •
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21 „ ' 221. (T/V/Ay/Mf■ and ;
2. O u t A (cf. 4:40; 11:2; 13:7); 23
• s A . Sr. 2/i
3v The introductory phrase ftpM gsO,1^^ en.it o&t $ , '
(ii) I^AL8h-20
Verses l8b~2O, in Which reference is made to both of the feeding
m.;racles? are also Markan. Most exegetcs agree that despite the
difference between 6:35~4f4 and 8:1-10, the two feeding miracles are best 
25
understood as duplicate accounts of the same event. ITo doubt they were
preserved in different Christian communities and the lack of precise
correspondence between them is attributable to the different paths they 
• ?6
took in tradition history,~ If they are both descriptions cf the same
event it is obvious that vss. l8b-2O cannot be attributed to Jesus but
must be the work of the early church. That these verses represent Mark’W 
. ‘ 27
editorial work has been clearly demonstrated by Reploh. who points out
that they refer specifically to the two accounts which Mark preserves
(accounts which probably circulated independently in the pre-gospel
strata without reference to each other), describing the number of 
28participants in each incident, the number of baskets left over, " and 
preserving the different words for "basket" which are used in the two 
pericopes, i.e. Ko^ros, (6:43; 8:19) &nd mopis (8:8; 8:20),'20
(b) Mk,. 8:15
Scholars are generally agreed that v. 15b, the warning about the
leaven of the Pharisees and the leaven of Herod, is a piece of pre­
. 30Markan tradition It has no obvious connection with v, 14 and vss.
31I6f.~^ ‘ and is used in an entirely different setting by Luke (Lk. 12: l)
Although Mark makes reference to the collusion of the Pharisees and 
- 32
Herodians in 3:6 and 12:13,' the reference to Herod is obviously
uiate here/'' No doubt this double warning came to Mark in thernappropr
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tradition and although he is only interested in the reference to the 
leaven of the Pharisees as a follov^-mp to 8:11—13, he retains the entire 
logicm^ 3<oth Matthew and Luke omit the reference to Herod, Luke only 
mer-ticning the leaven of the Pharisees. and Mttheo, in keeping with 
16:1-4, including the Sadducees.
Mark introduces this logion into the pericope with the words,
/<&( fotaviXsc® oocos Wyw v • frourczAAtu is a 
Markan word (it only appears elsewhere in the NT in Mt. 11:20," ' Acts
15:24 and Heb. 12:00). and is used with the da'tive throughout tho gospel 
to describe the orders ozhich Jesus gives to various people (5:43; 7:36; 
9:9).
Another sign of Mark's redactional activity in this verse is found
in the ineroduc^tory phrase a/erg , son oirto . Although
f A f/ . _
and 0/3^ arc frequently used in the rest of the FT (Mt. 8:1; 
9:30; 18:10; 24:6; Mk. 12:15; 1 Thess. 5*15; Heb. 8:5 /?%. 25,40, Lx£7; 
Jam. 0:04; /cf. Rev. 19*10; 00;C in a somewhat different sene/}, they
are only found here and in 1:44 in Mark's gospel. Mark frequently uses
z
7t£ , however. and Matthew and Luke generally omit it or
substitute another word in its place (cf. pp. 07f. above). Ho doubt
C A Jthe tradition began with the words and Mark. inserts.O/MTS. «nCO
I sflAEnztl here for the sake of emphaais (cf. 13*33).
Although it is not difficult to distinguish tradition from redaction
in v. 15, the verse remains the hardest part of the periscope to understand 
because. apart from a possible word play {Kptzos IJoyd iy), it does not 
seem to fit the sequence of thought established in the rest of the peri— 
cope which deals with the theme of "bread". '
At first glance it might appear that the problem can be solved by 
assuming that vss. 14? 16—7& comprise a pre-Majrkan tradition which
.p
Mark .interrupts for some reason with v. 15. " It is also possible. as 
Achtcmmier suggests. that vss. 14 and 15 originally made up an independent
~ 10 J -
saying, to which Mmi. appends a second un'it from his trad it i on Which: 
deals with the sano problem (vss, l6-l8a) Neither of these theories 
is acceptable, however, since they both overlook. signs of Markan re­
daction and the presence of Markan themes within vss. 14, 16-18* Voca­
bulary in vss. 16-17— reveals that they are Markan and were not taken 
from any pre-Markan tradition (cf, below).
The combination cf the themes in vss. 17b and c, l8a corresponds, 
moreover, to Markan themes found elsewhere in the gospel end their 
appearance here together can hardly be attributed to pre-^^larkan tradition.,, 
If common themes run through vss, 14 and 16 or vss. 16-lCa. they must have 
been provided by Mark himself. It is difficult to see, furthermore, how 
vss. ‘14 and 16—17a could have circulated meaningfully as a separate piece 
of tradition. How could they have any significance apart from Mark’s ■
references to the blindness of the disci.pl.es and their failure to ur.deir-' 
stand the feeding miracles? It is even more difficult to accept 
A^c^h-ei^eie^er's suggestion that vss. 14f« were unified in Mark's tradition, 
Achtemeier overlooks the redactional nature of v. 15a which indicates 
that Mark is responsible for the placement of the legion between vss, 14 
and 1o,'..
Some scholars try to solve the difficulty by arguing that the
solution is to he found within the context of the story. The disciples,
they argue, misunderstand Jesus. Thinking that When he speaks to them
of leaven he actually means bread, their though-ts are turned to their 
. . 41 .lack of provisions, Tliis is apparently the way Matthew interprets the 
saying since in l6:11f. he exonerates the disciples by shoeing that they 
finally understand that Jesus was not warning them about r^-ST
petuj/ dLpvjjVj ~ but of the teaching of the Pharisees and S.adducees. 
(Luke in 12:1 equates the leaven with the hypocrisy of the Pharisees.) 
There is no indication in Mk, 8:14-21, however, that this is the way 
Mark wishes v. 15 to be understood.d Tie leaven is not interpreted,
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there ia no further mention. of it, and despite the double call for 
attention the conversation progresses as if the warning had never been 
given* According to version of the incident, the disciples are
so worried about their supply of bread that they pay no attention to
J esus' teaching.
Thus the relationship between v* 15 and vss, 14, 16-21 remains 
probleme-aical. It is obvious that since Mark deliberately places v. 15 
where it is, it mus't be of some importance to him, but how does he intend 
it to bo interpreted? In order to onswer this question passa-ges rust be
examined which deal with the behaviour of the Pharisees to see how Mark's
warning about their leaven in v, 152b corresponds to his depiction of the 
blindness of the disciples elsewhere in the pericope (of. pp. I2lff» below
(c) 8:14,16-I7a '
(lL.) Mk. 8:14
This verse is a Markan composstion designed to set the stage for the
discussion in vss. l6,17a and l8b~20. Signs of Markan redaction include 
J , / / 0 ythe use of the impersonal plural ETl AK.gsyc o , the phrases C( '
(similar constructions are found in 6:5,8; 11:13)f'' 
>48
£,'U ft
tmuzufj'y (cf. 9:8; 14*7)' and iv zu kO/ (cf. 1:19,20; 4:36;
6:32). The fact that £tu Aa vS ftVoyA Of only appears in the gospels
here and in Kt, 16:5 and Lk, 12:6 (cf. Phil, 3:13', Heb, 6:10; 13:2,16;
Jam, 1:24) does not mean that it came to Mark in the tradition. Obviously
it and Vlp/M<??'£(/in v. 18b are not words a writer would have occaslo 
40to use very often, •' In this case they relate to Mark-’s desire to compare 
this situation to the ones found in 6;35ff*» and 8:1ff. (cf, pp. lO8ff, 
below), „ .
10? -
(id) Mk. 8:16-17.%
Vocabulary and style also indicate tho Markan origin of these verses. 
St O Aoy/f’^r, for example. which is found. in both verses. appears 
in four other passages in the gospel where it is used ;to describe the 
controversies between Jesus and the religious authorities (0:6.8; 11:31) 
and the incomprehension of tho disciples (9:33).// As Quesnell pOm-ts
out? there is a structural similarity between 0:6ff» and 8:16ff. In both
pericopes Jesus’ word is followed, by debates $■ l/o (
•> r. x & a v
ZV XKU o,urary 1 2:6; S‘z Ao-^fl“ovrij
3 IV z J \ s. 8;l6a); Jesus anticipates their question ( Z/€ i fv ® cf . 
0:8; yn/ovs . 8:17)’/ asks why they are discussing among thems elves, 
and l3oitts up their mistaken thinking (0:9; 8:17-2l); and just as the 
ddscussion in 0:10—0 is terminated by the performance of a miracle so 
8:14-21 concludes with a reference to previous miracles. In 11:07-33 
Sch Xo is used in another controversy narrative where the
religious leaders question Jesus about his authority and are silenced by 
his rejoinder. Although they debate among themselves (SS £ A tf^'v/’OT-'iT’O .
v. 31) they can make no reply. In 9*33-37 the verb is used to describe 
53the pettiness of the disciples Mio debate among themselves and try to
discover which of them is the greatest. Thus throughout the gospel Mark 
uses j; a /A . to depict opposition to Jesus and spiritual
blindness.'^
Adddtional signs of Markan redaction are visible in 8:1o--17a»
KfiOS flkU'irt/lo os is found in other passages where the disciples
r.c
debate among themselves (4*41* 9*34; of. 15*31; and is similar to
\ -C xIpoS f.Qi'JO.ouS which Mark uses frequently to describe discussions
among various people (1:07; 9*10; 10:26™?*7j 11:31; 12:7; 14*4; cf. 16:3 
TjQOS ECHU X #3 J o' The questions in vss. l6 and 17a are olso 
Markan compstitions and are designed to recall Jesus’ queries in the
feeding miracles and anticipate the discussion in vss, 18b~-00:~
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8:17 a 
£: 3.8.
8:5 ,
In the feeding of the five thousand Mark is the only one of the four 
qo
evangelists who includes this question of Jesus,"
It must be noted that the sequence of thought in v, 14 and vss,
16-21 (excluding v, 15 for the m^r^en^i;) raises certain questions about 
Mark's intentions . The first has to do with the connection between
oca SXZirz 1
)/ jz
TCOG’OUS (h/PT&O$ £X£ rs. ;
X //" •»* KO
TCQ&’&Oi €X£rt OOOOS/
vss. 14 and ]6~117&« According to Mark the disciples have forgotten bo
bring bread, except for the one loaf Which they have With them in the
boat. In vss, 1o-17a the one loaf is not mentioned and the discussion
is concerned with their anxiety that they have no bread at all, Does
the reference to the one loaf contradict v, 16? Is. it an unimportant 
qualification or does it have some significance for Mark? The second 
question concerns the relatoonship between vss, 14 and 16—17^ and vss, 
17b—21. What does the disciples' lack of bread have to do with their 
failure to understand the feeding miracles and how does this incident 
relate to Mark’s theme of blindness and sight? In order to answer there 
questions Mark's understanding of the bread imagery and its relationship p 
to the blindness of the disciples must be invest;ig;cted’.
2, Blindness.and Bread
(a) •
Although at first glance there appears to be a contradiction be­
tween vss. 14 and I6-I7.&, further consideration reveals that they are 
designed by Mark to draw attention to the similarity between the disciples’ 
anxiety about a lack of bread in 8:14-21 and their failure to understand 
the way Jesus fed the masses. The forgetting ( "zt t X&y Ssy oyuGa 
of the bread in v, I4 leads to Jesus* attempt to induce the disciples to
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/ ■** \ 6 f ., . ... . ■>remember C!(J ) tho feeding miracles; and roccncL.u.e-
, x \ n 2 ,
their significance. In 6:30 the disciples lanou ( yyo gs ) that
they have five loaves and two fish but in their estimation the provisionis
they have are Lnadi'euqts.^ heir knowledge is superficial because they
do_no.t know that the potential of the food at hand is greatly increased
by the presence of Jesus, Similarly, in 8:df,, seven loaves end a few 
61fish are not considered enough for the needs of the four thousand. ■ In
8:14,16,17 the disciples are again concerned about an insufficiency of
bread even though they actually have one loef with them in the boat;..
The experience of the two feedings has apparently taught them very
little since in their estimation one loaf is as good as no loaves. Thus
in vss, 16-17& the discussion revolves around their remark that they have 
65no bread at all.
Scholars frequently observe that the disciples' persistent inability
to understand ip 8:4 and 8:14—21 is psychologically impoosible and imply 
66that it casts doub-fc on the historical credibility of these accounts.
Mark, however, is not so interested in historical credibility in 8:1-10
and 8:14—2’i1 as he is in dramatic irony. Tho incredible nature of the 
6'7disciples’ incomprehension is precisely the point he wishes to make, 1 
What would be obvious to anyone with eyes to see is completely over­
looked by them and their anxiety about bread represents nothing less 
than a lack of faith in Jesus and an impaired spj.rit.ual vision.
The parallel nature of the disciples’ behaviour in 8:14-21,
6:35ff« a-nd 8: Iff. points to an important Markan emppasss. The one 
thing which the disciples have not understood on all three occasions is 
the difference made by the presence of Christ, In each case they are not 
able to complete a simple equation (bread - Jesus = superabundance) 
because they have not taken him into consideratoon, Ey drawing attention 
to this Mark raises a Christological question and indicates that the 
disciples do not- really know who Jesus is:^° even though Jesus the provider
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of broad is with them in the boat, they are still worried abort their
provisions*
This inability to appreciate Jesus’ power is also found in other 
6®passages where Jesus and the disciples cross the sea. '' In 4.,3h“4Jl, for 
example, even though Jesus is with them in the midst of the storm they 
do not know that he is the one whom the wind and the waves must obey 
(4:41). Their fear is attributed by Mirk to a lack of faith (zl:40), 
Similarly, in 6:4h~-p2 they are not able to recognise him. when he comes 
to them walking on the water. The words for seeing in this pericoce 
are of particular interest. In v. 49 there is a description of the 
disciples’ observation of Jesus’ form on the sea: Of 6c f601/rC5 
tiiurov C7f zrys c?c^A<5' i.<"<r y $ , No doubt this verse is traditional • 
since M. 14:26 has almost the same words and Jn, 6:1®b reads &£&€> & crf v
t ** ■* k /•» q s X
voi/ Jy&'ovv te/?? KftWJi/zq Jrrt rwys & V ys, In Mk.
6:50, however, there is an additional reference to seeing which is not
z 70 \ 3 >
found in the Kaathean and Johannine accounts: R<HVC£ 5 41/ZW
> i* r ~ a x£( Keif zrapz a z* g'o\ 1/ . The doubling of the seeing
here is hardly accidental. Once again Mark indicates that the discipees
, have eyes but do not see. The problem, as v, $2 indicates, is not primar­
ily one of the elements but one of understanding, hardness of heart and 
faith. The disciples have just observed a remarkable example of Jesus’ 
power when he fed the multitudes and they should not be surprised when
he comes to them in a time of trouble, Nevertheless, they mistake him
y X * 71
for a dpvzft c/A and are amazed when he cuts off the wind. In order
✓ a , a \ 72
to qu^ll their fear Jesus has to identify himself ( &/(( ? V.5O0).’
Thus Maak’s purpose in concluding 6:45ff, with v, 52 is clear. The
reason why the disciples do not recognise Jesus on the sea and do not 
fathom his power over nature is fundamentally one with their failure to 
understand about the loaves : they do not see clearly and do not kn.ow
who Jesus of Nazareth is.
Ill
This emphasis on the disciples' inability to know Jesus either
as the one who can cut off the wind or the provider of bread in
abundance reflects Mark's concern about the spiritual blindness in his
own church: even though his fellow-Chrisiians should know that the
resurrected Lord comes to them in time of trouble and provides for all
their requisites, their vision is veiled and they cannot recognise. him
when in is in their midst. Mark's depiction of the disciples’ incompm
hension is designed to call attention to this myopia and assure his
readers of something they should know already, "Jesus," he is saying, 
71
"is with us and we should have no anxiety!"
(b)
A recognition of the fact that the reference to the one loaf in 
v, 14b sets the stage for a comparison of the dialogues in 6;37f* and 
8:4f* and the discussion in 8:16-21 by no means exhausts the possible 
interpretations of the bread im^^:ry. It is clear that' it could easily 
take on symbolic overtones, as a glance at Jn, 6 demodstrates. The use 
of meeaphorical language in v. I5» the "leaven" of the Pharisees end of 
Herod, suggests that Mark was also interested in interpreting 8;14—21 
in a symbolic manner. as Nineham says, "... it would seam that St Mark 
has here moulded his material in a symbolic interest to a greater degree 
than is his wont T1 A
The question is, of course, what symbolic value or values does 
75Mark assign to the bread? Many scholars suggest that the feeding 
miracles and 8:14-21 are really veiled references to the eucharist.'
The bread imagery is variously interpreted: the one loaf in 8:14b is a 
symbol for Jesus himself who is the true bread, the bread of life etc, 
knovm to the church in the breaking of bread; (* the mysterious feedings 
are a sign to those who have eyes to see just as the eucharist is a sign 
to the church. 7 Taylor suggests that Mark’s depiction of the disciples'
-- 1X2
inability to understand the feeding miracles indicates that he is 
thinking of them as prototypes of Christians in his day who, like 
certain people at Corinth, could not understand the Lord’s supper 
(1 Cor, 11:2(0).79
Of special interest is Qi^sneei’s recent analysis of the bread
imagery in Mark's gospel since he looks at the evidence from the point 
80of view of redaction critiic^im ' and takes into account Mark’s depiction 
of the blindness of the disciples. In his opinion the Markon empphsis on 
bread in 6:L2 and 8:14-21 is of central significance for a correct under­
standing of the gospel, The author rejects the theory that the word
“bread" is merely a catchword used tc bind pericopes in 6:30-8:21 but 
81concludes instead that Mark has a bread "theme”* This theme, in
Queentl1’s opinion, places central significance on eucharistie imagery 
and reflects the influence of the early Christian meal-time assembly. 
After preliminary investigation of passages which deal with questions 
about bread and/or the disciples’ failure to understand. Jesus, Quesnell 
concentrates his attention on the central significance of 8:27ff. and the 
problem of the non-understanding of the disciples ("the identity theme”). 
This is followed by a study of both of these themes (bread and non-under— 
standing) in relation to the "context of the Christian thought-world" " 
in which he concentrates especially on the bread-eucharist imagery in the 
NT (especially Acts 2:42,46; 20:7-11; 1 Cor, 10:l6f.,2l: 11:17.~34«3 Jn. 
6:27-51) and passages where the eucharist appears to be associated with
the problem of recognising the resurrected.Jesus (cf, Lk. 24:13-32; Jn, 
21), Quesnell concludes that there was a widespread "eucharistie 
consciousness" in NT times and that there is a strong possibility that 
the gospels were written, in such a context. This is linked., in his 
opinion, throughout the NT with ideas important to Mark: mystery, recog­
nition, identification of Christ, etc. 5
In the course of a second, examination of the Markan passages chosen
c$.
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for his study, Ouesnell concludes that the cucharist-mystery-roco-g- 
nit-ion theme is a major one not only in 6:52, the feeding miracles and 
8:14-21 but also in 7:H3 and 7:24-30, In these last two passages the 
bread imagery (7:2,5* 7:2'/) is used to present a discussion about the 
tenuous relationship between Jews and Gentiles. in the early church 
caused by the problems of common eucharistie meals, the new freedom 
fx’om food regulations, the union of Jews and Gentiles in one body at­
one table and their union in one bread (cf, 1 Cor, 10:1bt17), The 
study is concluded with the observation that Mk. 6:52 is des'vnedl to 
turn the reader’s thoughts to a set of values and experiences which 
can be summed up as "feucharistic"; the common meal, breaking of breed, 
the recollection of the great mystery of the passion and death of
Christ, the expectation of the coming Lord, the union of believers in
« 86 one body through one bread and the message of salvation itself.
Despite the breadth of Quesnnll’s thesis its conclusions go beyond
the evidence which he assembles:~
1« While it cannot be denied that there is a similarity between the 
vocabulary employed in Mk. 6:4} 1 and 8:6 and the accounts of the last 
supper and the eucharist (Mk. 14:22fft; 1 Cor. 11:23-26)^7 it must be 
asked whether Quesnell has correctly assessed Mark’s understanding of
these verses. The descriptions of the feedings arenot’necessarily
i • ■ 88moharistn since they correspond to normal Jewish meal-time practices,
Furthermore, although Mk 6:41, 8:6 and 14'*22ff, all contain similar
language Mark makes no attempt to correlate 6:41 or 8:6 either with each
other or with his account of the last supper. This suggests that if
there is liturgical language found in 6:41 and 8:6 it is pre-Me.rkan and
that Mark has left it as he found it/-7 It also indicates that he has
ho interest in accentuating those references. While at tim.es he may 
COcarefully preserve pre-Markan maaerial,' the study cf /):. 10-14 above 
has shown that he is not adverse to modifying it if it suits his, purposes.
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His failure to conform the language in 6:41 and 8:6 to 14;22ff, .indicates 
his lack of interest in drawing attention to their parallel nature. Pre­
sumably, if he had wished to accent the euchaaistio symbolism within the
oi
feeding miracles he could have done so much moire forcefully,' '
2, In 8:14-21 the emphasis is not on the fracture of the loaves
(g K^(h(r only appears in 8:19) or their distribution but on the simd 1­
02arities of the two feedings ' and the inability of the disciples to 
anticipate Jesus’ ability to produce bread in abundance.
3. Quesnell’d contention that Mark’ s bread theme points to a eu char—
. ooistic setting throughout the gospel is not convincing.'' An examination
of just a few texts in which there are references to bread or eating 
shows how unrelated they are to euchair stie imsagery:-
(i.) The dinner with the tax collectors (2:14ff,)5 the question 
about fasting (2:l8ff.) and the plucking of the grain on the sabbath (2; 
23ff.) have little in common with each other apart from the imagery of
st. QueemU’s 
?
averts i n 2; ? 6b
✓
<5 £ A‘ i' i s 
five loaves (1
eating and have nc apparent relationship to the euchaai 
argument x that KM efajKzv toa? c<U’-jz <
represents euchaalstie phraseology cannot be sustained, 
found twice in the LXZ account of David’s taking of the
Kgdms. 21:3 jTaJ , 6 /jJ} „
(il) It is also incorrect to link the bread imagery in 7:2,5 with
the eucharist. In these verses (yfttos is a simple reference to food.
/»
Thus in v. 19 the discussion. quite naturally refers to ,
V >
QueennH’s argument that zr>e£S c’u? rot/s , in v, 2 is intended to be a 
915
reference back to the feeding miracles is not compeHing,y One still
' -»z
has to explain why Mark has allowed the singular apvotf to remain in 
v. 5• 7:1-23 is not a discussion about the problem of Jews eating with 
Gentiles —it concerns that which makes a man clean or unclean. It is 
not food or table fellowship which. is involved but the necessity of having
a clean heart.
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/ \ °6 ~( i i j) finally, the use of bread ' in 7*2? has no obvious c-ormcc- 
97 'iilon with the eucharist or the first feeding*' The picture of the dogs
under the table does not necessarily suggest the problem Jews had sharing 
the eucharist with Gentiles (cf. Acts 10: 1ff„; Gal. 2:1 Iff,), The woman 
is not asking for table fellowship but the healing of her daughter*
4, Queenellfs. emphasis on the context of the Christian thought-
world does not strengthen his case. In fact it raises important question
about NT hermeneutics, Certainly the cuoharist was of ce'n’tral importance
to the early church; certainly its influence is visible throughout the
NT; it is oven likely that Luke and John had it in mind in Lk, 24:13ff.,
Jn. 6 and Jn* 21, All of these factors do not add up to the conclusion,
however, that there was a "eucharistic consciousness" in NT times or that
Mark's gospel was written within such a context. There is no assurance
that the bread imagery would have evoked the same response in all first— 
98century Christians. QueertH's argument comes dangerously close to
assuming the presence of a Christi an group-mind and does not make ade­
quate allowance for the development of eucharistic ideas and symbols
after Mark wrote his gospel. Similarity of expression by no means--—uaran.
go •
tees similarity of thought. y
(o) .
Another possible interpretation of the bread imagery in the feeding
miracles and 8:14-21, one which appears to correspond more consistently
with Mark’s intentions elsewhere in thc gospel, is that Mark is building
on well-known Jewish and Christian symbolism which equates bread with 
100teaching or the word of God, Tris interpretation commends itself
because it is supported by Mark’s redactions] introduction to the first 
feeding miracle (6:30-34), fits in with his emppiasis on the importance of 
Jesus' role as teacher elsewhere in the gospel and corresponds to his 
presentation of thc blindness theme in 4:1-34 where he associates it with
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the disciples' inability to comprehend Jesus' logos.
That Mark does interpret bread as the logos or teaching of Jesus is
suggested by his introduction to 6:35—44 where he deliberately associates 
101the feeding of the five thousand with Jesus’ teaching activity, Schol--
ars are generally agreed that v, 34b K<i cf/.c cMA/<■?„/ 2/
cAuco %s n. i s Marks!. 102 It is omitted by Matthew and Luke and
is made up of characteristic Markan vocabulary ( , cf. p, 13
above; Jz , 4:1; 6:2*8:31; Zz <y/< , cf. pp, 38ff
ffe above) 103 Best points to this im-oortsnt em-basis and surges is that
it is possible to see in 6:34b a reflect ion of the view that Jesus
feeds men with the word of God just as once he fed them with bread and 
104
fishes". F Sl^^wheie he argues that by his linking of the feeding
incidents to vi:34b and viii: 14-21 Mark indicates that one of the needs
of the soul which Jesus meets is thaat of true teaching, Jesus may then,
in the Markan interpretation, be seen ss the one who brings spirit-,usl 
105understanding to men;.,..” This interpretation may have suggested it­
self because it was already implied in the pre-Markan typological inter­
pretation of the feeding miracles: as Moses fed the people wi.th mama
106(Torah) in the wilderness ‘w so Jesus feeds them with his logos, the
gospel, in the corros , If the early church had already
understood the feeding of the five thousand in this manner it would have
been ah easy step for Hark to develop the symbolism further and bring it 
into line with his interest in depicting Jesus as teacher. The indentiiS-
cation of bread with Jesus’ word may also have come to Mark's mind through
✓ * ' 
the references in 6:39 and 6:40 OTUjA ?f© cm aoOtQ cud cr/Yyz
TCfPh CT(7\( in?As Strack-Bill ei-beck and S. Kraus point out, * these terms
are similar to ones found in rabbinic literature used to describe the
arrangement of pupils studying the Torah,108
OT
Jesus’ feeding of the masses wl'th his word also corresponds to the 
c ✓ „ % J' j/
allusion in 6:34b vus afl&/3tfocc\ zxoi/Zd 7‘oyufV'WA. Although
li
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it is uncertain which, text Mark has in mind here (cf* Num, 2?:1?; 3 
Kgdms, 22; [2 Cmron. 18:16/; Esek» 34:7? Jud. 11:19) it ie most likely
that he understands the reference as a general pastoral image such as the
one found in 109 • 110In Esek. 34:1-6 an explicit connection Is'• ';lek-
made 'between shepherd and feeding imagery. There shepherds are condemned
who feed themselves but do not feed God’s flock which is assigned to them.
Thus God himself will become the shepherd. In Mk. 5; 34b Jesus is pictured
as the shepherd vho cares for his sheep. Re recognises their hunger, feels 
*1 *1 *1compassion for them and satisfies their deepest needs with has teaching. 1 
By associating the bread imagery with Jesus' instruction in su.oh a
manner Mark brings the feeding miracles and 8:14—21 within the ambit of 
one of his main theological concerns. 11 2 Throughout the gospel he emph­
asises the teaching aspect of Jesus’ ministry b^y the fre-querd use of 
St ficPcriHtJ , StStuxS? and SgStntrftft OoS (cf - abovej pp • 13j 38 ff •)•
In 4:1—34 special attention is called to the importance of Jesus' legos 
by the symbolic interpretation of the seed (4:14-20, cf. pp. 59 Bf. above) 
and the lamp (4:21, cf. pp. 65 ff. above). In these verses Murk
indicates Jesus’ void is the mystery about his own passion, death and 
resurrection, a word which neither the disciples nor Maak’s readers fully 
understand. Thus for Mark it is fitting that 6:34-44 and 8:1-10 express 
the certainty that the spiritual needs of men can be satisfied by the
presentation of this essential teaching, a teaching which is characterised
i „a ' 1 113elsewhere as f.yyt Aio v •
In order to understand the relationship between this symbolic inter­
pretation of bread and the depiction of the blindness of the disciples in 
8:14~~221 it is necessary to turn once agjain to Mark's introduction to the 
first feeding miracle in 6:30 - 33»!^ In 6:30 Mark sets 6:37-44 is a
unique context which, is determinative for further interpretation of the
bread symbolism, Unlike Matthew who pictures Jesus in flight. from the
vrrath of Herod (kt, iJdfMj, Mark reports tin return of the-disciples
118
from the missionary journey begun in 6:6b. As Lohmeyer points nut, the 
language which Mark uses in v. 30 is that of the post-Easter missionary 
church The comment Ss ftixOQ' zro ko ( ... A il 5 y y && 1Z •
JlftWA o oO( £, e"<%v K(\{ oo'x zSSftjti.'V is of
particular interest because it indicates that for Mark there is no dis­
tinction between preaching and teaching (of. above p, 64):
although the disciples are ordered to.preach repentance in v« 12 they
announce what they have taught in v. 30. In such a. manner Mark connects
the feeding of the five thousand with the apostolic commiision to rr^ach
repentance (3:14; 6:12) and cast out demons (3:15. 6:7,13), No doubt
many of Mark’s contemporaries were still engaged in the same activities
themselves (cf. Acts 3» 4:291.? 5:16? l8:1l).
In 6:37f’ Marks expansion of the dialogue v’nich takes place between 
1l6Jesus and the disciples reveals how he relates this emphasis on teach­
ing and the missionary context to the blindness of the disciples. The 
disciples do not know how thiey are to feed the people because their 
though'ts are on an entirely materralistic level when they ought to be 
turned toward Jesus, The command. So t( z. ftjj col S S'/A S(S ^€.7^
is reminiscent of the apostolic comm^E^rion to preach the gospel (cf, Jn, 
2l:15ff.). Just as Jesus satisfies the spiritual needs of men with
his logos, sc also the disciples, and more importantly Marks church, are 
117ordered to proclaim the gospel to those around them, ' Mark's depiction 
of the blindness of the disciples in 6:35-44 and 8:1-10 and their inabil­
ity to feed the people indicates his conoe^n about a failure of mission 
in the church. Although the church has been ordered to preach Jesus' logo 
it cannot do so. This concern relates to his interpretation of blindness 
and sight in 4: 1~34* There he showed that his church cannot see clearlLy 
because it does not fully understand Jesus' logos, i.e, the essential 
content of the gospel. Although its rnernmers have been given the mystery 
of the Kingdom of God and have heard Jesus' word, their spiritual under­
- 119 —
standing is still immaTure and they are unable to follow Jesus as true
disciples. It is no surprise, therefore, that those who do not fully
comprehend the gospel do not know how to present it to others, The
church does not trust in the sufficiency of Jesus’ logos, and does not
take his miraculous presence into consideration when it is involved in 
118 •mission, Mark's thinking here is similar to that in Heb. 5W1ff,
(cf. 1 Cor. 3:1ft), where it is indicated that the author’s oommuniis'■ 
should be teaching the word of God but cannot do so since it has not ye 
mastered fundamental Christian teaching. Rather than. partaking cf the 
solid food of the wood, it is still in need of the milk or firs I- prin­
ciples of the church’s instructin'®
’Mark also builds 8:14--21 on the symbooic interpretation of bread 
although he expresses his concern about the blindness of the church in
a somewhat different meaner. Just as the church’s blindness is seen in
the mission fielLd when it finds it difficult to feed the masses, so in
8:14~21 Marks depiction of the disciples’ blindness indicates his
concern that the church does not trust in the sufficiency of Jesus’
word when it withdraws from the missionary endeavour end considers itf.5 
. 119ovm spiritual needs. z Although its rnernmers are also spiritually;- 
hungry and in need of Jesus’ logos, the anxiety of the disciples about 
a lack of "bread" symberises their lack of confidmce ’hat Jesu’* 
teaching can satisfy their spiritual requisites; despite all evidence 
to the contrary, the word seems inadequate to them and as a result the!
vision becomes even more distorted. In Maak’s view this blindness need
to be. exposed and is worthy of the rebuke put on the lips of Jesus in 
vss, l8b~20. The emph’sis on the superae^mdaice of the bread which 
Jesus produces expresses Maak’s view that Jesus’ word is m^],e than suff 
icient to satisfy all spiritual needs. In v. 21 he chides the church’s 
lack of spiritual insight with the stinging question, "Do you no't under­
stand yet?"
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3„ Blindness and Leaven
Having discovered Mark’s understanding of the b?read imagery it is 
necessary to re-examine 8:15 and Jesus' enigmatic warning about the
leaven of the Pharisees and the leaven of Herod. As is demoncsrated
above,'the relationship between this verse and vss, 14 &nd l6ff, is not 
self-evident (cf, pp. 'lO3ff. above). Its difficulty* is reflected. in the 
numerous interpretatiions offered by exegetes for the leaven metaphor. 
Although most scholars recognise that is symbolic of something
-.j • i 1 ?0 ,, ,. . . r, ,121bad or evil, they disagree about its significance for Mark*
Hellhausen argues, for example, that the Pharisees and Herod are one 
122in their hatred for Jesus, Similarly, L.H. Jenkins thinks that the
'leaven refers to the intrigue of Jesus' opponents and. their desire to 
123
agitate the masses against him, " Others assert that 8:15 ie a warning
against the political-national aspirations of the Pharisees and 
124 -Herodians* ' T.W. Manson takes the pa-ssage more generally and inter—
123prets it as a warning against association with either party, 3.H.
Bacon thinks that Mark makes reference to the collusion of the Pharisees
and Herod because of his concern about the danger to the church arising
from the alliance of Herod Agrippa with the 'Pharisees to extirpate 
126Christianity, Other scholars connect it more directly with the
atti'tudes and moral values of Herod and the Pharisees, In Loisy’s opinion
leaven symoHses the false piety of the Pharisees and the irreligious 
• 127 'spirit of Herod, Cerfaux argues that it is the diabolical inter­
pretation of Jesus' miracles by the Pharisees and Herod’s erroneous 
manner of explaining the power of the Galilean miracle-worker (Jolm 
redivivas), whereas Cranfield refers to the hypocrisy of the Pharisees
which is spread by teaching (a. warning against false and inconsistent 
piety) and the gcdlessness of the man of this world (Herod’s adultery,
-j pQ
murder, etce). y More recently, Troome has suggested that Mark refers to
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the leaven of the Pharisees in order to combat a Christianity contamin­
ated by the rabbinic tradition in matters of morals and a naively
1 '0 Sapocalyptic eschatology, A. Legoif/i and G. Daniel think that the
.. 131word n3^eaven”is a word play on the Aramaic root for “teaching”.
The diversity of these interpretations suggests the need for a 
reappraisal of the evidence. As the study of tradition and redaction 
demontSrat■es, Mark is only interested in the comment about the leaven 
of the Pharisees, the reference to Herod appearing here because it was 
already in the logo.on when Hark received it. Tf the relationship- between 
blindness and leaven is to be understood, therefore-, examination must bo 
made of the passages which deal with the Pharisees in order to see if 
there is any correlation between their behaviour and that of the disciple; 
in 8:14—21 which would make the saying in v. 15 m.eaan.ngfiil„
Mark’s understanding of v, 15‘can be recognised quickly if it is 
realised that for him the Pharisees are a symbol of intense spiritual
blindness and representative of the kind of people who deliberately 
refuse to accept Christ. In the other gospels their recalcitrance is 
stereotyped (Kt. 15:14 /of- Lk. 6:39 i-n another context/ * Kt, 23:16,17,
19,24,26; Jn, 9:40f.). Mark pictures their opposition to Jesus from the 
very beginning (2:l6t23ff,) and their collusion with the Herodians makes 
it clear that their interest in his teaching was always inspired by a 
desire to eliminate him (3:2ff.; 12:13ff«). They were never open to the 
possibility of being convinced by anything he could do. In 7:1—23 they 
are accused of ignoring the, intention of God’s command in favour of human 
traditions because their hearts are far from God, and are hardened (cf. 
3:5f«)*^32 They are hypocrites (7:6, cf, 12:15: Mt, 22:13), to whom the 
quotation from Is. 29:13 (LXX) especially applies, .
Mk, 8:11-13 - ss particularly important for an understanding of 
Mas*k* s attitude toward the Pharisees and his interpretation of 8:15, 
Scholars frequently point out that the sign which the Pharisees seek is a
'22..
1 7 tr ‘ „
perceptible proof of Jesus' authority* Thus Svete says that their
demand is for ",,,. a visible or audible interposition of God,,,*" ” ■ and
Lohmeyer thinks that what they want is "«,» ein unmittelbares, horbarss 
j 7^
Oder sicht bares ^^^<chehen 'vom Hirnrol her*, . J That the Pharisees
specifically desire some kind of optical evidence is confirmed by the use 
of a^/icrov j n the OT and NT. As K.H. Rengstorf points out, G'^Uzio'y 
is generally connected with observation and seeing and designates an 
ocular sign. This is true not only of classical Greek literature but is 
particularly evident in the LXX where it usually translates J! )<V
G^n, 9*12-^16 The rainbow is given to No-ah as Vo o't/ T97S
(v„12); it is something which both men and God (v, 14
Op 37 w ; v, 16 QtjPoyAffU) will see and thus be reminded of
the covenant,
Dt, 4; 34f. The signs (er-^yiz) and wonders (TCyO^rd ) which 
s s
God performed in Egypt took place before the eyes of Israel ( C V 7Z viczo sz 
z
<ou XpAz. 7ZOVZ&S ) oo thztt hhey could see that the Lord is God 
(*Y<TS, Efd^fT^r <T£. OU ... ourOS Seos £(Z(V)* Also see 
Mum. 14:22; Dt. 7:19? 26:8. •
Ex, 12:13 The blood on the door of the houses will be a sQgn 
<* _>z
i&y/At.'oy ) which God will see (op/o^Af ) when he passes over,
di lZ»3 In the midst of destruction the people cannot see the signs,
•». *» C A 3 J/-
Td cr^/4 7.6U ouk zi&o/uv,
(P 8>:17 Kotlov /as/t Z/aoo cry/AZloV ECS Gj'V&OTf,
, . ' -» x»z C X» Z \ J z
M< ( QZT UJ <ai O7 p7Z<r~O7tA^'CC> /AAt: P«M rff«XKUJB?f r t* -%
Is. 66:19 God will give a sign for those who have not seen his glory.
Also cf. Sx. 4*30 (MT = 7 Uft >JJ^7 t BXX = E vaVZ iO V Toz
T T *” •• ;
Amoc) „
Rengstorf points out that this close association of "signs" and 
"seeing" is implied in passages where sight is not specifically mentioned 
(of. Gen. 1:14; 17:10ff.; Mum. 2:2; 16:38; 17:10; Jos. 4:6ff,? Jer. 10:2), 13
l.23
The relationship ic also explicitly evident in several NT texts (Lk. 2:34; 
Jn, 2:23; 4:48; 6:2,14,26,30; Acts 8:6,13; Rev, 12:1,3; V?:l). That, tho 
Pharisees are asking for some kind of visual experience when they ask for 
a sign is confirmed by Matthew’s interpretation in Mt. 12:38, <G efd^ £\
0X04.ZV mno CTOU CTypustov Zd£^ v (cf. lit. *15:1). That
Mark has implied and considered self-evident, Matthew has-made expUc-it.
What specifically is it that the Pharisees seek? Scholars are
generally agreed that Mark does not consider the demand for a sign from 
1 38heaven to be a simple request for another miracle* “* Obviously such a
request would be unnecessary in the context of Chapters 6—8 since so many 
miracles have already-been performed. It is clear, furthermore, that 
Mark makes a distinction between miracles and signs. The miracles arc
defined as eft/wiptiis (cf, 6:2,5,14; 9:39) rather than signs, and signs
are not performed by Jesus but by i-seudo—Chhists (13:22) who give signs
and wonders to lead astray the elect (cf. Rev, 19:2(0). Thus the request
in 8:11~13 is for a visual experience over and above the miracles already 
$ ' r* .3 m
given. The qualification CIJ.O zou o&pOl/UU refers no doubt either
to some apocalyptic event (of. Mk. 13:4 Rev. 12:1,3; 13:133—? 15: L) "
or indicates that the Pharisees wan, some kind of proof directly from God
» ' o SI
( CMCo TOO cupcwou being a circumlocution for the divine nam-.e)
which, authenticates the miracles and teaching of Jesus*.
Jesus’ unequivocal refusal to grant the request of the Pharisees 
indicates that Mark. considers it to be out of order. In fact, it is out 
of order precisely because it is a request’for an optical*proof, In the 
evangeHst’s view there is no need for additional visual evidence since 
Jesus reveals his power and -authority through the miracles (and this is 
especially true of the feeding m rades), ^) through his teaching and 
through his death and resurrection. Those events are “signs” enough 
and no additional extraordinary proofs are to be given. The Pharisees’ 
request for a sign merely confirms the depth of their opposition to
124 ~
Jesus and their spiritual blindness,. Only those who ere wilfully and 
incurably blind could observe Jesus' miracle-s and listen to his teaching 
and still be so utconvinthd that it is necessary to ask for a sign which 
they can see. This unbending opposition to Jesus is similar to the 
spiritual blindness of the chief priests and scribes who mocked Jesus 
and asked him, to climb down off the cross so they could see end believe 
(15:32, tdjjAL'V T C CZ zu crujA Z v ) and the by i-calderi
who wanted to ses if Elijah would. come to save him (15:36, C (Z l Z 
(fj/A £*!/). In Murk's view -Me cross is s clear enough "sign" cf 
Jesus' identity as the contracting vision of the Centurion demontirathi 
(15:39, )/4*
Having examined Mark's attitude toward the Pharisees, it is possible 
to understand the significance which he attributes to Jesus’ warning- abou 
their leaven in 8:15. The leaven of the Pharisees is their wilful oppos­
ition to Jesus and their refusal to see and believe despite all evidence
which would move them to faith. In Mark's opinion there is a dangerous
similarity between the blindness of the Pharisees and the disciples'
failure to understand the significance of the feeding miracles. Although
the disciples’ blindness represents a misunderstanding of Jesus' teaching
and person it has all the earmarks of an obstinate unbelief since they
fail to learn who Jesus is even though he repeatedly gives them his word
and private explanations (cf. 4:33f*j 7:17ff«), demontirafcei his' power-
over nature on two separate occasions and produces bread in abundance two
different times. This failure to know or understand comes to a climax in 
1438:27ff. where they are unable to identify him ss the suffering Christ, ’
Thus Mark uses 8:15 to issue a warning to his church about spiritual 
blindness: a persistent failure to penetrate the depths of Jesus' teachin
the failure to trust in his word or take him into account on the mission
field, is dangerous since it could lead to the kind of blindness which
characterised the PhaI‘isehs, a. blindnhs;i which has hyhi but rhi'uihs to
- 12 5 -
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Thus it is clear that although v, 13 appeared to be out of place 
in 8:14-21, Jesus' warning is nob a saying which Mark considers unim­
portant or unrelated to the rest of the pericope, nor is it a teaching 
which can be ignored by the church as it was by the disciples, It is an 
important part of Mark’s message and if it is heeded the Christians in 
Mark’s community will recognise the danger their myopia poses for the 
proper fulfilment of their role as followers of Jesus Chris-.
NOTE: Bread as a Symbol for -the Word of God and Teaching
The use of bread as a symbol for tbs word of God or teaching in
frequently connected in the OT with the concept of manna. Marana is often 
referred to as bread (Etc, 16:8,13,15, LX<), bread of angels
('4 77:25), or bread from heaven (ibc. 16:4? Neh, 9:15 Ssdras 19:15 TXT/ :
Y 77:24: Y104:40; Mis, Sol. l6:20),’ cf. J, 3ehm, ’’ ", TENT I, pp.
477f. In Dt* 8:3 (cf, Mt * 4:4? Lk, 4:4) a connection is made between the 
nanna-bread symbol and the word of God ——man does not live by bread alone, 
but by everything which proceeds out of the mouth cf the Lord. In later 
Jewish thought bread-manna or food imagery is associated with Wisdom and 
the Torah. In Prov, 9:5 Wisdom invites the reader to eat of her bread 
(rfftj'erz TW Z/WV kpriuv , LXX). In Wis. Sol. 16:26 the reader 
is informed that it is not by crops that men are nourished but by the 
word ). This word is compared to the bread given in the
wilderness (l6:20f.,27). In Sir. 15:3 it is said that Wisdom will feed
those who fear God and keep the law with the bread of understanding
z
{(OfiTOV OioiVZ O€ Us ). In 24:21 it is Wisdom itself which .is to be 
eaten. Those who feed on it wi1.1 no longer hunger —it is the Torah
f • • > * 3 \ Z <*■" y O , A , x
(v. 23), the word (v. 3 zpto <nno oxo patos Yjt'ozou ZpyASw).
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As P. Borgen (Bread From Heaven,An Megobioal Study of the Concept jof 
Manna in the Gospel of John . and .JhWWTjjings. cf Philo, . p. 135) points out, 
the reference in Prov* 97 to Viodom (bread) is identified in later 
rabbinic interpretation with the Torah. Other references to the Torah— 
bread allegorisation are found in Strack—Billerbeck, TI, pp. 482-464; 
Borgen, op.. cit* pp. 1d8ff.; H« Odeberg, The . Fourth Gospel., Interrupted 
in its Pdntion, to. C_oirtemo^^<^^IoneousJ Peligious Currents in. Palestine . and . the 
He!Ienistic-Cri.ontal Morld, pp. 242, 2551.; G, Vermes, "He is the Bread, 
Targun Neofiti Exodus 16:3," Ncoxosta.mcctica_ et JCgmitica, p. 260. (For a 
more general discussion of the mama tradition see B.J. Malina. Tho 
Palestinian Manna Traddtion.) The connection between manna and the word 
is further elaborated in Jn, 6:31ff. and 6:6%, For a survey of scholarly 
opinion about the interpretation of this theme sec Brovm, Tine Gospel 
Ac cording . to J ohn, I, pp, 272ff, Also see B.J. Dillon, "Wisdom Tradition 
and Sacramn^ttJ-.Pc^-brospect in the Cana Account (Jn. 2:b~n),' CPQ 2d (1962) 
pp. 268-296, especially pp, 255ff*» who stresses the connection between 
Jn. 6:45 and the references to bread in the sapiential literature cited 
above,
Philo frequently identifies bread-mama with his concept of the 
logos or with the Torah; cf. the discussions of Borgen, op « olt,, pp. 
136ff.j Vermes, op, cit.* pp, 26lff»
More general imagery can be found elsewhere. In Jer, V?:16 the 
prophet speaks of eating the -words of the Lo.rd (MT), Similarly in 
Ps. 119:103 the words of the law are sweet to the taste, sweeter than 
honey. In Bcek. 3:1— the son of man eats the written scroll (for a 
discussion of these passages see A, Feuillet, Etudes . Johanniccues, p. 59)* 
In the Odes of Solomon milk and honey are symbols for revelation, 4:10? 
8:16; 19:1ff.; 35:5 (of. Bultmann, The Gospel of John, p. 224, 11 4;
R, Harris and A, Mingana, The Odes and Psalms of Solomon, II). In the NT 
there are also passages which connect teaching and the word of God with
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food and feeding imagery, cf, 1 Co-r. 3:If.; Heb. 5:12f.; 1 Pei;. 2:2f. 
For references to the symbolic use of bread, food and eating in Creek 
religious generally and the mystery religions in particular see Behm, 
n fipu/u c } pp^a^ers s■ p5 TDHT I, pp. 642-645, especially p. 645 1
H. Schlier, “^4^^ /’ TDNT I, pp. 645-647; 3ehm, TDBT II
pp, 689-695, especially, pp. 69O14 J.N.D. Kelly, A Comrnentary on 
the APIAtlAsf 7f ~Peter_and ^of „ Jude, pp. Bpf,
Bread and food imagery is also connected with revelation and the 
word of Christ by the early church fathers; cf. Quesnell, pp. 19if«,
n. 38,
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FOOTNOTES * Chapper II
1. Libelius (pp. 2231?..) calls it the work of the collector; T^rlor 
refers to it as a "Markan construction" (p. 363), and says: "Mark is 
writing didactic history with the special needs of the Church in mind" 
(p. 364); according to^Best (p. 78) 8:14-21 is a Markan amalgam of 
traditional material, and similarly Schweizer (Markus? p. 90) says:
"Der Absc-cmitt 1st stark bearbeitet durch Markus.” Also see T,A. Bur- 
kill, "Mark 6:31-8:26: The context of the story of the Syrophoenician 
woman," in The . Classical Tradition: Literary and Historical Studies in 
Hannor of Harry Caplan? pp. 330f.; Queenee.1, pp. lO5ff.: Hep1oh, op. 7o£
2. Schweizer, "Ari]mrkkenen," p. 99; "Die theologische Leintei.g," p. 341? 
lists hardness of heart as a redactional expression.
3. Scholars are generally agreed that 6:52 is Marker. It is omitted by 
Matthew and a confession of faith is substituted in its place. For 
comments on the redactional nature of this verse cf. Bultmarm, p. 216 
(German edn. p. 231); Lohmmyer, p. 131; Taylor, pp. 330f-: G^^'undma.^^n, 
p., 143; Best? p. 78; Queeniil, pp. 65f.; K. Kerbelge, Die Wetder
Jesu is Markusevangelium, pp. 145f * For a detailed analysis of 6:52 
cf. Snoy, "La Redaction marcienne de la marche sur les eaux (Me.. VI: 
45-52)," ETL 44 (1968), pp. 447f.
4. For the redactional nature of Mk. 7*18 cf. Chapter 1, n. 244'
5. Swete, p. 170. ■
6. Simmlar readings inserted into Mk. 8:17 by P^5 v/ f1 and 564 700 have 
no doubt been influenced by Matthew1^ rendering. Of. the discussions 
by G. Barth and H.J. Held, Tradition and. Interpretation in .MMathew, pp. 
116 n. 3 and 292 ff., of Matthew’s use of Jo\< yoKtoos in 6:30; 8:2b; 
14:3.1; 16:8.
7. Cf. Chapter 1 above, p. 56 and n. 262.
8. For a general study of the Pauline use of words for seeing cf.
Lammers, Horen, Sehen und Glauben im Nanin Testament, pp. 63-71.
9. Of. the discussion of the use of 1s. 6:9-10 by various NT writers in 
Chapter 1, pp« 41ff. above. One can also compare 1QH 8,13f. •Wn.ch
G. Vermes (The. Bead Sea. Scrolls in English, p» 177) translates "who 
seeing has not discerned, and considering has not believed ..."
10. For the classical Greek and OT background of ftoJpOoJ and related words
and concepts see K.L. Schmit and M.A. Schmit, ? A, r: 4, ?”
TBNT V, pp. 1O22-1O31; F. Hesse, Das Verstookungsprob'lem im. Alten 
Testament. For the discussion of similar imagery in Quran literature 
of. Schmidt and Schmit, loo, cit.; Gnilka, pp. 32, 155ff*
11. Cf. n, 3 above.
12. 1n Mk, 10:5 the tern is used to describe the Pharisees
attitude toward the concept of divorce. For discussions of the use of 
this word and related concepts in the OT and the rest of the NT of. 
Schmdt and Schmit. op. cit., Hesse, op. cit. For a recant dincusnioi 
of Mk. 10:5 cf. K. Berger, "Hartherzigkeit und Gottes Gesetz: Die Vor~ 
geschichte des antijudischen. Vorrwu.rfs in Me 10:5," ZFJ 61 (197O), pp. 1-4
13. Of. the Testament of Levi 13:7 nTupu)crs R*H. Obsa^lLes,
The Greek Versions of the 'Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs, d. 54»
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14. Taylor (p. 33l) suggests that Mk. 3*5? 6:52 and 8 
Pauline influence.
17 may reflect
15. J.A. Robinson, "T/U/LQA.'/.Z.' a^d/7/yj’jar A.?-' ," JTS. o.s. 3 (1901-1902); 
pp, 81-92, especially, p. 93* Also see his St. Paul's Epistle to. the 
Ephesians, pp. 264-274. Similarly L, Cerfaux refers to it as "1 'aveugle 
ment d‘esprit" ("’I?Aveuglement d‘esprit* dans 1‘evangile de S^int Marc, 
Recuel 1 Luc jen Cerfaux, II, pp. 3-15). Cf. Taylor, pp. 336f. Also see 
G.H, Dodd, however, who thinks that a distinction should be maintained 
between the ideas of "blindness"- and "hardening", especially in Jn.
12:40 and Eph, 4*18 (Theology 69 (1966), pp. 223f.).
16. Cf . Schmidt and Schmidt. op . oit,.. p.• 1027­
17. Cf . variinit readings in Mk. 8:17? Jn . 12:40 (see note 18 below);
Acts 5*3,* Rom, 11:7* For MSS evidence see Robinson., JTS o.s. 3 (19O1- 
1902), pp. 85ff.
18. Different words are used to describe tb.is hardennng» In Jn. 12:A0
A 8* L X 0 { f!3 1071 1230 l242*^^Eusebius read inipafijo-eVi B^z) f* 565 
700 892 goth read ns n(ywK.P°6,75 /V k M TT 1079 Dinyo^ui read ircppur" 
63 122 185 259 have ntnojkzv (cf. de Waaad^ comment on these variant 
Chapter 1, ‘ In Mt. 13*15 and Acts 28:27 the LXX is followed,
exaxuvOy . ffGxtio'U is not used elsewhere in the NT Cf, its use in 
the LXX, Dt. 32:15; 2 Kgdrns. 22:12; Ecc. 12:5; 1s. 6:10; 34:6,
19. ' Also cf. Job 17*7 (LXX) Kt n vpwra( pap a\r( c< o$9<aAmoT 
juou 0 Also see various references to the "eyes of the heart", Eph. 1:10 
1 Clem. 36:2; 59*3; Martyrdom of Polycarp 2*3.
20. Cf. F. BaumgarteO anO <1 . Belm . " Kfrfl<((O . Ac. r. /L T DNT 111, po,
606f., 612. _
21. Cf. Schweezer, "AEilibketflgen," pp. 97? 99; and Chapter 1 above,
P 19. '
22. Cf . Chapter I . p. 39. .
23» Of . Hawkins. p. 13. Of . 4M-0; 11:2; 33:7*
24» Cf. Repion, p. 77 and Chapter X above, pp. 19 ,ff.
25* Of. Loisy, p. 228; K.L. Scham.dt, Per Rahmen der Geschichte Jesu, op, 
191f.; Schniewind, Das Evangel iun nach Markus, pp. 97? 109; G. Fried­
rich, "Die beiden Brzatluigen von der Speisung in Mark. 6:31-44; 8:1-9?” 
TZ 20 (196x4), p. 10; 8. van lersel, "Die w’.ilidrbarb Speisung und das
in der syioptischen Tradition (Me. vi:35-44 Par. viii:l-20 
par.),” NovT 7 (1964-1965), pp. 183ff.; Haenchen, p. 279. A few 
scholars think that the two accounts refer to two events: cf. Lagrange, 
p. 204; J, Kiackstedt, "Die be^en Brotveimehrungen im Bvangelium," NTS. 
10 (1963-1964), PP- 309-355•
26. Scholars often point to a Jewish origin for 6*35-44 because of the 
sbiiti^3is found in these verses. Of. Lolhimyer, p. 125 n. 1, especially 
<O/ynn> o'((\ cupxooya and Kpcr/QS KpcAo'/cAf —cf. Strack-Billerbeck 
11, p. 13, Black, p. 124; and the word for basket in 6*43 which de­
scribes a Jewish type of container, cf. Nineham, p. 208. 8:2-10, on 
the other hand, is generally considered to have come from a Heeienistic 
milieu. The word ctcu'i , according to Taylor (p. 3360), is common in 
Hellenistic Greek. For a detailed study see van lersel, op. cit.., pp. 
183-186.
27. Reploh, p. 77- Other scholars also attribute these verses to Mark.
, Of. Ninehma, p. 214; Schw6ezer, Markus, p. 91. Of. Taylor, p. 368,
howebeb,/....
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however, wh thinks that vss, 19-21 may he a debased form of the words 
of Jesus. K-.L, Schmidt (op. , cit*, pp. 204 f f.) and Klo stemarm (p. 55) 
think that the reference to the two feedings may have arisen in the 
course of transmission of the tradition prior to Mark. So also G. Ziener 
"Lie Brotwundex* im Markusevangeliurn," BZ 4 (i960), p. . 285,
28. From the earliest times exegetes have given the numbers in mhe feedi^ng 
miracles and in 8:14-21 allegorical significance (cf. Swete, pp. 132f«* 
for the interpretations cf the church fathers). Qemell (pp. 14ff.) re­
views the many ingenious modern attempts to correlate the references to 
them. This survey shows that there is little agreement about their 
proper interpretation. A. Farrer makes some suggestions (A Study in St
cMark; "Loaves and thousand£3," JTS n.s, 4 (1953)? pp. 1-14? St Matthew 
and St Mark) wri ch have been justifiably criticised by F.N, .Lavey (JTS 
n.s. 3"(1952), pp. 239-242), Burkill (Mysterious Hevelatlon, pp). 24-2?) 
and S. Neill (The Interpretation of the , New Testament. I86I-I96I, pp.
26^3f. ). For more recent attempts to give the numbers allegorical signi- 
fica-nce see A. Shaw, "The Markan feeding narratives,” Ghurch Quarterly 
Review 162 (1961)5 pp. 268-278, and B.E. ThSLering, "'Breaking of bread' 
and 'harvest' in Mark's gospel," NovT 12 (I97O), pp. 1-12. As QJ.esnt^t 
(p. 255) points out, such theories are not really necessary for a proper 
appreciation of Mark's understanding of the feeding miracles or 8:14-21. 
It is possible that there is a ^111x1081 code or allegory in the gospel, 
but since it makes good sense without such a code, the search for it 
becomes less attractive and compeeiing. It will be seen below that the 
numbers do serve a purpose in 8:14-21 but not necessarily an allegorical 
one (pp. lOSff, below). .
29. See n. 26 above.
30. Cf. Schmidt, Per Rahmen der Geschichte Jesu, p. 204; Dibelius, pp. 
228f.; Klrste^tnann, p. 55; Lightfoot, History and , .Interpretati on in 
the Gospels, p. 115; Schweizer, Markus, p. 90; Quesnell, p. 165.
Taylor (p. 365) argues that v. 15 was an independent logim v/hich is 
somehow placed in its original setting by Mark: cf. Cranfield, pp, 259ft
31. Cf. the discussion below, pp. 105f. .
32. The reading ray 'Hpafin P^^ V A 0 f f*' 28 565 1365 if*^ 
copsa arm geo is obviously designed to bring 6:15 into line with 3*6 
and remove the inappropriate reference to Herod. An association of the 
Pharisees and Herodians also appears in Mt. 22:16 (par. Mk, 12:13).
33. Cf. Dibellas, pp. 22Qf.
34. .-Contra C.H. Turner, JTS o.o. 26 ( !(^1^9“i5^2^5)j P« 150? who Shinni the/a 
the koreeen•ation of the Pharisees and Bend i s MaMkak. Also sse TaySor? 
p. 365, who entertains this poesibibi1y bub t edices aga^iasn i it
35. Cf. Hawtons, p. 12; C.H. Turner, JTS 0.3. 26 52i24~1925)J p. 3-50$ 
Sclhooezer, "Die theo1rgische Leistung," *p, 34I.
36. The reading kv?~n/*-?icr £> in B* D it® syrc appears to have been 
influenced by Mk, 6:30.
35» Of. Chapter I, n. l6g, for a discussion of Mark's use of , YY/e .
38. This appears to be the assumption made by some scholars who point out
the lack of unity in vss. 14-16 caused by the clumsy insertion of v. 15. 
Cf. Klostemann, p. 55; Lohmeyyr, p. 1155; Lightfoot, History Inter­
pretation in the Gospels, p. 115; Nineham, p. 2115.
39. "Toward the isolation of pre-Markat miracle catenae," JBL 89 (1950),
' pp. 253JT. Cf. G. WarnwoiLilt, Eucharist and Eschatology? n. 425, P« 204, 
Sundwwll / ,,..
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Sund wa11 (Die Zustsminsetzeig des M rku u} ev ange lim s _, 
8:14,16-18 were pa^rt of Mark's jY^o^^^iSe* -
„ c. np. 52) thinks that
40. 'Quesnell (p. 1O7) -suggests that v. 15 originally may have been con-
nict-ed with vss. 11-13. Bultmann’s opinion, however, that the original
form and meaning are beyond recovery is the sounder judgment (p. 131 
German edn, p. 139).
41. Cf, Lohr^^i^G^jrj p. 156; Ravd-inson, p. 106: 
viii:15," BT "8 (1936-1937), PP- 332f.
P,B. "St Mark
42. Evidence is divided as to whether the reference to bread in Mt. 16:1 
should be plural or singular.
C s
43. So also Reploh, p. 76 n. 5»
44* Of. Taylor, p. 366; Cranfield, pp. 2591-, Quinn!!, p. 117.
45. Of. 1:22,30,32; 2:3,18; 3*2; 5*14,35; 6*14,33,53; 7*32; 8:22; 10:13, 
49; 13*9,11,26. See Taylor, p. 47; C.H. Turner, JTS o.s, 25 (1923— 
1924), pp. 378-386, and 26 (1924-1925), PP* 228-231.
46. 0 fl 565 700 read 't.v'] pf.Cvci/ fycov W has tho same
reading with a different word order. Tarlor (p. 365) and Cr£at?iild (p. 
260) correctly assess this as a simptificttiQn of the more difficult, 
original.
47. Cf. Snoy, ETL 44 (1963), p. 470.
48. 1n 5*21 £(/ ru nhc'( is omitted in p45vid p 9 fl 28 565 700
i<ia,b,c,djejif ,i,q,r Syrs a.-rcn'geo. For a ^scusswn of Jiark's fre­
quent references to the boat see Chapter 1, pp. 14f. above? and 
Appendix 1, p. 2 3S.
49. For a discussion of the Markm. use of hapax le-gomena see Stein, "The 
,redaktioisgeschichtlich' investigation of a Markm seam (Me l*21f,),‘! 
ZNW 61 (1970), p. 73.
50. Matthew only uses this verb in pericopes which have Markan parallels 
cf. Mt. 16:7,8; 21:25* Compared to the seven occurrences in Mark's 
gospel, Luke uses it six times. 1n 5*21,22 its use is parallel to Mk. 
2*6,8. 1t occurs indepii±dentL.y in 1:29; 3*15; 12:17; 20:14 (Matthew 
and Mark have tlncv and s/zcco' respectively). The verb does not occu 
elsewhere in the NT.
51. Quenell, pp. 106, lllf.
52. .Mark frequently depicts Jesus’ insight into the minds of men or into 
the significance of a situation: cf. 5*30; 6:4*8: 12:15; 14*30. Contra 
Taylor, p. 366, who thinks that Jesus' knowledge here is neither intui­
tive nor supernatural .but simply arises from the dispute in the boat.
53. 1n Lk. 9*4^o3. the noun aao s is used.
54* 1t is possible that Mark sees a connection between his magi of the 
verb and 6(<t,Ao'Y( <r-Ao$ in 7*21. 1t is not the things which go into a 
man which make him unclean but the things which come out, the first of 
wnich is o? Jinkoyta/Mol oi ft/no (Mt. 15*19 has cCcch koyi r/aoA
'Kcrvi'i/OOi ). Acyivyutcl refers not only to thoughts but to dis-
cessions, debates, quarrels, etc.: of. Lk. 5*22; 9*46f.; 24*38; Rom. 
14:1; Phil. 2:14; 1 Tim, 2*8. •
55* This phrase does not occur in Maathew’s gospel. 1n addition to Lk, 
8:25 which is parallel to Mk. 4*41, Luke also uses it frequently, 2*15; 
4*36; 6:11; 20:14; 24*14,17,32. Also see Jn. 4*33; 6*52; "16:17; 19*24, 
and Acts 4*15; 26:31; 28:4,25- .
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For a discussion of the Markan 
JTS o.s. 29 (1927-1928), pp.
56. Cf.
nature
280f.
Lk. 20:5; 22:23, Jn. 7*35; 12:19. 
of this expression see G.H. Turner,
57‘ .MSS evidence is divided concerning the correct reading here. While
B W f^ 28 565 700 itl syrsr co,psa* 0 reed (rev (indirect speech
fVA CL X 21 0/T fll 33 892 itaur ’1''5 e vg syr®'’^1 cop^°m^s. goth am eth 
Of. £y<Ojuu.v in Kgeo Di at e s saroni ) P ./ re W fcfojo&v ,
1009 1344 2174 amf uxchc in' D iti-j^cd: ffSi.q ,r1 One cannot hePp
hut agree with Taylc^o1 (p. 366) and- Cranfiedd (p. 26l) -that £ko/4H'V is to 
be rejected since it appears to have been influenced by the reading in 
Mt. 16*7‘ Myo'i/r'i is found in Mk. 8:16 in some of the same texts 
A 0 K L X A 0 (X fm?’ Even if '{nouciv is accepted alternative interpre­
tations remain. occ can be taken causally (’'because"), interrogatively 
("wrhy") or as the introduction of indirect discourse ("that"). Wile 
many scholars prefer the second alternative (O.H. Turner, JT3 o.s. 2? 
(1925™1926), p. 59; Black, p. 119; Taylor, p. 366; Cranfield, p. 261 
— cf. Me. 9:11,23), it is difficult to see how such an interpretation — 
"They discussed among themselves wg_ they have no bread" — fits the 
context. Bather the point of v. 16 is that the disciples act as if 
they have no bread at all even when in fact they do have one loaf. Of. 
pp. 108f. below. Quesnell (pp. 11Gi.) also thinks that nr/ is best 
translated as "that".
58. ' In 6:38 B L ZC 0 read /co ows ICu fn emp zoos - In 8*5 A* B5W 7 > -8 5 
700, some old Latin texts, and yrs’Pik cop^0 ehh are zaad Keccroos 
apcooi fxtrc (cf. S.C.E. Legg, Nouum Testamentum Graece, Euyrgelj■er^ 
Secundum Marcum). C.H. Turner (JTS o.s. 28 (1926-1927)7 pp. 357-360) 
demonstrates that Mark has a certain fondness for the word IQ.’ (cf. 
8:14,170)? and characteristic ways of using it.
59» Another sign of Markan redaction in v. 17a is A£;z<< yorols . Mark 
frequently uses the historic present: cf. Hawkins, pp. 144-ff. Achte- 
meier points out (op. . cit., p. 273) that this is similar to tho Markan 
Kfit airaie . There is also a similarity between the construc
tion in 6*38 k<a ( Azyoov-iv - TX7/^z and 8:19b keyoo Ki —
G\ozo}y JuiJiKd and 8:20b. kc} A .you cr (c J]T>ru/J, xrrA, Of. Zerwick, 
Untersuchung zum Markus-Stil, p. 37* See n. 63 below.
60. See p. 106 above.
61. /CV'T-Movet/o' only appears in Mk. 8:18b, Ms. l6*9 and Lk. 17*32 in the 
synoptic gospels. Of. ycvy/x&rwcv in Me. 14*9 and in
Mk. 11:21 and 14*72. A.J, Jewell ("Did St Mark ’rememmee,'?5" The London 
Quarterly and Holborn Review, 191 (1966), pp. 117-120) also notes the 
dedactivnaC nature o± /ivy/AO-vtOo) but im mistaken in his assertion that 
it is a eucharistie allusion recalling awek/AV^erts in Lk. 22:19 and 1 
Cor. ll:24-f. nor & y yrKti is used by Mark
in his version of the Lood’s supppr (l4s22ff.). f
62. For Mark’s use of ywwtKb) see p-d9 al^c^v^e.
63» See Taylor, p. 323, for the redaettonaa nature oo 6*371.
64. Although there are many differences between the two feeding miracles, 
especially in the dialogues (in 8:2, Jesus initiates the eiscaisCen, 
whereas in 6*.25f• the disciples raise the question aacut feeding the 
crowd), it is clear that in Mark’s eyes they both illustrate the blind­
ness of the disciples. As Kertelge (Die Wuuder Jesu im Markusevjtngeliem 
p. 142) says of 8:lf., "Der Evargeeitt belegt mt dieser Speisung- 
gescl^^sichte einmal wieder das Hnyerstandnis der Junger" (the itali.es are 
Kertedge's). - ■ -
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65* Contra Skhwoe^5 8r, Markus, p. 90: "In V. I4 uberrinmt ex'/^laj^k/ wohi' 
die Situaiidtsrtgrbe. weil ja das eitl B.rot fur das ^.f^^^nstandnis in 
Vo 16 nicht notig ware, aus der Tradition,” ■
66. See E.P. Gould, A Critical and Sxegetical Commentary on the Gospel 
According to St, Mark, p. 142? MLostlmlatt, p. 55« '
65. Of. Skhwoizer, Markus, p. 88, wio thinks that Mark wishes to present 
tin uncomprehending blindness of men for God d s activities in such a mainne
68. The question about Jesus' identity is important throughout the gospels 
see Chapter V below, pp. piyff.
69. .For■ discussions of the similarities of the stories in which Jesus
'and the disci-ples cross the sea cf. Moye, Jesus and the , TwwIvi, pp. 63ff, 
and de Tillesse, pp. 41111
50. Mark uses Tiavrfs elsewhere when he wants to make it clear that all,
of the disciples failed to understand Jesus — 14*31?50.
51. Snoyr (de. cit., pp. 439^) suggests that v. 51h is Mar'kan since kyc 
£no Ten 011/ a X.vl^uos is the same as Mk, 4* 39b.
52. It is possible that Mark considers these words to be a Cluj stological 
confession. Cf. Mk. 14*62. In 13*6, however, the same words are attri­
buted to false Christs. For the use of this expression in the OT and 
Johannim literature see Brown, Tho, Gospel According to John, I. pp. 
533-538. ...... ...... ............... ......... ....................
53. Cf. Reploh, pp. 85f.
54« Nimhum, p. 215.
55. It is frequently argued that the feeding of the five thousand rlpre~
sents a feeding or evangelisatidn of the Jews ’whereas the feeding of the 
four thousand is for the Gentiils. Cf. RawOintot, p. 106? A, RLchard- 
son, "The feeding of the five thousand," Interpretation 9 (1955); p. 3 46; 
Taylor, po 355; J. "Mark viii: 14-21," NovT 5 (1964-1965)? p. 13-
This theory has been, rejected, however, by many scholars. 8ee G- Fried­
rich, "Die beiden Erzah.1utget von der Speisung in Mark. 6:31-44; 0*1-9?” 
TZ 20 (1964), pp. 10-12f G. Ziener, "Die Brotwunder im aark^sevangel- 
ium." M, 4 (i960), p. 283 n. 5; ^^gawa, pp)® 14f.; Reploh, n. 50, pp. 
85f. Certainly Maak’s notoriously imprecise geographical references 
(cf. Chapter III, pp. 14O below) will not support such an interpreta­
tion. Indeed, in neither feeding miracle is there a reference to the 
location. For this reason G.H. Boobyyr’s opinion that both feedings 
symbedisl the bringing of salvation to the Gentiles is equally unaccept­
able ("The miracles of the loaves and the Ge^iles in St. Maak’s gospel," 
SiT 6 (1953), pp. 55-85). The crowds, as Ld^hleyer says (p. 153 n. 6), 
are undetermined groups of people.
56. Cf. $^’^’1, pp. Iff., for references to scholars who favour this 
interpretation. Also see the more recent study by Wainwwighf, Eucharist 
and Eschatology, pp. 35f«? n* 425? p. 2O4.
55- Cf. Kldste:)matn, p. 55; Dibeliut, pp. 228f.; Lightfoot, History and 
Interpretation in the GospsSs, p. 91; MMnek, op. cit., pp. I6-14? 
Burkkll, "The Syrdphoeniciat woman: the kdtgrulnkl of .Mark 5*24-31,”
ZNW 55 (1966), pp. 31f*; Qeentll, pp. 242f.; Reploh, p. 85; Kertelge,
, op. cit.:, pp. 151f-
58. Cf, Rawlinson, p. 106? A. Richardson, The Miracle Stories, of the , 
Godpels^ pp. 453^-
59. Taylor, p. 364.
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80. Quesnell refers to his method an "editorial analysis'" (p. 16).
81. Oiusnellj pp* 6833, * '
82. 1bid., pp. rHff.
83. 1bid.9 pp. lAGff.
84. rbid., p. 194*
85. 1bid. , pp. 206, 208. Of, the critsicSms of his interpretation of. 
mystery and logos in 4*12ff., Chapter 1, pp. 59ff- above.
86. Ibid., p. 257.
87. ' in 6:41; 8:6; 14*23; 1 Cor. 11*23; Karz kAw*:!/ in
6?41» Mtrz v in 8:6; 14*22 and 1 Cor. 11:24; E<<<ou in 6*41; 8*6;
in 14*23; tu/ &p>( c-rrjircxs in 8*6; 14*23; 1 Cor. 11*24* But 
cf. n. 88 below.
88. Cf. G.H, Boobyer, "The l’eehstrstil interpretation of the mii’acles of the 
loaves in St. Mark’s gospel, " JTS n.s.3 (1952%, pp. 161*-171, who particularly 
empta,tises this fact (p. 162). The terns ndAornere.v (6*41) an.d
(8:6) correspond to the benediction normally given for any Jewish meal 
(cf. Strack-Billerbeck, 1, pp. 685ff.). The description of the breaking 
of the bread does not depart from nor'mal dining practice since the_head 
of the family normally broke the bread after the prayer (cf Straok-Bi 11 ear- 
beck, 1, p. 687). The* glance up to heaven also corresponds to this ritual 
(cf. p. 127.-n. ?)» For critsicSms of this argument and Boobyer's
thesis see Burkill, My sterious Revelation, pp, 1GY3, n. 7; van 'lersel, o_n,„ 
cit., pp. 167f.; Schreiber, Theologie des Vertrtulnn, pp. 118f. n. 125*
89. Cf. Sch'eeezer, Markus,, p. 77; Achtemaeer, ,op_._ cit v, p. 279; H* Patnch,
"Abenid^ihlsSerminoIogie ae3serhalb der Finsetzungsberichte * Brea'gengen 
zur Trtti3ionsgeschichtl der Abendraitlswerte, " ZNW 62 (1971)) P* 225; Ksr- 
telge, op. cit., p. 136; Kertalge thinks, however, that this imagery is of
ark has conformed theimportance to Mark. Conira.Tty.lor who argues* "Mar  
vocabulary of the passage /6>*41/ to that of the Supper (p. 324).
90. Cf. Taylor, p. 53? for example* "The impression we receive is that 
Mark records tradition very much as he finds it."
91. Achteraeier ("The origin and function of the pre-Markan miracle cate­
nae ," JBL 91 (1972), pp. 182-197) argues similarly. 1n his opinion Mane 
is actually de-emphaansing the euch earstie tone of the feeding narrative.
92. Cf. Boobyer, "The eucharistie interpretation of the miracles of the 
loaves in St. Mark’s gospel," JTS n.s. 3 (1952), p. 17C*
93* •' Quesnell, pp. Also of. Lorn, sic r5 "Dan Abendmed!;! in der Ur~
gemeende," JBL 56 (1937), PP* 217-252, and Robinson, The Problem of 
History in Mark, pp. 82-85, for similar ideas.
94» Quam!!, p. 202. Waanvwight (Eucharist and Eschatology, pp. 36f.) 
also thinks that 2*23-28 has eucharistie overtones.
95* Quemell, pp. 100, 228f.
96. Tbid., pp. 226f.
97* Co^ra BurkiH, "The Sy^ophoenieiai woman* the congruence of Mark 
7:24-31," aw 57 (1966), p. 30.
98. See H.C. Kee’s critbicnms of Queenill’n thesis, "Mark as redactor 
and theologian: a survey of some recent Markan studim," JBL 90 (l-97'l)5 
P. 335. .
99* Cf. T.J. Weeden, "The heresy that necessitated Mark’s gospel," ZNW 59 
(1968), p. 148: ’’One cannot assume that the first readers of Mark had 
the / ,. ..
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the benefit of the full breadth of the Christian tradition which the 
tot•“Markan mareria1 of Matthew, Luke., and John offers contemporary 
scholarships" ■
100. Qusnell (pp. 191-193) also points to this symbolism but does not 
think that it fully explains Mark’s intentions. Cf. the detached Note 
below, pp. l25ff• • "Bread as a Symbol for the Word of God and Teaching."
101. References to hunger and feeding need not be taken merely on a 
earerialittik level but may have underlying spiritual connotations* of. 
Amos 8:11; Is* 55!lf«; Ps. 42:1-3; Mt. 5J6. See Best, p. 104 n. 2;
"Dis theologischs Lei-stung," p. 345'
102. Of. Best, p. 56; Schweezer' Markus, p. 59; Achteeeilr, op. ci t.,
p. 280; Kertelge, op. , cit.,' p. 130.
103. For the use of na.Wtf. in reference to Jesus1 teaching accivity see 
Mk. 4:2.
104. Page 77.
105« Pages 104f. Of. Schnezer, Markus, p. 59* Also see 3.E. Johnson,
A Cd(nmeetary on the Gospel According to Mark, p. 1144 wwo stgg^lts that 
bread may be interpret ed as teaching in 8:14-21.
106. Of. the detached Note below (pp. I25ff.)* For discussions of the 
importance of this typology see Ziener, "Die Brdtweader im Markus- 
ivangeliue," fZ 4 (i960), pp. 282-285; Friedrich, "Die beiden ErzajTL- 
ungen von der Speisung in Mark. 6:31-44? 8:1-9," TZ 20 (196-4), pp. 10-22. 
It would appear that Mark is merely building on this typology and does 
not wish to develop it further. Of. Kertelge, op. cit., pp. 133-f-, who 
correctly ascribes it to the pke-Ma■rian church.
105. 3trakk-“Bil1lreeki, II, p« 13; S. Kraus, "A misunderstood word,” 
Jewish Quaaterly Review 4 (l913-191i), pp. 111-114- Cf. n. 2b above.
108. According to K. Stauffer ("Sum apokalyptischen F'ettmahl in Me 
6:34ff.?" ZNW 46 (1955); PP« 264-266) the seating arrangement suggests 
an eschatological banquet. He draws attention. to parallels in Quran 
literature: iQPa l,14f.; 1,29-2,1; 2,Ilf. Also see IQS 2,21f.; IQd 4,3; 
CD 13,If. For kkltkctems of this lntlkpketation see Tagm' pp. 138ff.' 
H. Braun, Qmman und das Nene Te3treent, I, pp. 67f*; Schwoeser, Maakua,, 
p. 78.
109. Cf. B. Lindars, New Testament Apedogetic, p. 128 n. 3­
110. For a discussion of this imagery in the OT see Jer^emias, ” 3
k. 7, A. , ” TDNT VT.' pp. 485-502; H. Preitker, 3. Schulz, " m/,
f» TDNT VI, pp. 689-692.
111. The shepherd-sheep imagery is important throughout the NT Jesus is 
often pictured as the shepherd: of. Mk. 14:25 par.; Mt. 15:24; Jn. 10: 
2ff. ; Het. 13:20; 1 Pet. 2:25; 5*4? and* the church is referred to as a 
flock: Ik. 12:32; Jn. 10:Iof.; 1 Pet. 2:25; 5:2f. It is also used to 
refer to the duHes of those mentst■erlng to Christ’s church: Accs 20: 
28f.; 1 Cor. 9:7, Eph. 4*11; 1 Pet. 5*2f.
112. Cf. Kertl1ge' op. , cit,: "DaB Markus Jesus lehrend , darstellt, ent-
spricht elnee Grundzug seinea Svange.liims" (p. 135; ■■ the italics m 
Kertelge’s). . ,
113. Cf. Chapter I, pp. 63f-, for a discussion of Mark's use of d/ov
11-4. Scholars are gentlkrly a^eed that vss. 30-33 are Mrriat^: See Bu!t- 
mann, p. 340 (German edn. p. 365); Taa'Sor, p, 318: Cranfield, p. 213?
Be 8t,/»..» • , .
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Best, p. 76; Nineham, p. 182; Snoy, ETL 44 (196(8), pp. 238-241? 
Kort-elga, op. cit.. p. 129: Achtemeier, op. cit., p. 271. Of. Taga/wa, 
pp. 1451., however, who considers v. 32 to be traditional.
115. 1n Lohmiylr’s op'lnion v. 30 is rtitotional, "Denn die Sprache^ist 
die der urchristlichen Mission, Zu kToorrXo( ,vgl. Mk.. 2:14* U>er 
k KCAyysA 'i w s. z.B. Act 26:20; zu /tjaIv /<<< 'ScJk'CA'eV kct 1:1; 
14:27; 15:4 und s. zu Mk, 5:19" (p- 123 n. l).
116. Lohmyer iaak■s special attention to this dialogue (p. 125), and 
Tagtka suggests that 6:30-44- should be called "le recit d’un sntdeties
de Jesus avec ses disciples concerstnt di 
are Tagawt is). Cf. pp. lOQff. and n. 63-
>s pains" (p. 152; 
(p. 132) above,
the italics
117. Although Mark may be thinking of the disciples as they distribute 
the bread as symbolic of the church distributing the word, it is un­
necessary to try and identify the 12 loaves with the 12 apostles or the 
7 loaves with the first deacons (Acts 6:3), Contra LoI".!..'^.?, JBL 56
(1937), p. 236; Moste-ioann, p. 75» Cf. n, 28 above.
118. This is not the only place where Mark register's concern about the
missionary endeavour. Of. 9:14ff. wherte the disciples’ inability to 
cast out a demon is attributed to a lack of faith (9:19) and 9s38ff. 
where the disciples are unable to recognise the proper qualifications
of a missionary. _
119* See n. 101 tbvvs.
120. As Taylor (p. 365) points out, apart from Mt. (ik. 93^31),
leaven is generally used in a bad sense: cf. Mt. 165of,; Lk. 12:1 (both 
parallel to 11c. 8:15); 1 Cor. 5:6,7,85 Gal. 5:9; also of, 1gnatius, 
Magnesians 10:2. For a similar use of the metaphor in rabbinic litera­
ture see Strack-Billerbec-k, 1, pp. 728f. For a discussion of the use of 
the word leaven in the OT and LXX cf. H. lVindisch, "^*<517 ,faonj , 
^<^05 /• TDNT II; pp. 902-906.
121. The interpretation of the passage begins in the NT itself. Matthew 
refers to the leaven as teaching whereas Luke interprets it as hypocrisy
122. WeSlhaussn, p. 64.
123• "A Markan doublet," in Studies in History and Religion, Presented 
to Dr. H. fflrneeer Robinson, M,A,« on his Seventieth Birthday, p, 106.
124. Of. OoJhdtyer, pp. 157f»; 1. Schmidt, The Regensburg New Testament:
The According to Mark, pp. 150f.; BooVylr, SJT 6 (1.953)", P** 85;
Gnnika, p. 38; Ziener, "Das Bildwort vom Sauerteig Mk. 8:15,"-TTZ 67 
(1958), PP* 247f. Also see D.H. Smith, "An exposition of Mark viiIslJ- 
21," 1T 59 (1947-1948), pp. 125f•, who interprets v. !5aa a 5^^^n^.gg 
against the selfish political aims of the Pharisees an’ Herro. Isms 3 
"leaven" vzas unselfish and loving.
125. "Meark viii:14-21," JTS o.s. JO (1928-1929), pp. 45-57­
126. Studies in Matthew, pp. 5H~517- Also see his "Pharisees and Eerod-
ians in Mark," JBL 39 (L-920), pp. 102-112. -
127. Loisy, pp. 231f. '
128. "’L’Aveuglement ’’esprit’ dans 1‘Ii’vasgi1s de Saint Marc," Recuei.l 
Lucien Cerfaux, 11, pp. 13f» - . . - .
129. Cranfield, pp. 260f.
130. La Formation de l E;lzang:i.le selon Marc, p, 87. He suggests that the 
reason why Mark depicts a tvl1e.sios between Herod and his followers and 
the / ,...
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the Pharisees 
and sincerity 
Herod,
in 3* 5 and 12:1211'. is to cast suspicion on the loyalty 
of the Pharisees by associating them with the infamy of
131. "L'Hnigme du levain ad Me. viii:15» Mt. xvi:6; et Lc. xiiJl5” NovT 
9 (1967)5 pp. 306-314* For criticians of this thesis cf. Snoy, op. cit., 
p. 471 n. 298.
132. Also see Mk. 10?5 and n. 12 above.
133. It would appear that Mark is responsible for the specific reference 
to the Pharisees in these verses, presumably in anticipation of 8:15.
The questioners are variously identified; Mt. 16:1 (Pharisees and 
Sadducees); 12:38 (scribes and Pharisees); Lk. 11:16 (£f£^of ); i.n 
Lk. 11:29 "this generation” is identified with the crowds. Cf. 0. Linton 
"The demand for a sign from Heaven," Studia Theologioa 19 (196*5), p. 116; 
J.C. Weber, "Jesus' opponents in the gospel of Mark," Journal of Bible 
and Religion 34 (1966), p. 216. For a discussion of the reference to 
the sign of Jonah found in Q (Mt. 16:4? 12:39? bk.. 11:29) cf. Linton,
pp. R.A. Edwards, The Sign of Jonah in . the hhooloyy of the
Evangellsts and Q, SBT second series 18.
134. Sweet j p. i67< .
135. Lobheyer, p. 155«
136. " crij^alois, /r r. 4.TDNT VII, pp. 200-269, especially up. 204f., 
211-213.
137* Reenstorr, op. oil;., pp. 2Hf.
138. Of. WeH-hausen, p. 63; Swwte, p. 1675 Lo]hnerer, p. 1555 Cran­
field, pp. 257-f.
139. CCf Lo0meyer, p. 155? SiOiwizer, Mtakuss p. 8*9. .
140. CCf Keetelge, op. citt, p. 26.
141. It is not possible to agree with the assessment of M.d. Glassaell 
("The use of miracles in the Markan gospel," Miracl es., pp. 151-162), who 
asserts that Mark does not think the miracles of Jesus should and can l.ead 
to faith, Yiii.e it is true that faith is often a requirement for 
miracles to be performed (6:5f• ), faith is also expected as the result 
of some miracles (2:10; 3:22ff.). • In 7*37 the healing of the deaf mute 
leads to a Meesianic exclamation.
142. For further discussion of Mike 15*39 see the c^mm^^nts on 10:52 in 
Chapter IV, 2?p>. 189f.. and Appendix II, pp. 2.52 ff. below. •
143. Cf. Chapter HI, pp. 153ff.
144. Cf. Reploh. p. 84* •
CHAP T S R T H R E E
»
CKAPTF5. 7IX
MK. 8:22-26: THE BLIND MAN FROM BETHSAIDA
»
»
The account of the healing cf the blind man from Bethsaida is unique 
among the healing narratives preserved by Mark. First of all, the passage 
is the only account in the NT which shows Jesus performing a miracle which 
is not successful on the first attempt. Secondly, it and Mk. 7:31—57 are 
the only miracles recorded by Mark v/hich are omitted by both Matthew and 
Luke. Generally it is thought tha4 the other evangelists omit these 
pericopes because the unusual healing techniques and the initial failure 
to heal the man in 8:22ff. are offensive to them.^ It is also possible 
that Mk. 8:22-26 is omitted because Mark relates it closely to his pre­
sentation of the blindness of the disciples (see below), a theme which
Matthew and Luke do not find useful for their purposes, T’.ecer.t studies 
p z
by II.J. Held, J.M. Gibbs, and A. Fuchs demonstrate Matthew's famil­
iarity with Mk, 8:22-26 and suggest that he used it to compose Mt, 9:27- 
31 and ?O:29~34: one can compare the use of O/U/Aft in Mt. 20:34 (a word 
which only occurs elsewhere in the NT in Mk. 8:23), the healing cf the 
men by Jesus* touch in Mt. 9:29; 20:34 (cf. Mk. 8:22,25---- in Mk. 10:26-
52 Bartimaeus’ sight is restored by Jesus’ word),y and the use of 
£ zr u> in Mt. 20:34 and Mk. 8:24 (of. Mk. ’r 34) .
Before proceeding to a discussion of Mark’s reason for including 
this peri cope in his gospel and its relationship to his theme of 
blindness and sight, it is necessary to determine the extent of Markan 
redaction in the narrative and consider questions about its placement.
«
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1. Tradition and Redaction
(a) Hk,..8;2?a
if
Scholars are generally agreed that v. 22a, A'di( B(%
& .,f , ■
«M 7/ , is a Markan introduction to the pericope. Mark fre­
quently uses the historic present to describe the activities of Jesus
but was without specific information about the 
10
and, the disciples and the plural conflicts with
CTOf GM/FteJ in Vo 22b. Perhaps as Bultmann suggests, the story
JZ
only referred to Jesus in the tradHion and the reading
in A f ’ syr"’^,'Q represents the original introduction to the peri—
7cope.
The designation of Bethsaida as the location of the incidont is also
to be attributed to Mark since it creates a tension between tradition and
redaction. Most exegetea agree that the reference in v. 22a is uo
o' Bethsaida Julies which lies on the east side of the Sea of Gali'm near 
' 8Caesarea. Philippi, It was not a village as is stated in 8:23,26 but a
Ik.
city of considerable size (cf..9‘-O); Jn. 1:44? Josephus, M 2,515? Aatt,
A ......
18,28)/ Probably the pericope whioh Mark received contained a general 
reference to a,
time and location of the miracle,
The reason behind Mark's insertion of this reference to Bethsaida
is not easy to determine since it is related to the inconsistencies in
the information given about Jesus’ itinerary throughout Chapters 6-8.
In 6:45 Jesus' disciples embark for Bethsaida. but in 6:53 they land in
Gennesaret. Bethsaida is not mentioned again until 8:22a when Jesus and
the disciples complete the journey begun in. 8:13. This problem has been 
11reviewed in detail by Snoy, who demorsSratls that it cannot be solved
by trying to determine the history behind Jesus’ itinerary——rather it
. „ , . , -j 2
involves a tension caused by Mark’s editorial procedure. In Snoy’s
opinion the reference to Bethsaida was already found in 6:45 in the pre~
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Markan tradition, 6:53, on the other hand/ may have been the original
ending of 6:35ff« The conflict arose when Mark inserted 6;45ff, (which
Snoy thinks was independent of 6:in the tradition) between 6:44 and
6:53 without considering the difficulty created by the reference to
Bethsaida in 6:45»'^ Achtemeier builds on this interpretation and
suggests that the reference to the landing in Bethsaida in 8:22a was
also in the tradition and that 8:22-26 followed 6:45ff« in a pre—
14
Mai'kan collection of miradee. z Ahthuugh these interpretations raise
interesting possibilities, it is unlikely that 6:35ff« and 6:45ff- were
first joined by Mark ysince Jn, 6:l6ff. suggests thax the feeding of
the five thousand and the aocount of Jesus’ walking on the sea were 
16already connected in the tradition. It is difficult to see, moreover,
why Mark would feel obliged to retain the geographical information in 
6:53 once it was separated from its original context. It is more likely 
that the reference to Gennesarei was originally part of a separate peri­
cope, Although vss, 54-56 bear signs of Markan redaction, 17 it is prob­
able, as Nineham argues, that they are constructed around a general, trad­
ition which described Jesus’ ministry in the area of Genneearot. ° 
Nineham suggests that Mark inserts this summary here (despite the conflic 
it creates with 6:45) so that the enthusiasm of the crowd can .serve as a 
foil to the attitude of the Jewish leaders in J:Iff, It is also possible 
that Mark is contrasting the attitude of the people with that of the dis­
ciples. Whereas the disciples do not expect Jesus to be able to provide
sufficient bread, and do not know him on the. sea, the people recognise
* z s
him immeeiately ( €K 1 V S S , v. 54) ~nd know that he can meet
19 -their needs, z
■•The geographical references in 7:1-6:21 further dimonsSrati that 
Mark is more interested in theological themes than in establishing a 
coherent itinerary for Jesus: the location of the debate in 7:iff„ is 
not revealed; Jesus goes to the Sea of Galilee (which is mistakenly
~ 141 -
located in the middle of the Decapolis, 7:31 ) from Tyne by way of Sidon;
the location of 8:Iff. is not mentioned? in 8:10 Jesus em^s^jrks for some
general area knovrn as Dalmanoutha? and in 8:11 the Pharisees seem to
appear out of nowhere ( &( (r^i&f ), in 8: 22a
Mark rather artificially terminates the tortuous journey described in
Chapters 6-8 by inserting a reference to Bethsaida. Just as the first
feeding was concluded by a departure to Bethsaida so the second feeding 
21and related incidents end when Jesus and the disciples land there, Mk,
8:22-26 brings the description of Jesus— itinerant preaching and healing 
22to a close. After the healnng of the blind man he only perfcmras three
more miracles, his association with the crowd diminishes, and he concen­
trates increasingly on the instruction of the disciples. After 8:22—26
Jesus* way is resolutely directed toward Jerusalem and a necessary 
23mcotuiter with the cross. "
(b) Mk. 8:26
Three closely-related questions must be considered before Mark’s 
understanding of this verse can be determined: (1) What is the correct 
reading in v, 26b? (2) Is v, 26b Karkan or traditional? (3) is the verse
related to the so-called "Meesianic secret”?.
1. Although therh aee a number of variant readengs, the hess.il)iliLtil23 
can quickly be narrowed down to two: (a) gt$ VlfV
(fY °B L f^ sy^cop^’"0’*^^1; AJ^ W reeded )
^(71^ €fs T^r 17V (it^; also see VfibfZ
J * ? z * X2Z > » X
£fs rev dtno-y reu KM z/rrws cis rfv Hk/ttyv in D
it^c)’d»(q) j the longer readings are obviously conflate readings. WWere-
2/ 25 26 27as C.H. Tiunn?, P.—L. Couchoud, J Taylor " and others " prefer (b),
. 28
Tnchendorf, Neescc-tt and Hort, Meetle—Aland, and United Bible
. . 2Q
Societies " texts choose (a), which is to be preferred since it has 
- better support and., as Weescott and Hort commit, is simple and vigorous.
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2e Although it is generally assumed that v. 26 is a Markan insertion,
U« I.uz ~J' has suggested recently that it may well he the traditional
conclusion, to the pericope. Since v. 26 refers back to v« 23a and
continues the same motif (v, 23a is traditional, see below), it could
also be part of the pre-Markan tradition—the man is taken outside
the village to be healed — he is sent home and ordered to avoid the 
32village. Although some of the vocabulary in v, 26 is found elsewhere
.j / . . ■» ? z r-
in the gospel ( 6\fiQ nA oJ } C(KQ *IS , /see v, 23 where
Cr
it is traditional/, ), this is the only place where one
of Jesus’ commands begins with jACWqZ Perhaps in the tradition v,
23a and v. 26 referred to Jesus’ desire to leave the area before the news 
of the miracle was spread about.
3* Many scholars think that v. 26b plays a part in the theory of the
34 >-v 3 j z •Messianic secret, but the clause £(&£ASlyS'
does not correspond to Mark’s commands to silence elsewhere in the gospel.
Generally these commands contain an order not to say anything, a word of
rebuke or warning ( f ZJtl i/J , <£«?\ <7’ C £. .A X cu ) , and often
<rz .
utilise the conjunction (cf, 1:25,34,44; 3:12; 5:43; 7:36; 8:30;
9:9). J In many of the healing narratives Mark either comments c-n the 
amazement of the people who observed the miracle (1:2/; 5:20; 7:36; cf.
5:40) or refers to the desire of the patient to preach ‘about his exper­
ience (1:455 5:20), In 8:22-26, however, Mark shows, no interest in the 
reaction of the blind man or those who brought him to Jesus, As Lus 
points out, 8:22-26 differs from other healing narratives in the gospel 
since it is more than a description of a miracle—it is a symbolic 
presentation of the healing of the blindness of men by Jesus.rphe ex2.ct 
nature of the symbolic interpretation which Mark gives the pericope will
be discussed in detail below
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(c) Mk. 8:22b-25
Verses 22b-25 do not bear signs of Markan redaction and must be
attributed to the pre-Markan tradition. The lack of characteristic
Markan vocabulary indicates that Mark must have reproduced them much as
^7 / * *^8he found them in his soiree/ ' 'Alt^iou.rh ftcnnzv is a P.akan n vorfly' it
is not to be attributed to Mark’s editorial .activity in v, 28 since it is
an essential, part of the narrative there. Jesus must lay his hands on the
man again if he is to see properly.
1°A comparison of the vocabulary and style of 8:22b-25 With 7*32~35~" 
suggests that these healing narratives formed a pair in the pre-Markan 
tradition, having been, composed by the same author or at least in the
■ • same Christian community.^ The points of similarity are numerous; both 
men are unnamed (contrast 4k,. 10:46); they are brought to Jesus
( Byou o cl/ ) ; ’ Jesus is requested { y Ch K& Atfu fT { 7/ ) ■ +o touch
43 /them; " they are taken aside to be healed (cf, the parallel use of the 
hapax legomena <77gA fafioy/zvos /j: 3^/ and £ 3Tf A fho yA — */ 0 % ) ; 
the laying on of hands in 7:32b and 8:23,2p;^4 the use of spittle as a 
healing medium (cf. Jn. 9:6);^ the use of 7l<£> in 7:34 and 8:24
(but with different- meanings, see below). Perhaps in the tradition the
two accounts were used to show how Jesus fulfilled the scriptural proph­
ecy in Is. 35^5f» and were concluded wiih a verse similar to 4k„ 7i371<
(d) The placement of Mk. 8:22-26 in the goopel
It is often argued that 8:22-26 owis it,s pooition in the structure
of the gospel to the pel~4aekhe tradition, the story being part of 
duplicate accounts of the same event's or at least parallel cycles which 
compare similar events.hhe following periccpe^i are geneaally thoulht 
to be parallel inctdlnti: the feedings i n 6: 35-5-4 and 8:1-9; the crossings 
in 6:45-56 and 8:10; the conOyovcreess in 7:1-13 aad 8:11-13; the dis-
lOisioys about bread in 7:24-30 and 8:14-21; and the two healings in
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7:31-37 and 8:22-26. Although this arremgemert appears striking at 
z* 8 *first glance, it breaks down under close lC3aieiny. * While the two
feedings are certainly doublets (cf. Chapter li, p. 103 above),
7:24ff. and 8:22ff. are significantly different and could hardly be 
descriptions of the same healing.*' 6:45 and 8:10, furthermore, are 
very dissimilar since 8:10 is merely a reference to a crossing, where­
as 6:45fT. includes Jesus’ walking on. the sea and the summary of his 
healing activitiesThe only thing that 7: 1-23and 8:11-13 have in 
common is that both involve the Pharisees, but Markan redaction indic­
ates that 7:1-23 is made up of several pieces of tradition which had not 
previously existed as a unit.y Finally, 8:14-21 could not have been
part of a pr^e^-41arkan tradition since it is Mark’s own creation (cf.
Chapter 11, pp. lOOff, above). Thus, theories about pr^^-^^^Iarkan para- 
52ll.el cycles are best abandoned. As Birkill says/ in 6:31-8:26 Mirk 
is more or less freely arranging the materials at his disposal in order 
to develop motifs vrhich are important to him.
The mooif which is important in 8:22—26 is not difficult to dis­
cover. Clearly, Mark is continuing and amplifying his i^ll«^re of blind­
ness and sight which he introduced in 4:1-34 and developed most recently 
in 8:14-21. The placement of the lericole is particularly important 
since it appears at a decisive point in the gospel. it is generally 
recognised that 0:27-9:1 stands at the cen’tre both of Mark’s presmtatio 
of Jesus and of his teaching on discipleship, and that with Peter's con­
fession and Jesus’ open arrourcerent of the passitr Mark begins the
53second half of the gospel." Most exegetes also agree that there is som 
kind of a symbolic relationship between the healing of the blind man and 
Peter's confession of Jesus as the Christ.* Thus 8:22-26 is often con---
• .55sidered. to be a bridge between the two halves of the gospel, a peri— 
cope which bjinds Mark's presentation of the disciples in 8; 14-21 and
8:27ff, Since there is no general agreement about the exact nature of
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this symbolic relationship, however, it is necessary to examine the 
terminology of blindness and sight in 8:23-25 in order to discover 
Mark’s understanding of the story,
2, The Terminology of Blindness and Sight and, its 
Meaning to Mark and his Church
(a) '
The beginning of the healing process is described in v, 23b ’Where
z *
it is said that Jesus applies spittle to the man’s eyes ( ' nx u (rc\S
€is TA ) and lays his hands • on him. Although
0/4/4 < is only found twice in the FT (Mk, 8:23; Mt, 20:34) it is used 
a number of times in the LXX where it translates ) *3/ (Prov, 6:4? 10:2.6; 
23:5; Mis, Sol., 11:8; 15:15; 4 Kao, 5:30; 6:26; 18:21), In Prov, ?:2 it 
is used metaphorica/lly ("the apple.of your eye”). It is common in 
classical Greek literature, being found frequently in Horner, Sophocles,
, 57Ae'sclrylus, Aristophanes and Plato, and also appears in the papyri,
•if
According to Liddell and Scott, is often used metaphorically in
58Greek literature of particular interest is the phrase "the eye of the 
59soul" (o///.<A Wjs fluxes ), which occurs in Plato, Rep, 7?533d.;
60Philo, De Sobrietate 1,3; Da Congressu Eraditionis Gratia 135' 1 Clem,
19:3, One can also compare Clement of Alexandria’s reference to blindness
.» z f Z . 61
of eye (cy/tA riuv ^,4, nyue's ) , protr, 10,82, ‘
After the healing techniques are applied Jesus tests their effi—
cf /
cacy by asking the man a direct question, £( T( /3Af.KlLtS , As
a
A.T, Robertson points out, the use cf H with direct discourse is un­
class ical but is not uncommon in the FT (of. Kt. 12:10); 19:3; Lk, 13:23;
62
22:49; Acts 1:6; 7:1, 19:2; 21:37; 22:25), It is possible, as Robertson 
suggests, that the usage may reflect the tendency to translate /7 (or 7 A’ )
9
with €( , In Mk, 8:23 the use of direct discourse gives the scene immed­
iacy and vividnese,^ The response in v, ' 24b, ^Af 7(to l~ou$
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oxi oyo&iJ rf/Ol narouvrOIS, makes it clear that the
man's vision has not been perfectly restond. This ans^^jr is awkward in
Greek and the readings pSAznOJ zoos c.'i/VJyOoj rtaos OJS cT^VcT/?
2 mS- 1 - •
!TS.,0(K®roU'lrzcn$ in C ' D m W0 f x 22 28 225 349 517 472 5565 etc.
syr^’^’k copSa’^° and /3&T K(O ... 00 S Sz i/ Syoh (AUriOOS K/O t%QT- 
* 6/1O U7/K\$ + in 435 are obviously dliigyed to make it smoother, WC.
£f
Allen thinks that ox ( is a mistranslation of the Aramaic "7 which should 
fZ 65have been translated OOS , In 4. Black's opinion the substitution of 
cz
OUS for OZ( still results in a clumsy sentence, "I see men whom i 
66Sis as trees walking," Black suggests that 4k, 8:24b is an example of
emphlhic hyperbhtoi which is a characteristic idiom in Aramaic, "I see 
men that like trn.es they are walking." If a translator did not recognise 
the idiom he would take "walking" as a true participle and would make it
<• A
agree with "men". In that case hecillr verb would be ieclsshey {optxj ) 
for the sentence to make sense in Greek, Despite the awkwardness of the 
man's response its m^^iing is clear—although he can see again, his
vision is im/perfect and the men who are nearby are out of focus and look
■
like marching treee. Jeuus must touch him a second time (v, 25).
* J 1 z .
The man's response in v, 2Aa is prefaced by the words HM
■>' I /
£ . Althmug tin majhrCty oo ssc-hlnas thltk ttha cAAOs\p3A& 7t /d
69
68 ' means "look up, lift one's lyes" hern, Lagrange argues that KAf
j , z
&.7/O./54£ 5 describes the moment when the man regains his sight,
o /? izAn examination of the meting of <v«flA£ TuJ in the NT, LXX, classical 
Greek literature and the Church Fathers confirms Ltgrange's conclusion.
In Mark's gos^l and in the rest of the NT 4AM/3h ZdT uj i- used in three 
.ways. In Lk. 19:5i 21:1 and 4k, 16:4 it means simply "look up’’. Else­
where it means "look uu in pehyer’,(Mk. 6:41 p=ar.; 4k. 7:34)* Whmever 
the word is seed in eeference o o blini.niis , hwwever, i t awayys re1eis o o 
a elgaiyiyg of fight ( Mk. 10:51f.; 4t, 20:34; Lk. l8:41~43j 4fc. 11:5;
Lk. 7:22; Jn. 9:11,15,18; Aics 9:12,17,18; 22:13). In the LLX MM-
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is used to translate a nui-ib-or of Hebrew verbs, 1 $*2
(hip’ il), A , /) J G , P X7 1 ° and has three different meannngs:
\ x /» f v — 5- » -y- v ' rr
71
1o "Lookup, lift up the eyes"—Cen. 13:14; 18:2;' 22:4,13; 24:63f.J 
31:12;72 32:1 5 33:1,5; 37:25; 43:28; Ex. 14:10; Dt. 3:2?; Josh. 51I3J3 
Jg, 19:17 (a); 1 Kgdnis, 14:27; Bzek. 8:5; Zech, 5:5 (cf. Test. Joseph 6:2)
2. "Look up to heaven, on high, to God*’-—15:5? Dt* 4:19; Job 
22:26; 35:5; is. 8;21; 40:26; Joel 1:20; 2 Mac. 7;28; Tob. 3:12 (4V ).
3. "Regain sight" whenever it is used in reference to bLindness —~ 
is. 42:18; Tob. 11:8 ( A'); 14:2 (iVb) ; (in is. 61:1
means "recovery of sight", cf, Lk. 4:18). '
A similar pattern emerges in the use of fiA czcfu in non- 
• •
Biblical Greek literature where the word has a num^^:r of different
meanings:-
1. "Look up”-—Euripides, Her. Fur. 563; Aristopham, Pl, 676; Hu. 
34^; Xenophon, Oyn. 4,4; Plato, Ben. 7, 515c; PM. 1l6d; Plato (?), Ax. 
370b; Josephus, Ant. 10,270.
2. "Look at, see" —-Jolephul, Ant, 12,24; Martyrdom of Ptlycarp 2:3 
(cf. 1 Cor, 2:9); this also appears to be the meaning in Euripides,
Supp. 332, although A.S, Hay translates it "glares".7^
3. "Lookup to, respect"---- Euripides, Ba. 1308; Xenophon, Cyr, 1,4,
»
12; Hellenica 7,1,30. .
4. "Open the eyes"—-Xenophon, Cyr, 8,3,29.
n
5. "Look up to Cod, look on high etc, —Xenophon,- Cyr. 6,4,9; 
Josephus, Ait, 11,64; Martyrdom of Polycarp 9:2; 14:1; Clement of
Protr, 10,74; Origen, C on t ra Celsus 3,38,18.''
6. "Regain sight" (again the meaning when used in reference to blind­
ness)—Herodotus 2, 111; Aristophanes, Pi. 95;117?126; 866; Plato, Rep. 
10,621b; Phcdr, 243b, ( nap a xa cf. Lk. 18:43);
Justin Maatyr, Apol. 48,2 (is. 35:5f»);7' Pausaniao 4,12,10; Philostratus, 
Vitae 8ophist arum 2,1,547? John Chrysostom, HonMy on the Gospel According
- 14 a -
« 77to Matthew 32,7; Tonily on the Gospel /according ? to, .John 56,
<> , -
7® On occasion Ofly&U /[ w is used in .a. purely metaphorical sense-”
2 Clem, 1:6; 9:2 ("receive spiritual vision"); Clement of Alexandria,
'^0Boo1 ague Prophetioae 35?4 ("look up to the Tight and the truth”),1
This analysis remorsSrates that where is used in
reference to blindness it means "regain sight", not "look up". Thus it 
can be concluded that K<Af WtifiAzy/QS in kk, 8:24a describes the 
moment of the restoration of the man’s sight—he sees again but things
are still, somewhat out of focus for him,
In v, 25 it is said that Jesus again ( 7T<ftAf74 ) lays his hand on
the man’s eyes in order to renew his vision crmmlftely, Here two dif­
ferent verbs are used to describe the restoration of the man’s sight,
StftfiA a 7KO and E/^yS A £. 71 t’J . Taylor thinks that the use of these 
intensive verbs is tautologous but an examination of their meaning in 
the NT and other literature reveals that both serve a definite purpose 
in the description of the man’s recovery,
&((hpA,T7lvJ does not, occur in the LXX and its only found three
times in the NT. In Mt, 7*5 &nd Lk, 6:42 it means "see clearly’In
. . 80 non--Biblical Greek literature the verb has two closely related meanings:-"
1, "Look intently, stare" — Plato, Phd, 86d; Aristotle, Insomn,
462a, 13; Plutarch, Alex, 14,2; Toralia 973f.
812, "Distinguish, see clearly"—Phfrrternus, Vclumlna Phetorica 19,7;
a text which illuminaaes the mejaning of <(</ fXA.7-TL u? in Mk. 8:25 is
> ' 7
found in Lucian of Samooata, De ter cede Conduct is 22, "yiPi/Ay 00 7
' •» > , ' < ' J « n . '
H(hx oAtyov ; u ern yo w G/A to£pstJL> tzcz fteor< rozf.
** 1 Z •*
K/MCOV dtw OAAZ'KUJ 1 ....
In kk. 8:25 £/3Al £7/ contrasts the clear vision of the man after
hands
the second laying on of^'to his imperfect sight in v, 24, In v, 25 the man
looks intently at the objects which appeared so indistinct before and sees
them clearly, The use of the aorist indicates the point at which, his
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sight is completely restored, 83
\ a' ** O 81 ' a „
The words KA( On Z i< G rz (Tt if , ' * KAf £ VS pA £ rz£V
(US
Cf
flTWWCOi add a further dimension io the descriptionnpAftu j
of the man's recovery. Although the adverb T upou$ is not found
elsewhere in the NT or in th.e LXX, it is used with verbs of seeing in 
gr
other literature and means "clearly"; Strabo, Geogrrphic.hus 17,1,30, 
OpOp ctvz Oif S* zvSsvSi <f KzupW/&(<<€.£; Diodorus
Siculus, 1,50,1, Oi/to KOf r^j Ktupos ovuo'is (Tuv%p p&6cry$ 
KpoOs zo TyAAupiTrcppov oySv/ ras ic:/rc>.AS s r e
/, * >f
Ou&ZtS TUJV T\O~Zp ou is ; phioO, De Congee ss u Nmditi ,onis Gratia
cX ' a z , » * cz» c \
143, tucrnop pop ^ue^v opusw, o At.. vous
Sf* ofO/A/uSon zofAoupicztpov....
In the LXX Z/UflAf Tto , when it has a Hebrew equivalent, trans­
lates f?7. J , /7-7 j) , or /7 A'7 . It seldom means more than "see” (jg.
-TfT T T * s
16:27 /TJ\ 1 Kgdms, 16:7; 3 Kgdms. 8:8; 1 Esdras 4:33 257; Job 6:28 /%7; 
^39:5; Sir. 2:10; 30:30 733:2.07; 42:12; 51:7; Is, 5:12,30; 8:22; 22:8/?
51:6; 2 Mac. 12:45), In Is. 17:7 and 22:11 it refers to a. looking toward 
or considering of God. (cf. Is. 51s1f., "look to Abraham’’). In Job-2;10, 
however, it describes a penetrating glance and in Sin 42:19 (18) it 
implies understanding, KOt ivf. At p £1/ T^od/ £?s O' W/AZ/OV 
AtbJ VO S . Io non~Bi01ical Greek literature ZJ-ifiAztCto generally is 
used more consistently with intensive meannngs:-
1. "Examine, observe, look at" -Xenophon, Cyn. 4,4; Euripides, Ion
732; Plato, Ale. 1,132.5, 133a; Herodas, Mimes 2,68; 4,80; 5,40; 6,44-;
P. British Museum 4,21; Justin Martyr, Apol. 1?,1.^^
2. "Stare at, look intently" -^—Xenophon, Cyr. 1,3,2; Aristotle,
80
Ethica Nichomaohea, 1175&,9? z Philostratus, Im. 1,28,11-(a fiery look); 
the verb is frequently used to refer to an intense kind of glance which 
indicates that one person understands or "sees into" aotthe^r: Xinlphon, 
Mem. 3,11,10; Plato, Chrm, 155c,; Ep. 7,349h; Polybius, Histories 15,28,3;
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Josephus, BJ 3,385; 7,341; Martyrdom of rolycarp 9:2.
3. £/4pXA"n..bJ can also be used meeaphorically to describe spiritual 
90
vision•—Phi1o, De Sobrietate 1,3, 1 Clem. 19:3*
in Mark’s gospel t/t /xznto is always used with an .intensive
meaning, matiltairirg the root significance of the preposition g V , 
Throughout the gospel Mark uses the verb tt describe a kind of seeing 
"into" by which people can understand a person tr situation at a glance.7 
in 10:21, for example, Jesus has insight into the rich man's character
J Z J z 3 z
£/ffiAf JiAS <ur> ferny az V (WW , similarly in -10:27, after
he has just explained tt the disciples that it is difficult ftr a rich 
man to enter God's Kingdom (1O;25) he meets their alrorished question, 
"Then* wio can be saved?" with a penetrating glance,
J n C _> rt .
(WTOiS o Uyoous , and explains that all things are possible with
God. Jesus again sees into the hearts of men and immdiately recognises
the significance of their question: the disciples ?re concerned about the
validity of their om comrmirnmi, £a/$Azruj is used to signify similar
insight into a person in 14:66ff, where the maid of the high print sees lOte
warming himself ( i Sou a ) and looking at him zy/Plfftfl tu )
knows that he is a follower of Jesus. At a glance she understands why he 
. . x. 09
is in the courtyard. Similar usage is found in Mt, 19:26 '*“ and in Lk, 
20:17 and 2l:6l and especially in Jn. 1:36,42. in Jn, 1:36 John the 
Baplilt sees Jesus and calls him. the Lamb of God. in Jn, 1:42 when -Jesus
i S } zi Q"i
meets Simon he looks at him (k/t/fAi.auriu ) and names him Cephas, 
Thus it is clear that the clause K<A( {.WK/Xl TLZV Zy
cf %
is not merely a repetition of KA rffC/Mt/E V, The use 
of the airist Stt/SAt / zt/ describes the moment at which the man's
sight is perfectly restored-----new the men who looked like trees can be
recognised as men. Aa/ ZAZ.//Azk {.A describes the complete recovery
of his sight: he not only sees the men clearly but he sees everything 
clearly. The placement of XZT-oj at the end tf the description
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leaves no doubt about his total recovery* The use of the imperfect .
indicates that his new vision will be a continuing experience—he keeps 
94on seeing everything with clarity.
(h) .
It has been suggested above that the description of a two-stage 
healing process in 8:22—26 is placed at the centre of Maak’s gospel to 
continue his theme of blindness and sight and provide a symbolic inter­
pretation which binds the two halves of the gospel, In the first part 
of the gospel (Chapters 4'"S) Hark draws a parallel between the myopia 
of Jesus’ disciples and that of his O‘tllow-Christians: both groups fail 
to understand the mystery of the Kingdom of God and the parables which 
deal with. it; they do not really kn^w who Jesus is (4:35ff.; 6:45O0,)j 
they fail to consider the benefit of his miraculous presence (6:3500«); 
and they are unable to count on the sufficiency of his word (8:14ff»)«
In 8:14-21 this inability to comprehend the full mejaning of Jesus’ 
person and ministry receives a severe rebuke when Hark compares it to the 
obstinacy^ of the Pharisees, Mk, 8:22—26 points to the fact that Mark's 
church also needs a second encount^er with Jesus if its partial blind­
ness is to be turned to more perfect sight, After the harch censure in
8:14-21; 8:22-26 also comniuuncates a word of hope ——just as the second
of hands
laying. O-,^.u^3:25 completely restores the man’s sight, so Mark is confident 
that- the blurred spiritual vision of his church will be clrrtcttr. The 
use of the imperfect zi/tpAAtnz.V to describe an intensive kind of 
seeing suits Mark's purposes very well, The church will also be given 
the kind of sight which "sees into" all things clearly and this new in­
sight will be someehing which it will continue to experience, Thus the 
ability of the earthly Jesus to heal the physical blindness of the man 
from Bethsaida points to an even more important reality: the risen'Christ 
will heal the spiritual blindness of those who follow him in the post—
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96resurrection period* An examination of the relationship between
8:27-9:1 and 8:22-26 reveals Mark's understanding of how this will be
accomplished.
Although scholars have long recognised that there i.s some kind of
symbolic relationship between 8:27ff„y and 8:22—26, they disagree about
the exact nature of its significance 
98
1, Lightfoot y draws attention to the parallel construction of the
two pericopes and suggests that Jesus* question in 8:23b and the answer
of the blind man are analogous to the query in 8:27b and the disciples’ 
on of hands
• answer in 8;28. The second laying^corresponds to Jesus’ second question 
in 8:28b and the restoration of the man's sight is parallel to Peter's 
confession in 8:29, 8:26b is compared to the rebuke in 8:30»'z"' A, 
Richardson develops this symbolism further and calls 8:22f, an "enacted 
parable": "The Blind Man of Bethsaida is none other than St, Peter, whose 
eyes were opened near Caesarea Philippi. ”^0
2, In Nineham's opinion 8:22—26 represents Jesus' attempts to
open the eyes of the disciples gradually to the truth about himself, 
Peter's confession does not represent the first time when Jesus is 
acknowledged as Messiah, nor does it indicate that the disciples are
making a series of guesses about Jesus----rather it dernmnssrates that
God through Christ opens their eyes to the truth in the second phase of 
the gospel (8:27~10:46).1°2
3* A. Kuby presents a somewhat different interpretation. Prior to 
8:27ff., he argues, the disciples do not know who Jesus is, but after 
Peter's confession the scales fall from their eyes and he i.s recognised 
as the Christ. Their failure. to understand his identity is now ended but 
their inability to understand that he must suffer begins (8:32ff.). 3
4- Best's analysis is similar to Kuby's and stresses that 8:27ff
153
marks a transition from ‘blindness to "half sight”
Peter in viiil ?7*“30 does not yet "see" fully, he sees Jesus as-
Meesiah, the first stage, hut is urn-dlling to accept what the
Meesianic ministry involves for Jesus, the second stage. It
will require the Resurrection before he is completely restored,... "
Despite the variety and depth of these analyses none of them is
ccmpleihly satisfactory:-
1. Certainly Peter's confession is not analogous to the second stage 
of the healing when the man sees everything clearly. Verses 31 ff. make
it evident that Peter’s vision is less than perfect. After Jesus
to give the true definition of the Christ-title in v. 31? Peter's rebuke
in V. 32 indicates that his ccoceli of Jesus' Meesianic nature is qu?ite 
106differene. He is unwilling to accept the fact that Jesus must suffer, 
die, and rise from the dead. At best, Peter only sees partially,
2. Ao examination of the second half of the gospel reveals that there 
is no further progress in the development of the disciples' understanding 
of Jesus' person and mission. After 8:27ff. they canot understand the 
rest of his passion predictions (O;30ff,; 1O:32ff.), and in 9:6,10 they 
are unable to comprehend his glorification. In 9/9 Jesus expresses his 
disappointment with their performance on the mission field and in 9:38ff. 
they are unable to recognise a ferno^-worker who casts out demons in Jesus' 
name. In 1O:35fF. James and John naively quarrel about places of honour 
in the future Kingdom. Finally, Peter and the other disciples close to 
Jesus are unable to watch with him in the garden and at the end they deny 
him altogether.
3. The attempt to distinguish between Peter's recognition of Jesus as
the Christ and his subsequent failure to understand the necessity of the
passion is 'not entirely valid. Maak’s construction of 8:27-9/1 indicates
that these two ideas are inextricably entwined. The believer cannot reallLy
know Jesus as Meesiah if he is unwilling to acknowledge him as the suffer­
. . 107
ing and risen Lord. To confess Jesus as the Christ without accepting
the divine Szi indicates no progress in the disciples' understanding,
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It is no better than failing to underssand the mysieey of the Kingdom
of God, being unable to Icnow Jesus on the sea, or failing to acknowledge
him as the provider of bread, 8:31, furthermore, is not the first time
that the disciples misunderstand Jesus’ logos about his passion, death and
resurrection, This is the content of his teaching from the inception of
his ministry ( /f € A G A u aiurots vo v Ao , 2:2), ,OQ As early
as 4:1—34i Mark indicates that the disciples’ blindness is connected with
their inability to understand this word. In 8:14-21 they are reprimanded
because they do not trust in its sufficiency. 8:27ff. is not a turning-
point in the gospel because Peter confesses Jesus as the Christ or because 
110the mystery is first le-vealed at Caesarea Philippi, '
It is important to Mark because Peter’s faulty confession and Jesus’ open 
proclamation make clear what has been implied all along. Spiritual blind­
ness consists in the failure to understand Jesus’ word and follow him on
the road to suffering, 8:27ff« opens a new section of the gospel which
drives home the meaning of the m's^s:ery of the Kingdom of God and ends 
with the cross and resurrection.
4. AltAough it it true teat Peter’s confession ootiosrtrpo do the htrot
stage of the healing in 8:23f,, 8:29 does not mark the point where the
disciples' blindness is changed to half-sight, Throughout Chapters 1-8
Mark implies that they already have partial vision, Whereas those outside
suffer from total and irremediatble blindness, the disciples and Mark's 
not
church have been called to see, Mark do<^^A£^j^eeif^i.c^lly indicate the point 
at which the disciples’ eyes are opened but he probably relates it to the 
moment when Jesus first called them to follow him (l:l6ff,: 3:13f'£'’*), gave 
them power to preach and cast out demons in his name» and gave them the 
eysttiy (4:11),
The sym^oic relationship which Mark establishes between 8:22-26 and 
8;27OO. is best understood if it is realised that the man's imperfect
vision in 8:24 corresponds to the disciples’ understanding as it is
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depicted, throughout the gospel. In v, 30 and v, 33 Jesus' rebukes are
similar to other passages in the gospel where the discinles’ ignorance
and lack of faith is castigated (4:13,40; 7:18; 8:17b, 21; 9:19). In
8:27ff. the disciples are not rebuked because they are using a Messianic.
111title which must be kept silent until a more appropriate time, but
because despite all of the special teaching they have received they
still do not know who Jesus is. Their incorrect confession enables 
112Mark, to show how Jesus is not to be proclaimed and gives him an
opportunity to fill the Chris’-title with its proper content. The 
rebukes in v. 30 and v, 33 are similar to the one in 9:9« There the 
disciples are ordered io silence because they are fearful (v, 6), and 
because they do not understand Jesus’ logos (v, 10). In these verses 
Mark makes it clear that neither the disciples nor the church should 
preach about the glorified Jesus if they do not associate him with the 
Son of Man who suffers, dies, and is raised from the dead (vss. 9,12).
Mark’s interpretation of the two—stage healing process in 8:22-26 
can be sum^aaa^jsed as follows: throughout the gospel the disciples only 
have, imperfect spiritual vision; although they are not totally blind, 
they still do not fully understand the mystery of the Kingdom of God 
and require contact with Jesus a second time (the resurrection) before 
they will see clearly. Mark depicts the partial blindness of the disciples 
in both halves of the gospel because it is analogous to the spiritual mis­
understanding of the Christians in his own church. Their vision also cor­
responds to the point at which the man first saw things imperfectly. Mark’s 
interest in defining the Chrrst-title with the passion predictions in 8:31 
and 8:34f-f* no doubt reflects the difficulty they had understanding its 
significance. Probably many of his fellow-Christiarns were also confessing 
Jesus as the Christ without fully understanding the centrality of the cross 
and resurrection. ~
Ultimately, the compa2.',ison which Mark makes between the myopia of the
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church and the blindness of the disciples is intended to serve a 
positive function and provide a word of encouragement to immature 
Christians. "The gospel," Mark .is saying, "is difficult to understand 
and you are not alone in your failure to comprehend Jesus, Even his
own disciples could not fully understand his miracles and teaching,"
Although the disciples only have half-sight throughout Jesus’ earthly
life, the church knows that they did see clearly after the resurrection
When they received the Holy Spirit (13:11) and were reunited with the
risen Lord, It was these same disciples who successfully established
the Christian church of which Mark and his readers are a part, ' + Mark
is confident that just as the blind man and the disciples, fully recovered
their vision, the people in his church will also have their spiritual 
. 115blindness removed. Their myopia will be turned to sight when they
understand Jesus’ logos about the meaning of Christian discipleshi.p 
and his teaching about his own suffering, death and resurrection. They 
will "see clearly" when they experience the presence of the risen Christ 
more fully in their own lives, .
(a)
Recently T.J. Weeden has suggested quite a different interpretation
of Mark’s consistent portrayal of the blindness of the disciples. In his
opinion it is "... a carefully formulated polemical device created by the 
116evangelist to disgrace and debunk the disciples”» Weeden argues that
J z
Peter’s confession in 8:29 represents a £?s (ivijp Christology
which is preached by heretics in Mark’s church. In the first part of 
the gospel the disciples are presented as advocates of this heresy (they 
are given special teaching, power to drive out demons etc.) and Chapter 
13 points up the struggle in Mark’s church against views which charact-
• -r 43 ** Zerise Jesus as a Set os OhV'i'p rather than a suffering Lord. Although 
this thesis is ingenious it is not convincing and fails to take account of
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the positive function of the presentation of the blindness of the disciplef 
11 *7it is likely, as Luz demohs0^ateo, 1 that rather than trying to set aside 
a <<95 CAV-^qp Christology Mark is attempting to make it unQ.erstand-
able through his presentation of the kers^itna of the crooo, The fact 
that the disciples get special teaching or are commissioned to cast out 
demons plays a more positive role in Mark's thinking -—it shows that 
they are the tireie forerunners of the church which is also given the
mystery and the power to heal the sick and cast out demons* Further­
more, if Mark wants to show that the disciples regard Jesus as a divine 
wonder-worker it is strange that they never understand or anticipate his 
miracles, Instead, they fail to recognise his power over nature on two 
different occasions, and are worried about their supply of bread three 
different times! Finally, Chapter 13 rots not indicate that the dis- 
irpleo', views are identical with, or even similar to, those of the pseudh- 
christs (v, 22), The disciples are tc be guided by the Holy Spirit and 
will be responsible for the proclamation of the gospel (vss, 9—.11),
The people in Mark’s church are not heretics who are preaching a 
false gospel —— rather they are Christians whose faith is less than _ 
perfect and who, like believers in every age, find the gospel confusing .
and difficult at times, By reporting Peter's incorrect confession and 
picturing the difficulty the disciples have in properly following Jesus, 
Mark addresses himself to the common problem of spiritual misunder­
standing, shows his fellow-believers who Jesus really is and indicates 
how they can overcome their misunderstanding,
• • •
NOTE: The ^^eg^i^l^c^^r^.cal Interpretation of Blindness in the LXX and the NT
In the OT and the NT references to blindness lOttn carry spiritual 
overtones. even when physical blindness is metalt. In the OT the restora­
tion of sight to the blind reraohsS^ateo God’s power (is. 29:18; 35:5;
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61*1; cf. Ps. 146*8 13 i /")}*!£ /? J ft , ; MX fttp/OS is'o^o/
Tuft A o& s ), and in the NT it is a sign of the in-breaking of the Messianic 
Kingdom in the person of Jesus (Mt. 11*5; 15*30f»; Li 4*18; 7*21f.; of. Jn. 
10:21; 11*37). Elsewhere in the LXX tu^Aos and -u^AouJ are used meta­
phorically in a number of passages*~
Dt. 28*28f.
Is. 42*18f.
Is. 43*0
Is. 59*10
Zeph. 1*17
Ws. Sol. 2
God causes t>ljn<^n^!ss and confusion of mind.
This servant of the Lord is biliind. He sees mary things 
but does not observe them (cf. v. 7 and v. lO).
God orders hhe people who are binnd yet eyes oo
be brought forth.
IsraeS gropes for hee walS iiks hhs binnd.
Those who have siined against hhe Lord will walk as 
blind men.
is. ol. *2lf. £ ro^Au (a*) -pAp tAUAoTo wwv
/(Gt OUK S-W&& V /AO trz:7^t(A
4*llf.).
zou (cf. Mi.
To these examples one can compare passages from the Qirnran literature and the
Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs*-
IQS 4,11; 5,5
CD 1,9
CD 16,2f.
4Qp Hoi5 2,6
4Q DibHam 2,14
Blindness of eye and dullness of ear are two of hhe ways 
of the spirit of falsehood.
IsraeS is lies bindS men goopngs for hhs way.
The perood of Israel’s biindness is determined.
Blnndness makes some reevene those who mislead hem like 
gods (cf. 1,6).
God heals spiritual biindness, madness , etc . (cf . v . 12),
»
Test. Reuben 2*8f. Sexual desire leads youth as a blind man.
a «r
Test. Levi 13*7 The biininess of ungodliness . rufiUtccrts ac£,3s:./ 
(cf. Charles, The Greek Versions of the Testaments of 
the Twelve Patriarchs).
Test. Deei 11*4- Ths Gentiles iies ns blindness (a).
Test. Judah 11:1 The mpulss of youth hingedd Judah’s heart.
Test. Judah 18:3,6 The blindness of the soul.
Test. Judah 11*4 The Prune e of deceit blineod Judab (cf s Test. Simeon 2*7) 
Test. Daa 2s2,4 Thee spirit of anger ‘bin o’s JSs eyes.
In the NT the metaphorical use of ru/Aos and zzotfAotis takes on a 
variety of forms. In Mt. 15*14 (of. He. 6*39 in another con-text) and 23*
I6ff. the spiritual blindness of the Pharisees is castigated. In Jn. 9*lff.
John’s description of the healing of the blind man is similar to Mark’s
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interpretation of Mk, 8s22-26 since John builds the narrative to a climax 
• in 9:39fl" in order to comment on the nature of spiritual blindness (cf.
12:40), In Acts 13:Ilf. Elymas the magician is blinded so that the
proconsul can '’see*, In Acts 9J8ff., although the word Vu is not
uoer, Paiul is blinded so that he can "ohe" the truth about Jesus, In 
Rom, 2:19 Paul uses the imagery to speak about the Jews' notion that they 
are a guide to the blind, and in 2 Cor. 4:4 he disciusse^ the fact that
►
the god of this world has blinds the mimds of unnbeievers. Of particu­
lar interest are passages 1 n ih e tenLlilloligy i s n^^ed o 0 escirihe
the blindness of the Christian church, In 1 Jn. 2:11 it is said that the
one who hates his brother roeo not know vhere he is going because the
darkness has blinded his eyeo. In Rev, 3:1? reocribto the
1
blindness of the church in Laodicta. Finally, one can especially com­
pare 2 Pffc, 1:9 to Mark's concern about the partial blindness of his own 
church, The Christians to whom the epistle is ardresotr have been called
and are to enter the Kingdom but because they have forgotten certain 
Christian virtues they have become blind and short-sighted (rvtfiA 05 ,
UJ v) ,
Fur a more detailed examination of these passages and the metaphori­
cal use of zo and xu>A0bj in Classical and Heeienistic Greek
literature, Philo, rabbinic literature and Gnootic writings see W, Schrage,
,rof>Aauj ," TWT UH, pp, 270~294. .
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1. See Taylor, p. 369; Cranfield, p. 254* The argument of F.G. Synge 
("Common bread, the craftsmanship of a theologian," Theology 75 (197%); 
p. 134) that 7*31—^37 also ddisribes a tT/wo-Sage heaaing and thaa 7*34a 
refers to the deaf-mute's initial unsucccestul attempp -fco speak, is 
unconvincing.
• 2. "Matthew at interpreter of the m:racle storiet," Tradition and Inter­
pretation in Matthew, p. 2O9 n. 1.
3. "Purpose and pattern in Matthew’s use of the title 'Son of David’,"
NTS. 10 (1963-1964), pp. 453f. .
4. Sprachliche. Unt erguchungen su Matthaus und. Liucas, Analecta BiblPca 49,
pp. 143-145 • “ ..... ....... ... ...... ... ..........
. 5. For a discutspon-of the relationship between Mk.. 10:46-52 and Mt. 9*
27ff.j 2O:299Tf.3 and the relationship between the two Maithem pe:rpcole•t 
tee Chapter IV, n. 4*
6. Cf. a^^Lt^mann, p. 213 (German edn. p. 227); eiostejramn, p. 77?
Loirne-er, ppo 153f. 5 Sundwsai, Die %usaamaltetsumg. des.,Marku3ivanffQ1-
• Plmt^ p. 53; Grundmann, pp. I64f.| Sci^i^^lp^^r, Markus, p. 92; Kertilgi, 
Die Wunder Jesu Pm Markuse.vangelpua, p. 161.
■ ”• 7. Bultmann, p= 345 (German edn. p. 369). For MSS evidence tee Legg,
NoUum Test^mentim Graece; B^sa^^lL^im Sicundam Marcum.
8. Snoy ("La, Redaction marciinne de la marche sur let eaux (Me. VI, 45-52}" 
ETL 44 (196(8), p. 209 n. 6) gives an extensive list of scholars who 
support this point of view. Also see C. McCown, "The problem of the
site of Bethsaida," The Journal of the Palestine Oriental Society 10 
. (1930), pp. 32-58. John's reference to a BethsaPda in Galilei (Jn.
I2:2l) probably arises bicaute the city was to close to the border of 
GaLilee; cf. M. Avi-Yonah, "Bethsaida," Thi . Interpreter's Lictiotl.rry^ 
of the Bible, I, p. 397* The variant reading Otx% ('ai/ ii^i L pt^a?‘^ j’S?0,
fTr’,1,g,'ti (cf. Jn. 1:28) appear-fto be an attempt to correct the
problem raised by the reference to B^-thsaida: to NPrlhaa, p. 219*
9. At Avi-Yonah (op. . cit,, p. 397) points out, Bethsaida wat originally 
a village "... which the tetrarch Herod. Philip raised to the status of
- a city, bicaute of its nuaer-us inhabitants, and named Julias in honor
of Julia the daughter of Au^gistus It it generally identified
with the adjacent sites of et-Tell and il-Arnj. The fact that Mark 
refert to Pt as a may reflect his lack 0 f interest i n correlating
vts. 22a and 26 02? his lack o f knowledge aouut the size of Bethsaida. 
Mark's uti of Afyry and 7rokfs elsewhere does not indicati hit attiuudi 
toward their relative size since .they appear Pn indefinite contexts 
(6:6,36,56; 11:2; 1:33,45; 5:14; 6:33,56; 11:19) and only refer to spe­
cific placet Pn 8S225 14:11,11.
10. Cf, Bult-mann, pp 213 (Gemma edn. p. 227); Keilelge, op. cit., p. Hl. 
Some scholars think that the reference to Bethsaida Ps traditional:
• K.L. Schmmdt, Per Rahmen der Geschichti Jetu, pp. 207f« ; Cranid-ild, p. 
264; Haenchen, p. 291; Troc^^^, La Formation de 1'.Birngile selon Marc,
• • p. 66. Marxsin, pp. 42f., leaves the question open.
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11. Snoy, op. cit*, pp. 208-241*
12. Snoy (op. cit., pp. 2l9fl‘«) reviews and rejects the interpreter ions 
which attempt to find a historical solution to the problem. Cf. especi­
ally his criticism (p. 222) of H. Hegerrann’s theory that in the pre- 
Markan tradition Bethsaida was a secret overnight stopping place for 
Jesus and the disciples ("Bethsaida und Gennesar: eine traditions- und 
redaktionsgeschichtliche Studie zu Me 4-8Judentum Jrchristents 
Kirche:. Festsctoift fur Joachim Jeremias, pp. 130-140).
13. Snoy, pp. cit., pp. 234ff*
14. ’’Toward the isolation of prn-Markan miracle catenae," JBL 89 (197O), 
p. 284. ’
15.. Snoy (op. pit., pp. 23HcCC. ) thinks that the lack of harmony bntwnnn 
the two incidents demonstrates that Mark joined them. He points, for 
example, to an alleged conflict bntwnnn v. 45 and v. 32 which both seem 
to describe a journey across the sea in the same direction. Verse 32 
does not specifically say, however, that Jesus and the disciples crossed 
the sea and it probably only refers to a short trip up the coastline. 
Verse 33 subst£Jltiatet this line of interpretation since it implies that 
the distance involved wws (pute sramll. EVen if v. 32 does conflict wir.h 
v< 45, v. 32 is Maakan (cf. Chapter II, n. 114)? and the original intro­
duction to 6:'35CC“. may not have conflicted with v. 45 * Although there 
is tension between the chronological information in vss. 35 and 47, it 
is not certain that it was created because Mark first united the two 
pericopes. Radier he may have inserted the time reference in v. 35 iu 
order to harmonise it with 8:1 where the length of Jesus’ instruction 
is emphhsised.
16. So Lohmmyer, p. 132; KLost^i^nann, p. 64; ScJ^i^Sc^^I;, Der Rahmen den? 
Geschichte Jesu, pp. 193f-; Taylor, p. 327; Best, p. 78; Schweizer, 
Msakus, pp. 76f.; Kertelge, op. cit., p. 145* H.-W. Kuhn (pp. fO3ff.) 
thinks that 6:45^1- foioowed 6:32ff. but without designation of time or 
place.
17 • It is generally agreed that both 6: 54-56 and 3:7-12 are Mark an 
summary statements: of. Dibelius, p. 224; Bultmann, p. 341 (German 
edn. p. 366); Taylor, pp. 225, 331; Schwwezer, Mlarkus, pp. 43, 80.
18, . Nineham, p. 186. Tagawa (p. 27) also considers this possibility but
suggests that Mark may have inserted the reference to Gennesaret bncausn 
there was an important church there. .
19. Of. Quesnell, pp. 266-268, for a similar interpretation. It is 
impossible to agree with Schwwezer, Markus, p. 80, who thinks that Mark 
uses 6:53ff. to point to the blindness of the people. See Kertelge's 
criticsmm of Schweiier,s thesis, op. cit., p. 36.
f0, According to Taylor, p. 360, the identity of Dalmanoutha is unknown. 
The number of variant readings suggests that some of the later editors 
of the Markan text also found this reference difficult or unsatisfactory
21, See Marx sen’s somewhat similar interpretation, p. 43. Tagawa (pp. 
131ff.) suggests that the reference to Bethsaida was originally connec­
ted with 8:1-9 just as it was with 6:35Bf., and that Mark shifted it 
to 8:22. .
22', For further discussion of the placement of 8:22ff. in the gospel, 
cf, pp. 143f. below.
23, Kertelge (op. cit., p. I65) suggests that the reference to Bethsaida 
serves Mark's purpose in 8:22 because it is close to Caesarea Philippi 
(8:27).
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24. JTS o.s. 26 (1924-1925), p. 18; JTS o.s. 29 (1927-1928), p. 2.
25. "Notes de critique verbale eur St Marc et St Marthiku,i, JTS o.s. 34
(1933)5 pp. 122f. '
26. Taylor, pp. 3721.
27. Of. Lojtooyer, p. I58 n. 4? Niiehao, p. 219; WC. Allen (The
According to St. Mark, p. 116) prefers the S’er.0i.ng in I).
\ tf.
28. Tischendorf’s 'Cex'fc reads /ty £(5 ... following A' W.
29. It -is given a "B" ratnng (’’oMne degree of doubt"). .
30. The New Testament in the Original Greek: Introduction, pp. 99f», 
paragraph I4O; also see U. Luz, "Las Geheionis^ooOiv und die mnakiniiche 
Christologie," ZNW 56 (1965), p. 14*
31. ' Luz, op. s cit., pp. 14f. See n. 34 below for references to scholars 
who think that v., 26b is a MsT'kan insertion.
32. Bultmam. (p. 224; German edn. p. 239) points out that the device of 
withdrawing from the public is characceristic of miracle stories in 
other literature. In his opinion it has nothing to do with the Messianic 
secret in Mark's gospel.
33. * Go aloo Luzs QP* dt. s ps 14s cfs Lohmeyer , p, 160 ns 1.
34» E.gs Wredes Dae Meesiasgeheimnis in den EVangeliens p» 134s 'Taylor, 
p. 37137 s Burkills Myiteroous Revelations 3? s 81 ; Nlntrom s PP • 2191.J
Kertelge, op. cit., p. I6I; M. Horetmani, Studien zur markiniichen 
Christologie, p. 123 *
35* The last two points would also apply to reading (b) if it were to be 
accepted as original. The coirairrdi to silence are discussed in more 
de-tail below, Chapter V, pp. 213ff*
36. Luz, op. cit., p. 15. See H.J. Ebeling, Das Messirsgeheimnis und 
die Botschaft dee Marcut--IE^vaieeisten, pp. 14Off., who also denies that 
Mark is interested in the Messianic secret in this passage.
37* Scholars are generally agreed that 8:23-25 is pre-Markan. Sundw^ll 
. (Die Zusaimioiitzung des Markusevangeliums, p. 53) thinks that Mark has
revised the verses and reconstructs the original version on the basis 
of readings taken from D. Taylor (p. 37^) suggests that Mark may have
composed 8*22-26 on the basis of 7*31-37, but the lack of concrete 
eigne of Markan redaction in vss. 23-25 indicates their non-Aarkm 
origin. Furthermore, there is evidence in 8*24 which .suggests that at 
least part of the pericope can be traced back to an Aramaic Vorlage* 
see pp. 145f* below.
38. Cf. Hawkins, p. 13, and Taylor, p. 192, for Mark’s use of nkXtV.
39* Sees the di scission of these verses in Chapter Vs pps 2131* beoow.
40. Cfs Kertelge, ops cit.. p. 163, who refers to the two passages as a 
"ZwellingiParr", and says* "... bereits in der vosmarkiiisctei Tradition 
.habki sie zuenmiikgehort und wirden von demserben Autor verfaBt." Ker­
telge lists other exegetes who hold a similar view. .
41. Although Hawkins (p. 13) lists as a Markan word it is clearly 
traditional in 7*32 and 8:22b. It its used elsewhere in healing narra­
tives in Mk, 1*32; 2*3 (Lk. 5*18); 9*17jl9,20a; Acts 5*16. O.jrpor - 
(j)£fcj in Mt. 4*24; 81I6; 9*2,32; 12*22; 14*35? 17*16; -19*13.
42. napaKcuAZiJ is used eleewhere in reqeests fo r haalings i n Mk. 1:0°; 
5*23; 6*56 and paa. and Mt. 8*5; Lk. 7*7-* For a discussion of the back­
ground of this verb see 0. ^^Jm^OLjz, G. Stahlin, TDFT V, pp. 773-779*
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43. For other references to healing by contact see ilk. 1:41j 3*10; 5*22, 
28,30,31; 6156 and n. 44 below.
44* Miracles are often accomplished by the laying on of hands or by 
■ phrsical contact in the NT; cf. Mk. 1 s31 ,41 ; 5*23 (Mt. 9 *18); Mk. 6:5>
Mt. 9*29; 20:34; Lk. 4*40; 13*13; 14*4; Acts 3*7; 9*12,41; 28:8. For 
further studies of laying on of hands in the NT, its background in the 
OT and its use as a healing medium in other religions, see J. Behm, Dje 
Handa,uflegung im. Urchristentum im religionsgeschiohtlichen Zusamrnenhang 
untersucht; E, Lohse, Die Old jnat-ion im Spatjudentim und . im Neuen Testa­
ment; C. CTiavaasee "The laying on of hands," ST 81 (1969-1970), p. 150; 
H.G. Schutz, " rAs Xifpos , " TBLNT1, pp, 629ff«; 0. M&uer,
r 5 fn tSzcs , " TMT VIII, pp. l6OOf. ; ’ Bultmann, p. 222
(German edn. ppo 237f»); van der Loos, The Miracles of Jesus, pp.
, 313ff.; K, Grayson, "The significance of the word 'hand' in the New
a,/ Testament," Melanges bibliques en hommage au R.P. . Bed^Rigaux, ed. A.
' Deschamps, A. de Halleux, pp. 479-487; D* Daube, The New Testament and
Rabbinic Judaism, ppo 224-246. Also see D„ Flusser's study of Gen. Apoo. 
20,22; 20,29, "Healing through the laying-on of hands in a Dead Sea 
Scroll," Israel Exploration Journal 7 (l957), PP* 107f. For healing by 
contact in the LXN see 4 Kgdms. 4*34; 13*21.
45* ' For discussions of the use of spittle as a healing medium in non­
Biblical healing narratives cf. A. Jacoby, "Zur Heilung des Blinden von 
Bethsaida," ZNW 10 (1909), pp. 185-194; Klosteimann, p. 73; Bultmann. 
p. 221 n. 1 (German edn. p. 237 n. l); Strack-Billerbeck, II, pp. 15f. 
Vespasian was also supposed to have healed a blind man with spittle: 
Tacitus, His. 4,81; Suetonius, Vespasianus, 7; Oassius Dio 66,8.
Other methods were also used to heal the blind in nniiuutty: of. Strack- 
Billerbeck, I, pp. 524f»5 W. Schrage, “iv^i/Us , T'%IT VIII,
pp. 273ff.; van der Loos, op. cit., pp. 415f« Cf* Tob. 6:8-10; ll:7f., 
12f., where the heart and liver of a fish are used.
46. Various aspects of these miracles are characceristic of stories found 
in Jewish and Hellenistic Greek literature, i.e. the emphasis on the 
difficulty of the healing (cf. 8:24f*), the use of incantations (cf. 
7*34), the healing in private, etc. Cf. Bu^lt^mann, pp. 221ff. (German 
edn. pp. 236ff.), and van der Loos, op. cit., pp. l20ff., 3O9ff«? 313ff., 
325ff., 523ff. L. Szimonidesz's study, "Die Hellung ess Blinden von 
Bethesda und Buddhas Gleikrnis von den Bllndgeborenei und dem Slefanten," 
Nieuw Theologisch Tjjdschrift 24 (1935), PP* .233-259, was not available 
for consultation. Cf. Schrage’s criticssm of it, TWT VIII, p. 289
n. 141. Dibelius (pp. 86f.) suggests that the emphasie on the healing
techniques in 7J31Lf* and 8;22ff. indicate that Mark wgaits to teach 
Christians how to heal. It is unlikely, however, that Mark is interested 
in providing a handbook for Christian healers — rather he is concerned 
about bringing out the didactic and Christological implications of the 
narratives. See the discussion below.
47. Cf. L.H. Jenkins, "A Markan doublet," in Studies in History and Re­
ligion, pp. 87-111; Lightfoot, History and Interpretation in the Gospels 
pp. 114f. See Taylor, pp. 628-632, and Queune!, pp. 28-36, for refer­
ences to other scholars who hold similar views.
48. Gf. the critticssms of Allen, The Gospel According to St. Mark, p. 112; 
Taylor, pp. 628ff.; Lohmmyer, p. 154; Nineram, pp. 2O6f.j Cranfield, 
pp. 204f.; Burkill, "Majrk 6:31-8:26 : the context of the story of the 
Syrophoenician wommn," The Classical Tradition, pp. 329-331.
49» So Taylor, pp. 368f.; Cranfield, p. 263. Contra Bultmann, p. 213 
(German edn. p. 228), who thinks that they are descriptions of the same 
event.
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50. Cf. Lohmeyer, p. 1.54*
51. Taylor, pp. 334ff«; Nineium, pp. I33ff.
52. The Classical Tradition, pp. 33Cf.
53. Cf. Cranfield, p. 266; Nineham, p. 223. Allen (The Gospel. Accord­
ing to St. Mark, p. 117) refers to it as an "epoch in the training of 
the disciples"; Best (p. I2l) says that with 3:27 we enter into a "new 
atmosphere" in the gospel; Schweizer ("Die theologische Leistung," p. 
343) calls it "die Wsse^2^^che;ide in Jesu Y/irksaaikeei". Tagawa (pp. 
49ff.)» however, has reservations about the importance of this section. 
But cf. 0. Bosch, Naherwartumgen, pp. 69f«, who considers 3:27-33 to be
cthe statistical as well as the theological centre of the gospel. Cf. 
the discussion of the organisation of the gospel in Chapter I, pp. 32 ff.
54. For a detailed discussion of the various interpretations of the sym­
bolic nature of 8:22-26 see pp. 152ff. below. Cf, Rawlinson, p.
108, J, Schmid, The Gospel According to Hark, p. 1-53} and J. Boloff, Des 
Kerygma und die irdiscbe Jesus, pp. 127-131, who reject this line of 
exegesis. In Rollff's opinion the pericope is to be understood as part 
of a mofif designed to show Jesus withdrawing fimm the people. There 
are, he argues, no more signs for the people. After 0:27 Jesus turns 
entirely to the instruction of the disciples. This interpretation can­
not bear criticism, however, as a glance at 3:34 and 10:1 ...
I'cT/cT v i ) demkfsiratei.
55» Several scholars point ti the transitional nature of 3:22-26: cf.
A. Kuby, "Zur Konzepticn des Markus ■-Evangelilkis," ZNi 49 (l950), pp.
58f.; Nineham, pp. 218f.; 0, Beauvery ("La Guerisin d’un aveugle a 
Bsthsaide," Nouvelle Revue Theologique 90 (l963), p. 1035) calls it "la 
charniere". Also see Best, "Discipleship in Mark: Mark 3:22-10152,"
SJT 23 (1970), p. 325; de Till esse, p. 273*
56. 0n/w , <W4flAsn.uJ ? <Sft A'ltu J, and are not examined in
the TWT. Pc^o- a study of tuft Aos and its equivalents in the LXX., NT
and non-Biblical Greek literature see Schrage, TVNT VIII, pp. 270-294; 
and the detached Note below, "The Meeaphorical Interpretation of Blind­
ness in the LXX and the NT" (pp. 157ff« )« For studies of ytfJ&flD, oyA>>- 
see the Introduction above, p. 2.
57* Cf. J.S. Moulton, G, Milligan, The Vocabulary of the Greek Testament, 
p. 443. Fir occurrences in Classical Greek literature see the conifrd- 
ances to the various authors.
53. _Also see Mouutin and Milligan, lcc. cit.
59* ALso see Rep. . 7;513c., and especially the famous myth if the cave,
7, 515je>516a,517a ff., where Plato uses oju/un in reference ti the soul's 
perception of heavenly things. GsGenaHy the abbreviations uusP in the 
citation if non-Biblical Greek liteeatuue evill be in alccfdanti with 
those utilised by Liddell and Scott. Occasionally they will be expanded 
for the sake if clarity (Plato, Rep., for example, rather than 0.). 
Citations are from the Loeb Classical Library unless otherwise indicated.
60. M. Alexandre, Be Congressu Eruditionis Gratia, p. 199* Fir other
references to this phrase see Alexandre, p. 199 n. 4; Moulton and 
Milligan, op. cit., p. 448; F. Shorey, The . Republic, Loeb . Classical 
Library, II, p. 133. n.a. . .
61. 0 ftSaA/os , which appears in 3:25, is found intrequlptty in the rest 
of the gospel. Oiuside of 3:13a and 12:12 wnere it appears in OT allu- 
snoni, it refers to the evil eye (7*22) and is listed as one of the 
organs / ...
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organs vhich is Oiipensiblk if it scandalises its ovmeer (9*47)* In 
14*4.0 ~ofiSoAj&f forint vqaiv&s skfers to the sleepiness of the
> disciples in the garden of GethtkPane.
62. A Grammar of the Greek New Testament in the Light of Historical 
Research, p. 916; also iee Lagrange, p. 212; Taylor, pp. 370f.
63. Lotmeyer (p. 159 n. 2) prefkrS:the reading ty n /SAmt (indirect 
question) which is found in ,VA D2 I N W X. f TT Z 96 f ff3 2'8 157 70 
892 1071 old Latin MSS eyr^’! arm. €( nf f3ALrneis is found in B G D* 
565 579 1342 syrs cop®1’ °° (cf. Legg, K,^taigelitm . Secundum Marcum}.
64. Of. Legg, op.s cit.
65. "The Aramaic element in St. Mark," ET 13 (19O1--19O2), p. 330.
66. Black, pp. 53f» Contrast J.H. Moulton, A Grammar of New Testament 
Greek, I, p. 94; who doubts if 8*24 is a'■”semitis^r.
67. A. Pallie (Notes on Sit. Mark and St. ^p. 2') points to the
parallel in Jg. 9*36 r-yv o'Koh'V tUjv bpcujv e~a /3Ast?$<s wt ^■2/0/31.1^5.. 
Cf. the Heeienistic parallel in which Alcetas of Halice ie healed of 
blindness and the first thing he seei are the treet in the temple area 
(G. Bittenberger, Sylloge Inecriptjonum Graecartp, III, paragraph II68 
lines 120ff.). •
68. Srnwee, p. 174s K^j^(^ser^m^!^i^ns p , 77 s LoChiklr, pp > 15ff s; Taj'-lor,
p. 371^? Craanii^ld, p. 264, Grundmann, p. I65.
» 69. Laggange, p, 213s Binud men, Lagrange argue s, usually aave their
heade lifted up alkrndy. - .
70. CC. Hatch, Redpath, Concordance to hhe Septuagiit. .
71. Cf> Justin Maaryr, DiaioffQe 56,2 (G. Arcarnbauis, Justin, Dialogue 
avec Trypan, 2 vols.), who cites this text.
72. CC. Justin MarSyr, Dialogue 58,5•
73. C Justin Maart^r, Dialag^e 62,5*.
1 " 74* Euripides, II, Loeb Classical Library.
75* Contre Celse, ed. M. Bocrset, II, Sources Chrstiennee Vol. 136,
76. A.W.P. Blunt, The Apologies of Justin aaaSyr.
77* J* Raceme, ffluvres completes sur Saint Jean Cftysostome, Vcos. XIX 
xiv. .............. .. ........ ..... .... ... .... .... .......... ... ................
78. -Cf. 0. Stahlin, Die griechisct■ei chrietlichen SchtSftstellrr der 
ersten drei Jrtatunderte, flepkis Alexandrinus, III, p. 148. For the 
ute of ava/3A?p(s in reference to spiritual vision in the chuact 
frthes•t tee G.W.H. Lampe, A Patristic Greek Lexicon; for additional 
references to av>/3Ai.iT& tee Bauer, Arndt, and Gingrich; Moulton and 
Milligan, The Vocabulary of the Greek Testament, p. 30 • Ror a i^on— 
Chistian parallel tee Corpus Hermeticum 7?lf*; W. 3dht, Hermetica, I
79. Te^lor, p. 372.
80. Gf. Liddell, Scott.
. 81. S. Sudhaus, Volupiia. Rhetorica, I, p. 252.
82. A.M. Harmon (Lucian, III, Loeb Classical Library, pp. 448f.) trane- 
‘ latee this sentence; "Slowly and gradually, therefore, as if you could
then distinguish things for the first time in the indistinct light ...*
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83* Cf. Swete, p* 174* As Swete observes, the substitution of CK/fAzpotf 
for pzv in A 9 misses the point of the description. For the
"punikiliar action" of the aorist see J.H. Mouuton, A Gram-mar of New 
Testament.. Greek, I, p. 109.
84. ftjjOKfl 9k<re\-i/(Aj refers to the commlefe restoration of the man. s 
vision. It appears in other healing narratives in Mk. 3*5; Mt. 12:13;
Lk. 6:10.. ■
85. in A** C (L)d (579) has the same mseming: so Taylor, p. 372.
86. W. Headlsm, A.D. Knox, Herodas,. the Mimes and Fragments.
87.. G. Milligan, Selections from the Greek Papyri, p. 10.
c
88. See n. 76 above.
89. Cf. J. Burtne, Ttiee Ethics of AristotOe.
90. The meaning of rzyCl(nv in Sophocles, EL. 995? is uncertain. For 
additional references to this verb see Liddell, S^ot^-t; Bauer, Arndt 
and Gingrich; W, Headlam, Herodas, the Mimes and , Fragments, n. on 6,44? 
p. 300; Moulton and Milligan, The Vocabulary of the Greek Testament;
p. 206.
91. Cf. Lagrange, p. . lxxx.
92. In Mt. 6:26 the verb simply means 'see, observe'; of. Acts 22:11; 
Barnabas 5*10*
93* Cf. O.K. Barrett, The According to St. John, p. 152: "Jesus
knows at once the character and- destiny of Peter"; also Brown, The 
Gospel. According to John, I, p. 74 : "The vrbb emblepnin ... means to 
fix one's gaze upon somaepi, and thus to look with petearotion and 
insight."
94* Cf. Cranfield, p. 265* For the use of the imperfect elsewhere in 
the gospel see C.S. Emden, "St. Mark’s use of the imperfect tense," ST 
65 (1953-195^4), hh. 147f.
95* So also Taylor, p. 37C. 8:22-26 assumes a function similar to that
provided by 4:21-~25, 26-29, and 30-32. Cf. Chapter I for a discussion 
of these verses.
96. This may explain w^, although Matthev and Luke include references 
to the healing of the blind in their summates of Jesus' healing activi­
ties (Mt. 11:5; 12:22; 15*301;; 21*14; Lk. 7*21f.; 14*13,21; of. Jn. 
5*3), Mark never does (1*32-34; 3*9f*; 6:55f*; 7*37)° For Mark refer­
ences to the healing of the blind must be held in reserve siikb they 
have important mieeaphorical connotations.
97* In this study it is impossible to deal with the many questions about 
8:27-9*1* Recent interpretations of this much-debated section have 
been sulmlaaised by E. Haeml'ien, "Die Kopmopition von Mk vi-iTT*1 27-ix*l 
und Pair.," liovT 6 (1963), pp. 81ff.j G. Strecker, "The passion- and 
resurrection predictions in Mask's gospel," Interpretation 22 (1968), 
pp. 42lff.; de 'lllesse, pp. 293-302. It is generally agreed that 
Mark brings together a number of different traditions in these verses, 
perhaps as many as four, 8*27-29; 31b-33; 34-38; 9*1 (S. Didler, 
"Petrusbeieintnis und Satanswort: Das Problem der Meessan.itat Jesu,"
Zeit und Geschichte: ^nkesgabe an Rudolf Bultmam, p. 142, -thinks that
only v. 29b and v. 33b. were related in the tradition, whereas 
Streck.er (op. di;,., p. 436 n. 42) thinks that vss. 27-29, 31 and 
32b-33 were a unit before they came to Mark). Markin redaction is 
particularly evident in the following:-
(1) the eharacte.ct.stic csu eh f cempmund of fgxq/toi. and the ehrasd 
ev zt) CCfP (see the discussion of this phrase in the analysis of 10*52 
in / ;...f
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in Chapter IV, pp. 139 f-j
(2) thh reference to the ddsccples in v. 27a (they were already m-n-
, tioned in the tradition in v. 2?b)j
(3) the typical command to silence in v. 30 which is stylistically 
similar to Markm insertions in 1;25j44; 3*12; 5*19,43; 7*36; 9*9 (cf. 
the use if 'zn(T( ptcuA in vss. 30, 32b, 33a)?
(4) thh custfimry e-mhasii on Jesuu‘ role as teacher in vss. 31 and 32 j
(5) thh intriduliion of nnw pieces of tradition in 8?34 and 9*1 (of. 
the discussion if these seams in Chapter I, p. 24 and pp. 2Cff. re­
spectively).
Fill recent detailed studies of tradition and redaction in these verses 
sep Luz, op.. cit., pi. 20ff. ; F. ^^un, The . Titles . of Jesus in Chrlsti-
'logy, pp. 223-226; Sclrwizer, Markus, pp. 93ff«; Horstf-nann, Studi-j 
eum markitniohpn Christilogie, pp. 9ff•; Hepioh, pp. 90ff«
93. History and Internr-tation in the Gospels, pp. 90ff•; see 0. Beau- 
very, "La Guerisin d’un av-ugli a Bethsai’di," Revue Theologique
90 (1968), p. IO9O; Achtemeier, J3L 89 (l970, PP« 286f.
99. Lightfoot accepts the reading yu-rCf-vx zln^s tvr riyv rtJuqi/, See 
the discussion of v. 26 above.
100. The ' Miracle-Stori-s of the Goopeis, p. 36.
101. Kin-ham, pp. 37f-> 214; 217f*? 227* O'f. Loisy, p. 233, who argues 
that by indicating the progress if the healing, Mark is thinking of the 
education if the disciples which is made by degrees, not by sudden
» nlllkiqatioq. Elsewhere (p. 236) Loisy says that 3:22-26 sykbliisi-s
the origin of the Judeo-Christian church, just as 7*31-37 figures the
. beginning of the Heilenistic church. Mark's rather careless method of
appending place references in Chapters 6-3 (and -specially in 7*31) 
msakes, it unlikely, however, that either he nr 'his readers possessed the 
kind of knowledge about Palestine necessary to differentiate Jewish and 
Ge-nile areas so precisely. In any case, the location of ietesaida dies 
not lend itself to the symbolic meaning which Loisy assigns it sinc- it 
was right in the border between GaHle- and the Bcapolis.
102. Beauvery (op. cit., pp. 1090f.) and R.H. Fbllir (interpreting . thii 
Miracles,, p. 74) also think that Peter's eyes are opened between 3:27 
and 10:46.
103. "Zur Konneppicn des Markus-3v^aageiiulLla," ZNY 49 (1958), especially 
pp. 53f«» 53-60. For somewhat similar nntiriretationi see Burkell} 
Nyss^ra-ns Reve-ation, pp. 3f., 1493"*; Luz, ZNi 56 (1965), p. 23; de 
Till-sse, pp. 272f«
104. "Discipleship in Mark: Mark 8.22-10.52," SJT 23 (1970), pp. 325f« 
Also see Farrer, A Study in St MeaLR, pp. 105f.
» 105. Best, p. 103. For a discussion of Sob-ww-ier’ s intirpr static on of Mk.
6:22jX. see the Introduction, p. 3; Chapper I, n. 265; Chapter V, 
pp. 204ff.
• 106. Mark does not indicate how Peter defines the title. Perhaps, as is
often suggested, Peter thinks that the Messiah should be a nationalistic 
-political figure. Cf. Swwte, p. 173; 0. Cullka.qq, 'The Cih-istology of 
the , New Testament, p. 122. . ,
107. Elsewhere in th- gospel Mark dimkfqSratis that the 01^1 s‘--11^.- must 
• be correctly defined if it is to be a proper designation for Jesus. In
12*35? for example, it is indicated that ore cannot properly identify 
th- Christ as th- Son of David — he is more than that — he is th- suffer 
ing Son if Man, In 13*2lf. and 15*32 it is dimofqiratid that the title 
xs / ....
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is alkn to abuse and incorrect usage. In other passages Mark teeme 
reluctant to use it by itself. In 1:1 the opening words of the gasatl
Xpoo-rou Uou Seoo (?) point to Mark's belief that one can 
only know Jesus at the Christ if he is aeeociated with the crucified 
Son of God (of, 15:39)*. Similarly, in 14s*^6J^’., when Jesus admits* that 
he is the Christ, the title is lirkced with the designations Son of the 
Blessed and Son of Man. (9*41 dles not cast much light on Mark’s under­
standing of the title. The verse seems out of place and may have been 
added because oycpa appears in both v. 38 and v. 41* of* Taylor, p. 488. )
108. Contra Lagrange, p. 216, and de Til'lesse, p. 385, who argue that
‘^pjshro dtdnrr s( in v. 31 indicates that this scene is the begin ing 
of Jesus' teachd-ng about his suffering. Mark uses as a redund­
ant auxiliary verb throughout the gospel and it dlee not literally mean 
’begin' here. So also Wrede, Das Messiasgeheimnis in , den E^£ri^atj.tn, 
up. 20f.
109. Tagawa (pp. 52f.) argues in a similar fashlm.
110. Cf. Wrede, op. cit., pp. 115f., vho denies that Peter's
is an epoch in the life of Jesus. Prior to this Jesus had not remained 
hidden to the disciples: "... es worden. iti•tnrsrklmtt.s langeet varter 
die tachsten Offtnbarungei zu Teil. Sodam hat diet Bekenntnie iur das 
'Verhalten dtr Junger be! Markus gar kiine Folgen* ihae Unfahigkeit 
Jesus zu begreifen ist iacther nicht geringtr ale zuvor" (p. 116). Also 
see 1^,310,1X1, p. 34*
111. Wrede (op. cit.,, p. 118) argues that 8:27ii. is a full parallel to 
stories about the demons einct they contain two compoi factors: the 
proclamation oi the highest knowledge about Jesus and the im^iikiLrtk 
intervention of Jesus which is designed to hinder the divul^gtnct of this 
knowledge. Wrede'e iiterlrktrtioi fails to take account of the fundamen­
tal difference between the rebukes given to the demons and 8*38,33* the 
depois are silenced because they are hostile to Jesus and Mark thinks 
that Jesus' identity is not to be paoclaimsd by unclean spirits; the 
disciples are rebuked because their confettion is incorrect. Ci. Chap­
ter V below, pp. 211if.
112. Cf. H.-D. foliggt, "The meaning of Mark, the exegesis of the second 
gospel," Interpaet,atioi 22 (1968), p. 70.
113. Cf, n. 107 above.
11-4. J.B. Tyson ("The blindness of the disciples in Mark,” JBL 80 (1961), 
pp. 26I-268) interprets'Mark's portrayal of the disciples' blindness more 
negatively and aagtte that it is designed to criticise the function of 
the twelve in the Jerusalem church. This anaaysis fails to take 
account of Mark's symbolic interpretation of 8sS^S2—^<6 which implies that 
eventually the disciples mil see all things clearly.
115. Cf. Taylor, p. 3788* "The blind man saw all things clearly. So did
the disciples and so would Mark's readers.”
116. - "The heresy that necessitated Mark's gospel,” ZhW 59 (1-96S), p, 147 s 
Also.see Perrin, What Is Redaction Criticism?, pp. 55f., and T.L. Budss- 
heim, "Jesus and the disciples in conflict with Judaism,” ZNW 62 (19*77-); 
pp. I9O-2O9. Weeder's recent book, Mark -— Traditione ir Conn-ict (Phila- 
dtlltia: Fortress Press), hat rot been available for consultation and ie 
only kmim through the book notice in JBL 998 (1971)? Ps 487*
117. W 56 (1965), p. 38; also see L.E. Keck, "Mark 3*7-12 and Mark's
Chhrstology," fBL 84 (1965), p. 357- *
CHAPTER POUR
CHAPTER iv
m, 10:46-52: BLIND B&RTTDASJS
Mk, 10:4.6-52 is the last healing narrative in the gospel and provide? 
the denouement of Mark’s theme of blindness • and sight, Superficially, 
there appears to be little correspondence between this pericope and the 
healing of the blind man of Bethsaida,. Whereas in 8:22-26 the primary 
emppaais is on the symbolic nature of the two-stage healing process and 
little attention is paid to the reaction of the man himself, 10:46-52 
presents a lively portrait of a blind beggar vho addresses Jesus with two 
•different titles, persistently cries out for mercy, catches Jesus’ ear 
despite attempts to silence him and finally follows on tho way, A pre- .
liminary analysis of tradition and redaction in these verses will make 
it possible to discern Mark’s emphases and ascertain how he uses the 
story of Bartimaeus to address himself to the problem of spiritual
blindness in his church.
1. Tr^■dition _ and Reddction
(a) Mk. 10:46
The pericope opens with a conflict between tradition and redaction
which indicates that 10:46-5? was not united with 10:35-45 iu the pre—
,z
Markan tradition. Although v, 46a begins with a plural verb (CyOX &’*/£''&( ) 
and describes the entrance of Jesus and his followers into Jericho, the 
next sentence contradicts this information by referring to Jesus’ solitary 
departure out of Jericho 7Z&/*tu asu £&&&). This discrepancy occurs
becan.se Mark begins the account wl’th his own introduction without removing '
or revising the traditional opening of the narrative a.hz ff/cgcso^Miwv
a * \ -1 „
flUZOU J.£ft(£U2 B 1
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The conflict between a singular and a plural verb in v, 46 is 
characteristic of Mark's editorial procedure since narratives which 
. originally only referred to Jesus’ activities are used by him as part 
of a running account of Jesus’ ministry which almost always assumes the 
presence of the disciples (7:24-30, 31-37 ore exceptions). Bu Itmann
points to a number of 
1:21,29; 3;if.5 5*1,18
pericopes where the same phenomenon occurs 
. 2
; 8:22; 11:15,27; also see 8:10,13,14)/'
The tension between €.& and o arises be­
cause although the tradition already contained the description of an 
encounter between Jesus and the blind man on the outskirts of the city, 
Mark could hardly begin his narrative with an exit from o place which had 
not yet been mentioned in preceding verses. Thus in order to correlate 
10*46 with 10:1-45 he must first get Jesus and the disciples into 
Jericho.^ Matthew and Luke are both aware of this problem and resolve 
it differently: Matthew begins his account by describing the exit of 
Jesus and the disciples (Mt, 20:29),^ whereas Luke alters the incident 
to Jesus’ entrance into the city (Lk. 18:35)*
The description of the group which accompanies Jesus in and out of
n '■zl r J'i
Jericho as XXtav ntsres MAoV is
j/
somewhat clumsy and would make better sense if it followed
a /
rather than £KKQ/Ptyo>/&-vots , This awkwwrckiess indicates that the
* c
reference to Jesus’ companions is Markan," Mark refers to Jesus’ entour­
age after the traditional introduction of the pericope in order to make 
10:46-52 consistent with preceding material. The crowd appears on the 
road to Jerusalem as early as 8:34, ia present in 9:15• and in 10:1 Mark 
indicates that it customarily receives Jesus’ teaching. The presence of 
the crowd and the disciples is essential, furthermore, if 11:1ff. is to 
follow smoothly after 10:46-52. It is probable that the pre-Markan ' 
healing narrative was devoid of a specific- reference to those who wit­
nessed the miracle: v» 47 does not indicate who made Jesus’ presence
>
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•I r
knovrn to Bartimaeus ) and in vss, /,8f, those who try to
silence him are referred to indefinitely { On*0< , CF ).
The phrase o ((GS Te/^&ii&u p3h^’S’f(&x}f OS is of particular
interest to redaction critics since it reveals successive strata of trad.-
C r s ,
ition. dearly, O Uios 11yU aiQU is a translation of the Aramaic
name Bartimaeus for Greek—speaking readers. 0 Since -proper nam.es are
seldom found in NT healing narratives (jairus in Mk. 5:22; Lazarus in
Jn, 11:Iff.; cf. Lk. 8:2) some scholars suggest that the patronymic
Bartimaeus is a secondary addition to the pericope. Dibelius thinks,
for example, that the story was originally about a nameless beggar
who was identified at a later date with a well-lnoovm blind man of 
7 .
Jericho, It is more plausible, however, to suppose that the name
g
Bartimaeus is a genuine historical reminiscence," Its Aramaic form 
Q
suggests that it may go back to the earliest stratim of tradition.'
The explanatory phrase 0 v/0%% ~T(jUv-ieu is also pre-Markan since
although Mark frequently provides translations of Aramaic terms he
. cZ •* always introduces them with the phrase O t,PWV and places the 
definition after the word rather than before it (cf, 3:17; 7:11,34;
12*42; 15*16,42;. This indicates that the pericope passed through
the hands of Greek-speaking Christians before it came to Mark and sug­
gests that the name Bartimaeus was already in the tradition when they
. . 11 received it. Perhaps the name of the blind beggar of Jericho was
retained because his exemplary faith (of, v. 52) and later Christian
• ’ 1? life were well known in the Palestinian church. ' It is not surprising 
that it drops out in the other gospels. Matthew could hardly use it since 
he reports two healings of two blind men, Luke, on the other hand, may 
have considered it a piece • of useless information. u It is immaterial 
whether or not Mark and his readers know Who Bareiateus is; the reten­
tion of his name is one more example of Mark's tendency to preserve the 
14tradition wherever possible
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(b) Mk. .10:41-51 • ' ■
The question about tradition and redaction in these verses is a
compllcated one and scholars offer radically different assessments of
their tradition history, It is generally agreed that v, 51 was part of 
15the narrative from the beginning. This judgment is confirmed by the
fact that Bartimaeus calls Jesus in this verse. It is clear
that Mark is preserving a piece of tradition here since when he is wornti^n
freely he prefers to use the word (4:38; 5:35; 5:17?38;
10:17,20,35; 12:14,19,32, 13:1; 14:14). Opinions vary, however, in
regard to the rest of the verses. Some exegetes• think that the lively
details here and elsewhere in the pericope demonstrate that it- is based 
16 .on an eyewitness account. Taylor suggests that it is either a Petrine
story or part of a "good Jerusalem tradition".17 Butmann’s assessment
is quite different. In his opinion the story in its present form is a
late construction and he finds it difficult to believe that any original 
18conventionally narrated miracle story lies behind the passage. Accord­
ing to F. Hahn, the original rendering of the story can no longer be
1 oreconstructed: only v, 51 end v. 52a make an "imppresion of age". y In 
Hahn’s opinion the title Son of David is secondary and reflects the 
theological presuppositions of Hellenistic Jewish Christianity which
20attributed characteristics of the exalted Christ to the earthly Jesus,
21Somewhat- similarly, R.H. Fuller argues that the Son of David title is
not original. The shift in emphasis in vss, 47f* ( t/t% Zi^izz S
Jr *»•>,>* r \
< gu , tAty tro'ir and t/tf. AmurS t £ A c & w
iemonttrates, he argues, that "... at an earlier stage in the tradition 
the cry occurred only once, and in the form, ’Jesus, have mercy on me’ 
(cf, Lk, 17:13)." In a more recent study J, Eddf sonttnd3 that
the oldest level of tradition consisted of vss. 46b, 47 and 5I —52a.
Verses 48—0 are a secondary expansion and were probably already in the 
24.narrative when Mark received it. According to C, Burger, • however,
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vss. 47—49 are not only secondary but are a. Markan insertion. Burger 
argues that if one sets aside the reiterated appeals for meres’- and the
intervention of the crowd a miracle narrative is left which stands out as
a complete and meaningful unit. Burger thinks that Mark has revised the 
story in order to introduce the last reference in the gospel to the 
Messianic secret. The command to silence in v, 48 is a full parallel 
to cfchose elsewhere (1:25,44; 3t12; 5 ’ 43 5 7:^4,365 8:30; 9^9,30), and 
contrary to its literal meaning fulfils the assignment of referring to 
that aspect of Jesus’ nature which will he revealed publicly in Jerusalem. 
Functioning in this manner, it aligns itself with other passages where 
Mark does not carefully consider whether the command is practicable 
or not in the present situation.
What can be said about these conflicting interpretations? An
examination of the text reveals that the references to the Son of David
in vss. 47f» must be secondary insertions. This is suggested, first of 
all, by the overloading of the pericope with titles for Jesus which tend
to clash with each other.* Jesus of Nazareth, Son of David, u
<* ✓
Whereas Jesus of Nazareth and have no Messianic overtones,
27
Son of David clearly goes beyond a purely genealogical designation ‘ and
must have originated in a Christian community with a well—developed 
28Christology, This suggests that although the titles Jesus of Nazareth
* - z
and fb/jficuV( probably go back to the oldest level of tradition, Son 
2Qof David is a later accretion. ' Its secondary nature is further indicated
by the fact that it is noticeably out of place on the lips of Bartimaeus:
it is generally recognised that the Jews did not expect the Davidic
30 j . z x
Messiah to perform miracles. Similarly, the request s&il-
in vss. 47f. is also incongruous since in the OT and NT one usually does 
31not ask a man for mercy——only God can meet such a need. Finally,
the tendency to insert references to Jesus as the Son of David in a later
stage of the tradition is clearly demonstrated by Matthew’s use of the
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title (M. 12:23) 15:22, 21:9,15).32 ' ' .
Despite the fact that vss. 47"48 are secondary, it is impossible
to agree -with Burger's contention that they have been created by Mark 
as the final link in the theory of the secret:--"0
. 1, It must be noted, first of all, that the Messianic title Son of
David is not one of central importance in Mark's Christ doy’.^ Although
references to David occur frequently in the other synoptic gospels and 
35in Acts, David’s name is only found in four pericopes in Mark’s
gospel* In three of these passages its appearance is clearly trad­
itional (2:25; 11:10; 12:35~37)»^^ In 2:25 the reference to David is 
devoid of any Christological overtones.The story of the triumphal 
entry carries the impUc-ation, moreover, that those accompanying Jesus 
still do not fully understand vho he is. Although Mark undoubtedly 
takes the "Son of David” address as a Meesianic title, like Peter’s con­
fession it does not represent the full truth about Jesus, Jesus is more 
than the Son of Davidstanding in the shadow o f th e cross h e demon­
strates that he is the suffering Son of Kan who cornem into his Kingdom 
with humility. Similarly, in 12:35-~37, Jesus’ question about the relation­
ship between David and the ^^s^s^iLah indicates that the i ViS£ is notz
<* x x ✓ s ^8
merely the Utos Qftirud , he is his , If Mark wav
responsible for the oread ion of the scene in 10:471 one would expect 
to find, a title which would have been of greater significance both to 
him'and to his Gentile readers, probably Son of God—— the ffct thht 
Bartimaeus addresses Jesus as the Son of David suggests that the desig­
nation came to Mark in the tradition.
2, The 11X11:01006. that Mark itodrhed the Son of David- title in the
Bartimceuo pericope is further diminished by a comparison of 10:471
C %
with 11:9f»: vhereas in 10:47% » the blind man refers to Jesus as £//os 
A A l/f , in 11:10 the people with Jesus cry out P* ZVy y
J ' s) \ ■' * X e ** /I S S
tyXOjUtVy /SaXi AKfh Tou /JftVtG t This
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difference is important since if Mori had deliberately in.se.rted a
reference to David in 1O:47f* it would bo likely that ho would co-or­
dinate it with the acclamation in the next pericope. This is precisely 
what Matthew (for whom the title Son of David, is sigtificant) does in 
Mt. 2O:31f, (Mf, tifflVtA ) and 21:9 (jjertf'iS'VW Z“£ <s<£
21 : 15).
3. One can also sake iesue ueth Burger’s argument that ay elirnin~
ating vss. 47f* one is left with the ielf-conta.Linsd unit which Mark
found in the pre-Marian tradition, In fact;, vss, 471» must have been, an
essential part of the pre-Marian narrative since T-hey reinforce the prin— 
3Qcipal point in v. 52a: ‘ x Barti.ma.eus* faith in Jesus is so strong that it
overcomes all opposition. The description of the man waiting expectantly
by tho road, his persistent cries for mercy which cause Jesus to stop and
call him, the throwing off of his begging cloak, k and even Jesus* ironic
question in v. 51. all contribute vividly to this emph^ss, It seems
likely, therefore, that vsts. 47”*52a had already taken their present form
before they came to Mark and were designed to elucidate the important 
. . 41relationship between faith and healing. Vhat the form of the narrative 
was before vss, 471* were inserted into it can no longer be determined 
with any certainty.
4. Birger's suggestion that vsi, .47-49 are part of the so-called
4.2"Meesianic secret” ' ‘ is also unconvincing since it does not explain 
satisfactorily why the fact of Jesus* Davidic Sonship should be sup­
pressed in vss. 471* only to be revealed in Jerusalem in I1:1f. Sven 
Wrede was compelled to admit that "die Stelle mit dem Meesiaigeheimnii 
nichts su thun hat*”'^ The fact that the order to silence is not given ‘ 
by Jesus but by some indefinite group { 7! 0 XX ot )should indicate 
imrneeiately that it is different from other rebukes in the gospel. It 
is not the title Son of David which is being silenced but the importunate 
cries of a blind beggar. As Wi-ede points out, 10:46—52 is parallel to
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10:13—165: just as ties disciples tried to keep .Jesus frem being
disturbed by the children and were subsequently rebuked -for their
solicitousness, co in 10:47those with Jesus try to prevent
j 5
Bartimaeus from, troubling the Master and are quickly overruled. In
these verses it is not the repetition of a Messianic title which is 
important but the persistent faith and confidence which the ma must 
have in order to have Jesus heal him» It is especially significant that 
the title appears on Bartimaeus’ lips while he is still blind: for Mark 
it is not the blind who understand the mystery of Jesus’ identity but only 
those who have their sight restored by him IX/en the disciples who have 
partial vision do not yet see clearly enough to loiow Jesus as he really 
is. 'Bartimaeus. cannot become a follow/er of Jesus until, like the blind 
man of Bethsaida, he sees everything clearly.
(c) «k., 10:5.2
In the pre-^^^^^^rkan tradition the key-note of the Bartimaeus pericope
* f * y *was sounded in the concluding words Kcu o lyeous
fX c / * /
</ TT TT( gt t& <ou G"c <r 1-jKi.v r* c . In form and content
the narrative which Mark received closely resembled Mk, ^^^a~34^^ Not 
only does the account of the healing of the woman with the issue of blood 
terminate with a reference to the relationship between faith and healing 
(v, 34)s but the woman’s conduct is parallel to that of Bartimaeus in 
other ways: both come to Jesus on their owm rather than being brought by 
friends (contrast 2:3; 6:5>5>» 7:32; 8:22b; 9:17); both, hear about Jesus
via the crowd (AKHJoT &A {raljKipst Tou 5:27; 10:47
a /
(A Rou cr th S ) and both are forced to assert themselves in order to 
encounter Jesus,
In 10:46-52 ihe tension between v. 52a and v, 52b i ndica2es dhat 
Mark wants to go beyond the conclusion he found in the tradition: al­
though Jesus tells the man to depart he follows him instead on the road
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48to ”r' K&i euuUS fWAZ £.V furthermore, is
superfluous. It is already implied in v* 52a that Bartimaeus has 
received his sight;, ChharoctrT.stic vocabulary indicates that v. 2~b 
is a Karkan addition:-^ (i) £€/S«—'S Which occurs over forty times
in the gospel and is frequently omitted by Matthew and Luke; (2) gsts
51** C £ « 31 .€>6^ which is listed by Hawkins as a Karkan exxmeseion and is
rei..act-onal in 8:27 and 9:33f,, and in 10:32 where it describes Jesus' 
journey to -Jerusalem; (3) KeAou "B t u/ P" a key word which appears 
in a number of passages where the meaning of Christian discipleship is 
discussed (1:18; 2:14; 8:34; 9:38; 10:21,28,32),
It is possible that Mark makes reference to the immiliaie rester— 
ati on• of Bartimaeus’ sight in order to contrast this healing to the one 
in 8:22-26 which takes place in two stages,''" This must remain uncertain 
however, since it is a common practice in NT miracle narratives to under— 
score the swiftness with which Jesus’ power takes effect,^ and CuSui 
is used frequently by Mark in passages where it merely functions as a
transition.
In any case, Mark's primary reason for affixing v, 52b to the 
traditional conclusion in v, 52a has to do with his desire to clarify 
the important relationship among the central concep'ts of blindness and 
sight, faith, salvation and discipleship. The way he works out this 
association of ideas win be discussed below.
2. The Meaning of Mk. 10:16—52 to Mark and his Church: 
Blindness and Sight, Faith, Salvation and 0180X0115-10'"I M.n ■■■■—...Ml ,■■■. I. , |,w ■■■«■>». I.   ■■■■■ < II < MR.W» WI.MI I I ■ W III I ■■ '.■l^.. aim   «». .«.«i» —<1|«
Mark's interpretation of 10:4-6—52 and its relationship to his theme 
of blindness and sight is best understood by examining, the position of th 
plricope in the gospel and the redaction-al emphases in the final verse.
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(a)
In regard to the placement of 10:40—52 it is hardly accidental that
the final healing miracle in the gospel involves the giving of sight to
. C C
a blind man and occurs at the last possible moment before the passion*
A comparison of the pericope with 8:22-26 indicates that Mark has deliber­
ately put it where it is in order to forge the final link in his theme 
offblindness and sight.' Just as 8:22-26 is strategically located and
serves as a symbolic transition between the halves of the gospel, so
5710:46-52 appears at a crucial point in Mark’s presentation of Jesus." 
Scholars are generally agreed that the second half of the gospel is 
divided into two distinct sections: 8:21-10:45 and 11:1-16:8,2 In the 
first section Mark concentrates on presenting Jesus’ important teaching 
to the disciples about the necessity of the passion whereas 11: Iff, begins 
the account of Jesus’ suffering and death. Just as 8:22-26 terminates a 
series of pericopes in which the blindness of the disciples is graphically 
depicted, so the story of Bartimaeus concludes a portion of the gospel 
which shows that, despite Jesus’ patient instruction, his disciples are 
still unprepared for his journey to the cross. In 1O:35ff. the sons of 
Zebedee quarrel about, positions of honour in the future Kingdom even 
though they do not understand that it cannot bo established unless Jesus
is first crucified and raised in Jerusalem.
Besides functioning as a transition between 8:27—0:45 and 11:1-16:8
10:46-52 is also important in relation to the structure of the gospel as 
a whole. In these verses, and in v, 52 in particular, Mark pulls to­
gether some key concepts which are first introduced in 1:1-20, The 
gospel is opened with two OT allusions which indicate that John the 
Baptist must prepare the way ( o£os ) of the Lord, i.e. Jesus, before 
the ministry of the Messiah can begin. In 10:52 Bartimaeus follows 
Jesus cv r, The message cf the Bapist requires its hearers 
to repent from their sins (1:4) and this same note is picked up in the
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first words spoken by Jesus, yc E r c 1 a? £ f r& f WA /;v«’T £ a st r£ ££ 
£vepy’&A{~f9\J'i3))' Bartimaeus is oommendod. because his faith has
saved him (" Kffr/S tf'&u a£ @"£ ). Finally, in 1:l6ff.
Mark indicates that Jesus' first act after the temptation is to select
some disciples who leave their nets and their families to follow him,
<> . /• «» •> n */•« kg
According to 1Q:y2b Bartimaeus yHOAouGst V itJ t-V Z'?f oo w ,
Thq convergence of these concepts in 10:52 cannot be attributed to mere 
coincidence. A more detailed examination of the important themes of 
faith, salvation. and following in the way will reveal their relationships 
to Mark's theme of blindness and sight and the central significance of 
10:46-52.
Cb)
In regard to the first of these factors (faith), it has been 
mentioned above that in the pre-Markan tradition the Baartimaeus pericope 
was already designed to call primary attention to the blind man's con­
fidence in Jesus. As such it aligns itself with other FT m.^le narra­
tives in which faith is a prerequisite for the restoration of health 
(Mk. 2:5; 504,36; 9:14ff.; M. 8:10; °:2°; 15:28; Lk. 17:19; Acts 3:16; 
14=9).
For Mark; of course, faith involves more than a simple trust in a 
60wonnereworker« The miracles in which faith in a key factor are
paradigmatic ond are designed to assist the Christian as he struggles
with doubt and unbelief. Mark is able to do this because the Christian
reader loowe that Jesus does more than heal part of a man —— he can res- 
61tore the whole person, Thus al.re?aid^r in 2:1—12 Mark quickly moves beyond
the miraculous to the kerygmaaic. There healing occurs almost as an after­
thought and the first and most important result of the faith of the cripple 
friends is forgiveness of sins. In 4:40 the fear of the disciples points 
to their basic lack of confidence in Jesus. They must learn shat he does
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more than calm the storm at sea — he also
hearts of men, A similar point is made in
terror is not so much a consequence of the
it is a direct result of their hardness of
quells the turmoil in the 
6:45—52. The disciples*
turbulance of the water as
heart and inability to iden­
tify Jesus,
Elsewhere other miracles also point beyond tho physical to a 
greater spiritual reality. Jesus* ability to heal the deaf is a sign 
of the in-breaking of God's Kingdom (j: 37? Is. 35:5f«; cf. Mt, 11:5?
Lk. 7:22); and in 3:'28—30 it is clearly stated that his power over demons 
means that the Holy Spirit is the driving force behind his ministry.
Conversely, the failure to draw the proper conclusion from his
miracles is labelled by Mark with terminology vhich could as easily
z
describe a refusal to believe in the gospel; (4:41; 6;6a;
9:19), r^e (3:5. 6:52; 8:17); j>ofios
(4:41; 6:49f»)j (9:6; in 5:36 fear is the opposite of
belief, whereas in 4:40f. faith is contrasted to cowaadice),. The results 
of this kind of unbelief are frightening: the non-believer is deprived 
of Jesus' beneficent presence (3:20f.,31-35), suffering not only the 
absence of his healing powers (6:5) but also his authority to forgive 
sin (2:5ff,j 3:29; 4:12).
In the second half of the gospel Mark makes use of two healing
narratives to clarify his understanding of faith and enable the reader
to assess honestly the depth of his ovm convictions. Although at first
glance it might appear that Q14-29 and 10:46—52 are misplaced in a
section vhich consists largely of didactic material, scholars recognise 
62that these miracles also assume a teaching function. The vay in which
they are related to their context and to each other is most clearly 
revealed by examining the domina.t faith mooif in both pericopes. In 
9:14-2-9 Mark looks at faith from two different angles, The first has to
do with the disciples. Those who remained behind during Jesus'
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glorification are soundly rebuked as a faithless generation (9:19) 
because they have not been able to cast a demon out of an epileptic boy. 
In vss, 28f. Jesus teaches that this kind of exorcism can only be. 
accomplished by prayer. The second aspect of faith involves the atti­
tude of the boy's father. His somewhat tentative request for assistance;
- z
reveals immediately that hies faith is deficient. His cry Til &" T £ U k) *
X * * sfQQ'^s'Si aoo <TTT t & TIp dose 
anguish of a father whooes son aotta■rs
more, however, than reveal the
to bo condemned to a life of ill­
ness. His wavering confidence in Jesus is reminiscent of the unbelief 
of the disciples who cannot draw the proper conclusions from Jesus' 
transfiguration and are unable to employ the power he has given then. 
More importantly, it presents- Miak's fellow-Christians with an accurate 
portrait of themselves: they are.- the ones who are caught between faith 
and doubt, they are the ones who have eyes yet do not see. In 9:14-29 a 
model is presented of the Christians in Mark's church as they now are;
in 10:46-52 they can see themselves as thiey will be, Wheraas th e faith 
of the man in 9:14ff« falters, that of Bartimaeus is unflagging; although 
the father only hopes that Jesus can help his son,Bartimaeus is absolutely 
certain thai Jesus ecu heal hh.ni, TTh significance of Bartimaeus’ faith 
is not that he recognises Jesus as a great wondesk-worker or even that he
knows that the man from Nazareth is the Son of David; rather, it consists 
• , 6in the fact that he is aware of his own blindness ■" and has'confidenc.e
that Jesus is the one who can restore his sight, Jesus’’ question in v. 51 
is obviously designed to test that faith ——anyone could perceive what the 
blind man wants (cf. Jn, 5:6)- Bartimaeuu* response A j&kj &
must also be that of the people in Male's church. They too muss reogniiee
' 65their blindness and come confidently to Jesus for restoration of sight, '
(o)
The way in which Mark uses 10:46-5-2 to speak to the situation of his
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church is further iHuminated by the conjunction of references to
r z
salvation and seeing in 10:52. Just as faith in the phrase 9
/ ■* f
(T&u cr^^oz/fX?/ (Tg implies more than belief in Jesus as a wonder­
s c 66worker, so Mark's use of #"&//’<&/ goes beyond its most literal meaning. 
Mark is aware of the fact that has two different definitions,
i,e. "heal" (5:23,28,34? 6:56)^ and "save" (8:35? 10:26; 13:20), srd 
it .is significant that he chooses it in 10:52 to describe tJie healing 
of Bartimaeus when other words could have served his purpose just as 
well, ( mo/CM (5:20), &£/smvs £a &j (1:34; 3:2,10; 6:5,13), or
(5:54)* As Foerster points out the selection of the word
(TbJ^oj in many of Jesus' healings leaves room for the view that the 
saving power of faith goes beyond physical life, 7 It is hardly 
fortuitous, furthermore, that it occurs at the end of a series of peri­
copes in which Jesus and the twelve have been discussing the relation­
ship between salvation and discipleship, In the passage immediately 
preceding 10:46-52, it is indicated that the Son of Han will give his 
life as a ransom for may. In 8:35 Jesus teaches that the person who 
wishes to save his life nutt los e i t fo r his aaRe and that of the gospel. 
In 10:26 the disciples are amazed by Jesus' teaching about the diffi­
culty men have entering God's Kingdom and ask Har zts Suvar&!
a 9
<Uj 3r , Jesus replies that one must give up everything, even
family ties, and follow him. This is precisely what 3artima.eus does
when he leaves his old life as a beggar and takes up a new existence by 
70following Jesus on the waw (see below).
The use of in 3:4 and 15:30f, d^i^oos-bi^a^ties that Mark likes
to use it in both a litex*al and a soteriological sense in one passage.
In the first verse Jesus asks his detractors whether it is better to do
% A > ' J *
good or evil on the sabbath, tp v X crus & cai 7 rn naf< Vs./ VAf ?
Clearly the life of the man vw.th the shrivelled hand is not in any immed­
iate danger----’he could as easily be healed on any other day----- but here
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(cf. 8s35} points beyond Jesus' ability to heal 
human infirmities to his power both to restore the whole roan and to for­
give sin (cf. 2:5).That refers to redemption is confirmed
by v. 6: although Jesus can save the lives of others he must lose his 
own. This same line of thought is picked up in 15:30f. where those at 
the foot of the cross mock the dying Jesus.- As Best ' points out,
Can be taken in the literal sense of "preserve life" in v. 30,
but it would be clear to Mark’s readers in the next verse that the
comments of the religious authorities move into the soteriological sphere
( I' . . ->Z C * 4 y. Z .
(zMAotzs £o*imv, SWIW otJ dvis&.TGf <>“&,/erzsz;. Best sum­
marises Mark's thinking well:-
Jesus is able to save men, but the divine necessity requires that 
he does not save himself. The reader will connect the ’save’ of 
the first clause both to its occurrences within rhe Gospel in re­
lation tc healing and to his own experience of salvation; he will 
thus see the first as a pattern* for the second.
Mark’s understanding of in 10?52 becomes especially clear
if one examines the close relationship between salvation and sight in Jewish 
and Christian literature. In the OT (LXX), for example, expectations of 
the experience of salvation are frequently expressed in terms of seeing.’-- r
Ex. 14*13
2 Chron. 20:17 
49*23
90:16
97*3
^118:123 ‘
l's., 35*4f-
Is. 40•5
Moses tells the people to stand firm and/ see the 
salvation of God (<rrzrrc
zfrtyocs rat/ O/.ca ).
(titre rijv <ria r^j/V xtsprot/ r.r
To him who orders his way aright ( etios , cf. Mk. 
10:52b.) the salvation of* God will be shown
... ro <?ujc?ip e av rots Slou ).
. - t * ✓
God^will show his salvation ... To
/)tav peats').
The ends of the earth have seen ( f/cfe OV ) the 
salvation of our God (cf. v. 2 and Is. 52*10).
The eyes of the psalmist fail as he watches for God’s 
salvation.
The one who saves the people will open the eyes of 
the blind.
0^9-t) <rt rot.- 7 
zr « <r a era p b ra
Lk. 2:30).
cfZ/ /<<^z
<T i*j z p t o is rou thou (cf.
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Is. 59:1! The people look for salvation but it is far from them (MT)
(of. Hum. 21:8f., where the sight of the bronze sei’pent 
enables men to live).
The same comOinatton of ideas is found in the Qumran literature and
the Testaments of the Tv/wlve Patriarchs
IQS ll,2f.
CD 20, 34
1QH Pr. 18,5 
Test. Gad 5:7
Sa’lvatoon is from God and those who believe in hmm will 
see his marvellous de.eds (cf. vss. 5f.).
God will absolve the people and they will see his salva­
tion ( J J? y } & * J M9)).
True repentance {/if.) drives away darkness, en­
lightens the eyes rovs ),
gives knowLedge to the soul and leads the mind to salva­
tion (ff/QOS ertaz’^/at < < ),•
The definition of salvation in terms of visual perception also occurs
throughout the NT:-
1k. 3*6 (cf. 2*30) All. flesh will, see the salvation of God.
lets 11*47 Goo orders Paul and Barnabas to be a light for the Gentiles,
that they may bring salvation (is. 49*6).
lets 26:18 Jems sent Paul oo hho ewwo nnd Gentiles oo open their eyes,
turn darkness into light, and enable them to receive for­
giveness of sins.
Tit. 2*11 The grae.o of Got hast appeaeet t £n£.^<j/7/?)t fro the salva-
' tion of all men (of. 1 Pet. 1*5).
77Heb. 2:3f. Gcd bore wwtness to salvation wwth signs and wonders
and gifts of the Spirit.78
Of particular interest for an understanding ofMk, 10*52 are some passages 
in 2 Clem. 1n l:6f. the author reminds his readers that they were covered with
darkness and their eyes were .full of mist — nevertheless they have received their 
sight ( i^yMh isot-heyt and by shiotheytave c aah ohf the cloud which covered
them. God hahhap pity on tme^landeedr^d tmem ( <"&t/ 7^/° /<*(
(ntAA/XVitrSus ztr&<r£Vi cf. Mk. 10*47f • )• 1n 9*2 the same imagery is 
used; "Understand * in what state did you receive salvation, in what state did you
80 / z» • J z 4 Z >
receive sights, except in the flesh?" ( fyii} rg £7/ ZiVf £ r& , £7/
* * t ' **» n % / J'' .81
c/w W£/3As.paTz , £( ^7^ £%/ raisr^ avzzs ).
These as-sagees, witth equaae salvation with the granting of spiri 
tual vision, provide an interesting parallel to Mark's interpretation
4
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of 10:46-52* For Mark too, salvation is inextricaoly tied to the 
concept of seeing; salvation is the restoration of sight by Jesus, That
Mule’s thinking proceeds .along these lines is already indicated in 4-10—
82 ' .12 where ho uses the allusion to Is, 6:9f» to speak to the situation
of his own church. There it is made clear that those outside are made
blind so that they w.ll not repent and be forgiven, i.e. be saved (cf.
Acts 28;26ff., v, 28 v ; Rom. 11:8ff.). The implication is
that those inside are saved and do see but in vss. 10 and 13 Mark rnilceis
reference to the incomprehension cf the disciples in order to indicate
that it is possible that even those Who have been called may still suffer 
from spiritual myopia< Similarly, in Mk. 8:22—26 the healing of the 
blind man is related to Peter's partial blindness in 8:27ff» and the fact 
that the spokesman for the disciples does not fully grasp the heart of 
the message of salvation (8:35)’ The disciples require the miraculous
intervention of the risen Lord before they will see all things clearly.
. ' 8”
For the people in Mark’s church who also only have half-sight “- and 
have not fully experienced the fruit of redemption,10:46-52 is of 
particular importance. Bartimaeus serves as a prototype of the true 
disciple and provides a model for the Christian who needs to know what 
it means to see and be saved; after he receives the gift of sight he 
foioows Jesus on the w<ar* *
(a) .
8dIn Mark's gospel the concept of "following” ' is of special 
significance and the redactional insert;!on in v. 52b H&t tJo/S
, Mt yKokou ev cJlG not only
serves to link C’TuJw and but also provides a climax to
a series of narratives in which the m crating of discipleship is discussed 
and debated. In the Bartimaeus pericope following Jesus involves more
:han, a literal walking in his footsteps along the road between Jericho
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85and Jerusalem, Although K&rk usesuses mKeAouin a purely local
sense (3:f; 5:24; 6:1; 11:9; 14-13,54),' in many passages it takes on
87
metaphorical overtones and is synonymous with discipleship (1:18;
, 88
2:14,15; 8:34; 9:38; 10:21,28; 15:41). -
j . z
Mark first uses teK&AouO'Zt-J in 1:16—20 where he begins his 
description of Jesus’ ministry with, a reference to the calling of the 
first disciples: Offr. gua&gj po&p , Kftf ssoefycr&j ts/AftS
kXtats Qvfywn Mf ttsfSus fyvms rm
Sikt0<\ ^K&Xou dyoemr mump. Here &KoO&trf$3.M is clearly used
figuratively since the clause "I will make you fishers of men" (RSV) 
anticiafces the preaching mission of those who follow Jesus (3:14; 6:12, 
30; 13:1C^0f)« The disciples are- to participate in Jesus* mission and 
will bring others to repentance and faith in the gospel (1;15). It is 
clear, even at this early stage, that for Mark the disciple is always 
dependent on Jesus, In 1:l6ff. it is Jesus who takes the initiative.
He calls Peter, Andrew and the sons of Zebedee, They do not attach
themselves to him by choosing him as a student of the Torah would select
. 89 'a rabbi. It is not up to the disciples to judge Jesus and decide
whether or not he is worthy of emulaaion------ rather Jesus calls those who
follow him and makes them into the kind of people they must become (1:17,
t X c t .
/mt o/aos ywzffSai ; 3:14, M* HKCtliF'V
SUt S t H c ).90 They do not learn how to preach and cast out demons —— 
they are empowered to do these things (3:14f«, 6:7; 13:11). The depend­
ence of the disciple on Jesus is underscored in 1:l6ff, where Mark empha­
sises the fact that discipleship demands a radical break with the past.
The fishermen must leave their former way of life (1:18; cf. 2:14; 10:2 — 
and even part company with their families (cf, 10;2Q) if they are to folio 
Jesus, This is necessa„ry because when a man. becomes a disciple he finds 
that his relationships with other people are altered and he becomes part 
of a more inclusive family w^ich is composed of those who do God’s will
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it is also
is made clear that one does
of personal merit — when
(3:31-35).
lii the second passage where Mark uses
connected vzith discipleship. In 2:1 iff. it
not become a follower of Jesus on the basis 
91Jesus asks Levi to follow him (2:1/i) he reveals that his definition
of discipleship differs from that of his confcempories. Although some 
/ \92think that sinners and tax collectors (and blind men?)'' are not worthyc
of Jesus’ company, Jesus indicates that it is his purpose to ca'Jl those
who are spiritually ill in order to restore them to health (2:17)c Thus
the summons to discipleship is not something which is earned hut is an 
93act of grace. This is also indicated hy Eark’o depiction of the blind­
ness of the disciples throughout the gospel. The twelve are not selected 
to carry on Jesus* work because they have special knowledge or under­
standing. Indeed, almost everything jesus does is misunderstood by 
them. Their vocation as disciples is a result of election (z’:1l) and they 
will only see when their eyes are opened by Jesus.
In the second half of the gospel special consideration is given 
to the definition of following and Mark is no doubt preoccupied with 
this theme because the meaning of discipleship is imperfectly understood 
by his fellow-Chrisiians. In 8:34 the imperatival nature of Jesus* call 
(KKOAOUi/ttru yuot is especially evident. The disciple is not requested 
to follow Jesus but is commanded to do so. Here it is indicated that the
one who obeys this coi 
he must also be ready
sake of Jesus and the
disciple must take up
Jesus’ suffering and death. This is not to be confused, however, vzith 
°4imitation.Although the disciple can expect pain and persecution and 
may even die on a cross, his life and death cannot have the redemptive 
value that Jesus’ crucifixion and resurrection do/' The discipleship
nmand does more than give up his vocation and family; 
to renounce his own life (vss. 35~37 <^£/Xy) for the 
gospel, The way of discipleship is costly; the 
his cross (8:34) and be willing to participate in
188 -
which Jesus requires is not the same as that experienced by those who
followed, the rabbis: the Christian disciple does not become a teacher
like Jesus or inherit his mnttLe, He nmst always he a follower and go 
96behind the Con of God in obedience,"
in 9"3o and 1Q:2lff» the complicities of Jesus' teaching about 
di.scipleship are further explored. in the first passage the disciples’ 
definition of fc^iowcing is obviously inadequate. One doos noo have to
go behind Jesus literally in order to do his work and it is not neeeesary 
to be with him in a physica.1 sense (cf. 3:14) to be his follower, Here 
it is obvious that Mark is p^oin'in^g beyond the Sits im Leben of the 
historical Jesus to the Sits im Leben of second-generation Christians. 
Those who are unable to "see" Jesus in the flesh can still participate 
in the establithment of his Kingdom aod employ the power given to the 
first disciples. The story of the rich man in lO:1Jff. once again 
illustrates the costliness of obeying Jesus' call. Although it may be 
tempered with love (v. 21), it can see through the facades of men
{fyyttySA€Y&& ) ^4. imposes harsh demands on those who cannot give up
/ \ 97 • •everything to follow Jesus (v. 2l).-
10:32 is the last passage before 10:52b in which "following" is
equated with discipleship and there Mark once again points to the blind­
- *9 «
ness of the disciples. Although they are referred to as of teteOAotj — 
&oa 1C£S and go behind Jesus as he makes his way to Jerusalem, they do 
so hesitantly with fear and amazement, The context makes it clear that 
their terror stems room an inability and perhaps an unwilliginess to 
understand Jesus' passion predictions. Together with 10:46-52, 10:32-34 
neatly sums up Mark’s themes of discipleship and blindness and sight: 
the spiritual blindness of the disciples and the Christians in Mark's 
church consists in their failure to comprehend. fully the mystery of the 
cross and Jesus' logos which elucidates it (4:10—20); thiey do not trust
in Jesus' instruction and refuse to take sufficient account of his presence
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beginning and the end,
(8:14-21). They ers like the blind, man (and Peter) who only has 
partial vision (8:22-26). 10:46-52 is inserted into the gospel at a 
decisive point in order to alert Mark’s readers to pay special atten­
tion both to the teaching which is sandwiched in between the two heal­
ings and the passion narrative which. follows* It also introduces a
necessary word of hope. Once again it is demonstrated that Jesus is the
one who can remove the blindness of men and enable them to see the path.
qgthey must follow if they are to bo real disciples.'
The a£&$ which Bartimaeus takes (end the one which Mark hopes
that his fellow-Chra. stians will travel) leads straight to the decisive 
99events in Jerusalem and the cross.'" For Mark this way is both the 
100 In 1:1—3 the double OT references set the
tone for Maak’s depiction of Jesus —- John the Bappist prepares Jesus?' 
oSos and his life and death anticipate the ministry of the one who 
comes after him (cf, the use of in 1:14; 3:1?; 9:31;
10:33; 14100., I8,2l,41f.,^4; 15:1,iO,15) 1°1 In the second half cf 
the gospel Jesus’ inevitable movements toward Jerusalem are described
• / * O 4-
as a journey (£V 7 ys od uj }. It is a voyage which forces the discinles 
< r *
to inquire more deeply into Jesus' nature (8:27ff,)t draws forth. his 
teaching on the meaning of humble service (?:33ff.; 10:17ff.) and makes 
clear what both Jesus and those who follow him must suffer (lO:32ff.),
The events which stand, at the terminus of Jesus’ way are both a 
beginning and an end for Mark's readers too. Since their spiritual 
blindness is caused by their inabi.lity to comprehend the full depth 
of the mystery of the Kingdom of God they must begin their journey with 
the central although elemental fact of Jesus’ death. This must provide 
the focal point as they survey the life of Jesus and try to understand 
his teaching. It is also an end because Mark makes it clear that real 
spiritual vision consists of seeing the exciting significance of the 
seemingly crushing events in Jerusalem; if Mark's readers will but
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follow the path which he sets out for them they, like the Roman 
centurion (15;39)} will stand, before the cross and finally see that 
it reveals that Jesus Christ is the Son of God (1:1). But even this 
is a new beginning since it signals genuine sight and points the way to
the pilgrimage of Christian discipleship which is a journey with the
• t d 102 ■ *risen Lord,
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from detracting from the reference to Zaccaeus of Jericho in the next 
lsrictpt.
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14» Cf, the comment 8 on v, $1 below, p, 1722­
15. Cf. Hahn, The Titles of Jesus in Christ ology, p. 2722 n. 88; Eoloff,
Das Kerygma .und der irdische. Jesus, p. 123; see n. 16 below.
16 J BHI, B.rancoomb, The Gospel'of Mark, p, 192; T-orl.or, p. 446.
E. Stauffer ("Messias Oder Men^E^c^h^e^^nK^'nn'?' * Nov! 1 (1556), p. 84) says; 
"Der Berioht ist historiseh einvaa^dfrr^ii. "
17' Taylor?, p, 447.
18. Bultmann, p, 213 (German edn, p, 226).
11. Hahn, op, cit.., p, 2272 n, f^c..
20. ' Ibid.,, pp, 2^5>3~215> 5>,
21. The Foundations of New Testmient Chriotology, p,. If If.
22. Ibid., p., 112.. •
23- Das Keyrgma und der .irdishhe Jesus, p, 123-
24. Jesus als Davidesohn, pp. 422-46, 59~63«
25. o yi/os is found elsewhere in Maak’s gospel in 1: 224 ,
and 16:6 (cf. Ik. 4*34—the reading is uncertain in Lk. 24:1-1), and 
refers to Jesus' origin in bhe city oi? NNZzaith. In other parts of 
the NT Jesus is referred to as o ?i25 (Mt. 2:23; 26:71; Lk.
18:37; Jn. 18:5,7; 11:11; Acts 2:22; 3:6; 4:10; 6:14; 22:8; 26:1; cf. 
Acts 24:5 where Christians are called Nazarenes). This second spelling 
helps explain some of the variant readings in Mk. 10:47- Scholars are 
not agreed about the origin of ‘raya/panos . For various opinions see 
W.F. Albright, "The names 'Nazareth' and 'Nazorean1," JBL 65 (1146), 
pp. 397ff»; G.F. Moore, "Mazarenc and Nazareth," The Beginnings of 
Christianity, I, pp. 426-432; H.H. Schaeder, TDNT , IF, pp. 874-871? 
Cullmann, Interpreter's Dictionary of the Bible, III, pp. 523-f*;
T^lor, pp* 177f»? Black, pp. I181.; P. Winter, "'Nazareth' and 'Jeru­
salem* in Luke Chs. I and II," NTS 3 (1156-1157), P* 138 n, 2; S. ZoUi, 
"Nazarenus vocab^lar," ZNW 41 (1158), pp. 135f-; J.A. Sanders, "NAZW- 
EAIOS in Matt. 2:23," JBL 84 (H65), pp. 161-172; Schweezer, "'Err wird 
Nazoraer heissen' (zu Me 1:24 Mt. 2:23)," Judenturn brehristentum Kjrche, 
pp. 1O-13.
26. Rabbouni is found elsewhere in the NT in Jn. 20:l6. Cf.. rabbi in 
Mt. 23s7f.> 26:25;41; Mk. 1:5; 11:21; l4«45; Jn. 1:31;50; 3:2,26; 4:31; 
6:25; 1:2; 11:8. Scholars disagree about the antiquity of the title.
See S. Zeitlin, "The title rabbi in the gospels is anachronistic,"
Jewish Quanterly Review 51 (1168-1161), pp. 158-160; and contrast
H, Shanks, "Origins of the title 'Rabbi'," Jev/ish Quarterly .Review 51 
(1168-1161), pp. 152^157. .....................
27. So also Michaalis, "Die Davidssohnschaft Jesu als historisches und 
keiygmatisches Problem," in H. Pdstow and K. Maathiae (eds.), Der his- 
tlrische Jesus und der kerygmatische Christus, p. 321. Contra Stauffer, 
NovT T (1955771?. 84. ’ .
28. So. S. Lohse, " ut 05 AmuU p TWNT TOI, p. 481 n. 46; Kerbelge,
op., cit., po 181. . .
21. Bultmann (p. 213; German edn. p. 22)3), Hahn (op" cit., p. 272 n. 88) 
and Trilling (Ghristusverkuidiru^^ig in den synoptischen Evangelien, p. 
152) think that Son of David especially conflicts with rabbouni.
30. Hahn, op. , cit., p. 254; Filler, op. cit., p. 111;. Burger, op. cit.,
p. 46.
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31. In the NT the address seems to have taken on a fixed form (cf. Mt. 
15:22; 17*15; Fk* 16:24; 17*13) which may have been, influenced by 
Christian liturgy. See W* Lockton, "Liturgical notes,” JTS o.s. 16 
(1915), pp. 540-555; Trilling, op* cit., p. 152* Lohmmyer (Gottes- 
knecht und Davidsohn, p. 69) and Burger (op. cit., p. 45) overstate 
the case when they argue that men are never asked for mercy in the OT
' and FT; of* Job 19*21; 2 Mac. 7*27; "Lk. 16:24» Also see Josephus,
Ant. . 9l 64; Sophocles, Ph. 5O1*
32. Of. Crsaifield, p. 345» For recent studies of Matthew's use of Son 
of David see Michaaeis, Per historische Jesus und der herygntisohe.
Christus, pp. 31Qff.; Gibbs, NTS 10 T-963-1964)? PP* 446-464; A. Suhl, 
"Der Davidssohn im Matthaus-Evangelium," ZNW 59 (1963), pp. 57-81;
Burger, op. cit.; J.A, Fitzm/yer, "The Son of David tradition and Mt. 
22:41-46 and parallels," Essays on the. Semitic Background of the New 
Testament, pp* 113-126; Trilling, on. cit*, pp. 13-39«
33 . The vocabulary in vss. 47f* does not suggest that they are a Markan 
creation. Although Mark frequently uses Kpxopw as a redundant auxil­
ary verb (cf. Chapler I, p. 13), in 10547 it appears literally to mean 
•begin’; so also J.W. Hurkin, "’Pleonastic’ opM in the New Testa­
ment JTS o.s* 25 (1923-1924)? P* 391; Taylor, p. 48. HLunkin thinks
that it is.also to be taken literally in 14:19,33. In these verses
may go back to an Aramaic level of tradition: cf. Taylor, pp* 
63f. £a<t(v. 48) also occurs in redactional verses (l:25; 3*12; 
4:39; 8:30,32f.; 9*25) but in these cases (witn the exception of 8:32) 
it appears on the lips of Jesus. I ts u se by oohers in 10:13 and 10:48 
may suggest that it is traditional there. These and other factors 
indicate that vss. 49f. are based on a solid pre-Marhan tradition.
34* Cf. Lohse,' TWNT VIII, p. 489*
35* AH the references to the Son of David in the IN? are in the synoptic 
gospels, but cf. Rom. 1:3; 2 Tim. 2:8; Rev. 5*5; 22:16. According to 
Burger (op. cit., pp. 17f.) the earliest explicit connection of the 
eschatological hope of the Jews with the title Son of David is found in 
Ps. Sol. 17 and 18. For1 other studies of the understanding of
the Davidic Messiah in t he OT, interLestamental, Qumran and rabbinic 
literature, see Lohse, TWNT VIII, pp. 482-492; Fitzm^yer, Essays on 
the Semitic Background . of the New Testament, pp. 113-126; Hahn, on, . 
cit.. * Filler (op. ' cit..); 'CulImam (The" ChristtL.ogy of the New Testament, 
pp. 117ff. )* Burger and Lobe e (p . 482 n . 1 ) istt the many studies which 
deal with the title. Also s ee n. 33? abow.
36. The related title King of the Jews is also traditional: 15:2,9,12,18, 
26.
37* Of. Taylor, p. 2115* "TTh stoory is cited for its broad hintLnity and 
because of the acknowledged greatness of Daro-d.”
38. Here the Son of David title is not being denied; it is merely being
qualified just as the deeSgnaticn CChiit is defnned vwih the titles Son 
of God and Son of Mann cf. n. lOJ, Chapter III (pp. 115^^—lfoPJ above).
39* Of. the discussion.below, pp. 176;!.
40* tK(/baAXed rather than tf is found in 565* This may repre­
sent a scribal attempt to bring the passage into line with the habits 
of Palestinian beggars who would have had their cloaks spread out before 
them. Nevertheless, tfWtfjXAAu; is not necessarily innpprtpriatr here 
since it probably means that Bartimaeus threw his garment aside, confi­
dent that he would no longer need it: cf. T^^^Lor, p. 449* Matthew and 
Luke omit this de-tail.
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41. For other examples of this relationship see pp. l79ff. below,
42. Other scholars also think that the passage is connected with the
Messianic secret. Cf. Eosling, ias Mes5iaigtheimnis und die Botschaft 
des Marcus-Evangelisteo, pp. I3bf.; Boobyer, "The secrecy mooif in St 
Mark’s gospel," NTS 6 "(1959-1960), pp. 230f. (see the critique of his 
thesis in Appendix I, below); DirtoH, Mytierious Revetation,
pp. I9O-I92. See the discussion in Chapter V below.
43* Das Messiasgeheimnis in den Byangelien, p. 279* Many others also 
Oeiy that 10:46-52 plays a part in the theory of the Messianic secret* 
Lagrange? p. 285; Rawlinson, p. 149; Lobmnyer, p. 224; Schmid, The 
Gospel According to Mark, p. 202; Cran.fitlO, p. 345«
44* Of, the discussion of Mark’s use of noAXoi in Appendix I. Mark’s 
insertion in v. 46b (the disciples and the large ckUwO) makes it im­
possible to identify the 1^^.
45* Wrede, op. . tot., pp. 278f. Burger (op, cit., p. 6l) unjustly
accuses Wrede of psychologistn^ at this point. S.E. Johnson ("The
iavidit-Royal mot.f in the gospels," JBL 87 (1960), p. 137) offers 
another interpretation of the command to silence. In his opinion the 
Oisciplts silenced Bartimaeus because his acclamation was seditious.
Its Sits im Leben, he argues, is the time of Vespasian when tatst of 
iavvd’s descent were hunted down.
46. Cf. Schreiber, Theologie des Vertr■autns, p. 239*
47* The expression "Your faith has htrleO (saved?) you" is found else­
where io Mt. 9:22; Lk. 7:50; 8*48; 17:19; 18:42.
48. Cf, Htf^tmann, Studim sur markiifsclltn Chhistologie, p. 124*
49. Gf. Reploh, pp. 224f.; Trilling, op, cit., p. 161.
50. Cf. Hawkins? p. 12.
51. Hawtons, p. 12; Bultmann, p. 257 (German edn. p. 276); Schreiber, 
Theologie des Vertraums, pp. 190ff., 220f. bSos is traditional in 
l*2f.j 2*23; 4:4,15; 6*8; 6*3; 10*46; 11:8; 12*14 and ptrat.ps in 10*17 
(Schreibtf (p. 190) thinks that it is redactional there).
52. For a discussion of the Markm nature of this terra see SchwiezG^,
"iie theologische Leistung," pp. 350f., suO Reploh, p. 224. -
kou9tuJ is used in a purely local sense in 3*7, 5!24, 6sl 1 11,9; 14*13?54
53. So Trocme, La Formation de 1 ,Berng-lt, selon Marc, p. 5, , wwo thinks 
eaae it stmno0icallt underlines the way in which Jesus opens the eyes 
of the disciples in 8*27—1^0^*4^^*
54* zirtos Mk. 1*42; 2*12; 5:29,42; Mt. 8*3; 20*34; Mk. 7:35(?)*
Lk. 5:13; Jn. 5:9; Mt. 2l*19f.; Lk. 4:39; 5*25; 8*44?47?55
13:13; 18*43; of. Acts 3*7; 5:1C; 9:18,34; 12:23; nm* See H. van 
der Loos, The Miracles of Jesus, p. 126 n. 3, who gives examples of the 
use of this literary device in pagan literature.
55. See below for a discussion of the co^i^^c^iiion between the passion and 
the theme of blindness suO sight (pp. 189f.).
56. Most scholars think that Mark placed 10*46ff. where it is because a 
reference to Jericho was firmly anchored in the treHtoon: cf. Bult- 
mann, p. 213 (German iOu. p. 228); Sehmndt, Per Rahmm der Geschichte
Jesu, p. 245; H. Riesenfeld, "Tradition und Redaction in Markusevangel- 
ium," Neutesta,meniliche Studim fur Rudolf Bultmann, pp. I63f.; Roloff, 
ias Herygma uod der irrQische Jesus, pp. I21f. Burger (op. cit., p. 63)
goes too far, however, when he argues, "Es ist nicht die BlinOOeilung,
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buz , ”
(1965)
sondern die Ortsangabe, welche Markus veranlaGb, den Vorfall an dioser 
Stelle seines Evangeliums zu berichten," since he fails to take into 
consideration the importance of Mnk's theme of blindness and sight.
That Mark is responsible for the insertion of 10:46-52 is indicated by 
the fact that it is both introduced and aonc1udeC by Markan additions 
(cf. Reploh, pp. 222-226) which, together with the careful definition 
of Jesus’ entourage in v. 46b, are designed to accommodate the narrative 
to surrounding miat^i^ial. A few scholars think that 1Q:46ff. and ll:lff. 
were already joined in the tradition: Marxsen, p. 46; Hahn, op. , cit., 
p. 273 n. 110; Kertelge, Die Wuad-er Jesu im aarkusevl.iee1ini, pp. 180f, 
Kertelge argues that this is indicated by the references to David in 
both the pericopes, but the differences in the acclamations in 10:47f» 
and 11:1 could as easily prove that their association is secondary.
See above, pp. 174f-
57* A number of scholars point to this comparison: cf. Lightfoot, His­
tory and Interpretation in the Gospels, pp. 120f.; I^:^nhhmu, pp . 282ff; ; 
Das Geheimnisralliv und die markini-sche Christologie," ZNV 56 
, p. 15; Best, SJT 23 (197*3)? pp. 325f.
58. Some exegetes think that 8:22-10:52 should be considered a section, 
one which both begins and ends with the healing of a blind man: cf. 
Trocme, La, Formation de l'Evangjle selon Marc, p. 64; Best, SJT 23 
(1170), PP’ 325f« Various theories about the structure of the gospel 
are discussed above (pp. 32ff.).
51- Of, Roloff, Das.Keaygma urnd der idisshhe Jesus, p. 126.
60. See Sic had son, The I^^rac^e^-^SSt^ories of the Gospels , p, 74, ’M.racl^e^~
stories contain much that is valuable for the Christian teachers.: they 
stress some aspect of Christian faith or life which is useful in the 
instruction or exportation of the Christian commnity. " Also see MS. 
Glasswell; "The use of miracles-in the Markm gospel," Miracles, pp. 
154-159; Kertelge, Die Wurider Jesu im Markusevaaneeium, pp. lS2ff., 
"Wunder als Le]h‘beispiele. "
61. Cf. W. Foerster, < a. / " TDNT VII, p. 110; R. McL. Wilson,
"SoterLa," SJT 6 (l153), p. 413. Mark's use of aoTuJ is discussed below 
(pp. isiff. yr
62. Cf. Lohmyer, p. 111; K. Weiss, "S<klesiollgie, Tradition und 
Gescliichte in der Jungerunterweisung Mark. 8:27-10-52,” Per historische 
Jesus und der keryg^g^i^tis^che Christus, pp. 411-411; Schreiber, Theolo- 
gle des Vertranens, p..203. Trilling says of 10-46-52 (Christusver-
kundigung in den, synoptischen Evanp;eliei, p. 158): die spezifische
Richtung des Textes ist aufs Katechetishh-Didaktische hin verlagert 
wooden." It is possible, as Best suggests (SJT, 23 (l170), pp. 324f.); 
that 1:14-21 is insertdd inoo a section on discipleship because Mark 
wants to use it oo eoahh hhe church how oo exorcise, but see the dis­
cussion below (pp. 180f.).
63. Cf. ^^neh^c^, p. 283.
64. Scholars disagree about the graimitica1 interpretaiioi of this clause 
Some think that it is volitive (StAuJ implied) — Robertson, A Grammar of
.the Greek New Testament in the Light of Historical Research, p. 133;
GJ. Cadoux, JTS o.s. 42 (l14l), p. 172 n. 2; A.Rh;"George, JTS o.s. 45 
(1144)5 P’ 59. Others argue that it is imperahival—H.G, Meacham, "St
' Mark x‘-51," ST 52 (1140-1141)? p. 437; JTS o.s. 43 (l142), pp. 179f.;
N, Turner, -Grammar of New Testament Greek, III, p. 15. In either case 
the meaning of Bartimaeus’ words is clear. -
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65* The concept of faith is further developed elsey/here in the second 
half of the gospel. In 9*42 Hark refers to those who believe in Jesus 
as o ( k/ (t c evovoos. 11:22~84 deals with the power of faith whereas
13:21 warns the disciples against belief in pseudo-chhists. In 11:31 
it is said that John’s message is worthy of belief. Of. the reference 
to 15*32 on p. 124 above. •
66. Cf. Niteharn, pp. 283’, 286. Contra W. Waaner, "lrbezr ciej'iiv und seine 
Derivata im Neuet Testament," Zh'W 6 (1905), p. 208, vim argues that ccoj’cJ 
is used in s. natural, ton-technical sense in 10:52.
67. Of. Mt. 9*21f.; Lk. 8*36,48,50; 17*19; 18*42; Jn. 11:12; Acts 4*9;
14?9.
c
68. So Best, pp. 109f.
69. TDNT VII, p. 990 Foerster points out that the words wfcrc is vou 
ffttriMM ire appear in Lk. 7*50 even when the stozyy is not connected with 
healing.
70. Of. the discussion of the phrase "following in the way” below (pp. ISf.
71. Contra op. cit., p. 208, who argues that this verse is only 
concerned muth deliverance from a specific, phy'/soal ailment,
72. Best, pp. 109f.
73. Best, p. 110. ccjjiu is also used simultaneously in reference to 
healing and redempdon in Acts 4*9ff« (cf. vss. 9j 12).
74. Cf. Michaelis, Art, TDNT1 V, p. 347 n. I64.
75. Cf. FoersSer,H’vp/’^;, .4 2 4 TDNT. VII, p. 983. See 4Q Mb Hem 1,8, 
where it is said that all the nations see God's glory.
76. Charles, The. Greek Versions of the Testaments. of the Twelve Patri archs.
77» For a discussion of the relationship between signs and seeing cf. 
Chapter II, pp. I2lff.
78. Also see Mt. 13*l6f. (Lk. 1O:23f.); Jn. 8:56 (cf. Michaeeis, TDNT V, 
p. 343 n. 147)’ The same kind of imagery may be in mind in Ml. 6:22f. 
and Lk. 11:34-36. In a few cases sight is contrasted eLitr salvation and 
spiritual knowledge (Jn. 20:29; Rom. •8:84; Heb. 11:l).
79. Also see Barn. 5*10 where it is said that one is saved by seeing Jesus.
80. Translation by K. Lake, The ApotSolic Fathers, I, Loeb Classical 
Library.
81. ' For examples of the connection of salvation and sight in rabbinic 
literature see Strack-Billerbeck, II, p. 139.
82. Gf, Gntlka, p. 26. •
83. Mark is not implying that the disciples or his contemporaries are 
unsaved or partially saved because their vision is imperfect. Such an 
interpretation would stretch the analogy to breaking point.
84. The use of this concept in Mark's gospel and in the rest of the NT 
has been examined by several scholars. Cf. C.H. Turner, JTS o.s. 26 
(1924-1925), pp. 838-840; K-iztel, TDNT I, pp. 2lC’2l6; Schweezer, 
Lordship and Discipleship, SBT 28, pp. 11-21; "Discipleship and belief 
in Jesus 'as Lord from Jesus Lo Lhe Heeienistic Church,” NTS 2 (l955~
1956), pp. 87-99; "Die" L^heologis^^he LeisLutg,” pp. 35Of.; Best, pp, 
l^O^, 181f.j SJT 23 (1970), pp. 326-329, 334-337; T-.Aerts, "Suivre 
Jesus* Evolution d’ut theme biblique dans les avangiles synolDtiques, ”
ETL 42 (1966), pp. 476-512; Schreiber, Theologie des Vertraums, pp.
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190ff.; Reploh, pp. I23ff»
85* Cornra 'VetlOrustu, p, 92, ^^tkki, ETL 42 (1966), p. 5C3, auO Roloff',
ia,s Herygma uuO der ir^^di^^^ljOu Jesus, p, 126, vho take it in a literal 
sense in 10:52. •
Q’uVt/fcokotodzbO is also used in a literal seuse by Mark in 5*37 and86,
14*51' Cf * rccpaKoX ou3£i.o in 16:17 (Lk. 1:3; 1 Tim. 4*6; 2 Tim.
3:10); gKftKoOooSzijj in 16:20 (l Tim. 5*10,24; 1 Pet. 2:2l).
87* The use of kocAocfsitJ as a metaphor for the personal attachment of 
one person to another finds its antecedents in the LXX. In Ruth 1:14? 
for example, the verb refers to the permanent relationship between Ruth 
anO Nao/m. More significant is 3 HgOms. 19*20 where Elijah casts ’his 
mantle on Elisha. and Elisha says ow rov yuou /fa /
^Ko-Ato 9 qc-ctJ OrrtcoJ (too (see JostlOus, Ant. B, 354 koitoX t k Ujv'
xoos /3bc\$ koAouQ? cruv '/Asifex i of. Mik. 1:18). In Jud_._ 5*7 the verb
Otscribei an adherence to pagan gods: cf. Hos. 2:5(7) CJ. See the 
similar use of the expression xopzuz c9c( o/atoolft. 6:14; 8:19'(11*2(3)5 
28:14; Jer. 7*6,9; 8:2; 11:10; 13*10; (l6:ll)j 25*6; 35(43):15, and 
Hittel’s discussion of it, TiNT I, pp. 2llf. For other uses of qkc - 
AiOu9zj in the LXX see Num. 22*20; 1 HgOns. 25*42; JuO. 2*3; 15*13; Sir- 
Prologue 2; Is. 45*14; Szek. 29*16; 2 Mac. 8*36. In the NT the verb is
used in connection with <oisciplssOip in Mt. 8:19 par.; 8:22 par. 10*38; 
Ik. 5*11; Jn. IG?. 10*4.,27f.; 12:26; 13*364.; .21:19,22. See Jn.
8:12 where connection is made between sight anO following. Also see 
1 Pet. 2:21 (following in Christ's footsteps, £ koAou 9ecu ); 2 Pet. 
2:15 (following n? ko AouBioSJ the way of Balaam) ; Rev. 14*4 (follow­
ing the Lamb).
88. Cf., hhe discussonn of 15*41 in Appendix II.
89. Cf, H.K, Rsugstor^f, ,/f.r/lTiNT IV, p. 444*
90. Some of the disciples are even renamed by Jesus, 8:l6f.: Jn. 1:42.
91. In 2:15 a«o AooSiui refers to Jesus' disciples. Cf. Appendix I below,
n. 28.
92. Blindness is considered a sign of impurity in the OT suO Qurnran
literature. Blind animals could not be sacrificed (Lev. 22*22; it. 
15*21) and blind men could not become priests (Lev. 21:18), In the
Qiuiran com^u^.-ty the blind coulO not fight iu the great bait tie (SQS 7;
4ff.) or enter into the assembly of GoO (iQSa 2, 6). In Lev. 19*14 and 
it. 27:18 (cf. Job 29*15), hoy/ever, the Jews are commanded to treat the 
bl.inO with special consideration. ■
93. Cf, Schweizer, Lordship end,Discipleship, p. 13* Kitteel TiNT I, 
p. 214. .........................................................
94' Of, Schweizer , Lordship and .'iisci'pleshiTl, p. 12; Batees, TiNT I, p. 
214; Best, pp. 181f.; ~SJT 23 (1970), pp. 334ff. " 
95* Cf. Best, SJT 23 (l970), p. 885.
96. See Mt.- 23:8 and E. Lohse, "pnfifi 6 , Jo/S/covA , ” TiNT VI, p. 965; 
Renggsorf, TiNT IV, pp. 445-455, . .
97. Best (SJT 23 (1970), pp. 326ff.) calls attention to ruotOer aspect of
Mark's understanding of following. The gospel, and the life lived in 
obedience to Jesus, is one of movemnnt; it is a pilgrmr!rge. The idea 
of movement is also presene iu the actions of Bartimreus. Cf. Lojtoeyer, 
p. 224* "Neben Jesus, vor Jesus, hinter Jesus.1’ „
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90. By using the imperfect no AoOj in 10:52 Mark indicates that one 
must keep on following if ote is to be a true disciple. Cf. zvz/SAzns ‘ 
in 8:25.
99» "The way” is a common metaphor in Jewish and Chris tian thinking.
In the LXX o<Js describes both Lhe ways of men and Lhe ways of God 
which men can and must follow (Job 3*23 £&']> Prov. 4*10; Is. 40'.27»
Jer. 10:23 etc.; at. 5*33; 8:6; 9:12,16; .10:12; 11:22,28; 31:29; 32:4;
Job 23:11; <17:22; 43*19; 144*17; Hos. 14*10 etc. It is used in 
some eight hundred passages and in about six hundred occurrences it 
translates y? ;7 (cf. MichaeeL.s, “ o6oz y /<, TDNT V, p. 48). In
the Qiunran LiieraLuure the way ( 777) is of central significance. The 
manner of life in the Dead Sea area is referred to as "the was” (LQS 
9, 17; 10, 21; 11, 13; IQSa 1, 2; CD 1, 13; 2, 6; 4QPlor 1, 14ff.).
The believers can be said - to be preparing fche way of the Lord in the 
wilderness (cf. Me. l*2f.; Is. 40:3) by studying the Law (i^QS 8, 13; 
9*19f« —for discussions of the difference between the Qiunran and NT 
understandings of Is. 40:3 and the concept of the way see S.Y. McCas- 
ltnd, "The W(,” JBL 77 (1958), pp. 222-230; J* Pryke, "Eschatology 
in the Dead Sea Scrolls,” The Scrolls and Chhistianity, p. 49; J. de 
Waard, A Compaartive Study of Lhe Old Testament Text in the Dead Sea 
Scrolls and in the New Testament, pp. 4-8-53). The manner of life of
those liLving in the coamiutty is often referred to as "perfection of 
way” or "way of perfection" (iQS 4? 22; 5/ 24; 8, 10, 18, 21, 25; •
9; 2, 5; 11, 2, 11, 17; IQ, 14, 7; IQ# l, 36; 4, 32; IQSa 1, 17, 28;
4QiIa 5)* Reference is also made to the ways of men (lQS 3. 6; 5, 47; 
IQH. 6, 20, 24; 18, 12; CD 8, 16; 1% '2} and the ways of God (lQS 
1, 13; 2, 2; 3, 10; IQH 7, 31; CD 2, 16; 20, 18: cf. the refer­
ences to the way of God’s heart, IQH 4, IB, 21, 24; 6, 7, 21; CD 1,
11 ) and it i-s stressed that Lhe w^nes of men cannot prosper unless God 
directs them (lQS 11, lOf., IJf., 17; IQH 4, 31; 12, 34; 15, 22;
17, 21; 4Q Dib Ham 5, 20). The Scrolls pay particular attention to 
the dichotomy of .the ways of liLght and ways of darkness (wickedness, 
falsehood, iniquity etc., IQS 3, 3; 4, lOf., if, 19; 5, 11; IQH
14, 26; 15, 18; CD 1, 11; 2, 2. of. similar metaphors in CD 3, 17;
8, 4f., 0f.; 191 11, 221 22; lOppHe 111 13. The imagery is also 
found in Christian literature, of. Mt. 7*13f«; Didnche l:l). In the 
NT special attention is given oo hhe concept of the way in John's 
gospel and Acts. Jesus is the wan («Jn 14:55*) and Christianity is 
i, o6os (Acts 9«9* H:17l 8^25 19*9,23; H^. 24:14,22). Elsewhere 
reference is mame to the ws. oo God (GQc, I2’14 par.«( Lk. 1:76^ 3:43 
Acts 13*10; 18:25; Rom. 11*33; Heb. 3*10; Rev. 1-5*3), the wass of men 
(.ccs 14*16; James 1:8), the way of peace (Lk. 1*79; Rom. 3*1'7), way 
of righteousness (Mt. 2l*38; 2 Pet. 2*2l), way of truth (2 Pet. 2*2; 
cf. Jn. 14:4f.), way of Christ (Jn. 14*4; 1 Cor. 4*17), the right wins 
(2 Pet. 2*15), etc. • .
100. The significance of the concept of the was for Mark is recognised 
by ^6^5^^ who calls his coamintary Per VVeg Jesu, and by Best (SJT 23 
(1970)5 p. 327),.who calls Lhe gospel "the gospel of The Way”. Prob­
ably the use of KSos in 10*52 indicates that Mark thinks of Lhe healing 
of BarLiineus as a fulfimment of certain passages from Isaiah. Cf. Is. 
42:16 /cf) // (V s £1/ ouk iT'^o'<r«ii442:18 ; 61:1.
101* Cf* Marxsen’s more coiptete explication of this point, pp. 23f«
102. Cf, Appendix II, "Looking for the Resurrected Jesus.”
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C H A P T E R FIVE
CHAPTER V
OF
A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE THEME
BLINDHEBS AND SIGHT . AND VARIOUS THEORIES
OF THE MESSIANIC SECRET
1
For over seventy years much, of the research on the lsecond gosp‘
has been devoted to the for c, correct definition of the sc-cal’cd
Messianic secret. Since mmny scholars consider it to be the key, in 
one form or another, to Mark's theology and since 4*1-34$ 8:14-21, 
8:22—26 and 10:46-52 are usually integral parts of such interpretations, 
the examination of his theme of blindness and sight would hardly be 
complete without considering its relationship to some of these theories.
Because of the overwhelming bulk of the literature on the subject of the 
1 . ,
secret it is necessary to limit the comparison to a few of the more
representative studies,
(a)
Any discussion of the Meesianic secret begins, of course, with Hred
First--published in 19O'1, ’ Hrede’s thought—provoking study anticipates bot
form and redaction criticism and for that reason is still influential
today, Wrede rejects the critical assumption which was current at the 
beginning of the twentieth century that Mark’s gospel provides a reliable 
outline of the life of Jesus. The gospel, he argues, is dogma rather 
than history and is thoroughly coloured by theological ideas, It cannot
»
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be understood unless that which belongs to Jesus is separated from the 
thoughts of the primitive church. The gospels uTere wz’itten by coiramtted
Christians who could only look at the life of Jesus through the eyes of
faith and describe it with the needs ’of the Christian comnmrnity in mind* 
Wrede is particularly interested in Christology and the question of
Jesus’ Meesianic consciousness, In his opinion much of the pre-Markan 
material which found its way into Mark’s gospel was originally devoid
of Messianic claims, These traditions reflect the fact that Jesus did
not make such olaims for himself. CoMmsnti about his Meesiahship were 
inserted into the tradition by Mark and his contemporaries at a trans­
itional t^me in Christian thinking when the view that Jesus’ resurrec­
tion was the inception of his Meesiahship was beginning to be superseded 
by the belief that his- Easter splendour must have already been reflected 
in his earthly life.^ But how could these conflicting ideas be reconciled 
with each other and the non-Meesianio character of the tradition? Accord­
ing to Mrede, the Meesianic secret was a historical theory designed to 
solve this problem: although Jesus’ nature was revealed during his
earthly existence he himself wished to conceal it. The secret involves 
three different aspects of the gospel:--
1 • The demons and those who are healed by Jesus are ordered to keep
quiet about Jesus’ identity
. c
2, . In 4n 1~34- Mark develops a parable theohy which consisns cs two 
closely related ideas; '
(i) Jesus speaks in parables in order to ve.il the truth from 
the crowd but teaches his disciples openly,
(ii-) The parables remain obscure to the people but are interpreted 
for the disciples.6 .
3* The blindness of the disciples is also an integral part of Wrede?s 
theory: even though Jesus’ followers are given special instruction and
are the privileged recipients of the passion predictions they are unable
201
e to Mark's idea
not hide the
the passion still
it is not’urnusuai
.t ion . of a super-
Q
. it e " Wrede
to understand his message. This, Wrede argues, is due to ark's idea
7
of "concealment in spite of revelation", Jesus does not hide the
mesaning of his suffering, death and resurrection,
8 ■remains a secret to them. This is easily explain
for human beings to be unable to comprehend the proclama i , er-
■ 
natural secret if they are not supposed to understand s-
rejects the widely-held assumption. that Peter's confession marks the 
10point at which the disciples finally know Jesus, hheir inability to
understand him is no less after 8:27ff. than before. For Mark, Wrede
argues, the moment cf supreme revelation is not 8:27ff, but the rosur-
root ion. Thus Jesus mi^-t keep his nature secret throughout his ministry,
119:9 provides the interpretative key to Mark's intentions: the trans­
figuration is an anticipation or preview of the resurrection end the 
disciples are ordered to remain silent until a time when their experience
will be more compleeely understood, 7n Wrede's opinion the lack of pro­
gress in the disciples' comprehension has an historical kernel. It re­
flects the fact that Jesus' followers experienced a sudden revolution in 
their thought after the resurrection.' This left a deep impression on
the tradition and although Mark's, portrait of the disciples is a. caricatur 
it plays an important part in the theory of the secret: the harshness wit 
which the disciples' blindness is portrayed makes the transformation which 
comes.-with the resurrection even mere perceptible,
U)
Although Wrede's thesis was criticised from a number of different 
pei-spectives between the time of its publication and the beginning of 
World War II,- the most important examination of the problem during that 
period was H.J. Ebeling's (1939)» " His interpretation of the Meesianic 
secret is basically positive and departs, from Wrede's analysis on two
fundamental issues; -
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1, For Mark, Ebeling argues, it 
about Jesus which! is important, bub 
orders to silence, the taking aside
is not the maintenance of a secret 
Hthe revelation of his divini ty. Tne- 
of those Who are healed (4:10-12)
and the blindness of the disciples are all part of a literary modf in
which concealment and prohibition serve as foils to bring out the
irrepressible nature of the truth about Jesus, This is dem^nsti^^c^-ted by
the fact that in the majority of narratives which con'fcain orders to oil-
ence primary emphhsis lies on the dissemination of the news about Jesus
rather than its restriction. Where Jesus silences the demons they reveal
the truth about him in spite of themselves and witness to his victory over
Satan, Where he orders his patients to secrecy they cannot restrain 
15themselves and proclaim their experiences. The pressing of the crowd
rather than indicating the blindness of the people underlines Jesus'
popularity and the basic fact that Jesus and humanity belong together.
Thus for Ebeling emp^pia^s^iLs is not on the keeping of the secret but its 
. 16 'violation: the power of Jesus, his Meesiahship, is incessantly demon-
17strated in his word and deeds.
2. For Ebeling the Meesianic secret is not to be explained in terms 
of Jesus’ life but must receive its meaning out of a correct understanding
. 18
of the relationship between the everngeeist and his hearers and readers,
In the passion predictions, for example, Jesus’ explanations are not • 
designed to give information about the cross since that is already assumed 
Mark's message here concerns his readers, not the historical disciples.
In these passages he makes it clear that the cross can only be meaningful 
where the obligation to take it upon oneself is understood. The life of 
the Christian proceeds from the death of Jesus and the bea,ring of the 
Christian cross is only possible through the cross ofO's^hist, When the 
disciples receive special teaching this informs the readers that the
secret is being preached to them and that thiey are privileged to know what 
19the disciples could not grasp The content of the incomprehension mooif*
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has to do with the centre of Christian preaching: Christ, his gift and
20 ... demand. ’ This Christ always works iwo things, repentance and faith,
21
Through the cross he both requires obedience and makes it possible.
Sbeling rejects the common interpretations of 4’1—34 &nd argues that Lhe 
question which is raised in 4’10 must be understood as the church’s query 
about the goal of parables generally. Jesus* response is meaningful to
the Christian reader because it makes it clear that he is among the elect
who receive the secret (4:11f»)* In this chapter there is no reflection
about the success or failure of Christian preaching, but a warning about 
22careless listening. 8:30 and 9*9 are t0 he interpreted similarly: the 
secret which is revealed only to select disciples and remains hidden until 
after the resurrection is now being presented, to the readers of Mark’s
gospel.
(«)
C.H. Boobyer*s more recent study is also of interest since it is
representative of interpretations 'which see the Messianic secret as part 
23of Mark’s attack on the Jews. " In his opinion two related conclusions 
are demanded by an examination of Mark’s secrecy motif:—
1. Mark knew that there were two different periods in the historical 
process of Christian revelation which were separated from each other by 
Easter. At that point the more complete revelation was given which Mark 
considers to be the possession of the readers of his gospel. Prior to 
that, Jesus concealed himself and although the disciples received his 
teaching much was also hidden from them,
2. In addition to the two periods, there are also two classes of 
recipients, those inside and those outside. The former are to be ident­
ified with the Christian readers of the gospel (as represented by the 
disciples) whereas the la.tter are the Jewish people (the crowd) „ Mark
is not trying to explain the rejection of Jesus by the Jews, Boobyer argues,
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but God's reject:!on of Israel,
(1)
E, Schweizer looks at the Messianic secret from a different 
perspective.^ Recosgiising the cen-tral importance of 4:11fn, Schweizer 
argues that Mark, whose thinking is based to some ex-tent on Jewish 
apocalyptic, literature, knew that the mystery of God cam only be re­
vealed to men by God himself, Therefore Mark depicts the care which 
Jesus must always take to bring men, and especially the disciples, near 
to this mystery. Although he makes it clear that God's revelation con­
tinually breaks forth in Jesus' m.iracles, and thus the commands to silenc 
are always violated, he also iemoliSratet that despite their special in- 
struct;!on the disciples are as blind as the world* The incomprehensible 
nature of God is understood by Nark more radically than in apocalyptic 
literature. God is essentially the abscond!tus sub contrario and this is 
not overcome simply by miraculous means, Jesus’ use of parables is not
designed to conceal but to reveal. It is a means of teaching adap-ted to 
, . pa
the understanding of men (4:33), God's incomppehensibility can only ' 
be understood through the parable, only in picture language, not in 
direct speech. In this sense the teaching in parables must be understood 
as an attempt to uncover the mystery of God, Mark, Schweizer argues, goe 
beyond the rigid distinction which was found in the tradition (4:11f.) 
between the elect and those outside and develops the idea that just as 
all men are predestined to blindness so all are also called to under­
standing. This is especially clear in 8:14 where a logion similar to 
4:11f. is applied to the disciples and is immeeiitely followed by 8:22-26 
which shows that God can and. will open the eyes of the blind. In the 
second part of the gospel Mark develops thinking similar to 1 Cor. 2;6ff. 
and iem^lsSratet that God's revelation must be unierttooi in relation to 
the way of discipleship and the suffering of the Son of Man,
• y<
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(£)
In an important study which has not yet received the attention it 
deserves, Tagawa comes to conclusions about the Meesianio secret which 
are similar to lEeelng’s* His investigation is important because it goes 
beyond the evidence which Sbelio.g assembles and distinguishes more con­
sistently between tradition and redaction, Although many scholars think 
that the Meesianic secret is at the heart of Mark's gospel and attempt to 
integrate ail of the elements which vrede identified into the same theme, 
Tagawa contends that the term "Messianic secret" can. do no more than
artificially recover several -different traits which characterise the 
26redaction of Mark. These traits have their redactions.!. character in
commdn but not the fact that they are all concerned with the revelation
or concealment of Jesus' Meesianic nature.
In regard to passages in which Jesus performs a miracle aside from
the crowd (5:21-24,35-45; 7*31-37; 8:22-26) Tagawa contends that this
motif is traditional and although Mark conserves it from time to time he 
27never emphasises or ampli^fies it.
Tagawa agrees, furthermore, with Heeling's contention that in the
prohibitions to silence io the miracle narratives Mark is more interested
in Jesus' popularity and the proclamation of the news about him than in.
28secrecy. These commands to silence differ from those to the demons
which are never violated. In the former it is forbidden to speak about
a healing whereas in the latter the demons are not allowed to proclaim
Christological titles, This corresponds to the fact that ao injunction 
2Q
to silence is a formula of exorcism. ' But that is not all. It also
demonotrates Mark's indifference to Christological titles. For him 
30Jesus is above all titles contained in the old religious systems,
Io regard to the blindness of the disciples Tagawa asserts that
it cao only be understood io light of the Sits im Leben which prompted
Mark to write the gospel. Since the evangelist returns to this theme so
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insistently, he must be attacking some influential group within the
church which does not understand the being and person of Jesus, In
Tagawa's opinion Mark's depiction of the disciples’ blindness contains
an implicit criticism of the sectarian spirit in the Jerusalem church
which tries to limit the definition of those who are Christians (9*33ff,),
The same motif is visible in 4*10-13 where Mark attacks the complacency
of those Who are insiders. Verse 13 indicates that those who condemn non 
, 32
Christians also come under the interdiction of Is, 6:9~10»" .
(f)
In the most recent (196S) comprehensive study (575 pp.) of the 
Meesianic secret de Tillesse comes to conclusions which are diameerically 
opposed to Tagawa's. Whereas Tagawa thinks that the Meesianic secret is 
an artificial amalgam made up of elements which can be interpreted separ­
ately, de Tillesse contends that the injunctions to silence, the exorcisms, 
th.e controversy narratives, the parables, the incomprehension of the dis-
dples and the Meesianic titles are all part of a thesis which is system.ai- 
33ically elaborated by Mark. According to de Tmesse, Mark's picture cf
Jesus, which can only be understood by cazrefully distinguishing between 
tradition and redaction, is painted in somewhat paradoxical terms, Jesus 
wants to be hidden but his glory is transparent to the' demons and those 
who witness his miracles. By placing the commands to silence next to th.e 
necessity of their violation Mark, rather than creating a discord between 
tradition and redaction, indicates that the Meesianic secret is made up 
of the tension between the irresistible manifestation of Jesus' kingship 
and the hopeless desire to camouflage this eschatological irruption,
The parables are also used to confirm Mark's definition of the 
secdt.^ hliey reveal the mystery of the Kingdom of God to the privi­
leged (a myssery hidden until the present momeiit) but keep it hidden from, 
the crowd until after Jesus' divine mannf©station. Thus thought
20?
contains the. anomaly that although Jesus speaks in parables so that
the crowd cannot understand, the secret is only provisional and in a
short time the mystery will be revealed to everyone (4:2lf«)*
3 a
In regard to the blindness of the disciples de Tilles-se argues
that the themes of ejnaseinent and incomprehension are designed to attract
the attention of Mark’s readers and instruct them. The confession of
Peter is a turning-point in this presentation. The Messianic secret 
does not involve the fact of the Messiahship (which is recognised for 
the first time at Caesarea Philippi) but mere precisely is concerned 
with the manner in which it is accomplished. It is in the second 
half of the gospel that Mark defines the secret: it is Jesus’ irrev­
ocable and free decision to embrace his passion in accordance with the
divine will expressed in the scriptures. Although Jesus is the Son of
God he chooses the road of humiliation. All of the commands to silence
express the idea that glory naturally illuminates the figure and acts of
the Son of God: the demons understand this brilliance and those who are
healed perceive the extraordinary nature of their experience, but Jesus 
37imposes silence on all.
Ultimately, the Messianic secret must be understood in relation to 
the situation of Mark’s church. The gospel, de Tillesse contends, is
written to Christians in Rome who stand in the aftermath of the fall of
Jerusalem. Because they are being persecuted they find their faith 
□ c
wavering. The overall tone of Mark’s theme, therefore, is not
Christological or dogmatic but pastoral. The situation of his fellow-
Christians, Mark urges, is not unique since it follows the protoype of 
39the suffering servant ' who, although he was the Son of God, chose the 
cross voluntarily because this was God’s will. •
This review of only six of the many analyses of the Messianic secret
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clearly illustrates the precision, diversity and scope of Markan re­
search over the past seventy-one years. They can he compared most 
easily to the point of view developed in this thesis by utilising the 
categories which are generally identified as the constituent elements of 
the Messianic secrete These categories are the interpretation of 4:1-34? 
Mark’s depiction of the blindness of the disciples; and, thirdly, Mark’s 
understanding of the injunctions to silence, healings in private, etc.^
(a) The interpretation of 4:1—34
In regard to 4:1-34 an interesting development is observable 'in
the interpretation of Mark’s parable chapter. Thus:-
Virede : Jesus teaches in parables in order to veil the truth from
the crowd but explains everything to his disciples.
Boobyer : Jesus conceals the truth from those outside (the Jews)
but enables those inside (the Christians) to know the mystery.
Schweizer ; Just as all men are predestined to blindness so through 
God’s gift all are called to sight, Jesus’ preaching is uniquely suited 
to human understanding which can only comprehend the mystery in picture 
language.
de Tillesse : The parables reveal the mystery to the privileged (the
disciples) but conceal it from the crowd. Nevertheless, the crowd’s 
blindness is only provisional and eventually all will see the light 
(•4:2lf.).
All of these interpretations are-unsatisfactory because they are 
based on the faulty presupposition that Mark depicts the blindness cf the
crowd not only in A:1but throughout the whole gospel. In Mark
c j** .
makes no attempt to identify ejiat with the crowd or any other group
t i a /] d
m the gospel (cf. the ambiguous in v, 33)« Elsewhere, as is
, , . . . 42 .demonstrated in Appendix I, ' his attitude toward the masses is generally 
positive. The people perceive that divine power is revealed in Jesus’
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miracles (2:12; aan they ncOively peek him out. Jesus’ response
to their ee.nhusiasm is one. cf coiupasaicn (6:34) tmn their ddsirr to be 
with him is frequently rewarded when thhy are made the sped al recipients 
of his teaching (1:39» 3:31f?,; 6:34; 7:14s 8:34; 10:1; 12:1-12),
In ) : 1-3), furtheraore, Mark is not constructing a "parable theory" 
which assumes that all of Jesus' teaching was designed to baffle everyone 
except his inneraost circle of acquaintances.^ The crowd understands
thea (7:1); 12:1?) and Jesus’ eneaies con-prebend all too well that soae 
of his parables are directed against thea (3:23ff«; 12:1—12; of, 7:14ff»)'
This is one of the reasons why they want to aurder hia (12:12). The only 
people who consistently aisurderstand the parables are Jesus' ova disciple
(4:10,13; 7:17ff.).
It is also erroneous to ascuae that Mark is launching a progmamaaic 
• 44attack on Judaism in 4:11* ’ r In these verses the divine blinding of thos 
outside is not understood as part of God's esoteric, plan to reject the Jew 
but reflects Mark's acceptance of the early church's doctrine that the 
failure of soae (Jews and Gee-biles) to accept the gospel was consonant 
with divine intention (thus the final % in ):12), In 4; 11b and 4:33 
the references to those outside are left aabiguous because the distinction 
which Mark aakes there is not between the disciples and the Jewish crowd 
but between Christians and non-Ohristians, Although Mark does depict the 
hardness of heart of the Jewish authorities (3:5f«j 10:5) they are not 
representative of Jews in general, Their intransigence is a given of the 
Christian tradition and in Mark's gospel it is frequently contrasted with 
the aore positive attitude of the crowd (3:23-35; 7:1); 11:16,32; 12:12, 
37).45
Sohweezer's thesis that 4:1-34 and 8:1)--21 reflect Mark's belief 
that all aen are radically blind is also open to criticism, This inter— 
pretation may correspond tc John's thought (Jn, 1?9ff.) but it goes beyond 
Mark's understanding of these passages. Although Mark uses the allusion
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to Is. 6:9f. as a convenient place to introduce the blindness of
the disciples (4:10,13) he is not trying to equate their myopia with the 
tr /z.
total (4:11b,34a) and irremediable blindness of &e . Whereas the
vision of those outside is obscured in accordance with divine will and 
there is no forgiveness for them (4:12), the disciples ore among those 
who are called to see and their incomprehension is only provisional:
Jesus will elucidate the mystery for them through his teaching (4:21-25,34) 
Similarly, in 8:14-21, even though the disciples’ hardness of heart is 
criticised with language similar to the'allusion in 4:11f.t they are still 
with. Jesus (cf. 3:14) and continue to receive the ben-fit of his instruc­
tion. In the next perieope Mark provides a word of encouragement 'to 
those’ inside whio suffer from half-sight: Jesus can and will restore the 
sight of the blind.4'
Schweizer also misunderstands the sayings about parables in 4:1l?«
and 4:33f. Mark connects blindness with parables, not because, as
Schweezer argues, he has a general theory that it is only through picture 
A 8language that men can understand the Dens.. absoondi tus ' but because he
wants to connect the specific parables he has in hand with the mystery
of the Kingdom of God. Here there is no "secret" as such in view but a 
recognition of the fact that the myetery (the teaching about Jesus’ 
suffering, death and resurrect:!on) and the parables which explicate it 
are difficult to understand even for those wio are among the elect. Thus 
it goes without saying that these same parables would be incomprehensible 
to those outside the church who have not been given the myatery in the 
first place. Mark’s disruption of the parable source with the logia in 
4:21-25, however, indicates that his thoughts do not linger on their 
fate: even what they have will be taken from them (442§').^r^ Here his ,
main concern, as elsewhere in the gospel, is the definition of the 
spiritual blindness of his feUow-Christians and the way it can be over­
come
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( b) Mark' s , , d epi oil on of , Jiha blindness of. the disciples
The second element which is generally included in any discussion
of the Messianic secret is the blindness of the disciples. It is at thi
point that both the weaknesses and the strengths of Vr^c^e^’s thesis are 
particularly evident. Although Wrede correctly identifies Mark's port­
rait of the disciples as a literary motif rather than an accurate hist—
• i • 50 ,oncal account, he
he is still entangled
not introducing a his
fails to understand the purpose behind it because 
51in historical questions. In his gospel Mark is
torical theory which is designed to account for the
inability of the disciples to understand Jesus' Messianic, nature during 
P2his earthly life ' — -—with this explanation Wrede heads in the wrong
directi on — rather Mark is dealing with the problem of spiritual
blindness in his own comnmuity. For Mark the earthly Jesus who restores
the sight of the blind is one with the risen Lord who instructs his 
53church, and the disciples, rather than being identified primarily 
with the twelve, stand as symbols of the people in his congregation.
The theme of blindness and sight is not so much an attempt to
superimpose Christian beliefs , on the early traditions of Jesus' life, 
as Wr-ede argues, as a dramatic presentation of the doubts and unbelief 
of Mark's iellow-Ghristlans» This is especially evident in regard to 
Jesus' rebukes. On the basis of Weds’s assumptions ’these censures
appear to be incongruous. How could the disciples be reproved for not
comprehending something which they were not supposed to understand?
How could they be criticised for misapprehending predictions which could 
only be grasped after the resurrection? The strong language which is 
attributed to Jesus in A13, A40, 7:18; 8:17-21,33 and 9:19 indicates
that the disciples' incomprehension is not caused by M^qsi’aihLc conceal­
' 54men! but by spiritual blindness, hardness of heart and unbblief.e^ jn 
these verses Mark makes it clear that more is expected of the disciples 
than misunderstanding. What Wrede fails to perceive, and this provides
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the key to Mark's presentation of the disciples, is that these rebukes 
55 •
aro intended for the Christians in Mark's church.'■ Because these
"disciples" are on the resurrection side of the cross and are among
the elect, their failure to understand. Jesus' activities and teaching
necessarily precipitates divine displeasure and correction.
Although Wrede correctly recognises that there is no advancement 
r6in the discip3.es* understanding throughout the gospel • he fails to 
identify the motive behind it. The disciples rem^:in partially blind
not because some secret about Jesus' nature must be maintained until
after the resurrection but because Mark wsaits to compare their incom­
prehension to the spiritual myopia of his fellow-Christians. Just as 
the blind man of Bethsaida only recovers his sight fully after a second 
encounter With Jesus, so the disciples and the Christians in Marks churc
will not "see cleai'ly" unta 1 they meet the risen Christ and have their 
57sight restored by him.
This interpretation of the blindness of the disciples is prefer­
, 58able to the more widely accepted analysis which de Tillesse adopts,'
In his op'inion 8:27ff. marks a turning-point in the gospel because the 
disciples at least recognise the fact of Jesus' Meesiahship even if they 
still do not comprehend the manner of its accomplishment, This distinc­
tion is too artificial, however, since for Mark it is not possible to 
separate the passion from the question about Jesus' true nature. The 
believer cannot be said to have correctly understood Jesus' identity if 
he dissociates him from the Son of Man who suffers, dies and is raised 
from the dead. This is the point not only of the rebukes in 8:30,32 and 
9:9 hut of the entire second half of the gospel. Be Tillesse’s further 
contention that the presentation of the blindness of the disciples is a 
means by which Mark addresses himself to persecuted Christians is also 
unlikely. In 4:13-20 where he introduces the blindness theme, persecu­
tion and tribulation are only two elements among many which cause people
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to misapprehend the word and there no attempt is made to emphasise them,
For Mark the disciples’ blindness is not limited. merely to times of stress
as in and 6;45ff» but appears in a number of different oircum-
59 *
stances. The harsh language of the'Merkan rebukes especially speaks
against de Tillesse’s interpretation. To a church whose faith is 
supposed to be wavering under official oppression the censures of Jesus
would be cold comfort indeed.
c
Although Tagawa’s contention that the theme of blindness and 
sight is a polemic against sectarian elements in the Jerusalem church 
provides a more reasonable interpretation of Jesus’ rebukes it fails 
to take account of the positive aspect of the theme.°0 Throughout the 
gospel Mark calls attention to spiritual blindness not in order to
condemn it but to overcome it and lead his readers to a more mature
faith. This aspect of Mark’s intent:!cm is best understood by Sboling?
who recognises that Mark’s chief concern is to present the truth about
Christ, reassure the elect that they will eventually understand xhe
mystery which ha,s been presented to them,and provide them with 3. greater
understanding of the meaning of the cross and the demands it places on 
61those who wish to become true disciples.
(c,) Mark's understanding of the injunctions to. .silence, healings
in. private, etc.
Bbeling’s assertion that Mark's main concern throughout the gospel 
is with revelation rather .than concealment is also confirmed by an exam­
ination of the miracles which contain injunctions to silence or are per­
formed. privately. 2
Scholars are generally agreed that the passages in which reference 
is made to -Jesus’ desire to perform miracles in private (5:40; -7:33; 8:23) 
are not Markan insertions but have their origin in the pre-Markan tradition
As ^Itmann demonotrates, the feature of healing in private is not unique
’ zr .
in the DT but is common in miracle accour/ts in other literature. Mbi't
63
- r '■"Ail ' «•» Wk .£* t. <m x >»•» •»..<>.
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it originally meant cannot be determined with certainty but it probably
involved either Jesus' desire to keep his therapeutic techniques a secret.
6 bor his uish to leave an area before a large audience assembled, " Its
meting to Mark, however, can only be determined by distinguishing
between tradition and redaction,
66' In 7 -33 and 8:23 kauk's interpretation is most clearly revealed
by a comparison of the passages in which these verses are found. Their
similarity indicates that they had already been composed before they came 
67to Mark, either by the same person or in the same Christian community, '
68Concluded by a verse simitar to 7:37, they were probably yoked together
to denmnstir^-ce that Jesus was the Nessiah foreseen in Is, 35:51b Verse
8:26, a Jesus’ order that the man should return home without passing
through the village, is also pre-Mark an and reinforces the point made in
8:23. These references are not of major importance to Mark, however, since 
70he is mainly interested in the syrah©]^ value of the pericope. ‘ Verses
7:31-37, on the other hand, serve another purpose. This is made esp­
ecially clear in the marked contrast between 8:26 and 7:36f. Although 
7:31ff. probably had a conclusion similar to 8:26 Mark alters it with 
his redactional insertiofn in v, 36 and gives it a new meaning: Jesus* 
miracles reveal his nature so clearly that the more the deaf-mute is 
commanded to silence the more he spreads the news about’ him. Thus the 
main point of the pericope is made not in the order to silence but in its 
violation. A similar emphasis is also evident in 1:44-fb and 5:19^* In 
the account of the cleansing of the leper the obvious tension between 
v. 44 and v. 45 once again illustrates that the news about Jesus cannot 
be restrained. .In 1:44b Mark clearly transmits a piece of pre-Markan 
tradition Jesus’ order to the leper to present himself to the priest
is designed to demonnsrate Jesus’ orthodoxy and would hardly be of interest 
. 72to Mark and his Gentile readers. Although v. 44a is similar to other
commands to silence in the gospel (1:34; 3:12; 5:43; 7:36) it could also be
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pre-Markan since it is entirely in keeping with the intention of v. 44.2:
70
the man should not communicate with anyone before going to the priest.
In any case. Mark’s interpretation cf the passage is made clear in his 
7/redactional conclusion in v. 45’ the healed man can do nothing else
but preach about his experience.
5:19^* is especially important since here Mark abandons the
orders to silence and expresses the positive aspect of his thinking: itc “
is Jesus’ desire that the man should go home and proclaim what God has 
done for him (v, 19)In v< 20, a Markan insertion,Mark indicates 
that even this command is too restrictive: the demoniac not only tells
his friends about his experience but also becomes a missionary all through 
the area of the Decapolis,
Mark’s choice of vocabulary in 7:36, 1:45 and 5*20 is especially
significant since he uses- U er<?i_k2 to describe the manner in which
Jesus’ patients spread the news about him, a verb v/hich has the meaning
"proclaim the gospel” elsev/here (1:4,7,14,38f,j 3:14; 6:12; 13:10; 14:9).
In 1:45 fWjjOV W is linked with © Aoyos which is a Markan equivalent
of C/4/<? 1* , i.e. the kerygma about Jesus’ suffering, death-
77and resurrection (cf. 4:14-20; 8:32,33; 9:1°j 10:24; 13:31)/’ In such 
a manner Mark illustrates three positive concepts:—
1. VJhat is revealed from the first in the preaching of Jesus (l:14f.;
2:2; 4«14-20), his forerunner (1:4,7) and his apostles (3:14; 6:12) i.s 
also-clearly manifested in his miracles,
2. These miracles demonstrate that Jesus is more than a divine v/onder-
7
worker: he is the Son of God proclaimed in the kerygma,
3. An encounter with Jesus (and this should be of special interest to 
Mark’s fellow-Christians who have not yet fully experienced the presence
of the risen Christ) inevitably leads to praise and witness (cf. 1:45* 2:12; 
707).79
The exorcisms in v/hich commands to silence are found (1:25; 1:34; 3:12)
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also reveal the positive aspect cf Mark’s thinking: the power c-f
Jesus’ teaching and healings was ’well known and news about him was broad­
cast throughout the land. Each of these passages contains two elements,
the “confessions” of the demons and Jesus’ rebukes*
The statements of the demons care no doubt based on pre-Markan 
81prototypes. As Bauernfeind points out, they correspond, to the general
belief that demons could hamper the activities of a miracle-worker by
proclaiming his name. The traditional nature of 1:?4 indicated by
the titles which are used: o zov is a hapay. legorer or.
and references to Jesus os the ka.za.rene are only found elsewhere in xrad- 
82itional passages (10:475 14:67; 16:6), ~ The similarity of this verse to 
• 1:34 (which is the conclusion of the Markan summary statement -which
follows) suggests that Mark composed 1 : 34 with 2: 24f, in mind (of* the
*?
parallel use of ©< ), Although the address of the demons in 3:11 is
also found in a Markan summary it is likely that it too is based on pre— 
83Markan tradition. This is most clearly indicated by the unusual use
of the title Son of God there. In the other passages in which Mark-
reviews Jesus’ activities the use of Christological titles is avoided
(1:34#39; 6:53£f •» also see 3:15j 6:7,13)* This, coupled with the feet
that Mark strictly reserves the designation Son of God for use in key
passages (1:1,11: 15:39; cf. 9:7; 13:32; 14:6l)84 suggests that 3:7-12 
85is based on a tradition which Mark adapts to his own needs.
The orders to silence in 1:25; 1:34 and 3:12, on the other hand,
are clearly Markan constructions as is indicated by the recurrence of
favourite Markan ’.words in these verses:-
1. (1:25i86 3:12; 4:39; 8:30,32,33; 9:25; 10:13).87
2. ditfiot-J (1:25; 4:39). ■ ,
3. (l:2?f.; 5:2,8,13; 7:29,30; 9:2%29).
/!. i/f/Ua.Uw (l:3.'1-,39; 3:15,22f.; 5:40; 6:13; 7:26; 9:18,28),
<z
5. with orders to silence (1:2.5,34,44; 3:12; 5:43; 7:36; 8:30; 9:9)
- 21? ~
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The meaning which Mark gives io these prohibitions is determined 
by his understanding of the "confessions" which precede thorn» Although 
Bauernfeind*s thesis may aocount for the way the exorcisms were interpre­
ted in the pre-Markan tradition it fails to take into consideration the 
special significance the Christological titles would have for Mark and 
his readers. Since these designations were used in Christian worship 
and confession their appearance in the mouths of the evil spirits would 
probably indicate to believers, not that the demons were trying to over- 
power Jesus, but that they could not help but acknowledge his Lordship,'1"' 
Wrede’s more commonly accepted interpretation of these orders to 
silence is also unacceptable. The contexts in which 1:2p, 1:3d and 3:12
are set clearly indicate that Mark is not portraying a. Jesus who engages 
in a systematic programme of concealment, but one whose ministry is
O'j
characterised by dynamic preaching which is well received everywhere,''
The silencing of the demons, rather than showing a reluctance on Jesus’ 
part to have his identity revealed, is an activity which substantiates 
his proclamation and demonstrates that his is a efoAx^
£ J? ou cr/ <a V (l:27).y^
The relationship between the exorcisms and Jesus’ preaching is best 
93elucidated, by J.W. Leitch, In his opinion Jesus muscles the demons not 
because they have unpropitiously penetrated his secret but because he does 
not want to be made known through the hollow confessions of unclean spirits 
who are basically hostile to him,' These passages, along with, the pro­
hibitions in the healing miracles and the rebukes to the disciples, demon­
strate that Jesus’ overall goal was not to hide his Messiahship but to
ensure a correct understanding of it by opposing anything short of a full 
95confession, What Leitch applies to the historical Jesus is better under­
stood as the redaction of Mark. For the evangelist the silencing of the 
demons reflects the importance which ho attributes to proclamation: the
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gospel is not to be spread abroad by t!ie forcce confession of evil 
spirits but only by Jesus and those who are called to follow him cn the 
way. This is especially clear in 3:l2jff. It is not the demons who are
to announce that Jesus is the Son cf God but those who have been comrnis 
ioned to preach in his name (3:14)*
In a more general sense it can bo observed that all of the comrmm 
to silence as swell as the rebukee to ohe disi^i^jiles are manhsUed by IM
in support of woe of the main goals that lie behind the •khm^ei of blind— 
ness and sight: to stimulate his readers to ask, "Mho is this Jesus 
really?’* In 8:30,32 and 9:9, for example, Mak indicates that this
important question has_ not yet bnni satisfactorily answered by many of
. his fellow-Christians. The rebukes in these passages demonstrate that
the ritualistic repetition of the great creeds of the church and the
knowledge that Jesus is the transcendent Lord are not- necessarily 
96comroiniuratn xeith mature faith. Thus the whole gospel hums with
speculation as everyone (8:27-20) from a blind beggar (10:47f„) to 
97King Herod (6:14- -16) tries to find out who Jesus is." The extent of
this debate reflects the confusion and doubt in Mark’s church:
Who is this Jesus who provides new teaching (1:2?)?
Who is this man who forgives sin (2:7)?
Who is i*fc that the demoon address with divine names?.
Who is this whc rules the wimd and the waves (4:41)?
Who is this one whh is suppooed to heal the sick (6:2)?
Who do rnmn say that he is (8227)?
The answers run the gamut of human imagination; he is the holy one of 
God (1:24), a blasphemer (2:7), s lunatic (3:2l), the Son of the most 
high God (5:7), u carpenter (6:3), a prophet (6:15), John the Baptist 
risen from the dead (6:16), a (6:49) , the Messiah foreseen
in Is. 35:5f* (7:37), the Son of Man (8:31,38; 9:9,12,31; 10:33,45, 
13:26; 1d':21,41,62), the Son of David (10:471»; 11:10; 12:35,37), the
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King of the Jews (15:2^ 
one correct answer and is provided
Fo% Marik, however, there ic cr?y 
in the beginning (1;1,11), middle
(9:?) and end of the gospel ( 15:39): Josns Christ is the Son of God,
crucified and risen from the dead,-
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to 1:25* "The decisiveness of tone used by Jesus is part of the 
cu.rati.ve method, but it alao marks His strong sense of indignation 
aroused by possession and His unwillingness to permit the testmrnony of
the possessed."
95" Leitch, op. cit., p. 181.
96. Cf. Jas. 2:19; Mt. 7*21-23.
97* Cf. Queeneei’s more detailed examination of this phenomenon which he 
calls "the Identity Theme" (pp. 157-ff») •
98. The passages in the second half of the gospel in which Christologica 
titles are used openly and 12:1-12 where Mark surely understands the 
son to be Jesus clearly indicate tne inadequacy of the expression 
"Meesianic secret" as a description of Mark's thought. These pericopes 
rather than comprising a "Strain on the Secret" as 3urkill (Mysterious. 
Revee.ation, pp. 188ff.) contends, demonssrate the primacy of revelation 
for Mark and his insistence that Jesus was being made ^^ii.ifest in every 
thing he did. The same point of view is operative in 1:11 where the 
voice from heaven publicly declares that Jesus is God’ s Son, and 2;23ff 
where he accepts the title Son of Man. The expression "Meesianic 
secret" is inadequate for another reason, as Vielhauer (‘,Erwagulrgen. zur 
Chrintnlngie des Markus evangeliums," Zeit und Gcschlchte, pp. 156f.) 
demonrSrates. The title Xpcros is not the most important one for 
Mark and his reluctance to use it alone (cf. Chapter III above, n. IO7) 
indicates that he thinks that it is open to misunderstanding.
»
CONCLUSIONS
►
I
1, An examination. c>f tradition and redaction in Mk. 4:1—34» 8: Id- 
211 8:22—26 and 10:46-52 ren/eals that Mark himself is responsible for the 
insertion of the terminology of seeing and not-seeing into the gospel 
tradition at those points and that the theme of blindness and sight is 
his own creation. The logion in A:11f., for example, was not original*1’’ 
connected with the parable cf the so-’er in the pre-Markan tradition. It 
circulated independently as an illustration cf the church’s doctrine of 
election: although the elect are given the mystery of the Kingdom of God,
those outside receive everything in riddles (mGsalin). Since the Greek
z
word TT ft o A was used to translate the Hebrew masal or the Aramaic
mt 13 Hark incorp or- i-os this saying into his description of the inc amor.a— 
hension of the disciples who misapprehend the Kingdom parables (4:10,13) 
even though they are among the . Cn the other hand, 8:*4-21
is a Markan composition in tho strictest sense of the word• Only 8:15b 
can be traced back tc pre-Markan tradition and it originally had nothing 
to do with the bread theme (cf. Lk. 12:1). 8:22-26 is a pre-
Markan miracle narrative which Mark inserts into the gcspel with the 
introductory phrase ACAf £.15 , The simi­
larity cf this pericope and 7:31-37 suggests that both passages were 
probably composed by the same author or at least in the same Christian
community and circulated together in the tradition as illustrations of 
Jesus’ Messianic nature (cf. the reference to Is. 35’5t’« in 7?37)»
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10:46-52 also owes its position in the gospel to Marl’s 
literary design. In the pre-LIarkan tradition it circulated independ-
qt
ently as a model^faith (cf. v. 52a, 5:25—.34)* The fact that Mark is 
responsible for initially associating it x.'ith 10:35—45 pnd .re account 
cf the triumphal entry is indicated by the fact that it is both intro­
duced and concluded by Markan insertions which, together with the defin­
ition of Jesus’ entourage in v. 46b, are designed to accommodate the 
peri cope to surrounding material.
2, All four of these pericopes are placed by Mark at significant
junctures in the framework of his gospel. Although scholars analyse the
organisation of the gospel differently ' it is best understood if it ic
divided into seven sections which reflect the importance cf the concert
of discipleship in Mark’s thinking:--"'
(I) 1:1-15
(II) 1:16-3:12
(III) 3:13-6:6b 
(17; 6:7a-8:26
(v) 8:27-10:52 
(VI) 11:^-12:44 (or 13:3?)“
(VII) 14:1-16:8
The unity and consistency of this outline is demonstrated by the fact that 
apart from the introductory section (l) and the depiction of the passion, 
crucifixion and resurrection (VI—VII), Mark begins each subdivision with 
discipleship material (1:16-2O; 3:13-19? 6:7a-13; 8:27-9:1).
Within this framework 4:1—34 occupies an important structural and 
theological position since it introduces central concepts in Mark’s 
definition of discipleship. In these verses Mark first refers to the 
special privileges which Jesus’ followers enjoy (4:10a,11a,24f.,34) and 
also introduces the incomprehension of the disciples (4:10,13), a theme 
which dominates the gospel between 4:35 and 10:52. The par able chapter 
is also important for an understanding of the summary of Jesus* preachinz
. in the introduction to the gospel (l:14f.), since in 4:1O-2O,33f. Mark
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attempts to elucidate the close relationship between the mystery of 
the Kingdom of God (4* 11a) and Jesus’ preaching of the word (4:14-20),
He also gives his description of Jesus as preacher and teacher in 1:16-3 
35 new substance as he introduces the first large block of his teaching 
Which is all connected wi.tli one subject.
The structural significance of the theme of blindness and sight 
is even more clearly illustrated in the healing; narratives in 8:22—26 
and 10:46—52. Although they function as conclusions of theiw respective 
sections in the outline given above, a. factor which is important enough 
in itself, they are better understood as symbolic transitions/' The 
two-stage healing in 8:’22-26 bridges the gap between 8:14—21 and 8:27­
9:1. In both pericopes the disciples mly have half-sight, They will 
not "see everything clearly" until they encounter the risen Jesus and 
finally understand the meaning of the cross and resurrection. 10:46-52, 
or. the other hand, focuses attention on the didactic material which 
lies between the healings of the two blind men and points ahead to the 
central significance of the passion narrative. The way which Bartimaeus 
takes, the way of disoipleship, leads straight to Jerusalem and the 
cross, This pericope is also important in relation to the structure of 
the gospel as a whole since it draws together a number of themes which 
Hark introduced in the first chapter, faith (1:15), salvation (l:4f.,15) 
disoipleship (li^ff.) and the concept of "the wry" (l:2f,), A recog­
nition of the transitional function of 8:22-26 and 10:46-52 makes. it 
possible to refine the n^itli^j^ie of the gospel somewhat: —
(I) 1=1-15
(II) 1:16-3:12 .
(III) 3:13-6:6b
»
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(IV) 6:72-8:21
(VII) U: 1-16:8
This analysis also brings out cho organisational significance of 8:14-21. 
It rounds off section IV by terminating it as it began (6:7a-1l) with 
an emphasis on the relationship between Jesus and his disciples and sums 
up the "bread" theme which doninates 6:30-8:10. It is also designed to
' force the reader to reconsider the relationship between 7:1-13 and 8:11—* 3 
and the feeding miracles and the connection between the incomprehension 
of the disciples and the blindness ("le^a^v^en", 8: Ip) of the Pharisees.
This outline co.n be condensed even more if 8:27ff. is recognised 
as the theological mid-point of the gospel. Here Mark begins the second 
half of his presentation of Jesus by concentrating on the instruction of 
the disciples and explicitly stating What has been implied all along:
spiritual blindness consists of the inability to understand Jesus* passion. 
death and resurrection. As such 8:22-26 stands as the bridge between the 
two halves of the gospel, comparing the myopia of the disciples before 
and after Fetter's confession to the man* s imperfect vision in 8:24 and 
looking ahead to the sight they will obtain after the resurrection:-
(I) 1:1-8:21
(II) 8:27-16:8
In such a mcainer Hark assigns the theme of blindness and sight a pivotal 
» role in the framework of his gospel.
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3, Although the metaphors of blindneos and hard neso of heart are 
frequently used in both the CT and NT to describe the refusal cf the Jews 
to respond to the prophetic word or the preaching of the early church, 
Mark reinterprete the allusions in 4:1 ly, and 8:l8a and subordinates 
them compli^t;e1y tc his own theological interests. In 8:14-21, for 
example, the blindness imagery is not applied to Israel but to Jesus’ 
own disciples. In 4:1 1T., furthermore, Mark does not identify ot cCuf 
with the crowd which foioowed Jesus or the Jewish people who rejected
him; rather he understands it in reference to his own situation as the
differentiation between those inside and those outside of the Christian
comrnuuity. The ambiguous nature of the references in 4:11f» ond 4:33 
indicates that the fate and identity of those outside the felocwship of 
the church is of minor importance to him, Vh&t worries hi.m is that even 
the insiders who have been given the mystery can find it difficult to 
understand (4:10,13;.
Whi1e it is true that Mark does make reference to the hardness of
heart of the Jewish authorities (3:5f«j 10:5) this is not surprising
since their intransigence is stereotyped in. all of the gospels, bhat
is remarkable is that he should apply the same terminology to Jesus’
foilowers (6:52; 8:17). In such a manner he warns his readers about
the dangers of spiritual blindness: a persistent failure like that cf
the disciples to understand Jesus’ word and deeds can develop into the
kind of calcified blindness which characterised the Pharisees who had eye 
5
but refused to see.'
4» The netare of the spiritual blindness which troubles the
Christians in Mark's church is
ness and sight is consistently 
of the gospel to placard the p: 
Mark’s theme of disoipleshi p.
indicated by the way the theme of blind— 
connected both with the laI^^ae^t concern, 
ssion, death and resurrection. of Jesus and
In 4:1-34 it is made clear that sniritual
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blindness is caused by a failure to yrasp Jesus’ word (/; 10-20), This
3 St
word is the euayy EAtov which is Jesus and is preached by Jesus, It 
is nothing less than the mystery cf the Kingdom of God (4:11aJ, i.e. the 
divine . necessity of the cross and resurrection and the way in which these 
events define Christian discipleship. The constant repetition of this 
logos and tho- insistont failure of the disciples to understand it indi­
cate that it is the very heart of the gospel which Mark's readers are 
finding difficult to understand (cf. 8:32,38: 9'Sf«» 10:22,24,26 and the 
use of /)^xx a in ':32 and 14:72).
The same association cf ideas is found in 8: i4-2'1 where bread is 
used as a metaphor for-Jesus' word. In these verses Hark builds on his
' interpretation of 6:30-44. Connecting the feeding of the mutitude. wiih. 
the capacity cf Jesus' teaching to satisfy spiritual hunfge^ (6:34', and 
emphasising both the apostolic function of the disciples (6:6b-13,3C') and 
their inability to fulfil Jesus' command to ’’feed" the masses (6:33,38.; 
cf. Jn. 2l:15ff.), Mark expresses his concern about the impoverishment 
of mission in a myopic Christian. comrmuity: those who dc not fully 
understand the gospel cannot be expected to ccm^’unicate it effectively 
to others. In 8:14-21 attention is drawn to the folly of believers who 
do not trust in the sufficiency of Jesus' word either on the mission fiel
or when they withdraw to consider their own spiritual requisites. Such
mistrust is tantamount to unbelief and Mark uses the harsh words of Jesus
to warn his readers and lead them to a more mature faith.
The connection between the two healing narratives and Jesus' pass!-0 
is mere explicit. The two-stage healing in 8:22-26 is placed directly 
before Feter's incomplete confession and the first passion prediction.
It symboCisei the partied blindness both of the disciples and of Mark's 
fellow-Christians who although they ere among the elect and are called
to see do not fully understand the centrality of the cross and resur­
rection and are not yet ready to follow Jesus in suffering obedience.
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Mark's readers, like the disciples, will not "see clearly" until they 
encounter the risen Lord, and understand his logos (cf, 8:32).' The 
healing of blind Bartimaeus occurs at the last possible moment before 
the passion. In these verses Hark provides the prototype of true 
Christian disciploship and indicates what' it means to sec and be saved: 
the believer, like Bartimaeus, rust follow Josos "on the way" until he 
comes to the cross and sees that Jesus Christ is truly the Sen of Gcd 
(15:32)* Cnly then can he begin the Christian pilgrimage which is a 
journey with the riser Lord.
5. The purpose 'of the theme of blindness and eight is pastoral
rather than polemical. Nark’s desire to conduct his readers to a deeper
and more substantial faith sufficiently explains the meoive which lies
behind the commcoition of his- theme. It is unnecessary to look for more
exceptional circumstances or to suppose that it was developed as an attack 
Q
on the leaders of the Jerusalem church'' or heretics within the Mahan 
10 . .commmi^.y, Mark is not dealing with sectarianism or heresy but the
kind of spiritual misunderstanding which crops up in the Body of Christ 
in every age and situation where Christians struggle with the meaning cf 
the atonement and endeavour to comprehend the way their lives are supposed 
to reflect the will of God in Christ.
His pastoral concern is especially revealed in the cars he takes 
to intersperse words of hope and encouragement throughout his theme of 
blindness and sight. Although spiritual blindness mist be defined and 
rebuked if it is to be overcome, Mark sensibly balances the negative and 
positive elements of his theme. In 4:1-34 the references to blindness 
are followed by the sayings in 4:21-25: the light (the word) will come 
and those who have received the mystery will also be given its inter— 
protation. 4:26—25, 3‘0-32 and 34 serve th.o same constructive purpose.
In 8:14-21 Jesus’ stern rebukes are foUwed by the healing cf a blind
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man. Although 8:27-10:45 contains a whole series of poricopes in which 
the disciples’ inability’’ to understand Jesus’ passion predictions is 
graphically depicted, just before Jesus’ arrest one man doss see and 
foloows him as a disciple. In such a manner Mark accommodates the gospe 
to the goal of his theme: to provide his readers with a dramatic presen 
ation of the nature of spiritual blindness and show them, the way it can 
be “turned to sight by the power of the risen Lord.
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FOOTNOTSS Coaciusi ons
1. Cf. Chapter I, pp. 32ff., for examples.
2. The justification for this outline is discussed in detail by Keck 
("Mark 3*7-12 and Mark’s Christology," JEL 84 (l96b)> pp. 341-35#, and 
"The introduction to Ma^’i’s gospel?" NTS 12 (1965-1966)? pp. 352-370)? 
and in Chapter 1 above, pp. 31ff-
3. Pesch (Naherwaattuigen) suggests that Mk. 13 was added to the gospel 
'Secondarily in response to new circumstances experienced in Mark’s church.
4. Chapter III, pp. 151ff.; Chapter IV, pp. 178ff.
5. This intention is especially cleat in the relationship which Mark 
establishes 'between 8:11--1.3 and 8:14-21.
6. In 4»14-20 Mark is not concerned about the way the Jews responded to 
the message of the earthly Jesus or the reception which the preaching 
of the early church received but the unbelief of Christians and the 
factors which cause it.
7. Reploh also recognises the importance of the teaching of the word for 
Mark when he entitles his study of discipleship Markus — lehrer der 
Gemeinde. Mark’s intention, however, can be defined more precisely.
It is not Mark’s teaching that will open the eyes of his readers but 
the teaching of the risen Lord which is found in his gospel. For hie 
it is Jesus Christ who is the "lehrer der Gemeende".
8. Cf. de Tillesse, p. 417*
9. Contra Tyson, J331. 80 (1961), pp. 261-268 (cf. Chapter III above, n. 
114), and Tagawa ~ cP. Chapter V above, pp. 2Q5f.).
10. Contra Weeden, ZNW 59 (1968), pp. 145-158 (see Chapter III above, 
pp. 1f 6f.).
»
A P P E N DICES
Appendix I: MARK AND THE MASSES
-The purpose of this study’- is to determine the nature of the picture
which Mark draws of the crowd which accompanies Jesus throughout the 
gospel. It is commonly assumed that it is a negative one and that Mark
equates the reference to those outside in JiUb with the Galilean crowd 
and hy implication with the Jewish people as a, whole,' J<M, Robinson's
comment is typical: "The fascinated crowds who surround Jesus are 
clearly not looked upon vith favour by Mark." ' An examination of Mark’s 
use of the word okXos and related terms reveals that this judgment
cannot be sustained.
(a) -— ox\o/
In Mark’s gospel the crowd generally stands in a positive relation­
ship to Jesus and although it presses him (OzAyJcJ, cdvdk(/3cJ) 3*9;
5 J 24, 31), causes him to change his plans, (jm tot/ oxXoY, 2:4; 3:9, 
5:31) and even hinders his work because of its large size or curiosity 
(2:4; 3*20; 4*1; 5*27; 9*25), nothing suggests that these factors repre­
sent -an anti-semitic bias on Maak's part. On the contrary, the coming
and going ' of this large, enthusiastic group of people merely demonsiratei 
Jesus* popuXarLty.^ It is difficult to see why some scholars think that
the Markan picture of Jesus' use of the boat- (3*9; 4*i) should be taken 
5as a hostile comment about the crowd, 3*9f« points up Jesus’ success as
6 ■a healer, whereas in 4:llf. the extraordinary size of the crowd does not 
prevent Jesus from. teaching— it merely dlmolstratli that he was well
received. For Mark teaching is one of the key-notes of Jesus' ministry 7
r> r-235 ”
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and the fact that the crowd customarily received it (2:13; 4*1-9; 6:34; 
8:34ff«; 10:1; 11:18; 12:35-^37; also 7:14; 3*32ff.) can only be inter­
preted positively. The frequency with which Jesus instructs the masses
p
is especially emphasised by the use of the imperfect in 2*13;^ 4*1
/<-?:. t/ ) and 10:1 The crowd’s appreciation of his
instruction is clearly indicated in 11:18 10 where it prevents the 
authorities from arresting him (cf, 11:32; 12:12; 14*2 l<c?s )? and 12:37 
where it expresses its delight when his teaching about the Son of David 
checkmates the scribes.”1
Especially significant are the references to the crowd in 3*32-34 
and 8:34a. Althoug the crowd w&s no doubt already mentioned in the 
tradition in both verses “ Mark retains the word okAos , thereby crsat- 
ing scenes in which the masses receive special teaching about the compo­
sition of Jesus’ spiritual family (which is not dependent on ties of 
flesh and. blood — of, 10:29-~31)3 and the nature of Christian disciple­
ship (8:35ff*)* In both of these passages Matthew and Luke are dissatis­
fied with Mark’s arrangement of the material. In Mt. 12*49 Jesus does 
not look around at the crowd and say, "Behold my mother and my brothers," 
as in Mk. 3*34?but instead extends his hand toward the disciples. In
Matthew’s opinion they constitute Jesus’ true family. In Lc. 8:19-21,
on the other hand, all of Mc. 3*34 is omitted: it is not the crowd 
which makes up Jesus’ family but anyone who hears and does God's word.^ 
Thus Luke de'liberately removes the contrast between the crowd inside and 
the family outside. Similarly, in the Matthean and Lukan parallels to
Mk. 8*34ff» it is not the crowd which receives Jesus’ instruction about 
discipleship. In Mt. 16:24 the .recipients are the disciples and in Lc 
9*23 it is Wl/ZZS, i.e. all of the disciples mentioned in 9*18.
Other passages also reveal Mark’s positive assessment of the crowd. 
It follows the man from Nazareth (5*24; 10:46), runs to greet him (9*14f. 
cf. 6:55 v oX^-v ryg/ comes toward him (2*13) and
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gathers around him (3*32,34; 5*21; IO:l)., Jesus* positive impact on 
his hearers is indicated by the large numbers which his activities 
attract (yoAis , /Aucrros 4«1; 5*21; 6:34; 8:1; 9*14; 12*37; < "Mbs 10*46) 
and the fact that they are constantly amazed and impressed by what he 
does (9*1f; 11*18; of. 1*22; 2:12; 5*20; 7*37)*’’ Mark also indicates
by his repeated usage of his favourite word /aUT (3*20; 4*1; 7*14; 8*1; 
10:1) that the crowd continually acco<mpanies Jesus and responds to his 
teaching and healing activities. The crowd may inconvenience him and
prevent him from enjoying much-needed rest (3*20; 6*31) but it is not 
suggested that Jesus considers its emaands .importunaee. 3*20, for
example, is followed by 3*31ff* in which the crowd receeves sse^a! 
teaching about the family of God, and in 6:31-34 Jesus responds to the • 
crowd’s enthusiastic dash around the latke with understanding and com­
passion (of. 0:2). -
It can also be observed that rather than being interested in depict­
ing the blindness of the crowd Mara; uses its eitautiasm and interest in 
Jesus’ activities to bring the blintne33 of otthe's into sharper relief.
In 3*20ff., for example, the enthusiasm of the crowd, and the fact that 
it is compared to those who do the will of God (3*341.)? serves to 
emphasise the blindness of Jesus' relatives who stand outside (3*2Cf. ,31f,) 
and the scribes who blaspheme the Spirit (3*29). Similarly, in 7*14
Mark underlines the fact that Jesus calls the crowd {tpor /:'/\<<r )
again (ttcJ^v) to hear and understand. This summons stands in contrast
16to the rebuke of the disciples for their failure to comprehend (7*171.) 
and. the criticsmm of the hardness of heart of the religious authorities 
(7s6f«). In 11*18 the amazement of the crowd is placed in apposition to 
the fear of the chief priest and scribes. Although the crowd is impressed 
with Jesus’ teaching, the religious authorities want to kill. him. They 
cannot do so, hiowever, because of Jesus' popularity (cf. 11?32; 12*12; 
14*2). A similar contrast is evident in 12*37* ’
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Although. Mark's attitude toward the masses is generally positive
it must be 1x3111-that it appears to change radically in the passion
narrative where reference is made to the crowd’s compllcity in Jesus'
arrest and crucifixion (14*43; IbHlylljlg; if. 15*29). dearly these
verses are at variance with the picture painted in 11:18,32, 12:12 and
14*2. It is unnecessary to try and explain this inconsistency, however,
by distinguishing between a sympathetic GaHlean crowd and the hostile 
j 8
citizens of Jeruealew ' or by arguing that the cnwl's attitude has 
19changed for some reason or another. The conflict here is not a result
of confused thinking but represents a tension between tradition and 
redaction. Although Mark’s portrait of the crowd is favourable else­
where, here he faithfully preserves references to the crowd whic^l! he 
received in the tradition (the accounts of Matthew and Luke contain 
similar references). Tagawa provides a good description of Mark’s
editing proceduce*-
.L’evangile n'est pas un drame moderne. Son auteur ne ressent pas 
la necessite de toujours presenter les masses de msatiere ciherente.
La flule est chaque fois presentee selon le contenu de chaoum des 
lericopei dans lesquelles elle apparait. ^0
>** IAn examination of Matthew’s and Luke's use of aKAos casts even aorn 
light on Mark’s attitude toward the masses. Although all three evan­
gelists use the word with great frequency (Matthew 48-times ffib, 8:18 is 
a doubtful reading/, Luke 41 times) they do si with relative independence:
1. There are only five passages in which they all employ it simul­
taneously— Mik. 3*32 (Mt. 12*46; Lk. 8:19); Mk. 4*1 (Mt. 13*2a, ucAk ; Lk. 
8:4); Mk. 9:14 (Mt. 17*14; Ik. 9:37); Mk. 10:46 (Mt.. 20*29; of. v. 31;
Lk. 18*36) and Mk. 14*43 (Mt. 26*47; Lk. 22*47)* Even in these plricopls 
• 21the role of the crowd is not agreed upon in every case.
2, Matthew and Luke often follow Mark in their use of e/Ms without
being parallel to each other. In Mt. 13*’2b; 14*14)22; 15*LQj32f.,35f*;
19*2: 21*26; 23*1; 27*20 Matthew follows Mark when Luke does not (in some
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of these passages Luke omits the Markan passages altogether). In Lk. 
5*19) 8*40,42,45? 9*38 Luke follows Mark when Matthew does not.
3. In three pericopes Luke employs k^os when Matthew and Mark use 
or ^.kAo( Lk. 20*6,19,45*
4’ In a number of cases Matthew and Luke use ooAo( in peri-*’ I
copes which have Markan parallels but where the word is not used by Mark 
Mt. 8:1 (Lk. 5:15); Mt. 9:8; 14*13,15,19,23 (Lk. 9*11,12,16); Mt. 15*30; 
21s8f.: 27*15; Lk. 4*42; 5*15,29; 9*18; cf. 22*6.
5. Only in their summaaies of Jesus’ sermons (Mt. 4*25; 5*1; 7*28; 
Lk. 6*17,19; but cf. 3*7~13a), the stories about Jesus’ witness to John 
(Mt. 11*7; Lk. 7*24) and the healing of the centurion’s son (Mt. SslOff.
9
Lk. 7*9) do Matthew and Luke both use the word in passages which have no
Markan parall el s.
CLearly, the crowd was considered a fluid audience which the 
evangelists felt free to place in pericopes pretty much at Mil. The
important question which must be asked now is how do Matthew and Luke use 
the word in comparison with Mark?
In his study "The Multitude in the Synoptic Gosppes," B. Citron 
concludes that there is more agreement between Matthew and Mark than, there 
is between Matthew and Luke. Mark, he argues, is generally unprejudiced
toward the crowd and uses it to provide an anonymous background for his 
description of the works of Jesus. Citron goes on to argue, however,
that Matthew is more sympat-hetic toward the crowd than either of the other 
evangeHsts. This conclusion is not supported by.an examnation of the
references to the crowd in the gospels of Matthew and Luke, Although
O 12
Matthew and Luke frequently refer to the crowd in a non—judgmental manner “ "5 
both of them use the word nxlos in a negative sense more often than Mark 
does. In fact, in many passages there is evidence of a hostile attitude 
toward the masses, one which betrays negative thoujs^its about the Jewish 
people:- .
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o /
Mt. 9.:23"^25 Here the crowd laughs at Jesus and his attempt tc
raise the ruler’s daughter from the dead. According to Mark, however,
(5*38-40) it was a specific group which doubted Jesus, i.e. Jairuf*’
z ,
household. Luke changed it even more radically: KOVcCS , the girl's
parents and the disciples mock Jesus.
Mt. IJtlOff. See Chapter I above.
" Mit. 20*31)34. Here the crowd rebukes the blind men, thereby indicat­
ing its misunderstanding of Jesus’ mission. In this way Mstthew ec early 
changes Mark's more indefinite noXXo(* It is the crowd which tries to 
silence the cries for mercy. Schooarly interpretations of Mk. 10:46-52
are reminiscent of the views expressed about Mk. 4sllf« sdnce mmay 
commenyators read Matthew’s oxAos into Mk. 10:48.’’ Boobyer/"' for
example, is especially anxious to find the Messianic secret in the account
of blind Bartimaeud and finds a distinction there between the believer who
is chosen to receive revelation and the crowd of 1^16X13 vers wwh are nor.
The crowd, it hid opinion, by rebuking the blind man, ttaies steps wwhi^ci
prevent the propagation of the truth through his cry and thereby ensure
its own blindness. This distinction id far too artificial. In IQ:*!}
Mark makes no attempt to identify the with the oxAos in v. 46. It
28could also refer to the disciples whose blindness haas beet a subject of
chief concert it preceding chapters. It is even more likely, however,
that -'Mark uses because it came to him in the tradition and he
repeats it without attributing the action of silencing Bartimaeus to any­
one in particular. Matthew sees the case differently.
Mt. 12»46ff> See above, p. 236.
In addition to these ps.ssages there are also pericopes which are 
derived by Matthew from a noy-Markay source which also represent a negative 
assessment of the crowd. In Mt. 8*1, for example, it is said that a large
crowd followed J’esus down Irmin the mountain. This dome audience id
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asstmed in 8:10 when Jesus seys to those following him (in regard to
the cen-turion’s request), "Truly, 
I found ouch faith" (R£V). This 
statement about the lack of faith
I say to you, not even in Israel 'nave
cimimnt can be token as a negative 
found in the Jewish people. Even if
v. 10 was part of the tradition which Matthew received (cf. Lk. 7*9g
the Matthean verses, vss. Ilf., fortify the anti.-Jewish character of this 
narrative.In Mt. 11*7? on the other hand, Matthew retains the word 
"ciOArds" which he found in Q (of. Lk. 7*24) in which Jesus begins to talk 
to the people about John the BapHst. His questions .indicate his dis­
pleasure with their estimate if the forerunner. In vss, lbff. the crowd
is included in Jesus' mocking question. They are the ines'who are criti
cal of both Joim and Jesus (cf. Lk. 7*24ff*» especially v, 33). In Mt, 
11*20 Jesus continues to upbraid the people by cinde.mn.ng the population 
if the three cities which did not repent (Luke Llis this pe2?icope in 
another context, Ik. 10:13-15). Mt. 11*1 male es it clear that Matthew
wishes ti give Jesus’ teaching and preaching a very wide context. He is
teaching zr m?s noAo-ei/ i.e. the Jewish cities from ’wich the
disciples come.31 The Jewish people have rejected both Jesus and John,
In a passage peculiar to Matthews gospel, 27*24f«? Pilate washes his 
hands before the crowd (CxXos , v. 24)? and the people (/Ig^s , v. 25)
J"* * \ I /
accept the desponsibility for Jesus' blood. Here oxAos and /Amos are 
32synonymous. Israel has rejected Gid and murdered the Messiah.
In Luke's gospel there are also examples of a prejudicial attitudl 
33 -toward the crowd, in Lk. 11*29? for example, Jesus compares the
crowds to the evil generation which seeks for signs.3^ In Mk. 8*11 it
is the Pharisees who tempt Jesus, whereas in Mt. 12*38a it is some if 
the scribes and Pharisees. Similarly in Lk. lls1-4f. the crowd accuses
Jesus of being in league with Beed-zebul, but in Mk. 3*22 the scribes are 
the antagonists (Pharisees in Mt. 12*2-1). In Lk. 12*1 a derogatory
35commit is made about the large crowd which stumbles all over itself.
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As Tagawa, points out,the perieope which follows is directed toward 
the orovd. Jesus speaks first to the disciples ({/pc ccvv v, l), since 
they represent the believers. He then addresses those who io not have 
faith and threatens them with the parable of the rich man (vss- Ijff,). 
Although only one of the crowd (v. 13) asks a question, the answer is 
directed toward the whole group ({\jjrecss vss. l^ff). In Lk. 3*7 John 
refers to the crowds as a brood of vvpprs wbereas in MM 3*7 John’s 
criticssm is reserved for the Pharisees and Sadducees. In Ik, 7*9 the
reference to those who followed Jesus was probably already in the
tradition (cf. Mt. 8:10) but Luke makes it clear that Jesus’ critccssm of
Israel is directed toward the crowd. he e intensity o f th e moment is
indicated by the way in which Like describes Jesus' violent movement as
he turns to the people (c-Zoo<p* z% ). Finally, in Lk. 12:54ff., Jesus
criticises the crowd for being able to interpret the signs of the weather
correctly but failing to understand thie signio’icance of ths present
moment. In v. 56 he refers to them ass Ioppc rites. In the Matthrai
pirn?allel (l6:10f.) the abuse is ddrected towwrd ‘the Pharrsees and the 
37 -Sadducees.
(b.) AfrOSy JQoofo\70 f
Another word which Mark could have used to signify a negative assess­
ment of the crowd is /Urns. According to H. Strathm-nn, n<bJs is especi­
ally employed in the LXX as a specific term for Israel, o Aa6s were those 
who enjoyed a privileged religious position, people ( fly ) of God. It
would appear that the word is given a similar interpretation in a few 
passages in the gospels of Matthew and Luke (Mt. 1:21; 2:6; 4*16; Lk.
1:17,68,77; 2*10,31,32; 3*15; 7*16; 21:23).39 Nevvetheless, neither of
40
the rvangerists uses the tern consistently in this senin. Matthww
uses it as an alternative for oxAos (cf. Mt. 4*23; 26*5; 27:24-25,64)^^ 
and although he often employs it'positively, it also takes on a negative
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co nnotati on on occasi on. Citing Is. 6*9-f»? for example, Matthew
specifically connects the people who are blind (13*13) with trie crowds 
(13:2 oxAof ). In 27*25 the /Wo3 accept responsibility for Jesus' death. 
Here there can be no question about his negative assessment of the Jewish 
peojole. 42
/\a&$ is a favourite Lukan word and although it can signify
Israel it is also used more generally to refer to the common people.
Even when oxnos is found in his sources Luke frequently substitutes Amos 
in its place (Lk. ”9*47> cf. tCc. 11*18; Lc, 20:6, cf. Mk. 11*32; Ik. 20*19 
cf. Mk. 12:12; also see Lc. 6:17b where Mk. 3*7 bus TtxOu /r/fyftos ?;nn Mt. 
4*25 has oxAcf ); he is also able to alternate freely between the tfvo 
words in other passages — 7*29 ( Anus ), 7*24 (oxlous ); 8*47 ( Amcs ),
8:42,45 {cxkoi ); 9*13 (Atf’cv), 9*1” {OxAoi ), 9*12 (<?x/Ut/); 23*5 (z\<t<5-(z) 
23*4 {'‘XXcxos ).44 Luce’s usage of Ancus is reminiscent of his utilisa­
tion of caAos since although he generally expresses a positive attitude 
toward the people he does, on occasion, use /V<U5 in a derogatory ^^n^{^r.
In Lc. 21*23, for example, Luke makes it clear that in the days of desola­
tion the wrath of God will fall upon the people. In Chapter 23, although 
the people are contrasted with the religious authorities in 23*35,48 and 
24*19, they are identified with them in 23*4~5,13,14 where a group com­
posed of chief priests, rulers and o Moi accus® Jesus of stirring up the
ASpeople and leading them astray.
In the book of Acts ,^05 is given an even broader range of applica­
tion. Although it can be used to refer to unspelified people tt aLo 
signifies the Jews and their customs (cf, 28:17). In Paul’s speech 
before Agrippa it is said that the light will be proclaimed both to the 
people (i.e. the Jews) and the GenUles (of, 26:”7f*,23). In 13*”7ff* it 
is implied that the promises made to the people of God have bun given to 
God's new people, the church (l5:”4i 18:10). Elsewhere, however, o Accs
is identified, not with the ctir.1ct, but with tne Jewish people who have
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failed to respond to Jesus, They are the men of Israel wio killed Jesus
(3:9)11?15)5 the ones wio shall he destroyed Turn among the people 13*23} 
This people crucified Jesus and rejected him (4sl0ff\) and a!Hough Hyy 
received the promises of God (7*17ff») they have resisted the Holy Spirit 
and have become stiff-necked (7*51ff«)« Acts clearly contains a thesis
of selection. The Jewish people as a whole have rejected Jesus and are
d•,esplnsibl.e for his death and have in turn been rejected by God; Gol’s 
revelation is not rmnifsest to all the people, but only to those whim he 
chioses (lO/^l). Thus the words if Isaiah provide en appropriate climax
ti the bosk about the successes and failures of the apostolic mission 
(28«26ff.). ’ ,
In contrast, an examination of Mark’s usage of A«os reveals that 
it is not a significant ir frequently used word in h.is gospel. Whereas
both Matthew and Luke use it negatively in reference to the Jews it is 
never used in this sense by Mark. In fact, it is only employed twice, 
once in the citation from Is. 29*13 (LXX) in 7:6, an OT passage which, 
although originally directed against the people is turned by Mark against 
the religious authorities (cf. 7sl,9ff.), and in 14*2 (of. Mt. 26:5;
Ik. 22:2) when the religious leaders are depicted as being afraid to 
arrest Jesus because of the pellle.la Ailhough a Aaus was a ready-made
term which could have been used to express the blindness and hardness of 
heart of the Jewish people, Mark does not use it in that sense, and in the: 
passages in which it dies appear the people are sharply contrasted with 
Jesus’ enemies.^
Another term which is used by some NT writers ti indicate the blind 
ness of the Jews is jJoo£a( o ( . Th;Ls word appears frequently in John’s
gospel (70 times)^ in contrast to the handful of occurrences found in 
the other gospels. Generally o( Taotfnlot signify the religious
authorities, particularly the ones from Jerusalem who oppose Jesus (Jn.
1:19; 2:18,20; 3*1; 5*101f.; 7*f; 8:22ff.; 9:13ff.j 18:12,14,31; 19*38
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\ 49 •ZQiD). The tern can also he used to refer more generally to the
Jewish people (4:9,22; 18:20,33,35) and their religious customs end 
practices (2:6,13; 7*2; 11*55; 19:40,42). In several passages it
obviously refers to a large group of people Which is distinct from the 
religious authorities (6sdlff.; 7*ll-12,15“20: ll:19ff. ). The Jews 
are identified with the crowds in 6:22,25 who are hostile to Jesus and 
murmur against him (6*41-ff.)< Some of the Jews (also called oxlos in
7:11-12)50 thought that he was leading the people (<?x/\w) astray, and 
accused him of having a demon (v. 20). In v. 13, the author reverts to
the more technical meaning of the term. Elsewhere the people who come
to console the sisters about the death of Lazarus are called Jews (ll:19)
. and are critical of Jesus' apparent inability to raise the dead man 
(ll*37)« Similarly, the book of Acts also includes disparo.gi.ng comner^^^s
about the Jews (10*39-41; 12*11; 14*2 of Jz Mirty s.s ^loa^o^io^ ) P"
In contrast to the usage of the word found in John’s gospel and in
Acts, 0( IcoOniot is a tern employed infrequently by the synoptic writers
It is found in Mk. 7:3ff«, for example, where Mark adds a generalisation
about the washing ritual which all the Jews practise. These verses are
not added in order to deprecate the Jewish people but constitute an.
explanation which enables Mark’s Gennile readers to understand an un- 
52 'familiar practice. 7*1-12, furthermore, does not point to the blind-
ness of the Jewish people as a whole but specifically to the hardness of 
heart of the scribes and Pharisees. In 7*14 the crowd is summoned to
hear Jesus' parable which is also directed against the religious authori­
ties. Elsewhere in the gospel the tern Pou Snlot .is used in reference
to the mocking titles given to Jesus (15*2,9,12,18,26). In the gospels
of Matthew and Luke (cf. Mt. 2*2; 27*11,29,37, 28:15; "Lk. 7*3l 23*3,37, 
38,51) the tern is also used in a non-prejudicial marnier.^
Finally, an examination of the word al<r}t>«-yA as it. is used by Mark
reveals that it is nob a significant term. In 12*29 it is found on the
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lips of Jesus as he citns Dfc. 6*4 whereas in 1.5*32 the priest and scribes 
54mock Jesus on the cross, calling him the King of Israel. "T
(c) specified. Groups of PeopjLe_,__ xoX ujy. ,
7c\ySo. i /T<As , Impersonal Plural Verbs
•>z » t zHaving examined the ways in which Mark makes use of ox A os , A(?os 
and related terms, attention can be turned to passages in which hn does
not clearly defitn his audience. In several passages he refers to Jesus’
audience or to characters in the gospel with .indefinite expressions such 
as o( floAAo< (2*2; 6*2; 10:48; ”4*56), or some other form of noAo>% 
(3*"7f. 'oOx nX-yHas ; 9*26).^ It a few versns the audience is merely 
indicated with a plural verb (cf. 1:22,27,45%; 6:54-55; 7*32; 8:22), or 
with general expressions such as rms (1*32,37; 2:12; 5*20; 6*359,42; cf. 
7*14), 7C .loosCc/nn x^^(”*5), 7 (6:33), or z/M Oc zvat i«nt
o( SnAyovms ?xx>o\Aoz (6*3l), of ./^c^O^Aajc^uvvzz (”0*32), or ot
lyoafovrts k<a( c( n.^c^oo^ouvon (11:9). An examination of these
passagns and other references to the audience does not reveal evidence 
which indicates that Mark is hostile to thn Jiv'sh people. In 1*21,22,
for example, Mark refers to a general audience in the synagogue. It may 
well be the crowd(s) as in Mt. 7*28. If so, Mark once again contrasts 
the people with the religious authorities. The crowd is amazed with 
Jesus’ teaching because it is tot like that of the scribes. In Mc. 1*35 
Jesus is seen t ednai-ng t 0 a a ontly plaac ant teinn pursuul by at eager 
group of unnamed pelltl whom make prefsis to call the cult (lk. 4*42). 
Neither Mark nor Luke suggests that the presence of the people is un­
desirable and in Mk. 1*38 it ii deiaiy tntpcartl that Jesus|llissidn is 
to them. Nothihg g n 1 : 1-4-4 4nticaaei thha Julis found the presence of 
the crowd oppressive. Rather, 'his departure is a ^^nrer of expediency
and convininncn. Similarly, the xoAXcl who press Jesus in 2:2 also
Plldontirat?e his popuuarity. In 5*Iff« (especially 5*”'?), ot the other
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hand, a group of people is shown to be hostile to Jesus, but it is clear
that this is not the OxAos in general or* the Jewish people. Father,
the people here are nit unspecified, they are the non-Jews who i:v?e nn
Gergesa on the eaet sade ol thh Sea oi Ga/Hlee.
Although Mk. 6:1-6 is often interpreted to be a Markan comment 
56about the unbelief if the Jewish people the context if the passage 
suggests otherwise. Those who reject Jesus (rcOAxO , 6:2) and prevent
him from performing as many miracles as he usually does (v. 5) are not 
the Jewish people in general; they are his neighbours and relatives (cf, 
Jn. l:ll), the vevy pupla who wwuld bb olplcttl to welcome him. The 
peopjle who are momi t Ooisey alsiooatel oath Jemu are once again shown to 
be blind (of. 3*20ff. • 3:31-35), and he naturally marvels at their un­
belief (6:6). Finally, hiere is no reason to assume that the crowd's
hot pursuit of Jesus in 6:33 represents a hostile attiuude. It demon­
strates his popuuarity and in 6:34ff. Jesus’ oompnas-ion for the people is
57 'graphically depicted.
Conclusions
Wat can be said in conclusion about Mark’s use of the wird okXoz
and related turns? First of all it is evident that Mark is not interesedd
in depicting the iOi^ldnlss of the or-owd or using the crowd to advance any 
hilsis about Jesus’ desire to conceal his Meesianio nature. Secondly Mark
does not consistently equate the '"kAoi or the masses with the Jewish plOlll 
who rejected Jesus. In fact, he inly does so when he follows the passion 
tradition. The ixA is is a general mass of lelple that often appears in 
redactiona! verses and rather than being identified with any iistorioaO 
group is part if the dramatic machinery if the gospel. It is used by Mark 
to illustrate several positive themes which are important to him: Jesus' 
popular appeal, the significance of his teaching, and his concern for the 
people who flocked to him. Most importantly, the crowd’s desire to be
■■'v
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with Jesus and learn from him is frequently contrasted to the blindness 
of other groups in the gospel: Jesus' enemies, his relatives and even 
his own disciples.
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45» Kodell (op, . cit.., pp. 333? 343) rejects such an interpretation, 
arguing that even though Luke retains the reference to the people be­
cause he received it in the tradition he still plays down their 
culpability, leaving the impression that the leaders bore most of the 
guilt. G. Rau ("Das Volk in der hUranischen Passionsgeschichte? Eine 
Konjektur zu Ik 23:13?" ZNW 56 (1965), pp* 41-51) also thinks that Luke 
presents a consistent picture of the people tC^lc^ugColt the gospel. He 
finds one major exception- to his theory in 23:13 and eliminates it by 
accepting bho suggestion of P. Winter (On the Trial. of Jesus, Studia 
Judaica I, p. 201 n. 23) that zoos Xpxovzc-s rev is a
copyist's error. The correct reading, Rau argues, should be cow
c^/pKOvzAs vou Atwv . The ones who ask for Jesus' death are not the 
crowd but a mob of religious leaders. This solution, however, is too 
facile and has no major variant readings to support it. It also fails 
to take account of the interchangeability of oxXos and in the
gospel.
46. ' In Mk. 11:32 A D W f-’ f-- read /Aqa-v rather, than SxAo
47. /As^o.5 only appears twice in John’s gospel, 11:50 and 18:14; of. 8*2.
48. So R.B. Drown, The Gospel According to John (i-xii), p. Ixxi.
49* Brown, loc. cit.
50. Cf. Meyer, TDNT V, p. 588.
51. For a discussion of the use of this term in Acts see G^i^izelmann, 
op. 0.1^., pp- 146ff.
52. These verses are oim.tted by Matthew. As C.H, Tusi^^ (JTS o.s. 26 
(I924-I925), p- 149) says, "^Mt,ttCee■ discards the explanation: what was 
necessary for Geem!’ readers in Rome was unnecessary in Palestinian 
circles." Mk, 7*3-5 is generally considered to be Markan. Cf. Tay­
lor, p. 334) for various interpretations of these verses.
53. The use of *00 Son? o ( in Lk. 7*3 is merely descriptive.
54. The tern. r£/M?^s is only found once in Mark’s gospel (7*26) and is
purely descriptive, refers to the Roman authorities (10:33,42?)
and to all the nations outside of Xszrael (l]:17. 13*3,10).
55. CO. Jermias, ”^cAAc><z,' 1 TDNT VI, pp. 536-545*
56. Of. Nineham5 p. I65, for example, who thinks that the blindness 
depicted in 6sIff. is taken by Mark to be a foreshadowing of Jesus’ 
rejection by his people as a whole.
57- See the discussion of 6*53ff. in Chapter III, p. I40.
»
Appendix II
MK. ”5*40 atd ”6:1-8 : LOOKING FOiR THE RESURRECTED JBSU3
Throughout ■the gospel Mark consistently depicts the partial blind- 
nnss of the Pisci.plls. Even at •the foot of thn cross they still do tot
know who Jesus really is atd Mark indicates that htl.ey ill tot "sne 
clearly" until after the resurrection. Similarly, the Christians in
Mn^ac's church ill not overcome -their blindness until they recognise the 
risen Christ in their midst and comprehend his teaching. In the light 
of this one would logically expect that the gospel would -terminate with 
the disciples recognising Jesus on the other sidi of thn grave and 
recviving -thi Holy Spirit as they do nlsewhiri in thi NT. 1 Instead, if 
thi shorter ending of thi gospel is accepted, Mark concludes his prninata- 
-tion of thn life of Uesns on at unexpected note — rather that ending ith 
a promise that thn gospel ill be spread throughout the world, Mark 
paints a disturbing portrait of the two Marys and Salome paralysed ith 
fear, unable to proclaim a message which would send the disciplvs to
meet Uesns.
At exavinarion of the words for seeitg in ”6:1-8 atd I5&4C suggests 
•that this conclusion is not due to an unfortunate muUilrhion of an
ancient m annus ipt or Mark’s unexplained inability to complete his gospel, 
but reflects hi.s dnsire to leave the gospel open-eaPed by terminating it 
i-th a question. It ”5*48 atd ”6:1-8 he indicates htah the fear of thi
women and their fail, urn to proclaim the angel’s message is cansld by thn 
irme kind of blindness which plagues thi disciples atd Mark's church.
In 15:48, for example, they sne Jesus ot thn cross ( Ano
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ogc> but their perception remains at the level of mere observa­
tion."’ The cross means nothing more than degradation and humiliation
and even though they followed Jesus in Galilee (l5*4-l) and presumably 
were familiar with his passion predictions (of. UyaTV in 16*7), they are 
totally unprepared for the events which have transpired. Their attitude
contrasts sharply with that of the centurion who, when he sees Jesus on 
the cross, breaks ou-t with the most significant co.nfession in the gospel 
(15*39). He sees and knows who Jesus is." Although the women observe
the same series of events they come to an enitirely different conclusion: 
they have eyes and do not see.
It is not surprising, therefore, that although there are a number 
of different words for seeing in 16:1-8 their net effect points more to 
blindness than to sight. The women look up and see that the stone is 
rolled away { kva/$ ,\z SooJpouac v 1 v. 4); they see the heavenly
messenger ( v£av{<r/zO'V , v. 5)5 they are ordered to observe the
empty tomb (?«£ , v. 6)" and finally, they are reminded of Jesus' promise 
that they will see him in Galilee (o.xdt. , v. 7? of. 14*28)." Never­
theless, the things which they have seen and heard, evidence which 
practically amoimts to the classical proofs for believing in Jesus' 
resurrection, are to no avail. They are amazed ( ij? £ i/, v. 5)
and run away in fear and .trembling {zpo/Aos e’/ovreirsf ). The
account concludes with an enigmatic comment which leaves the reader with
O ‘
' an unexplained picture of silence and unbelief.
This picture differs considerably from the account of Easter morning 
as the other evgugeeists present it. In Mathew's gospel the empty tomb 
causes the women to depart with fear and joy and they run to tell the 
disciples what they have seen. Im^liedalely afterwards they encounter
the resurrected Lord (Mt. 28:8f.). For John too, seeing leads to believ-
' ing and one of the disciples acquires faith solely on the basis of the 
empty grave (Jn, 21:8), although others require the presence of the risen
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Christ before they will see (Jt. 21:11-18,24-23)' It Luke's gospel - 
some of thi disciples do not know Jesus at first biomse their eyes are
- I .. 1 I 1 ' J> A A />
kept from recognising 1ll { ot Jc o<pS>&A^uoz c/jocy MjiWowzo zoo 
/xy WfMMii tween , Lk. 24*16), but later they see when Jvsus breaks
bread for them ( cfy vo/a S y % oc ojscA/xo < , 24 *3” ) •
It Mc. ”6:1-3 the grafting of tmie spiritual vision is IvIP back
for the future, and this is precisely as Mark wants it. %e fol^'loweri
of Jesus are partially blimd throughout the gospel because thi peopln in 
Mark's church still do tot see clearly. Their experiences are entirely
analogous: both groups have yet to discover who Jesus really is. The 
gospel inds with the women quaking with fear atd lacking the /lceisary 
confidence to report what they have sven because Mark wants to leave his 
readers with a burning question: where is this risen Christ who restored 
the vision of thn disciples? For Mark the answer is both a challenge and
a word of hope: hi is present in the gospel as he delivers the teaching; 
which will make the blind see atd hi is present in •the midst of the 
gathered Christian ctmmmn/ty.
J> X I \ } s
6fl3c\Aytoos £KC)VZ€.S ou /MtXlZl}
Footnotes to Appendix II -
1. The passion predictions in 3:3”; 3*9,30;.10:33 also seem to demand a 
resnrrechi‘on appearance.
2. A number of scholars think that Mark ended his gospel with ”6:8. The
arguments for this interpretation are well stated by Lightfoot, Thi 
Gospel. Message of St. Mark, pp. 80-37, and Burkill, ’’31eri.ous Revela­
tion, p. 157 n. ”3. Recently F.Vk vat der Horst ("Cat a book end with
/V)/) A note on Maak XVIQ," JTS t.s. 23 (”372), pp. 121-124) tas 
reaffimmid Lightfoot's argument that a iethence and a book can etd wLt-h 
yAp . WG. K{tdnel (introduction to the New Testament, pp. 7”f*) gives 
an extensive list of scholars for whom ”6:1-8 is the genuine conclusion 
of the gospel. For bibliographies atd sumfimaies of various views of 
thise verses see C.F. Evans, Resurrection and the New Testament, pp. 
67-8I; van der Horst, op. cit., pp. 121 f. n. 3; G,W. Trompf, "Tii 
first resurrection appearance and thn itding of Mark's gospel-," NTS ”8 
(”372), pp. 308-330. It Trorapf’s opinion Mark's ending tas bevn lost . 
atd is lrlslavep either fully or partially in Mt, 23:3-10. Also see
E, Litnuman/..........  ,
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S, Linnefnann, "Dor (wiedergefundene ) «^-^;ckli5och3ufJ, " ZT'hK 66 (I969)? 
pp. 255-287, who argues that Mark's original ending can be reconstruc­
ted from Mt. 28: I6f. and Mk. 16:15-20? and K* Aland ' e Oujictions to 
this theory, "her veiedergifrmdene MarkusschluB? Sine metCodologiscCe 
Bemerkung zur. textkritischen Arbeit?" 2TCK 67 (l9?0), pp. 3-13. Also 
see his "Bemerkungon zurn SchluB des Markusevangelitms," Nsotestament le.a 
et Simiiica^ Studies in. . Honpiur,,. of,Matthew Black? pp. 157-180. More 
recent studies include those by H.-WW, BartscC, "Der SchluB des Marcus - 
Evangeliums: Bin uberlieferungsgos_chichtliches Problem," TZ 27 (l97l)? 
pp. 241-254; J.K? Elliott, "The text and language of the endings to 
Mark’s gospel?" TZ 27 (l97l)? PP. 255-262. .
3. In Maak’s gospel Si.ojpz.iJ is used .exclusively to describe physical 
observation, 3:11; 5{15j38; 12*41; 15*47; 16*4*
4. The centurion's insight is contrasted with the cynical observations 
of other bystanders in 15*32 who ask Jesus to come down off the cross 
so that they may see and believe.
5. Of. the study of avafiJsn. oJ above in Chapter III? pp. 14&ff.
6. See the cimniits on ^^^odk's use of in Chapter I, n. 169.
7. .It has been argued by to]Ciiyer both in Galllaa und Jerusalem? pp. 
lOff., and in his commiidary, pp. 355ff*, and also by Marxsen, .pp. 73ff», 
that 16*7 is not a reference to the resurrection but to the parousia.
Best (pp. 17411*) d eliondSrates that this theory is based on too literal
a distinction Uet^ween Galilee and Jerusalem. Furthermore? vpzdoes 
not Cave to refer to the tazousia* Although words of seeing do describe 
it they can also refer to the encounter with the resurrected Lord (.Mt. 20* 
7,10,17; Jn. 20*18,25,29; 1 Cor, 9*l). Moreover, the fulfilment of the 
passion predictions requires the resurrection rather than the ta^^^siaj 
30 also Schvwe?;er, Markus, p. 212. Cf., however, the recent study by
J.-M. van CangC, "La Galilee dans 1 'Evarngile de Marc* un lieu theolo- 
gique?" Revue Biblique 79 (l972), pp. 59-76, in wCLcC it is argued that 
the seeing vocabulary in 16*7 is a threefold reference to (a) the past 
of the resurrection appearances, (b) the future of the parousia, and (c) 
the present of the Gaailean mission undertaken by Mark's church.
8. It is unlikely, as many scholars argue, that Mark equates the fear
and amazement of the women with holy fear or dread of God which is an 
inevitable result of revelation; so Lightfoot, The Gospel Message of 
St. Mark, pp. 83, 97; AAC. Ulen, "St. Mark XYI:8. ’They were afraid.'
W?H JTS O.s. 47 (1946), pp. 46-49; "’Fear’ in St. Mark," o.s. 48 
(1947): PP* 201-203; Tagawa? pp. 99-122; de Tillesse, pp. 264-266: 
Horstiann, "Das Motiv der Jlmgerfurcht, " Studien . zur mark ini schen 
Ohc.r.s tologie, pp. 81-83; van Cangh, op. cit.? p. 62. Although fear 
and amazement are identified with awe in the gospel (1:22,27; 2:12; 
5:f5J20,43,42; 7*37; 9*15; 11*18; 12:17), wherever they refer to the 
attitude of those close to Jesus they are connected with unbelief and 
blindness (4*41; 6:2,6,49?50?51?52; 9s6?10), For somewhat different 
applications of these tezims see 6:6,20; 12:12; 15*5,44*
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